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CHAPTER VI: THE ALEXANDRIAN FATHERS. 



Th8 IJJr it i ngs n f Clem~ nt of Al o.xandr i 4, Or if""] en, 
M8thodius of Olympus, and Dionysius of Alexandria: 
Cr i ti c0 l Ed :it i. ons, !H Hed !'l~t ters 

In the casn of Clement of Alexandri8 the critic~l texts employed 

wRre thosn of the Gri~chischen Christlichen Schriftsteller sgries. 

This rr::!flrPSF?nts ;-, nr?virture fr.om our usual pr2ctice in this thesis, 

which has heen to use the Snurc~s Chr~tiennes seriRs. Thg reason for 

thi~ '1J8S th:::it thP mr:ijor iln:rtir.ns nf' Clement's 11fr.r.ks 2re nnly in 

preparation tuith the French series, and it seemed undesirable to use 

onR textuRJ. nuthnr.ltv in c~rt~in instances anrl 2 different one in 

other casc;s. 

The l!o."!_urne deal.in0, t11ith thP ProtrerU.cus anrl the PaedC"Jooous is 

volume 12 in the G.C.S. ser.i8s of texts ;:rnd repr2sPnts thP. 1·1ork of 

Otto St~hlin. It was published in 1905 hy J.C. Hinrich's schg 

Ruchh~ndlung at LAirziQ. Sn f3r 8S the Stromata are concerned, Books 

I-VI -tuere edited hy St.8hlin in thg sc=ime series, this 1uork being 

published in 1906. (G.R.S. series No. 15). This editing has more 

recently been revised and published (1960) as a third edition (G.t.S. 

seriPs No. 52). ThA oerson responsible for this work was Ludwig Fr~chtel. 

These editinos of the text have been employed. Stromata V~VIII were 

editsd, 2~ain by St~hlin, ~nd this book was published in 1909 (G.G.5. 

seri8s No.17). This work also includes an editing by Stahlin of the 

Excerpta ~ Theodoto and the Ecloo3e Propheticae, together with the 

Quis dives salvetur (Frc:tgments 8re also dealt with). This volume has been 

employed in dealing ~1ith the Strornata VII-VIII, the Excerota ~ Theodoto, 

the Ecloo,ae Prooheticae, anrl the Ouis dives salvetur, which are quoted 

riassim. 
,, 

Orioen. The Sources Chretiennes series was employed onlj with 

reference to the Homilies on the Book of Joshua, in dealing with this 
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writer. Th8 s.c. series on the Contra CelsuM was not rearlily available 

to us until this thr?sis 111::is bRinq comnJ.~trJd. ThR 1..10JumP. mentioner:! in 

this s8r.ies, 111hich 1i1?s employed, is n11mber 71, :-rnd is entitled 'Homilies 

sur Josue'. It rerr.RsP.nts thr; 1i10rk of .n.. J~ubRrt in P,ditinn, ,gnrl it 

W28 flUblishPrl in 1g6Q. 

In the cAse, therefore, both of the De Principiis :rnrl thR Contra 

~_J.sum, the 1Jol11mes usrd u1ere the anproprL=1tE1 ones in the r;riechisch!=?n 

Christlir::hen Schriftstoller sRries. 

MRthodius of Olvmnus. The S. C. text i11as efllployerl in this instance. 

ThR French editing of the text of the 'Banquet of the Ten Virgins' is 

ent.itlerl 'Le Banquet' and is the utork of H. Musurillo 8nrl V.H.Dehidour. 

It 1112s rublishr:irl in 1963. flur riunt~tions fr nm Methodius of Olympus 

are taken only from this work on the Banquet, which illustrates 

sufficiPntly the them?s u1hich .gre in our mind. 

Dionysius of Alexandria. Oionysius is treat8d as lying strictly 

bey on d the f i e 1 d of o 1 1 r in \I est i g ;:it i on , s i n c e h P is n n t rl ea 1 t 1t.1 i th in his 

O\Jtn ri~ht but 5.s introciucPd simrJlY ~s ;:i foil tn the thought of Origen. 

For this recison the English translation only has been given, 1JJhere 

quotations frnm th8 frr:igments of his 111orks are userl. The tr8nsl;:1tion 

employed is that ~iven by C.L. FRltoe in his book, 'St. Dionysius of 

Al~~~nrlri~. L0 tters 9nd Tre8tises', published by the Society for 

Prnmoting Christian Knowledge in London, and the Macmillan Company in 

New York in 1918. The quotations given are from fr2oments of Oionysius' 

book, 'On thR Pro~ises', and modern knowledge of the text of the same 

deo 0 nrls uron quotations from Eusebius' 'Ecclesiastical History' 

VII.?4 and 2s. 
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The Alexandrian Fathers 

INTRODUCTION 

When we refer to the Alexandrian Fathers, we have in mind Clement 

of Alexandria and his successor as head of the Catechetical School in 

Alexandria, Origen. The title constitutes a recognition that, despite 

important differences in their theological outlook, Clement and Origen 

had somewhat in crnnmon, both in their ecclesiastical background and 

in their outlook. Of the two Origen must be judged the more syste~atic 

thinker. Curiously, he is also at once the more original of the two 

and the one more entrenched within the Christian tradition. As 

Einar Molland judges1
, Clement shows more depth of thought than 

ability to systematize. Despite severe 6riticisms upon the limits of 

Hellenic philosophy, Clement inwardly seems to owe more to it than does 

Origen. 

When we come to the subject of eschatology, many similar comments 

are frequently r~ade concerning these two thinkers. The canmonest 

remark is that they have 'spiritualized' eschatology. This charge 

is made particularly in regard to Origen, but it is also made of 

Clement. The charge regarding Origen has been made from ancient 

times. The first to make it was Methodius of Olympus, writing at the 

end of the third century. In dealing with Origen, we shall have to 

examine the approach of Methodius in order to elucidate whether the 

usual evaluation is sound, and whether in fact Drigen and Methodius 

are as far apart in their views as is frequently stated. The 

contribution of Dionysius of Alexandria in opposition to Nepos of 

Arsenoe will also cane under review. 

1 
The Conception of the Gospel in the alexandrian Theology. 
Skrifl:er utgitt av Ost Norske Videnskaps-Akademi I Oslo,II 
Hist.-Filos. Klasse.1938.No.2. pp.5-14. 



Our procedure in this investigation will be to set forth the 

salient features of the eschatology of Clement and of Origen in turn. 

Thereafter, common features will be examined and critically assessed, 

while divergences will be noted. We shall then be in a position to 

estimate the overall contribution of Clement and Origen to eschatology, 

and to the developing thinking of the Church on eschatological themes. 

It would be wrong in principle to anticipatA details of interpret-

ation in advance, for in this way contentions advanced would not be 

documented. Nevertheless, for the sake of clarity, it should be 

stated at the outset that it is our conviction that, both with 

reference to Clement and Origen, far too much stress has been laid on 

what has been termed a 'spiritualizing' of eschatology. In fact, 

both thinkers appear to have accepted belief in final Resurrection and 

Judgment at the Parousia of Christ. It is true that neither is 

sympathetic to belief in a millennial reign of Christ on earth. 

This is because both,and Origen especially, lay stress on the thought 

that Christ became as we are, in order that our destiny may be that 

of those who share in the life of the Son of God. For this reason, 

not only is a millennial reign not to the fore in their thinking--

while some features of it were repugnant to them--but also their 

whole conception of the future life is of one in which the limitations 

of our present earthly life are left behind. It would seem, however, 

to be a mistake to interpret this to mean that all bodily existence 

will be left behind. Our life is to conform to the pattern of the 

heavenly Logos. A comment made by Charles Bigg in his Bampton 

Lectures for 1886, with reference to Origen, may give the general 

perspective:-

"Man, he(Origen)tells us, will eventually cease to be a'soul' at 
all. When his redemption is complete, his love will no longer 
be 'cold'; he will become a pure intelligence, as he was before 
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he lapsed from his first estate. But even so he will still 
be corporeal, for except the Trinity no spirit can exist 
without a shroud. The same law will apply to the Saviour, 
in so far as He is perfect f-1an." 1 

It is not so much that Clement and Origen wish to repudiate corporeal 

existence as man's destiny through Christ: rather is it that they 

want to stress that man and his environment will be greatly changed 

under the new conditions. In particular, the concept of man's 

in 'incorruptibility', will be 

discovered to be an important feature in the thinking of both men. 

It is the stress on this concept which has given the false impression 

that these writers are more concerned with 'spiritual' existence after 

death than with the realities of the Christian tradition: the Parousia 

of Christ, Resurrection, Judgment, a New Heaven and a New Earth. 

CLEf'lENT 

With this statement of vantage-point, we proceed to our 
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examination of the contribution of Clement of Alexandria to eschatological 

themes. This is in his case a sometuhat more difficult task than in 

that of most other writers. He wrote much less than Origen, and what 

we have is particularly difficult to interpret. The Protrepticus, 

the Paedagogus, the Quis Dives Salvetur, and other fragments are 

relatively lucid, but the Stromateis present a real challenge to 

understanding, in view of the deliberately ambiguous style adopted. 

Clement seems for ever to be presenting elternative solutions of 

theological problems, as also he is guilty of breaking off the 

discussion of a theme to return to it later. Despite the fact that 

this may result from some vagueness in his own thinking, a charge 

quite frequently made, and despite the fact that depth rather than 

1 The Christian Platonists of Alexandria. Clarendon Press, 
Oxford 1913. pp.272-273. 
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systematization may best describe his thinking, it would seem likely 

that his own avowed intention, of so presenting matters that only those 

with understanding ( yvwcs-15 ) will perceive the true meaning,. suggests 

that there is greater coherence than at first appears. This statement 

applies to Clement's eschatology, as to all his theology. It is note-

worthy that it is in the Stromateis especially that this vagueness 

attaches to his style, while the Protrepticus and the Paedagogus are 

relatively straightforward. Clement's intention to make his readers 

search for the hidden meaning is set forth in Book I, chapter I. If 

the Stromateis is the projected book, which was to bear the title, 'The 

Master' (.t!Q. Didaskalos), mentioned in Peed. I.I, then this book will be 

seen to complete a trilogy of works, an Exhortation to those outside 

the Faith followed by an Instruction to those inside the Faith, now 

capped by a work which would only be understood by the Christian Gnostic. 

It cannot be said with certainty that the Stromateis represents this 

third book, with its name changed from that originally intended, but if 

it is, it does help us to believe that there is a hidden coherence. 

The Second Advent. 

Direct references to the Parousia of Christ in the writings of 

Clement are few. We mention two in which this Event is spoken of as 

a 'second advent' and where the reference is almost allusive in 

character. 

The first is another fragment preserved by Cassiodorus, and 

finds a place within certain 'Comments on the First Epistle of John'. 

Commenting on I Jn. 1:23 Clement says: 

" Qui negat filium ignorando eum, nee patrem habet neque 
cognoscit eum. Qui vero cognoscit filiumr et patrem secundum 
scientiam novit. Cum manifestatut fuerit dominus in secundo 
adventu, fiduciem habebit et non confundetur~ quae confusio 
est grands supplicium." 

The second reference occurs in the tclogae Propheticae. LVI. 
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Clement is commenting upon Ps.19: 4-5. His thought is interesting. 

He says: ·~K ~I d v 1;;> 
1 
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The development of Clement's thought in this chapter and the next 

(LVII) is quite difficult. It need not concern us in detail. It is 

worth noting that the futurist reference is, however, reinforced. 

'He hath set' is understood as having a partially future reference. 

The 'tabernacle' is interpreted of the Church. Matt.13:43 is under-

stood as referring possibly to shining "in the sun" rather than "like 

the sun". The cause for the transposition in Ps.19: 4-5 now begins 

to be apparent. Clement's thought is that when the bridegroom issues 

from His chamber, i.e. when Christ appears in glory, nothing will be 

hid from His heat. It is at that time that Christ will deposit His 

'tabernacle', i.e. the Church, in the sun. It may seem a very curious 

concept which is in view here, but it rests in part on the judgment 

that "an angel high in command" is presently" in the sun". Just 

as he now exercises sway at God's command over days (and angels, we 

are told, are sometimes called days), so Christ's people will exercise 

sway over angels in the days to come. Chapter LVII suggests a more 

figurative understanding of the reference to the setting of Christ's 

people in Himself by God. The speculative thought is also advanced 

that the Gnostic Christians, "those who possess knowledge", shall 

become angels, being instructed by the angels for a thousand years 

after their being brought to perfection. All of this may seem 

highly speculative, but it does underline that Clement did believe 
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in a ~econd Advent of Christ in glory. 

Future Resurrection 

Clement's clearest references are to the doctrines of the 

future resurrection and the purging fire of judgment. We look now 

at certain references to resurrection. It is worth noting the 

characteristic standpoint from which these are penned. They assume, 

rather than nrgue for, the reality of the future resurrection: what 

is at stake is the character of the life of those resurrected. In 

two passages (Paed.I.IV and II.X) Clement quotes fran Lk.20:34, with 

a view to distingui91irg the kind of life in the body that we now have 

and that which believers are to have in that llJhich is to come. The 

references to Jesus' words in their context provide strong evidence 

that Clement believed that the resurrection was a reality. Jesus 

was giving answer to a scornful question fran the Sadducees who did 

not believe in the resurrection. Jesus answers, asserting its 

reality, but demonstrating the changed conditions of life for those 

"worthy to attain to that age and to the resurrection from the dead". 
) .-

rou t. k. cl v·ou 
\ 

)(.ol I T1JJ 

~v...<o·r.i;;-ui; -r~5 /;;, vtyiJv~) In. Paed.I:IV. what Clement wants to 

show is that in the resurrection there shall be neither male nor 

female. 
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It may well be that Clement is misled through Gnostic influences at 

this point in his interpretation of Jesus' meaning. Jesus does not 

assert that in the Kingdom of God sexual differentiation will disappear, 

but only that the marriage relationship, with all that this implies 

concerning the physical aspect of 'conjugal relations', will be set 

aside. It was, however, quite a common idea in Gnostic circles that 

it is only the body which gives sex-differentiation, i.e. that the 

soul itself is sexless. If this is where Clement derives his 

particular interpretation of Jesus' word, at Lk.20:34, this provides 

a good example of the admixture of Biblical and other notions in his 

thinking. Thus, this passage witnesses at once to Clement's belief 

in physical resurrection and his assumption that the raised body will 

be sexless. 

Again, in, Paed.II.X, a chapter devoted to what is appropriate 

for the Christian in sexual conduct, Clement makes a play on the idea 

of divesting oneself of clothing. He II }A ~1 d~ 
c/ X' ,:.; v I says: ~<,<ol 

) J .... J r. o Su o- c{;u. c. ex. \ \ ~: f;J 
) \ 

tJ(.li.O VO/.J.C.Vcy f<.o(. I T7V ·1ro-r~ J c 7\c I 

I ( ..-
(JU Ot:. "f\Off.. 

In context, Clement's thought is that marriage must not be made an 

excuse for sexual licence. There is that which is appropriate, and 

that which is inappropriate in sexual behaviour, even within the 

marriage bond. He goes on to express the thought that the practice 

of self-restraint, "shall consign the man to everlasting chastity". 

The balance of thought is clever and powerful. Just as a man 

divests himself of clothing on retiral for the night, but does not 

even in the married state shed his continence, which is appropriate to 

his dignity as a man, so in the age to come he will be enabled, 



through-this life of continence which has beccxne habitual, to shed 

even sexual desire and attain a higher form of life and canmunion. 

Sexual desire belongs to mortality, which is to be 'put off'. Again 

Lk.20: 34 is quoted. 

\ 

-r ol 
""-

T1J 5 

Clement concludes:- 11 
...... i<ti.To1..;0yfcrp1..vrt:5 

J" I 0 i<: 0/< c \) • 11 
( 1 Q Q t 3 ) 

These passages es~ablish that Clement takes the thought of resurrection 

seriously, but that he is concerned about the conditions of the life 

of the age that is to cane, i.e. after the resurrection. This is a 

characteristic concern of Clement, who is earnest that in this life 

we should prepare, as best we can, for that which is to come. 

We should note that at Lk. 20:36 Jesus relates the cessation of 

giving and taking in marriage to the fact that the 'worthy' 'cannot die 

any more", ( 0 [; 
\ 

y °'/"' 
)I 

~TI d V V.J..VT"'-- J ) 
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i.e. that they are incorruptible •. In view of Clement's characteristic 

concern with incorruptibility--a concern shared by the Greek Fathers 

of the Early Church in general--it is worth noting this linkage. 

Clement does not comment expressly on it, but it would seem clear 

that for him the incorruptible life is one in which sexual functions 

are inappropriate. The implication of Jesus in the Lukan passage, 

as recorded, seems to be that sexual functions are bound up with the 

need to propagate the race. The 'never dying' character of the 

resurrected hUTianity makes sexual provision no longer necessary. 

Two points are significant for Clement; and may be briefly noted 

only, since Clement does not explicitly comment on them at this point. 

The first is that such a passage as Lk. 2.0:34ff. seems to leave no 

room for millenarian hopes. This is in accord with Clement's outlook 

throughout. The second point is that Clement's concern that Christians 



should reach the level of 'I \.? wo- 1 J is based upon an eschatological 

understanding. This latter point is important and will be developed 

later. However, the basic ascetic drive of Clement, which is so 

related to his Gnosticism, is intended as an anticipation by Christians 

of the conditions which will obtain in the resurrection. This 

understanding is also implicit in Origen's writings. Preoccupation 

with food, sleep, money, ~Jor~ly pleasures, or sexual functions, is to 

pay attention to that which is passing. In moderation such interest 

is not wrong for the Christian, but the superiority of the Christian 

Gnostic consists in his self-chosen anticipation of that which is in 

conformity luith the life of the age that is to come. It is basically 

this understanding rather than the Greek adage, )/ 

o<.yol.'V 

'nothing too much', that underlies Clement's asceticism. With such 

an understanding, one can understand resistance from Clement to the 

millenarian concept, which as we have seen (Chapter III page 34~) 

on occasions seemed to suggest not only the continuance of sexual 

functions during the millennial reign of Christ on earth, but even 

their increase in intensity and fruitfulness. 

It is interesting that Stromateis VII.XII, which deals with the 

Christian Gnostic's generosity, continence, and unworldliness, has 

been construed by some to have a sidelong glance at millenarianism. 

Thus Guerike considered that the statement in 74.7 that the Gnostic 

,. 
l<ol..1 Toi (}cf <.Jv 

)/ 
OIJTtJV 

referred to chiliasm or millenarianism. Charles Bigg noted this in 

a footnote to the statement in his Bampton Lectures that Clement 

"rejects with scornful brevity the fancies of Chiliasrn."
1 It may 

be questioned whether in fact this passage has the concept of the 

1 _£_f}_:; (_ 1+ ·, p. 14 4 . 
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millenniun in view but if it does, it would seem to be the fact that 

a reserve towards this concept and his attitudes towards asceticism 

are rooted in a common basis, a particular understanding of the nature 

of man as a resurrected creature. There is, however, nothing un-

balanced in Clement's asceticism or. in his concept of the Christian 

Gnostic: he even suggests in this very chapter (70, 6-7) that the true 

Gnostic is not necessarily an unnarried man, for he can be the married 

man, who has care of children and the things of this life, but has 

endured the temptations commensurate with this estate, without giving 

to sexuality or the cares of this world a greater importance than 

they should have. 

It may be felt in all of this that Clement's acceptance of the 

fact of the resurrection itself derives from an unwillingness to break 

openly with the traditional teaching of the Church, or that, if he 

does accept it, it is not an integral part of his thinking. Such a 

judgment surely arises from a misunderstanding of Clement. Strom. 

VII.XII makes clear that it is the Lord Himself who is the pattern 

of the Gnostic--in his virginity, unconcern with monetary values, 

etc. And the resurrection of our Lord is not in doubt in Clement's 

mind. 

The Fire of Judgnent 

Clement's thinking concerning the judgment of God is rather 

complicated, and interpretations of it vary somewhat. It seems 

clear, at any rate, that he believed in purgatorial fires, through 

which the believer would, after death, attain to the mansion 

prepared for him. Strom.VI.XIV perhaps gives us the clearest, or 

most canplete portrayal, of Clement's thought. 

At the end of the previous chapter (VI.XIII) Clement concludes 

with the thought that 11 
••• ,. ~: 
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He has already made it quite clear that he is thinking here of the 
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Christian Gnostic--"the chosen of the chosen 11 .(rt:i\? /.1<.J..t.J<TiJv .•. l1<.AtKrhyo1) 

Among the Gnostics too, the middle wall of partition h;:rn been removed 

by Christ, so that the most august glory will be shared equally 

between Jews and Greeks. These do not remain "in the seventh s•.:!at, 

the place of rest" ( d v ~f> ~ °./<; ~ 1 J v.,( 7\"'.Ucre,05 J VI.XIV.108,1) 

an allusion to Valentinian eschatological symbolism, but are proflloted 

to the eighth grade. 

Cl8ment then introduces in chapter XIV a reference to the 

symbolism of the 'two folds' in John, chapter 10, and he appears to 

interpret the 'folds' in a two-fold fashion. The primary reference, 

as he rightly sees, is to Jews and Gentiles (or Greeks). Of which-

ever fold these believers are, they "understand gnostically the 

commandments". ( o-uv I { v r,,1... y v1.J a- ·r 1 '< LJJ 
) \ / 

c\/ TDA •• q > 108,3) 

The secondary reference, employed a little later (109, 3-6) seems to 

distin g·Jish between a fold for Gnostic Christians and ordinary 

bel.E.Jers. Such a vacillation in usage is characteristic of Clement. 

Clement's primary concern in this whole section is with the Gnostic 

Christians, Jetu and Gentile~ who are promoted "to the eighth grade". 

The reference to purgatorial torments applies only to ordinary 

believers, and the contrast is between the suffering of the ordinary 

believers after death in reaching their mansion and the swift flight 

of Gnostics to their grade. At the beginning of chapter XIII Clement 
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In this latter passaQe we are reminded that this attainment is not 

the result of any peculiarity of nature, but of the Gnostic's free 

choice. Here we see the reason for Clement's insistence on free-

will, which is so characteristic of his whole theology; resistance 

to heretical Gnosticism. Clement borrows imagery ostensibly from 

the Valentinians in his thinking about the life after death, but he 

wishes to make clear his rejection of their determinism. In chapter 

XIV, in a different manner, he insists that those who "gnostically 

understand the commandments" are marked out not by their faith alone, 

but also by their accompanying works: he reminds us that John lO's 

words were addressed by Jesus "to Jews alone who already kept the 

law and lived blamelessly, who lacked only faith in the Lord." ('I ouJo1..f'o1 j 

_µ 6vo15 ~. _ ~. ro/5 v~,;-t 11"' "-') 1<..1. ~ ~ v c rr1 7r .A f ·" T"--'J j3 t.jS' w 1c· t{o- 1 v; 

ot5 _,µO'-vov ->J c:f r~v )(o/1ov UAcAt/"lft-·ro 1f"k115,108,5) 
The Gnostic is the one with faith and blamelessness of life. 

Other passages in Clement suggest that this 'bla11elessness' is 

for him relative, not absolute. 

") 

Turning to the ordinary believer, Clement now remarks:- 11 ou~ 
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Clement's thought here seems to have close affinities with concepts 

used by Valentinian Gnosticism. Thus, both Stoics and Valentinian 

Gnostics taught that in the future life the soul needs no body, since 



it is itself a body. 

\ 
I<.<. I 

Thus, we read at Excerpta~ Theodoto, XIV.2: 

" The Valentinians, 

according to the Excerpta ~ Theodoto, divided men into three classes: 

those with body only and no soul-these perish like the beasts; the 

spiritual who are predestined to eternal life; and the psychic, who 

have faith but not knowledge. Thus we read in chapter LVI: " T6 
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In the future life the spiritual soar immediately to the Ogdoad, the 
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area of the fixed stars, through the seven planetary orbits. When they 

reach the Ogdoad, the spiritual beingsare beyond the possibility of 

change. At the consumm=~tion of all things, Christ lays aside his 

soul and leads such into the Holy of Holies, these spiritual persons 

having now become pure Words, like Himself. On the other hand, the 

Psychic "are cleansed by fire, the sensible and intellectual fire, 

1 the pangs of sense, the stings of remorse." Through the assistance 

of guardian angels they are raised through three 'mansions' or stages 

of discipline to the Ogdoad, which is their final hane--unlike the 

Spirituals who finally entered the Holy of Holies, where even the 

kind of 1 embodiedness' that can pertain to souls was left behind. 

The thought that this passage fran Strom.VI.XIV. has connections 

1~ith Valentinian Gnosticism rests upon the account of the writings 

of the Valentinian Theodotus given by Clement in the Excerpta ex 

Theodoto. What is said above about Valentinian Gnosticism 

is indeed derived primarily from the Excerpta ex Theodoto. The only 

1 c. Bigg. op.cit., p.40 --
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problem about this is that it is very difficult to be sure in this 

work how much Theodotus believed and how much represents Clement's 

reflections suggested by 1°1hat he has culled from Theodotus. It may 

well be, therefore, that Clement's judgnent that the believer on death 

must leave the flesh behind, in order to reach his own mansion, actually 

reflects ideas of his own in which he has already been influenced fran 

other sources. In particular it may well seem to many commentators 

that what is basic to Clement's attitude at this point is the influence 

of Philo. It seems to be the case, as modern research has been 

making clear, that Philonic thought had a considerable influence upon 

Egyptian Gnosticism in general. Thus, the Philonic concept of the 

Logos as the High Priest Who alone could enter God's presence and 

live, may well lie behind the thought in the Excerpta ~ Theodoto 

concerning Christ's laying aside his soul in the consummation of all 

things and leading the spiritual class of men (the Gnostics) into the 

Holy of Holies. It may also be the case that the ascetic tendency 

which underlies the language concerning the "putting off" of the 

flesh derives from a Platonic separation of man's spiritual essence 

from the flesh, which is clearly at work in the thought of Philo. 

Two points require to be made in this connection. First, while 

it may well be that Clement reveals at various place:s the influence of 

a Platonic separation between the intelligible and aesthetic realms, 

which is reflected in a certain tendency to abstract from the flesh, 

we shall see evidence to suggest, as we proceed, that Clement made 

much of the concept of the future glorification of our present 

beings, in the light of the glory and new powers accorded the Risen 

Christ. This may be a Biblical feature which has intermingled, 

perhaps rather uneasily, with a derogation of the flesh which is 

Platonic and not Biblical in background. Second, whatever the 



particular background to such a passage as Strom. VI.XIV.109.I, there 

are affinities between what is there presupposed and the so-called 

Valentinian framehJOrk set out in the Excerpta ~ Theodoto. In 

particular, we are enabled by that work to understand something of 

what is implicit in this passage. Further, modern discoveries of 

Gnostic Valentinian texts make it clear that whatever influences 

may be at work in the Excerpta ex Theodoto, the latter's teaching 

is recognisably Valentinian. 

One or two remarks should be made. First, the fact that a 

recognisably Valentinian framework is that over against which Clement 

works out his own scheme, shows that Clement is here talking about 

the future of the soul after death, rather than at the Parousia of 

Christ. Second, and by the same token, it would seem to mean that 

Clement assunes that beyond this purification after death there lies 

the further change which will occur at the consummation of all things. 

The Valentinian concept had both an immediate future and a remoter 

future in mind. Clement does not protest against the latter, and 

his acceptance of belief in the resurrection, even though it modifies 

the Valentinian frame~Jork in which he talks of immediate purification 

after death, suggests that to Clement too the final consummation is 

important. Third, as we have already noted, Clement resists the 

determinism of the Valentinian scheme. What we experience after 

death depends upon our free moral choice during this life. Fourth, 

we must guard against the thought that Clement is here advancing a 

kind of universalism: his attention is focused on the Church. Here 

he is concentrating upon the distinction between ordinary believers 

and Christians living on the Gnostic level. He does not comment 

upon the Valentinian view that sane gross persons have no soul at all, 

but only a body: this he would surely have repudiated, but his 
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silence is possibly significant of his agreement that some fail to 

find salvation at all. In Stromateis VI.XIV. (3, 2) Clement refers 

to what is satd of the Gentiles in Is.40:15. He holds that the 

heavenly bodies had been given by God to them, "so that they might 

not become altogether atheistical, and so utterly perish." 
(/ 

( J\l,,/. 

110.3) 

Phuosophy, likewise, assisted them, as did the Mosaic Law the Jews. 

He distinguishes between levels of response to their appointed guides, 

the heavenly bodies, but judges that it was of those who would not 

abide even by these but "fell away from them to stocks and stones", 
) ,, .... 

ci. 7i0 J'i C tTO vTcJ KtJll 

that it was said that, in the scales of divine justice, they were but 

as 'dust' ( X vo;;5 ) ( ' ) \ or 'a drop from a bucket' o-ro1.ywv ol.7\0 

The point of this is that for Clement there were those among the 

Gentiles also who did not in any way qualify as being uJithin the 

sphere of salvation. The implicit parallellism of this passage with 

the situation obtaining among those of Jewish race shows that Clement 

assunes three classes of men everywhere--those abeyond salvation ", 

believers and Gnostics. 

Some other points may be suggested from Clement's remarks in 

Strom.VI.XIII-XIV. Thus, when we bear in mind Clement's acceptance 

of the traditional doctrine of resurrection, we see how prepared 

he was to use the Valentinian framework in a critical fashion. However 

changed Clement may have assumed that the body would be in the 

resurrection, his scheme works with the whole man, in characteristic 

Hebraic fashion, rather than with the Valentinian view that, after 

death and at the consummation of all things, it will only be the soul 

that is dealt with. Fran another angle, we should note that· Clement 

may well have accepted in some form the Valentinian distinction for 



the period after the consummation between the Spirituals and the 

Psychics. Thus, while the Psychics finally reach the Ogdoad of 

Rest, which is attained by the Spirituals immediately after death 

according to Valentinianisrn, the Spirituals at the consummation are 

made 'pure Words', i.e. they give up even that kind of embodiedness 

that pertains to souls and which Christ adopted in the Incarnation. 

What Clement rejects in this view is the thought that Christ's 

humanity was a passing phase- there is no suggestion of such a view. 

Therefore, there is no thought of Christ's putting aside his soul, 

nor of Gnostics' putting aside their soul --or, for that matter, 

their body--at the consummation of all things. Nevertheless, 

Clement cites Solomon as an instance (Strom. VI.XIV. 110, 1-2) 

of the superior dignity of the mansion, to which the Gnostic will 

attain. 

It is interesting to note that the Valentinians thought of the 

Spirituals as masculine and children of Adam, while the Psychics were 

viewed as feminine, the children of Eve. Possibly, in the passages 
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already noted, where Clement not~s the words of our Lord at Lk.20:36ff., 

there is again an adaptation of Valentinian thought-forms and terminology. 

In saying that the Psychics had to become in character as the 

Spirituals, after death, both Stoics and Valentinians had suggested 

that the 'feminin~ must becane 'masculine•. There does not appear 

to be any allusion to this concept in Strom. VI, but the Valentinian 

framework that is used and adapted by Clement in Stran. VI may well 

have suggested to Clement's mind Jesus' words, handed down by the 

tradition. If this be so, then again, we submit, Clement demonstrates 

his free handling of the Valentinian scheme. For Clement is not 

speaking in the passages already noted, of any change wrought after 

death and prior to the consunmation, but he is talking of what is to 



be the nature of the constitution of resurrected man. Gnostic 

terminology is employed, but the thought is quite different, and moves 

within the ambit of the Christian tradition. 

Nevertheless, our investigation to this point has shown us that 

Clement does seem to think of purgatorial cleansing after death. It 

is important to reassert that only believers are in view. There is 

no suggestion that all men will be fitted for communion l•Ji th God 

either after death or at the consummation. Further, Clement's thought 

is spiritual in character. He is characteristically concerned with 

the believer's inward attitudes after death, even if Clement does use 

Gnostic or Philonic language about the bRliever as "divesting himself 

( ) (" .,.. 
of the passions," ~ r.e J:: o o a-0 c. v OJ \ 

lot so that 

he can reach his own mansion. What Clement does seem to say in 

Strom.VI, chapter XIV, is that there is no possibility of sinning after 

death, and that the believer will be tormented tui th repentance for the 

sins he has comrni ttec! after baptism ( 109, 3). Shame and sorrow at 

"not yet or not quite attaining what he sees others to have acquired" 

)\ 

·11 

constitute the torments envisaged, as he passes from the bodily state 

at death. 

Bigg ~eminds us that "the Greeks (as distinct from those of 

the Lat.in :_~m1rnunion) have no word for Purgatory, and certainly do 

not admit the existence of Purgatory as a distinct state 111 • The 

germ of the doctrine of Purgatory as a distinct state may be found in 

some of the treatises of Tertullian, and was a fully developed 

teaching in the West by the time of Augustine. In Clement, the 

concept of cleansing after death appears to be related to the 

1 
9.E..• El!.• p. 346. n. 2. 
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consuning flood of fire, which is to devastate the earth at the end 

of the age in a manner analogous to the devastation wrought by the 

Flood of water in Noah's day. Here Clement relies on the words of 

Jesus in His eschatological discourse (Matt.24:37ff.), and on the 

words of I Pet.3:18ff. and II Pet. 2:4ff. The thought is that the 

one who is in the Ark of the Church will be saved when God's eschatol-

ogical judgnent t11ith fire ( 7\ u/ ) is poured out on the earth. Jean 

Oanielou helps us to see that not a few of the Early Church Fathers 

saw Baptism as implying that the Christian has already undergone (in 

Christ) the coming flood of judgnent: already he has been overwhelmed 

by it.
1 This we must now seek to document, with reference to Clement. 

The main point, however, is that this suggests that, for Clement, 

purgatorial cleansing (trial ~ / ~ after death 

is appropriate to the Christian, simply because his deliverance from 

Final Judgnent, either on earth in the final eschatological woes or 

before God's judgment-seat, is guaranteed. His being cleansed by 

torments after death is a significant indication of his status within 

the community of God. Just as Christ has altered the conditions 

already of those righteous dead of ancir.-mt times, through His 

resurrection, so it is fitting that preparation for the heavenly 

mansions, which Christ will allot to His own at His appearing, should 

begin immediately upon one's removal by death from further opportunity 

of sinning. Thus, any concept of purgatorial cleansing in Clement 

rests on his understanding of the Church as the Ark, wherein the 

saints are delivered from the eschatological woes and Final Judgnent. 
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1 From Shadows to Reality.Burns & Oates.London.1960. Trans.from the 
French,'Sacramentum Futuri: Etudes sur les Drigines de la Typologie 
biblique' (Beauchesne et ses Fils,Paris) by 0001 Wulstan Hibberd. 
Book II, 'Noah and the Flood'; ChapterII,'The Flood, Baptism, and 
Judgment in the Fathers of the Church,' pp.85-102e 
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Two contentions are made in the last paragraph, the latter of 

which is the more important for our present purpose. First, we have 

accepted the judgnent of Charles Bigg that the general Greek view of 

Purgatory is at least indistinct. As this commentator reminds us, the 

Greeks "make no use of the texts I Cor.III.15, Matt.III.II, on which 

1 according to Cardinal Newman the Roman doctrine reposes." The 

Greeks, it is held, find no reference to 'purgatorial fire' or to 

punishments that are not eternal, in Scripture. On the other hand, 

Luke. 12:5 suggested to them the thought that there are some souls whom 

.God re.Emes from torment. Bigg asserts that the Greeks nowhere 

attempt to ascertain who these souls are. While accepting that the 

general Greek view is 'indistinct', as over against that of the Latin 

West, it would seem that Clement of Alexandria does make assertions 

about the identity of such souls: they are believers who have not 

reached the Gnostic level. Big~ is working with the understanding 

that Clement believed that, ;:i.fter death, souls that had not yielded to 

Christ might be induced by the 'wise fire' ( 7r ·u;° ..... -ro ..... rl> f>/o"vy o v> 

· Strom.VII.VI.34.4) to be truly penitent, and thus befitted fo~ God's 

presence. He finds this judgment in both Clement and Drigen2• 

Where we disagree with this interpretaflon is that, so far as Clement 

is concerned at least, there appears to be no thought that those who 

have not had faith, while on earth, lvill be relieved fro11 torments. 

Clement's thought is characteristically concerned with the anticipation 

of felicity that is given to the Gnostic immediately· upon death and 

the delay in such experience that the ~2n who has but 

not y v w er 1 f has to undergo. Bigg. himself confesses that 

1. 2.E..,eill_.p.345,n.2. 

2. '£E_.Cit. ,p.343. 



Clement does generally seem to be thinking of the doon of Christians, 

as canpared with Origen, who, in his view, has in mind a definitely 

1 larger hope of the final repentance and purification of all men. 

Perhaps the 'indistinctness', which generally attaches to the 

Greek view, is bound up with the lack of concern in the East to think 

legally about the relationship of the soul with God. It uJas in the 

West that an elaborate penitential system was worked out, whereby 

earthbound members of the Church expressed their penitence, and, as 

the theory developed, came to acquire 'merit' with God. All of this 

was related very definitely to post-baptismal sins. Purgatory was 

the continuation of the Church's school of discipline for the soul 

after death. The East, while not unconcerned about God's forgiveness 

of the sins of men, characteristically saw incorruptibility as the 

prime gift of the Gospel. This was at once a physical and an ethical 

stability over which evil could not triumph. The point is that it is 

harder to define progress towards such a state of incorruptibility 

than it is to express a legal relationship with God. It would, of 

course, in the nature of the case, only be finally achieved at the 

resurrection of the body. Nevertheless, ethical stability, loving 

God from the heart rather than from a sense of duty or fear, could be 
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achieved or approximated to, while the saint was on earth. Just as it 

was found difficult to differentiate between 'Gnostics' and ordinary 

believers, while on earth, whereas it was relatively easy to do so 

with those who were or were not 'in a state of grace' owing to 

definite sin avoided or incurred, so in the Greek thought of the life 

after death it was only God who could distinguish the 'Gnostic' and 

his more strugglingbrother. It is for this reason that the concept 

1 op.cit., p.148 
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of Purgatory is, as Briggs asserts, 'indistinct•. The point must, 

however, be underlined that, in the case of Clement of Alexandria, 

it is only believers who are in viet~ in his tbought of 'purgatorial 

cleansing', and these are more closely defined as tbose who have not 

anticipated, while on earth, as closely as possible, that 'incorruptibility' 

of character, which is to be God's final gift to His people. 

The second point, made above, was that Clement's thought of 

purifying fire ( 7f u;i) seems to be related to the thought of a final 

baptism of fire, which is to engulf the worl:f at the consummation of 

all things. It is necessary to admit that this relationship is, in 

Clement's expressed words, extremely elusive. Nevertheless, it 

appears to be implicit in his thinking. A very instructive comment 

is made in a difficult and obscure section of the Stromateis, viz. 

VI.XI. Here it is the measurements of the Ark of the days of Noah 

that are being discussed by Clement in terms derived from Pythagorean 

number symbolism. Already the rabbis and the heretical Gnostics had 

raised speculations based on the measurements of the Ark, while 

Hippolytus related these to the millennium, 1 which he saw prefigured 

in them. Drigen tells us that they reflect heavenly mysteries. 2 

The important passage in Clement is given below:- '' yc~/c71~5 J! 
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Jean Danielou calls attention to this passage. 1 
We must first 

see, however, what lies in the background of his comment at this 

point. In the previous chapters of this work, Dani6lou has shown 

that in I and II Peter there is an important linkage made between the 

Flood and the coming outpouring of judgment on the earth. Chs. 3:17ff. 

and 2:4ff. are, more particularly, in view, respectively, in these 

epistles. Dani~lou shows that some of the concepts found in these 

two epistles had significant antecedents in apocalyptic literature 

(such as the Book of Enoch), preparations in such Old Testament 

prophetic passages as Is.28:15ff ., and considerable development in 

Early Christian literature, such as I Clement (VII, 6 : IX, 3) and 

Justin Martyr's Second Apology (VII,2). The basic ideas that are 

alluded to, are a comparison of the previous judgmrmt in water with 

one that is to come in fire; a parallelism between Noah and Christ 

and between the Ark and the Church; and a profound parallel in II 

Peter (if Dani~lou be sound in his interpretation) between Noah's 

victory over the forces of chaos, represented by the waters of the 

flood, and Christ's Descent into Hades. The last point is brought 

out in connection with I Pet.3:19-20:-

"The Chief difficulty lies in the word 'keru-t:.t.9in' which is 
translated by 'preached~, which seems to i 1:iply a conversion 
of the spirits in prison. But it is not this which is involved, 
but the proclamation which Christ makes of his victory as he 
makes his descent to the underworld. The spirits in prison are 
the angels who before the Flood took wives of the daughters of 
men, and were because of this, as we are told by Enoch, confined 
in the Abyss till the day of Judgnent. To these Christ announces 

1 
op.cit.,pp.103-104. 
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their overthrow." 

.In context, Dani~lou 's thought is that, just as Noah overcame the 

forces of chaos, rising above them in the Ark, so Christ rl~~nded 

into Hades to worst His enemies, gloriously triunphing over them in 

the resurrection: so too does the Church triumph. A special 

instance of the Church's triumph will be seen in her deliverance when 

the final 'woes' are issued against the earth at the end of the age. 

A further feature of this is that, just as Noah was the TL~ 05 

of one order and the l1 X{ of the next, so it is with Christ, 

and so will it be at the end of the age: the deluge of fire will 

be followed by a 'new earth'. 

It is necessary to have all this in mind, as we look at Strom. 

VI.XI, and the understanding of it which Dani6lou proposes. One 

further particularly apposite citation, made by this commentator and 

mentioned above, may be noted in greater detail, viz. Justin's Second 

Apology, VII.2. Here it is asserted that it is the presence of the 

Church that meanwhile spares the world just as the world of Noah's 

day was spared, while the Ark was preparing. Justin relates Noah to 

the Greek Deucalion. The term conflagration is used of that which 

looms ahead for the world, and this term is in Justin's Greek, tK7\o/wcr11J 

which was used by Stoics of the recurring conflagrations that they 

expected in their concept of world cycles. Further, Justin's 

concept is an explanation of the 'delay• of the Parousia in terms 

of II Peter's reasoning. 

Of the passage in Strom.VI.XI Danie'lou has not much to say, but 

1 op.cit., p.BO. Danielou acknowledges his indebtedness in this 
account to Bo Reicke's 'The Disobedient Spirits and Christian 
Baptism',Lund,1946,pp.93seq; Danielou also makes mention of 
K. Gschwind's 'Die Niederfahrt Christi in der Unterwelt. 1 
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what is said is very important:-

"From this strange piece of symbolism we need only preserve the 
idea of a purification by fire( 51~ ~u~~s ) associated 
with the Flood and symbolized by the pyramidical form (1cc1;~f~oJ ·r;o6-,rov) 
of the ark. The image of a tetragon canes from Philo(Vit.Moys. 
II.128). We notice that Clement associates the ideas of Flood 
and purification, following in this Plato (Tim.22,C-E), whom he 
cites in the fifth Book (I,9; Saehlin, p.332). We have met here 
the junction of the Biblical Flood, the platonic Flood and. the 
Stoic !. K. "/'\ u;uJ u I J 

11 1 

What Dani~lou almost passingly mentions is of major importance for us 

at this point: 
/ 

whatever the true derivation of the word x u/~ 15 

may be (most lexicographers seem to favour an Egyptian origin), for 

Clement the very word's form ( 7rUj> 1 cf. KUf>'l'l.) expressive 

as it is for him of the shape of the Noahic Ark (i.e. as a pyramid) 

is a significant indication of the fire of coming judgnent, from which 

the people of God are to be preserved. This shows conclusively 

Clement's acceptance of the concept of Final Judgnent. It is true 

that the relation of the concept of purification tuith that of the 

Flood may be derived from Plato's Timaeus, 1t1here it occurs. It is 

entirely characteristic of Clement to accBpt with gratitude whatever 

element of truth there may be in the Greek philosophers or poets, 

however it may have been derived. Yet, Clement normally subordinates 

such citation of supporting evidence to the Biblical source of truth. 

In what follows Clement relates the particular figures of the 

measurements to Scriptural numbers, and however artificial this may 

seem to us, it is abundant evidence of the dominance of Biblical 

) \ (" (( \ 
rnoti fs in his thinking at this particular point. 11 
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Clement's final sentence in this sequence is most instructive, as 

showing the dependence of Clement at this time on biblical concepts, 

as understood by him, and the general relation with his own leading 

....... 
TOU [, 1<o1.fou ""'-

'Y' 0 k.: 0 'Ir '>} s 
II (87,2) 

\ 
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That is to say that the actual shaioe of the Ark symbolises the 

character of the Church in her various grades. The squares of the 

base, he has told us, indicate the secure basis, on which she rests, 

but the for:n indicates the approximation to perfection. We have 

already noted the importance to Clement of the concept of Christian 

Gnosticism, as over against heretical Gnosticism. Here he sees the 

Ark of salvation, as herself structured. It is the Christian 'Gnostic' 

clearly who is at the apex of the pyramid. When we remember that this 

figure occurs in a section which is clearly intended for the under-

standing of the Chri~tian Gnostic, and when we recall that the 

asceticism which Clement related to the 'Gnostic level' appears to 

be thought of as an anticipation of conditions at the consummation 

of all things (vide above page 574)we see that what is fundamental 

in this image of the pyramid is an eschatological insight. 

We may ask what, then, this figure of the pyramid tells us 

about Clement's thought. We have already noted that it shows his 

belief in coming judgnent. We have traced the Biblical connections 

of his thought. We have seen the half-hidden eschatological basis 

of the figure, in which the apex of the pyramid shows the Christian 

Gnostic as spearheading the realization by the Church of the glories 

of the new age, which lies beyond the fire of judgnent. We must 

now add to this that it seems probable that the passage in II Peter 2 

is at least part of the Scriptural background that is in the 
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mind of Clement at this point. 
) / 

The very term' ' .:.. k. 7f r (.,j (J" I 5 , 

is latent in II Peter 3, which is related integrally (3:5ff), 

to the concept of the Flood, that underlies the symbol of the Ark, 

expressed by Clement in terms of its pyramidical shape. Thus, in 

II Pet.3:7 ~Je read that the present heavens and earth have been stored 

> \ 
c I 0-1 ) and in 

verse 12 of the same chapter we are assured that the elements of 

this pres~mt world will melt with fire ( O-To1.){c.ld. J:.-J1.Ua~oJ,p~:\/"'- n/11.tr..1.1 

The interconnections of thought in this whole Second Epistle of Peter 

and that of Clement in this admittedlyaL~ost allusive mention, justify 

the conclusion that II Peter's concept of the coming fire of judgnent 

is actively present to Clement's mind. Allusive or passing mentions 

are often more significant of a whole asslJTled ground of understanding 

than detailed passages of exposition. This, however, leads us in 

turn to an even more important conclusion. Clement characteristically 

avoids language which speaks of the Parousia of Christ, but I and II 

Peter are preoccupied 1uith the very question of the so-called 'delay' in 

His Appearing and in the fire of judgnent that is to consume the 

present earth at that time. Any connection in Clement's thinking 

with II Peter implies Clement's tacit acceptance of the fact that 

final judgnent is at Christ's Appearing. 

What remains to be shown is that Clement did in his own thinking 

relate the fact that the ordinary believer suffers torments over 

his post-baptismal sins after death with his expectation, implicit 

in the symbol of the pyramid, that all believers are to be delivered 

from the final eschatological woes(if living upon earth when they 

are poured forth) and from Final Judgment at Christ's Appearing. 

This again is implicit, rather than explicit, in Clement's statements, 

but that there is such a definite relationship in his mind can, we 
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bel:Bve, be demonstrated with reasonable credibility by an examination 

of what is said. 

Let us, first. of all, note again that in Stran.VI.XIV. we have 

an explicit reference to purification of the ordinary believer after 

death. It is true that the Greek word used ( .l. rio k.cf Oot,;°0-1 S 109, 6) 

does not have its base in the word, ' 7\ u / 1 or 'fire', as does its 

English equivalent. Nevertheless, it is suggestive that, as we have 

demonstrated above (vide pageS78 ), Clement is here writing consciou~ly 

over against what he viewed as a Valentinian framework, and the 

Valentinians did speak of the soul's being cleansed 'with fire'. The 

Greek 1.1.10rd employed by them was ' rr uf' Clement does not repudiate 

this cnnception. We bear in mind that he did not bind himself 

slavishly to the Valentinian scheme, but used it in a masterful way 

to bring out his own conceptions. Thus, it is true that he modified 

the Valentinian framework by accepting a bodily resurrection at the 

end of the age. Nevertheless, as we have shmrn, he accepted the 

Valentinian language which speaks of passions cliilging to the soul, 

conceived of as having some fine character of corporeal texture itself. 

If Cl8ment can think thus, is it unreasonable to assume that he took 

equally seriously the Valentinian thought that this soul was cleansed 

of the clinging sins by fire ( ~ut ) ? Since the Valentinians 

conceived of the soul as corporeal enough to be held down by sins 

clinging to it, we must not think of the fire as completely non-

corporeal or purely inward. Rather was it a matter of the inward 

pangs of remorse affecting the whole 'soul-body' after death. 

Probably this was Clement's conception also. If it was, it would 

again fit in remarkably well with his implicit understanding, shared 

with the other early Fathers such as Justin, that at the end of the 

age eschatological woes, symbolized by fire ( 7f ~ ) are to be 
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poured out on the earth, only believers being delivered fr001 them. 

'Fire' may have some symbolic quality, but it is opposed to a Flood 

of water, and it does stand for quite phy=ical suffering. It is 

significant that such suffering appears to be viewed as the ordinary 

believer's lot after death and prior to the Parousia. 

The first piece of circumstantial evidence, therefore, for the 

implicit rel2tionship in Clement's thinking, that we are endeavouring 

to demonstrate, namely, that between the suffering after death of 

purgatorial cleansing by ordinary believers and their release from 

final Judgnent, is the reasonableness of assuming that in s001e real 

sense Clement, equally with the Valentinians, was thinking of a 

cleansing by fire ( ""v / The second is the simple fact, 
,, 

already mentioned, that the 'pyramid' ( 7(0/~'J symbol implies 

Clement's acceptance of the common Early Christian belief in a corning 

Flood of Fire upon the earth. This, as we have seen, finds its basis 

in Mk.13,-Matt.24-Lk.21 and in I and II Peter. It is at least 

suggestive that 'fire' ( 7\ lf/ ) figures in Clement's thinking in both 

situations. It remains to note two further points about the 'pyramid' 

symbol that make the connection more sure. In the first place, 

Clement sees a significance in the meaning of the very letters 

/ 

forming the word 'pyramid' ( '7\. V/°'/ 1 5) • These letters include the 

The fact that actually there may be an Egyptian 

derivation for the word, which has no relationship whatsoever with 

the Greek word 'ADji' was either unknown or unimportant to Clement. 

To him it was a providential sign, which the Gnostic would understand, 

that the Ark was shaped as a pyramid, the very letters of the word 

in the Greek being related to the word for 'fire•. For us the 

important point is that Clement's belief in a baptism of 'fire' 

at the end of the age is thus underlined. Second, and 



this must be taken in relation to what has just been said, the shape 

of the pyramid is related in Clement's thinking to the distinction 

between ordinary believers and Gnostics, all of whom are to escape 

the eschatological woes and Final Judgnent. In other words, this 

symbol of the 'pyramid' does two significant things. It underlines 

Clement's b·:'lief in Judgment by fire at the end of the age, and it 

shows the distinction between ordinary believers and Christian Gnostics 

among those thus delivered. But, when we take these two facts in 

conjunction with Clement's asseveration in ?tr001.VI.XIV that after 

death the ordinary believer is cleansed--and he seems to assume 'by 

--while the Christian Gnostic 'soars' or•speeds' "by 

righteous knowledge through the love of God to the sacred abode" 

(Stron1.VI.XIII. 105, 1, quoted above page 577) the only conclusion 

which seems to fit all the facts with consistency is this: Clement 

considered that all belonging to the 'pyramid' (the Ark of salvation 

from Fire) would be delivered from the final eschatological wbes at 

the end of the age and from Final Judgment, but while the Christian 

Gnostic speeds immediately on death to "the abode of God", the 

ordinary believer has to be purified in soul by fire. The 
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'differentia' between ordinary believer and unbeliever is that the former 

suffers as a belir~ver and that his purging does not have the character 

of final rejection. Rather does it presune his acceptance with God. 

These factssurely imply, therefore, that all Clement's thinking 

about purgatorial cleansing after death has an eschatological basis. 

It is because the believer is in Christ that judgnent of his (post

baptismal) sins begins immediately upon death, a purifying process 

which will be completed at latest by the Parousia. The fact that this 

process will be closed at the consummation of all things at Christ's 

Appearing was seen above (page S8o) to be implied by Clement: s use of 



a ~alentinian' or Gnostic framework, in ~hich immediate purification 

and final settlement at the consummation of all things, are both in 
I 

view. For those not in Christ the 'pyramid' symbol indicates the 

fires of divine judgnent that will be poured out on the earth at the 

end of the age. Thus, it is implicit that the ordinary believer 

suffers now after death, because the Final Judgnent does not apply to· 

him. 

Dani,lou deals with a passage from Justin Martyr's Dialogue with 

,. r/ '"' "J Trypho, (CXXXVII.3), in which Justin says:- " El7\0V oi:: > '" u otroJ 

\ "' ... ?'V'Aov c 'o/ 0 'ff~ ol (}" x c {/ o(_ J .0 { v 0 J ' /Ac rctYOtJJ,,rr c J J<..J..1 lrJ tr T t. iJ5 Koll <JI /(.«. J 

tfJ) 
•'-

(/ 

/~/ct §ovr.11 \ AA /;r51J(tr~.,l/ &t.: OU 
/ , 

t y10-1v. '' thJ -f/j1~T~v r7v ;-a: ovu-.x v 7"0ll 

Commenting on this text Dani~lou says:-

"what is new in our text is that Christian Ba;Jtism appears not 
only as a preparation for an eschatological judgnent--a basic 

· theme that we shall meet again--but also to a certain extebt 
as a prefiguration. Baptism by its symbolism of immersion, 
apDeared as a sacramental anticipation, by way of imitation, 
of th8 final judgment, which is a baptism of fire, enabling 
the Christian to escape this judgnent, since he is already 
judged." 1 

It is Dani~lou's claim that Baptism was viewed by a number of the 

Fathers as a prefiguration of final judgnent. So far as the concept 

of its anticipation is concerned, it is significant that he is able 

(CD. Mth. XV.23) in this matter to quote Drigen, a thin~er so closely 

associated with Clement in certain respects. 

Our concern is with Clement of Alexandria. The point that we 

wish to make is that, if Clement shared the view alluded to above that 
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Baptism is a sacramental anticipation of the fire of final judgnent, than 

this would help to consolidate his eschatological understanding of 

1. op.cit.,p.95 (The English translation misprints 'one text' for 
"T'Qurtext' in the first line of this quotation). The text frc:m 
the Dialogue with Trypho is quoted on pa9~~I. 
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purgatorial fire after death. After all, the 'pyramid' symbol certainly 

has to do with those who are baptized (ordinary believers and Christian 

Gnostics alike). It would seem likely that Clement considered that, 

just as the believer was judged in this life for his sins by God, 

Who chastised him in various ways, since he was His dear child, so 

after death this principle held good. Baptism placed a person in the 

situation in which all that happened to him, while in this life, was 

for his good. The believer's anticipation of final judgment in the 

waters of Baptism did not preclude him from chastisement. Rather, 

in certain respects, was it a dedication to the sphere where God's 

Spirit would act in conformity with the judgnent, proleptically 

poured out on Christ--a judgnent in which the believer was reckoned 

to have shared through his union in baptism with Christ. May not 

Clement hav<~ felt that such judgment must continue after death in the 

experience of the imperfect (i.e. non-Gnostic) believer? If he does 

not underline this fact, it is because it is self-evident to Clement. 

We cannot prove that Clement made this connection, but we do submit 

that the fact that the 'pyramid symbol' has a reference backwards to 

Christ's suffering on the Cross and to water baptism, as well as 

foruiards to deliverance from eschatological woes, suggests that those 

in the 'pyramidical Ark of salvation' are consigned to purifying 

judgnent, both on earth and after death, until the consummation of 

all things in the final Flood of Fire. The symbolism, having a 

relation to water Baptism, with its implications for the life of 

the believer on earth, could, therefore, readily yield such an 

understanding for the life after death also. What we are at pains 

to emphasize here, in addition to what has already been said, is 

that the interpretation of Baptism as an anticipation of the final 

judgnent, being found in a number of the Fathers, makes it more 



credible that Clement should take up this concept and ap~ly it to 

the life after death. The 'pyramid' reference to water Baptism, as 

to final judgment, makes this feasible for Clement's thought at this 

p8 rticular point. And such a connection would help to establish that 

Clement is not simply saying that believers suffer purgatorial cleansing 

after death and that there is to be a Flood of Fire at the end of the 
status 

age, but that the believer's/(as a baptized member of the Church) 

guarantees his purgatorial cleansing after death (if non-Gnostic), 

since in his Baptism he has anticipated already, through union with 

Christ, the Final Judgment. It is thus clear that Clement's whole 

conception of cleansing by fire after death related to an eschatological 

understanding, that is quite fundamental. 

It is worth noting that Clement does not speak of prayer for 

the dead, during t~eir period of chastisement. This is one of the 

two essential features of teaching about Purgatory in Ronan Catholic 

thinking since the Council of Trent. In distinction from popular 

concepts and Scholastic theorising, the Council of Trent made only 

two features matter of essential faith for Catholics, viz., the 

existence of Purgatory and the fact that the suffering of the dead in 

Christ could be alleviated by the prayers of the saints on earth. 

All other details, such as whether literal fire was employed in 

Purgatory, were to be viewed as uncertain or as matter of individual 

opinion. Although Clement, like most in the Eastern Church, did 

not use the term, Purgatory, he does seem, as we have indicated, to 

believe in the reality that Romanists would say corresponc:Sto that 

term. He does not mention this second feature about prayer for 
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the dead, though Bigg. seems to think that Clement verges on it in 

Strom.VII.XII. where tie says that the Gnostic 'pities' (o:"'-rc.0c.;•,,) 

II \ \ 
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.Clement goes on to say that the Gnostic "has a clear conscience with 

::> "'J reference to his departure" ( tvcruvc:1 JTOJ 

·The clear implication is that all believers must be fitted for the 

closer fellowship with God. Since certain believers are chastized 

after death, as he again clearly says at this point, Clement deduces 

that this is because they have not been so fitted prior to doath. 

What is fundamental is that believers, though guaranteed deliverance 

from Final Judgment, are assured of preparation for God's nearer 

Presence and this is assumed to be a painful process, where sins are 

clung to, and to be continued after death, tt1here this is necessary. 

The background of deliverance from eschatological judgment is again 

implicit in this passage. We may doubt whether Clement does say 
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hare, or imply, that the Gnostic in any way alleviates the sufferings 

of the ordinary believer by his prayers, though such a concept would 

not seem out of place in Clement, who stresses magnanimity of spirit 

as one of the marks of the Christian Gnostic (vide VII.XII.77,6). 

For our present sobject, the question is not one of importance, but 

the reference to the Gnostic's 'pitying' those who are 'being 

disciplined by punishment' has been mentioned, because it again seems 

to assume an eschatological frame11mrk, within which· the whole concept 

of divine judgnent is conceived. 

The above discussion of Clement of ·Alexandria's thinking must 

suffice to show that he took with the utmost seriousness the 
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traditional Christian beliefs in resurrection of the body and Final 

Judgnent, both of these thought of as taking place at the Parousia 

of Christ. 1"1 ore commonly, Clement speaks of 'the consummation; of· 

all things' than of the Parousia, but the two are one in his thinking. 

His thinking on purgatorial cleansing is his own, but it is conceived 

within a profoundly eschatological framework. 

The Covenants of Law and Grace 

Despite certain references or implications, relating to Clement's 

belief in the Parousia of Christ, resurrection of the body and Final 

Judgment, many scholars find in him a rejection of 'primitive eschatology'. 

The following comment by Henry Chadwi~< is entirely characteristic ~ 

"It is true that he (Clement) is far removed from the popular 
theology that a man like Justin Martyr takes for granted. He 
has no place for the primitive eschatology, and stands ih this 
respect under the direct influence of St. John and the epistle 
to the Ephesians, and much, of course, under that of Philoso
phical idealism." 1 

./ 
However, it is clear that such a scholnr as Dan1elou would dissent 

from this judgment (vi de above par:r::S81 ff= Oanie'lou' s reference to 

Strom. VI.XI.86, 1-3 helps to make t,;,.;_;;; clear). The evidence cited 

above makes us think his assessment the sounder. The only conclusion 

to be reached concerning the judgment of Chadwick and others is that 

they consider that Clement is only repeating the tradition, when he 

speaks of the resurrection of the body or of Final Judgnent, but that 

such concepts are not closely interwoven with his thinking as a whole. 

Whether himself conscious of it or. not, Clement was making concessions 

to traditional teaching in using these concepts. It is not, of course, 

denied that his thinking was ethical throughout and we can see how the 

1 • Early Christian Thought and the Classical Tradition. 
Clarendon Press. Oxford, 1966; Ch.2. 'The Liberal 
Puritan', p.64. 



concept of a future judgment could be construed as emphasizing for 

Clement a valuable truth of the Christian religion. As for the 

resurrection of the body, it is usually held that it was a 'spiritual' 

body that Clement believed would rise. As for the Parousia, it is 

implied, rather than spoken of directly. We submit that the kind of 

analysis made ahove demonstrates that in fact Clement's eschatology 

is closely immeshed with his whole thinking. His very reserve 

about eschatological matters springs as much from conviction about 

these realities, as from distaste for 'crude' conceptions. Never

theless, that such interpretation of Clement is rossible shows the 

need to demonstrate t· 1at eschatology belongs to the essence of his 

thinking. This means not that it is his main interest, but rather 

that in God's providential order of history, the consummation of all 

things in Christ's manifest reign, the resurrection of the dead and 

their judgment by Him, is the r c A lf towards which all nature, 

history, and Christian experience point. That is, present Christian 

realities are most important, but they stand within a divinely 

ordered sequence of events, both past and future. Although many 

scholars hold that Clement's grasp on history is less than that of 

Irenaeus, it is not at all clear that this element is missing in 

Clement. His thought about the Covenants of Law and Grace helps to 

make this point, 

It requires to be shown that Clement exhibits a profoundly 

historical understanding of the relation of the Jews under the Old 

Covenant, and the Greeks under a parallel ' o ; K. o v ~/-" f "- ' of God, 

to the New Covenant in Jesus Christ, in the Incarnation. In 

demonstrating this relationship, Clement is activated in part by 

antipathy to Gnostic sundering of the Old Testament from the New, 

and by opposition to their failure to see the one God at work in past 
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and present time. If, however, Clement has such a firm grasp on 
602. 

history, we have to ask whether this does not imply a sure grasp of 

future history also? 

It is true that many scholars are distul!'bed by the way in which 

Clement oscillates between talking of 'two covenants' and talking of 

'one covenant'. This might seem to suggest that the Incarnation has 

brought us no new reality at all. Thus, a resistance to heretical 

Gnosticism would have led to a tumbling over backwards into a denial 

of the true substance of the Incarnation. If it be true that the 

New Covenant is but the Old expressed in different form, does this 

not empty of true depth and meaning as event the reality of the 

Incarnation? We would submit that the truth is that, properly 

understood, Clement allows to the Incarnation its true place as the 

foundation upon which the Old Covenant rested. Clement thinks in an 

essentially dynamic way about the meaning of the term 'covenant' 

This is for him the historical activity of God, 

in establishing a final end through a particular provisional or 

' l / f It . . t t' , I final o 11<. o v• ~ Jd.. • is only when we think s a ically of , Old 

Covenant or •New' that we gain the impression of entities which seem 

to be different, but which then Clement tells us are one. Rather 

Clement sees the unity of the two covenants in the One God. He can 

speak indifferently of two covenants or of one covenant, embracing an 

older and a more recent revelation. But he never speaks of two gods. 

This is the point. He is thinking in dynamic fashion of the One God--

as over against the heretical Gnostics--and he asserts that, though 

there are different provisional arrangements made by God, all tends 

towards the same ultimate purpose. Sometimes ·he calls the provisional 

arrangement a 'covenant', while at other times he reserves this term 

for the underlying purpose of God which is being served by different 



'arrangements'. This is the source of the apparent conflict in 

Clement's tho· ·ght. 

Clement discusses this matter 'passim' especially in the 

Stranateis. In fact, it is one of his dc:rninant themes. He aims to 

show how God has historically educated the human race, preparing for 

the Incarnation, which occurred· at God's appropriate time. Strom. VI 

chapters V and VI give a good r~sum~ of Clement's attituci3to this 

matter, together with all the ramifications that it had in his mind. 

In doing so, Clement shows his attitude to the place of the Gentiles 

in the divine econc:rny of salvation. In Strom.VI. V(41, 6-7) Clement 

II,,.\ ,-Sa y s : .,. . • v col v (i.e. with Christians or the 
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Here the basic point clearly is that it is one God Who reveals Himself 

though in different ~ays' or 'Covenants•. The emphasis falls as much, 

if not more, on the common source of the covenants than on their 

differentiation. Nevertheless, it is true that the differences are 

recognised. Clement, however, goes on to show that, in the divine 

economy of salvation (see especially chapter VI), everything tends in 

the end towards the completion of God's purposes in unity and in 
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equivalence of opportunity for Jews and Gentiles alike. In Strom. 

VI.VI Clement discusses the Descent into Hades, and he shows that 

it was the purpose of Christ's descent not only to grant salvation 

to Jews, but also to proclaim the Gospel to such Gentiles as were 

. ( (/ ready for conversion. OUT/,JJ 

> ( ,, 
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Here, he toys with the possibility that it may have been the apostles 

tuho preached to the Gentiles, while Christ concentrated on the 
., 

righteous Jews (45.Sff. of. Strom.II.IX. 44, 1-2, vide page 607) 

On this point he is not certain, but he is sure that in Hades both 

Jews and Gentiles had the Gospel preached to them, whether this was 

by Christ alone, or by Christ and the apostles in the division of 

labcur suggestP-d. Presu~ably, the latter possibility of a division 

of function rests in Clement's mind on Christ's mission in His 

lifetime to the Jews, while that of the apostles in their lifetime 

included the great leap across to the Gentile world. Surely, 

nothing could demonstrate more effectively than this grandiose 

conception of a Descent into Hades the way in which Clement·sees 

all history as leading up to the Incarnation and the subsequent 

achievement of salvation for all men. 

It is noteworthy that the phrase, "those ready for conversion 11
, 

is used by Clement of those Gentiles, to whom it may have been the 

task of the apostles to preach. This accords with what was said 

earlier, when we were discussing the question of purgatorial 

cleansing and insisted that Clement has in mind only ordinary 

believers (not Christian Gncstics nor unbelievers.) It is consonant 

with this view that when Clement talks about Hades as the waiting-

place between death and the final consummation of all things, at 

least prior to Christ's entrance into it subsequent to His death on 



the Cross, he sees Christ as descending, not to give a further 

opportunity to the unrepentant, but to proclaim the Gospel to those, 

Jews and Gentiles alike, who are "ready for conversion", i.e. to the 

righteous dead. Thus, here again, Clement shuts the door, it would 

seem , on any kind of universalism. He sees too that, though the 

righteous Jews and Gentiles differ from the unrighteous of these races 

of men, they still require the Advent of Christ and His Descent into 

their midst to achieve their actual salvation. This seems to give 

the lie to the view outlined by H. Chadwick: "--Clement has not a 

real 'theology of history' in the sense that Irenaeus has. He does 

not think of progressive education disclosing new truth. For him 

truth is eternal and unchanging, and the gospel is a republication 

of the primordial revelation given by God to the earliest man, but 

corrupted into polytheisrn. 111 This assessment views Clement as a 

thorough-going Hellenist, basically concerned l~ith static concepts 

of eternal truth and with the typically Greek Christian concern with 

revelation o( those same concepts. However, Strom.VI. V-VI shows 

us that at least in Hades, it is more than eternal truths that Jews 

and Greeks alike await. It is the presence of the victorious Christ, 

Who publishes salvation, because of what He has done, what He has 

achieved on the Cross. Clement, in fact, does have a theology of 

history, and he is concerned with the achievement of Christ in His 

Cross. 

It is true that Clement does see those righteous souls, Jew and 

Greek, as benefiting in Hades by their diambodiedness. Clement 

tells us (VI. VI. 46 3) that adherence to Christ is easier in Hades 

than on earth. The thought is twofold. First, the soul in the 

1 
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after-life is being punished, but this is corrective. Second, mere 

flesh ( o· "'-/ J<" /'o v) does make it more difficult to 'perceive clearly' 

( K"'-8'lt.5Tcyov ~'~~;_...; ) Nevertheless, two things are assumed 

in context, which are vital. The first is that Clement is talking 

about those who were ready for conversion, while the second is that 

though we need to perceive clearly, our salvation is far more 

dependent upon the arrival· of the One Who has triumphed in His Cross. 

It is clearly the Cross, together with the whole Incarnation, which 

provides Christ and apostles with the gospel that they preach in Hades. 

Clement may not say much of the atoning Work of Christ. He 

may not spell out very clearly why Christ has a 'gospel' to preach, 

but it is at least clear that it is only with the Incarnation and the 

Cross that the righteous dead in Hades receive salvation. This must 

mean that the old and new dispensations cannot be viewed in a 'flat' 

manner as of equal value. The new is not better simply in the sense 

that it is more recent and is, therefore, presently appropriate. It 

must mean that, though those of old time anticipated in some sense 

Christ's day, the substance of salvation came with Christ in the 

Incarnation. This also mBans that we have to do, in Clement, with 

more than teaching or preaching. The Gospel is founded on historical 

actuality, on event. So:nething happened, for Clement, in the 

Incarnation, that is the basis of the New Covenant's fulfilment of 

the Old. Clement is as much concerned to show the proper relation 

of the Old Covenant and the New, and the Old Testament and the New 

(the written docunents of the same), as Irenaeus or other anti-

Gnostic writers of the Church. His special contrioution is to 

underline this by means of his doctrine of the Descent into Hades. 

This is not, indeed, new with him, but he uses the doctrine to make 

clear the unity in diversity of the two dispensations of salvation-
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history. 

It is time to return to the question: What does this demonstrate 

regarding Clement's eschatology? We submit that it is significant, 

in that it does show us a Clement who is more concerned with history 

than with static truths of revelation. Einar Molland says with 

reference to Clement: "The marks of the new covenant are the Incarnation 

1 of Christ, the love of Christ, and the universalism of the Gospel." 

In Strom.II. IX Clement shows that he sees this enlargement of God's 

purposes tn include the Gentiles as being a fulfilment of Scriptural 

prediction and as being based upon Israel's hardness of heart. This 

is the familiar theme in the Early Church (we have already noted it in 

the tiJ ritings of Justin Martyr ( vide above, Chapter IV, pp. 424 - 4-33), 

and Irenaeus ( vide above Chapter V. pp. s:z2 ) that Israel's rejection 

of Christ was the predestined hinge, on which rested the preaching of 

the Gospel to the Gentileso Clement quotes among other passages, 

Is.65: 1-2 and Ran. ln;l9 (Deu. 32:21) as also Rom.II:!!. In the 

same context, he quotes the Shepherd of Hermas (Simil. IX.XVI. 5-7) 

to the effect that the apostles preached the Gospel to the righteous 

dead before Christ's time, who were thus elevated: "(« ) ..... L'.11~ 

\ ,,, ) ) ...., ' / 
TO VT o K ti.. I o U V rJ. \) 'l ·7 tr,,/. V / c T d. U T tJ v K "'- I tr V V "/ // 0 u ../. V 

7 \ .1 ( \ ~ ,, .,. ' 1' -~ I ,",LA "1'J T 0 I 
C. I 5 ( r v 0 i k O d -~ j7 \) T 0 lJ 7r ~ l 0 V ,-.. ~ .,. A ~ T 0/ f 

) \ ) " ' 
o--uv Cf'<:of~f &Jcr"'-v .. ~v cf1x.d1otruvlJ <y~> ll<Oy-'-((}'?"~V KK.1 

f.v /f-E)':J,y :.yvc.f:;. J .~o"v1;1v fc' ryv crl/c(.!t~ TolUTfv oJi( /~Jov." 

Here again we see the new dispensation as demonstrated in the results 

of the Descent into Hades. We see here more clearly, however, that 

Clement understood that all of this happened within a predetermined 

l. 't 71 QE.•£L•' p. • 
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sequence of dispensation. However, the Christian tradition saw that 

beyond this fulfilment stood the yet unfulfilled promise of the day 

when God's Kingdom would be universal in its scope. Is it likely that 

Clement did not believe this also? We submit that all the evidence 

suggests that Clement took veryseriously the whole Christian eschatolog-

ical tradition, and that, as our earlier investigation has suggested, 

he looked towards the consummation of all things at the Parousia of 

Christ, when the dead would be raised and all men would stand before 

the Judgnent-seat of Christ. 

What in fact is implicit in the judgment of H. Chadwick, quoted 

on page 6ooabove, is an interpretation, which seems to ignore certain 

facts. Further, this interpretation is served by an ass~ion that 

a 'realized eschatology' is the only eschatology that makes sense of 

the Fourth Gospel and of the Epistle to the Ephesians. If Clement 

is markedly influenced by these works, there is no evidence that he 

understood them as Chadwick appears to do. It is true that Clement 

is very much taken up with present Christian reality--this does but 

show his sense of balance--but he does have a place for the dimension 

II T.. ( \ of hope. Thus, in Strom.II chapter XII, Clement says: ~5 dt: 

, " / v / J( (/ )\ J ' 
ifl<JTt.t.J5 Kt1..rU.7CC/ --ro'D lll°ovoll J1rrl:Jv ovn..H? l..O/°_?EV .-.v IT7o(.J 

;_/Eris a-uvo1KOUCJ-,;_5 :!/-'-j;w, ToiJ !~ X/o~ou rtiJ /EV lt"'9'~1.K/·71 
c / "" (\ 1 1\ 'i ,, ) / ("\ ' ,v: " "/ )'-\lr)'rJ 

1 
Tty Of. ,.f'-~At\OVT/ ~A "lflJ c(f"T/ • '1f/<TTC.tl3J"EV of, Tel. Jf~~/l7)(0T-l 

\ / .JI > ~ " _, J Cl >I ' yc/ovli?.,u /(K) ro1. ./<·d~ovr~ t<Yc<J"&ot1 - tX.f"'-'lf7ev u ~VJ ourtJJ if€1v '"'-

7\"jt;J ,,f;xor"- '7C1~rci "7iclfc10fvo1 ~ ro1,' ~~l~ovrot £.)."/\( [, l it"cK S ~Xf'<£vot. L1 12 
\ < > .,, "-' , CJ "1 \ >( / II ( 5 ) 

y~ II/ :Ji)'ol lf.1 riJ fV4luTJKt;J 7f"~f01TJK€V €V::al vtOV Cl<JOT/. 3, 1-2 

What is implicit here is a division of the dispensat~ons, which is 

alluded to 'passim' in the' Strom~.iteis'. Fear belonged to the 

dispensation of Law, faith belongs to the level of the ordinary 

believing Christian, but love belongs to the Gnostic level--and the 
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Gnostic, in his love, anticipates that era, for which we now live 

in hope, when the love of God will be everything. Clement does not, 

indeed, deny fear a place even in the Christian life, but this is so 

that the hope rnay be realized, the hope of confirmation in Christ's 

, ,... e 
eternal kingdan. " o ..... Too c.o'U 

(55,5) 

Clement's Gnosticism Rnd Eschatology. 

It is necessary now to look more clos::·ly at th8 presuppositions 

of Clement's concern that Christians should live on the Gnostic level, 

for this is one of his major interests in his writings and any 

eschatological basis, or understanding of this, that can be laid bare, 

demonstrates that eschatology is part and parcel of Clement's whole 

thinking about Christian theology. We have already alluded to 

Clement's foundation of the Christian Gnostic's csceticism in a 

voluntary anticipation of the conditions of eternity. This was 

implicit in his quoting of Jesus' words concerning the temporality 

of marriage in Lk. 20: 34-35. This nOl•J requires further documentation 

and explanation. 

Einar f'1olland makes the canment: "In the Paedagogus, Faith is 

the highest attainable stage of the Christian life on earth. The 

perfection spoken of as 'meat' belongs to the world to cane. But 

in the Stromateis, Clement knows a via excellentior, practicable 

already within the sphere of this life. This way is called knowledge, 

It is characteristic, therefore, that he gives 

another interpretation of 'milk' and 'meat' in this work. Here he 

accepts the distinction between a lower and a higher teaching".
1 

Molland sees it as possible to reconcile these utterances by 

l. op.cit.,p.78. 



supposing that the two writings belong to different stages of 

development in Clement's thinking. He repudiates the view that the 

vieuJ of the Paedagogus i~ affected by its readers, viz. heretics or 

other non-Christians whom Clement is seeking to win, while the 

Stranateis was written for those already Christians with a view to 

leading them on to a higher stage of experience. "The Stranateis 

is hardly less antiheretical than the Paedagogus and it is obviously 

not·an esoteric writing put only into the hands of Christians who 

were worthy of its higher teaching. 111 With this judgnent we may 

well agree. 2 His quotation from the German scholar, Daehne, seems 

to give the correct explanation: Christian faith is indeed, for 

Clement, a religious life complete in itself, but it is not a complete, 

or perfect, apprehension of the same. Our grasp of Christian 

realities is affected by our present corruptibility. Thus, there 

is ultimately no real clash in the statements of Clement--he does have 

a coherent unity of thought throughout on the subject. 

It is instructive that, as Molland points out, Clement sees 

faith as being an adequate foundation for that life of perfection, 
it 

but thai/ is reserved for the period after the resurrection, the 

. \ 
life which is to come. " c;itvro5 c,; ) ' ' ' "'"' i :>r' 

()o;;;. rJ.'V~ JA-f.<Y()\:> koll Tol.J Crl-(OTOVj O()Oc 

c/ 
t lJ • 

J / I /I 
-rt:Jv 7f1trr~uo"'vrt.UV ;;l.7\0KcJT,,/I ·ro 1c:.tto5 .. 

\ ·(:. 
TO o._ 

) 
OUK 

Here Clement is concerned to refute heretical Gnosticism, while 

1. ~-..£il., p.78. I' 

2 • ..Q.Q.•£il•, p. 78. 'Die christliche«<<N'5 ist nach Clemens die 
Aufnahme einer volkkommnen Religion sie ist aber nicht ein 
volkkommnes Erfassen derselben, nicht ein Eindringen in die 
Grunde ihrer Wahrheit,sondern eine todte Aufnahme.' This is 
a quotation from /~. F. ·Dahne 's book, 'De y vfuot_ r Clementis 
Alexandrini', Leipzig, 1831,p.26 
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showing that there is a truly· Christian Gnosticism. He insits that 

perfection must build on common Christian faith, and accepts that 

perfection properly belongs to the life beyond the resurrection. 

Nevertheless, he does exhibit in this passage a remarkably clear 

'inaugurated eschatology' in his understanding of John 3:36 and 6:40. 

Canmenting on Jesus' words in 6.40 Clement says: '' Kt:1.8 > 

C/ 
OTC, 

r::J 
I 

/ 

~ (l () ,L{. tV 
/ I ) 

(J \ ....... 

ocrov /lv ouv 

It is interesting that Clement judges that the present time is "the 

last day", not some future time such as that of the Parousia. 

Nevertheless, this present period is to come to an end, and this is 

doubtless to be at the Parousia. This is implied in that, in 

context, this present age must be tenninated by the resurrection from 

the dead, and we have already shown that, for Clement, that is to 

take place at Christ's Appearing. Clement is taking seriously 

that eternal life has begun for the man lllho has faith here and now. 

Faith and the present possession of eternal life are possible for us 

on earth in the present, because this is the 'last day'. Nevertheless, 

this eternal life somehow has to be consummated in the resurrection. 

What is important to note is that in all of this Clement is setting 

out his theory of the relation of Faith and Knowledge, 

and y v.:....; c:r 1 5 Thus essentially Christian Gnosticism is that kind 

of life or perfection, which, properly speaking, can only be fully 

realized in eternity. Unlike heretical Gnosticism, however, it 

does not leave behind first Christian principles--rather does it 

build on faith, as its essential foundation. What all of this 

means, however, is that Clement's views on Gnosticism of the truly 

Christian variety are eschatologically oriented. 

Clement has an illuminating section on what he believes pertains 
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to the life or experience of the man with faith, which is also given 

in this chapter: "fo1 AT1 >.i:f.t<c vo1 f tv rJ o)a &,1., JPw715:}u ~ vo1 v1"'o 1ro101J;aO,,;., 

tfn: 07fOJ ~cf;'-c l?O I rcJ c (<).r!~.A./ -re) c1r~f-e_ \?Of ~ A"r) IJ.1. Viil 71 sf~a [l,,;1 • • •.. • • 

Kot.ActToll J; Jro~AolXcJJ r~ y/ov rouroJ X«/'Ylll l<ol~ Jl>c:Jr1711(. 

' f(ol..J 

\ 
Kol J 

' TO 

/ 

) \ 

C. 7f I 

c \ 
OU T<>lj 

TOUT c<JTIV 
r J ( 
01 OU 

\ ro 

TlAuo\7 [~ -ro ~ yoo-J~('r fJ_rc"v. •• (Paed.LVI,26,1-2) 

It is like Clement not to balance off neatly in this section the 

various benefits of the ordinary believer's experience of salvation, 

but it is at least clear that the baptized believer receives, as 

benefits, illumination, sonship, the forgiveness of sins, 'perfection', 

and immortality. It is equally clear that none of these things is 

received in canpleteness in this life, nor indeed for Clement would 

they be received· completely after death: rather would they have to 

await the resurrection. This is manifest, where immortality is 

concerned. The point is that we get here the clue to Clement's whole 

perspective about the Gnostic life: these are its marks--forgiveness, 

sonship, illumination, the gift of eternal life. All of these the 

ordinary believer knows in measure; these are the blessings which 

all will finally receive in completeness; but the Christian Gnostic 

knows something more of the full meaningfulness and reality of each of 

these aspects of the Christian life here and now, this in anticipation 

of that completeness that belongs properly to •eternity' or the time 

after the resurrection of the dead. The very term, Gnosticism, 

conjures up a picture of perfect knowledge. But this is vitally 

related to the reality of 1 illunination' which comes to all Christian 

men. We have already noted, in dealing with Justin Martyr (Chapter IV, 



pages 4-4-g- 44-9 ) that the concept of illumination was frequently used 

in connection with Baptism, especially where the baptism of Gentiles 

was in view. The underlying thought there seems to have been that 

the demonic enslavement of men's understanding was broken and the mists 

of man's wilful ignorance of God dispelled through the Gospel of Christ. 

What it is suggestive here to note is that Clement evidently sees the 

I y 'VW<JIJI that is to characterize this Christian who lives on 

the higher plane as the greater expansion of this understanding, which 

all illuninated, that is all baptized, men have. The Christian Church 

is the sphere where, through the Gospel, understanding reigns, but some 

believers apprehend more perfectly than others. It is important to see 

that, for Clement, it is not only a special mocie of behaviour, which 

anticipates the life of the resurrection age--celibacy, carelessness 

regarding money, about food and sleep, and so on--but above all perfect 

knowledge, at least as near perfect as a man can get prior to the 

resurrect.ion. This means that, whatever the appearance of sane of 

Clement's remarks and however tinged his language may be~ by Hellenistic 

terminology and love for 'philosophy', basically Clement is motivated 

here also by an eschatological orientation of thinking. The Christian 

Gnostic is to study and to seek perfect knowledge, because this is that 

to which all Christian men are crnnitted by their baptism. The Gnostic 

simply anticipates, in advance of the resurrection, that vision of 

God, which is to be hi~ beatitude in eternity. 

It would be easy to find in Clement's preoccupation with 

'philosophy' and his encouragement to study and learning an intellect

ualist cast of mind, which is at variance with the simplicity of Christ. 

Such would surely, however, be a misunderstanding of _Clement. He 

never thinks of knou1ledge as available to mental discipline alone, but 

to that combined u1ith strenuous exercise of the soul in prayer and 
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contemplation, so that, while intellectual exercise is helpful and even 

necessary to the fullest reaches of divine knowledge, yet it is 

vouchsafed primarily to a quality of spiritual acquisitiveness. In 

Stram. I. VI. 33, 5-6 Clement makes this clear when tie reminds us of 

the proverb regarding the ant (Prov.6:6,B). Clement seems to feel 

that, if the greater knowledge comes with study, it is only laziness, 

an ethical or spiritual failing, that can stand in our way. Thus, 

Gnosticism is open to all believers. 

The World and God 

One final aspect of Clement's thinkirgmust be examined, namely, 

his attitude to the relationship of the world with God. Recent 

studies by such scholars as Hal Koch1 and Eric F. Osborn2 have shown 

that the problems faced both by Clement of Alexandria and Origen 

were the characteristic concerns of middle Platonism. Danielou 

notes that Hal Koch finds the idea of Providence in Origen as 

derivative from the philosophy of the time, since the idea of 

Providence was in fact central to that Middle Platonism, which was 

somewhat eclectic in character and ttJhich was in vogue during the 

second and third centuries A.O. Danielou, however, in our judgnent 

suggests the sounder solution: "The truth--is this: The problem 

of Providence was the one philosophers were most interested in during 

the second and third centuries. That was why Origen stressed such 

features in Christianity as were relevant to it. He represented 

Christianity as history , as the working out of a divine plan meant 

1 • Pronoia und Paideusis: Studien uber Origenes und sein 
Verhal tnis zum Platonism us (Berl.in and Leipzig 1932). 

2. The Philosophy of Clement of Alexandria. Cambridge 
Univ. Press. 1957. 



to bring human creatures little by little to acknowledge God's 

excellence, of their own freewill."1 

If Dani6lou be correct, it is not that Origen borrowed whole-

sale from Middle Platonism, but rather that the particular problems, 

to which he addressed himself out of his Christian tradition, were 

those current in the philosophical circles of his day. Probably the 

same is true of Clement of Alexandria. The questions of freewill 

and fate, the part played by demons in the world, the problem of the 

relationship between divine transcendence and divine immanence--these 

are the questions which constantly lie in the background of Clement's 

thinking. 

E.F. Osborn makes us aware of Clement's connections with the 

developing trends in Middle Platonism in his understanding of the 

relationship of God and the worldo This is viewed primarily in 

terms of the philosophical problem of the One and the Many, according 
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to Osborn, although the problem of divine transcendence-immanence over-

laps with it. There seems little doubt that Osborn draws attention 

to an important aspect of Clement's thinking. 

"Two problems are of importance for the understanding of later 
Platonism--the problem of the one and the many, and the problem 
of divine immanence and transcendence. The first of these is 
philosophical and the latter theological. In the period that 
concerns us philosophy and theology are mixed together. 11 2 

Osborn reminds us that the problem of the one and the many had first 

been explicitly stated by the Pythagoreans, but that it was Parmenides 

of Elsa and Plato who first made an important distinction between two 

concepts of 'unity•. This distinction is that between a 'simple unity' 

and a 'complex unity•. What characterized Middle Platonism was a 

1 

2 
....Q.PeCit., p.17 
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preoccupation with the question whether a simple or complex c~ncePt. 

of unity is to be preferred. A stress ~n divine transcendence goes 

with a stress on 'simple' unity, and a stress on immanence goes with 

'complex' unity. This question had a bearing not only on the nature 

of God, in his relations with the world, but also on the questions, 

What is goodness? and, What is truth? In these three areas of 

investigation, philosophy has been confronted with the problem of the 

relationship between a 'simple' unity and the diversity of the reality 

with which we are cnnfronted. Thus, if we say that God is 'one' we 

have to explain the multiplicity of being--this bears on ontology. 

If we say that there is only one thing or quality good in the absolute 

sense, we have to explain the seeming diversity of moral demand. Again, 

in the sphere of epistemology there has been a drive to discover some 

unitary principle or criterion of truth, which must somehow be 

related to the many things considered to be true. 

Really these three aspects belong together. Our special concern 

is with the question in terms of the relationship of God and the 

world. In Plato's book, 'Parmenides•, 1 we have a clear statement 

of what is involved in the two concepts of 'unity', as applied to God, 

If we accept the notion of a 'simple' unity, then we must see that 

this is opposed to multiplicity. The One will not have parts nor 

be a whole. It will ha\.e no beginning, no ending, no middle, no 

limits, and no shape. It will be neither at rest nor in motion. 

It will neither be the same as, nor other than, itself or another. 

It will be neither like nor unlike, equal to nor unequal to, either 

itself or another. It will not occupy any position in time. 

finally, it will be incapable of being named or spoken of. It will 

1 137C ff. Osborn uses F.M. Cornford's translation, 'Plato and 
Parmenides', London, 1939. 



not be susceptible to being known or perceived by any creature. As 

Osborn truly remarks,
1 

this concept of unity is based on the mental 

picture of a point in space and time, mathematically conceived. 

Clearly, the point of all that is said, is that such a One is so 'alone', 

in His constitution of Reality, that to speak of Him in terms of size, 

shape, duration, or any other dimension of being or understanding would 

be out of rlace, since this procedure would invite a comparison i.e. 

would implicitly suggest once again that the One was only a oart of 

RAality, instead of the whole of it. If this concept really influenced 

ClRment one could see a basis for a strong stress on divine trans-

cendence, on the need for revelation, and a distaste for the things of 

time and sense. Such a stress llmuld have cl';ar implications for 

Clement's understanding of man's future destiny. 

On the othRr hand, a 'complex' unity has ascribed to it all the 

positive attributes which were deniRd to the 'simrle' unity. This. 

unity has simplicity and being -- even ' 1•eing' had been denied to 

the 'simple' unity. This One is R whole and has parts, anrl it is 

unlimited in magnitude. It has a beginning, middle and end, and some 

definite shape. The One is hath in itself and in another. It is both 

at rest and in motion. It will be both like and unlike others. This 

One is in time, has a past, and a future, as l11ell as a present, and 

can be known and perceived. 

Quite clearly we have to do here with two quite different concepts 

of 'Oneness' or of 'Unity), and the problem posed by these two 

concepts is very far-reaching. Osborn puts the distinction well, 

tuhen he says :-

"The two concepts of unity can be briefly described as analogous 
to the unity of a pin-point and the unity of a spider8s web. 
ldhen we say a thing is one we may mean that it is simple and 
indivisible, or we may mean that it is a complex unified whole. 

1 · . .1-

E..E.·~· P• I~, 
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We reach the first kind of unity by analysis, abstracting from 
a simple thing like a point in space all qualities and relations 
until we are left with a unity which is one and nothing but one. 
On the other hand, we reach a complex unity by taking a complex 
unity like a human being and adding to it qualities and relations 
until we have the whole universe itself. The limit cases of 
simple and complex unity or the limits of analysis and synthesis 
are equally outside our experience."! 

It is important to realize that in saying this Osborn is not merely 

setting forth the two possibilities, but he is also asserting that 

both these kinds of unity are found in Clement of Alexandria. Indeed, 

he says that "there is a systematic ambiguity,"2 In Clement's use of 

the word 'one'. He then goes on to outline, in the passage quoted 

immediately above, the two ~inds of unity represented. Clearly these 

two unities have a close correspondence with the 'simple' and 'complex' 

unities of late classical philosophy and of Middle Platonism. The 

important thing to grasp is that Clement accepts both kinds of unity. 

"The notions of simple and complex unity provide a key to the 

structure of Clement's philosophy. 

a truth which is a complex unity."3 

There is a reality, a goodness and 

And in this Clement seems to have 

been in line with the tendency of Middle Platonism, which increasingly 

sought to resolve the tension between the 'one' (simple) and the 'one-

many' (complex) and between transcendence and immanenca not by finding 

a 'via media', but rather by asserting the transcendence of the one, 

on the one hand, and the imminence of the one-many,. on the other. 

It is easy to discern in this philosophical background the source 

of a certain stress on the inaccessibility of God in Clement, as also 

of the doctrine of the Logos by which he seeks to reduce the 

1 
.22.• £.ti..' p. 13 

2 
.22.• .E.!i•, PP·• 12-13 • 

3 
.2E.• .E.ll·' p. 13. 



multiplicity of contingent reality to a meaningful whole, essentially 

at one with the transcendence of the father God. 

c \ 
Thus, in Strom.V.X.65,2,Clement speaks of God as being" U7i6_/ 
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Again at Strom.V. XI.71,3,Clement has a most important section in 

which he tells us that we may discover what God is not, and that only, 

by a threefold procedure, consisting of conPession of sin, logical 
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It would seem that the second stage in the process mentioned, namely, 

that of .logical abstraction, is a reflection of the concept of God as 

a 'simple' unity. In terms of this Clement is most emphatic that, 

properly speaking, we can ascribe neither position in time nor in 

space, nor movement, nor names to God. These are only concessions to 

our frailty of thought. 

It is in line with Clement's emphasis on the essential 

unknowability of God as a 'simple' unity that, in like fashion, he 

sets forth a clear doctrine of 'creatio ex nihilo' and that he is the 

first Christian thinker to do so with distinctness. As Osborn says: 

"Clement is the first person to state and give reasons for the 

doctrine of creation ~ nihilo. In the Protrepticus he denounces 

idol worship and Stoic philosophy for their veneration of material 
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things~ God alone is to be worshipped, for he transcends the 

n 1 universe in power and majesty. --- . Osborn goes on to note 

certain references from the Protrepticus, the Paedagogus, and the 

Stromateis, which make clear Clement's understanding. We cite 

some of these below: 

Prot.LXIII.3. 
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In the last quotation above the citation from Plato is found at 

Paragraph XXVIII C of the Timaeus. Osborn apnropriately comments 

that "Plato did not mean this (i.e. that it derived its being from 

God alone and emerged out of non-existence), but Clement evidently 

2 does." If God is a 'simple' unity, then manifestly everything else 

1. .. 9.lhElJ•, p.33 

2 • ..QE.cit., p.33 n.6. Bracketed explanation mine. 
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must be created 'ex nihilo'--for there is nothing else out of which 

to construct it. Both in respect of our knowledge of God and the 

question of creation, however, it is noteworthy that the Logos becomes 

Mediator. Though God in Himself is above all space and time, and 

therefore above what is less than Himself in any created order, He 

~oops in the Logos to bring creation into being and to reveal Himself 

to that creation. Here, Clement relates the tranfe0ndent One to the 

immanent One-many by means of the Logos, Who is incarnate as Jesus 

Christ. It is particularly significant that Clement diverges from 

Philo, in consistently refusing to apply names to God and in ignoring 

the concept of a pre-existent matter on which God worked as a Demiurge. 

(cf. Philo's De Opificio Mundi where the official line is from a Jewish 

angle, orthodox with reference to the creation, but his aside remarks 

betray Hellentistic influence.)1 Thus, we see that Clement is 

resolutely opposed to any kind of dualism. Nothing exists beside 

God and there is nothing with which, properly speaking, God can be 

compared. This is why, ultimately, it is better to say that God 'is 

not' and is ineffable--beyond thought or comparison. 

It is important, however, to ask ourselves whether Clement has 

simply taken over a Hellenic philosophical concept of God as 'simple' 

unity, or whether he is expressing theological truths out of the 

biblical-Christian frame~ork in terms reminiscent of this philosophical 

concept. It makes a difference how one views this matter. May it 

not be that Clement saw analogies, and perhaps even genuine flashes 

of insight, in that philosophy, which he believed that God had given as 

1 • In his book, 'The Beginning', Manchester Univ.Press,1968, 
Arnold Ehrhardt comments: "It was he (Philo) who, by 
introducing the Platonic doctrine of the demiurge, paved the 
way for Jewish mystics to maintain that the empirical world 
had been created by an angel." (p.188). 
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a guide to the Greeks, but that for him essentially they did but 

illustrate truths which were arrived at in-independence of Greek 

philosophy and out of genuinely Biblical-Christian attitudes to God 

and His relations with the world? 

All of this is very relevant to our understanding of the 

eschatological outlook of Clement of Alexandria. Many commentators 

look to his 'simple' view of divine unity, judge that for him the 

work of the Logos is only a temporary accommodation to the problem 

of helping man to know the ineffable God, and see the destiny of 

Christian believers as being to outgrow their physical environment 

and ultimately to become merged with God. If this be so, then it 

is at least still questionable whether Clement really believed in a 

Parousia of Jesus Christ of such an order as to suggest His physical 

presence on earth. One can understand the judg1111ent that resurrect-

ion and judgnent-to-come are but vivid symbols for a 'consummation 

of all things' in which present limitations will be set aside. We 

submit that, in the light of our foregoing investigation, it is very 

1• hard to believe that Clement would think in this way, but it might 

still just be possible that he assumed that the Gnostic-the truly wise 

Christian--would understand that Parousia of Christ, Resurrect1on, and 

final Judgnent were only symbols of sane event or process, in which 

space and time would be left behind, at least by the People of God. 

It has to be confessed that, despite the case made out above, 

certain features may suggest the understanding just mentionedo We 

ask, for example, why Clement should judge that non-Gnostic Christians 

after death are in a better position to arrive attn.ta spirituality, 

simply because they have left 'the flesh' behind. Is this a Hellenic 

infiltration into Clement's thinking? Again, is it possible that 

Clement's reticence regarding the Second Advent of Christ does in fact 
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spring from at least a mild distaste for the crassly physical way in 

which many viewed this event? It is possible, of course, that 

Clement was inconsistent. 

1 
T.F. Torrance notes that Clement of Alexandria works with the 

distinction, taken over as axiomatic, that there is a philosophical 

between the two worlds, the and 

the which went back through Philo and Valentinian 

Gnosticism to Pythagorean and Platonic thought, especially to the 

'Timaeus' of Plato (51.A-C). If this be so, the results are indeed 

destructive and to some extent vitiate the Biblical character of 

Clement's general insistence that 
~ 

1fl<TTIJ and 

cannot be sundered. " So far as the understanding of the 

is concerned Clement's philosophical assumptions have the effect of 

making purely transient the time-element in it, for 
) / 

0 I k.. C>V~/d. 

tends to become only the passing form that the work of the Son takes 

. > . / / 
as He puts on our manhood, runs His human course (T-1)v ·o(.vtr,1..J1ror7rol. cf1p1ycX~v 

Quis.div.salv. S,36f.), and returns back to the Father. That is to 

say, the basic significance of the 
'I 

O~ I< O VO/ lrJ.. changes, for instead 

of referring to a saving movement within history from one covenant 

to the other as it is all gathered up and fulfilled in the incarnation 

and work of Christ, it is merely the tenporal reflection of the 

timeless pattern of the divine 

The question is whether Clement basically thinks in terms of 

philosophical distinctions, such as that between the 'simple One' and 

the complex 'One-many' or that between the and the 

' f 1. Article, 'The Implications of Ot~o~o~tA for Knowledge and 
Speech of God in Early Christian Theology', in ~IKONO"l!A', 
ed.FelixoChris~.1967. p:2."SI. 

2. op.cit., p.237. 
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To what extent are .these simply 

contemporary distinctions of the Hellenic world which Clement found it 

convenient to employ and to which he gave a more Biblical direction in 

thinking? The answer to this question seems to be bound up with all 

that was said earlier about Clement's view of the kind of life to be 

led by the true Christian Gnostic and the anticipation of the Christian's 

final destiny that he has while on earth and in the period between 

death and resurrection. We noted that moderation with regard to 

food, sleep, sexual functions, money, and so on, characterized, in his 

view, the Christian Gnostic on earth, and that the latter was seen as 

increasing in understanding, based on faith. We further suggested 

that, in part at least, Clement's pattern was that of our Lord Himself. 

However, our Lord rose from the dead, and there is no evidence that 

Clement did not believe in the Empty Tomb, or that he thought this 

a convenient myth, designed to illustrate an otherwise indescribable 

reality. This suggests, however, that for Clement the ideal Gnostic 
) 

state was, physically speaking, one of incorruptibility, of r1..j;&yu-1'd 

which corresponded to Christ's moral and spiritual unconquerability. 

If this be a correct way of looking at things, the statement of Clement 

11< I ' (/ \ \ > N/J 11 in St ran. V. VI that o K°!'oJ cJ..7roaut:rc1..1 rt:. I<"'-' 1<~r1t.Jv t:tJ .. uo- y tr/\? 

(40,3), must surely refer not to a literal abandonment of the flesh 

by our Lord after the resurrection, but to a transcending of the 

limitations of our earthly body as we know it in the present 

dispensation or age. The reference in context to Christ as 

·II" ._ 
and as. rou 7t"vcrol r11<.ou 

' "' ' I ,, J J \ \ ' / I · "' >. '...1A ,,, ~ t".\ 
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is suggestive of a Biblical understanding of Christ's state, having 

entered within the Reavenly Veil. The stress is on Christ's having 



attained, by means of His Victory on the Cross and in the Resurrection, 
which 

that which as men we cannot grasp--that/is ineffable, which we cannot 

understand conceptually or practically, and which Christ has made 

available for true Christian men by His Victory. 

What is being suggested here is that ultimately Clement is thinking 

Biblically about God, about the Risen Christ, and about the future 

destiny of Christian believerso However much Clement may find it 

convenient to use the language and indeed the thought-frmns of Middle 

Platonism, his God is not just a philosophical Absolute, Who has to be 

brought near by the Logos. Rather is He the living God of the Old 

and New Testament Scriptures, to Whom nature, history, and providence 

bear witness but Who cannot be contained, conceptually or otherwise, 

by man in his-creatureliness and sin. It is surely as such that 

Clementvs God is ineffable. The contrast, then, between God and man 

is not that between a purely spiritual, i.e. disembodied, Absolute and 

man in his flesh, i.e. in his bodily condition, but rather between the 

living God in His transcendent wisdom, power, and holiness, and the 

creature man in his limitedness and in his sin. If we ask why it is, 

then, that becoming disembodied helps non-Gnostic saints to become 

mor9 spiritual, in the sense of being more dedicated to God's will, the 

answer must surely be that Clement, in truly Biblical fashion, sees 

death as a divine providential dispensation, which treats man as a 

whole being, body and soul, and which prevents him from perpetuating 

his arrogant self-assertion over against God. In the story in Genesis 

(3.24) it was a divine messenger who was given a sword of flaming fire 

to prevent sinful man f rCl1 re-entering Paradise and eating of the tree 

of life and living for everi A passage in a fragment of Clement's 

works, translated by Cassiodorus, shows that Clement has some such 

understanding. Commenting on the phrases, "the Father of our Lord" 
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and "by the resurrection of Jesus Christ" in I Peter i.3, which he 

brings together, Clement deals with the thought of this verse, which 

concerns the expectation of the believer, which has beccme ours 

through Christ's resurrection. He says: 

"Decebat--iterum nunquam reverti secundo ad corpus animam in 
hac vita, neque iustam, quae angelica facta est, neque malignam, 
ne iterum occasionem peccandi ~ susceptionem carnis accipiat, 
in resurrections autem utramque in corpu:3 reverti." (Comment 
on the First Epistle of Peter). (italics mine). 

The underlined words represent the passing revelation of an assumed 

way of thinking. This, however, makes them no less impressive, but 

rather the reverse. We submit that Clement is not derogating the 

body--an attitude which would be inconsistent with his assertion of 

the reality of Creation and his belief in the resurrection--but that 

he sees man's creatureliness, coupled with his sin, as keeping him 

from attaining what only Jesus Christ was in the divine ~D~o1~ 

destined to win for us. 

There can be no doubt, of course, that Clement has a heavy 

stress on the transcendence of God--such as characterized the 'simple' 

unity concept of God--and also a strong stress on the necessity of a 

Mediator between God and the whole created order: hence his doctrine 

of the Logos. It is true that Middle Platonism stressed intermediaries 

between the transcendent God and the created order, but this does 

not prove that this is the source of Clement's insight. It is 

surely equally true of Old Testament revelation that God is high above 

man and his creation, and it is true to Pauline and Johannine theology 

to lay stress on the mediatorial role of the Word in creation, 

providence, and revelation. It would, however, be natural for 

Clement to see in the attitude of contemporary philosophy some 

indications of what he knew to be true from within Christian faith. 

This would be no accident. How could it be an accident for one who 



held strongly to a doctrine of divine providence? Clement oscillates 

backwards and forwards in his judgment concerning the question whether 

the natural man has any knowledge of God, as also whether revelation 

has been given to those outside the prophetic-Christian revelation 

given to the Jewish race, but his fundamental thought is concerned, 

significantly, with history and providence. However the Gentiles 

reached certain views about God, whether it was the result of an 

original planting of an awareness of God in man, or the result of a 

general revelation to all men, or simply the result of man's reflection 

upon his world, in none of these cases could he arrive at a conviction, 

which did in fact correspond in some way with the truth about God, 

apart from the divine providence. Clement discusses the origin of 

Greek philosophy most fully at Strcm.I.XIX.94,1-7. 

thought is thus expressed: 
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There is something Biblical, compelling, and magnificent in Clement's 

grasp of this fact, and his use of it. Einar Molland brings out well 

this thought in dealing with Clement's views on the origins of Greek 

philosophy: 

"In accordance with this conception (Hellenic philosophy as 
preparing for the truly royal teaching) Clement elaborates a 
historical theory which at once explains both the elements of 
truth contained in Greek philosophy and its human imperfections. 
Or, to speak more correctly, he outlines and tests different 
theories concerning the origin and development of Greek philosophy 
and rejects only those which cannot explain its pedagogical role 
as belonging to God's providence. He retains theories which are 
satisfactory on this point, without subjecting them to comparison 
in order to attain to a final theory." 1 

1. op.cit., p.47 Bracketed comment mine. --
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If, however, Clement is not really dependent upon Middle 

Platonism or on Hellenic philoson~y at all, f6r his views about God 

and His relations with the world, we cannot expect that we will find 

in him the characteristically Hellenic repudiation of space-time values. 

Murdoch E. Dahl brings out certain ideas, which may well help to 

explain the possible framework of Clement's understanding of space and 

t . l 
ime. He describes iuhat he terms 'the Semi tic Totality Concept' 

"negatively as a refusal to adopt any analytical or abstract ideas." 2 

Stress has always been laid by Semitic scholars on the implications of 

this for our understanding of human personhobd~ Dahl however, stresses 

that this concept has a much wider bearing. Its importance for human 

personality "is orly one instance of a general cosmological outlook on 
3 

every aspect of reality." He summarizes the concept thus, believing 

that it grew along with later Hebrew thought and was influential in 

the thinking of such a New Testament writer as St. Paul:-

"All reality is organized in a series of totalities tJJi thin 
totalities. The final totality that unifies and comprehends 
the rest is God Himself. Unity and activity together represent 
the touchstone of reality, which n1eans that rea:ity must not be 
discussed in terms of 'spirit' as agi~st 'matter' or that which 
is 'subjective' against that which is 'objective'; nor in terms 
of a graded series of degrees of reality whereby one form of 
existence is regarded ~~ b~ing 'more real' than another, but 
rather in terms of thi'~cfy~amic factors of each part of the 
totality to which it belongs. Applied to the non-human universe 
this means, among other zhings, that the word 'soul'may be . 
predicated of anything." 

1. The Resurrection of the Body. S.C.M. London.1962.(Studies 
in Biblical Theology, No.36). Vida especially chapter 5, 
'The Semitic Totality Ccncept'. 

2. ~cit., p.59. 

3. %Cit., p.60. 

4. _£Q.cit., p.61. .Dahl refers to two works in support of his 
comments in this paragraph: J. Pedersen's two volume work, 
'Israel', Copenhagen, 1926, pp.487-491, and T. Boman's 
'Hebrew Thought canpared with Greek' p.54. 
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Continuing hi:; discussion, Dahl soys a little further on that "the 
Semi tic totali ty-conccpt sees crr~o ted realities as depend-:;--:t upon God 
in no sense which diminishos their own ra3lity. This may be expressed 
in such a statement as 'A pebble is as real as God'." 1 

Dahl argues that, ac~ording to the semitic totality-c0ncept, the 

distinction is not botween God Who is real on the one hand and man or 

the world on the other, which aro rclativaly unreal. This indeed 

629. 

offends tha We:;tern mind, because we think normally in terms of 'ultimate' 

reality and 'immediate' re~lity. Dahl characterizes the difference as 

consisting in the fact that "the We:;tern-idealist conception of reality 

is centrifugal. Creation emanates from God, not, of course, in a 

pantheistic sense (the idea of creatio ~ nihilo safeguards this), but 

in the sense that everything tends to be treated as less 'ultimate' and, 

2 therefore less 'real' than the Creator." Dahl tells us that for the 

Hebrew mind the gulf between created and uncreated is considered in 

terms of duration, rather than anything else, e.g. 'All flesh is as 

grass--', but God's Word 'abides for ever', and here eternity is 

understood in terms, not of timelessness but of 'timefulness'. further, 

the duration of entities increases as they aprroach nearer to Godhead. 

Their 'glory' becomes greater, and this indicates qualitative change 

3 also. Thus, as Dahl sees it, "the biblical-Christian conception of 

reality appears to be centripetal. Entities are called out of nothing 

and becane real in that divine act of creation. But the nearer they 

are drawn ~o GodheaJ, the greater, the more complex, the more endur~ng 

4 
is their impact, their 'glory'. 

1. • J.. 

op.~, p.65 • 

2. op.cit., p.65. 

3. op.cit., pp.65-66. 

4. op.cit., p.66. --



What is the relevance of this contribution by Dahl to our present 

discussion of Clement of Alexandria? Simply this, that if such an 

outlook really characterizes Paul's discussion of the resurrection-body 

in 1 Cor.15, and if Clement is relying on Biblical and Pauline concepts-

rather than on concepts derived frcxn Hellenic philosophy--then we can 

gain a differGnt understanding of Clement's attitude to space, time and 

matter, and to questions dealing with the Risen Christ in His bodily 

constitution and with God's plans for the future of His saints. We 

recall Clement's significant use of the word 'glory' ( 1 S~§~ ) 

(Strom.V.VI.40,1) (vide above, page 624-) evocative, as it is, of a 

Pauline background of thinking. Basically, our contention is that 

Clement is not thinking in terms of a Hellenic philosophical distinction 

between an Absolute God and relatively unreal man in the flesh, or 

between the noumenal and the phenomenal realms. In Dahl's terminology, 

this would be a 'centrifugal' way of thinking. Rather is Clement 

thinking in a centripetal manner. There are various degrees of 'glory' 

within the one Reality. The difference between God and man, or God 

and the created order, is not that God is real and man is not: rather 

is it that God is wise, holy, all-powerful, while man is foolish, sinful, 

and frail. He is but 'dust•. God 'endures unchanging on', but man 

passes away. So too the world, for all its apparent agelessness, 

disappears while God remains. But what the divine Logos, Jesus Christ, 

has achieved in the Incarnation, Cross, Descent into Hades, Resurrection, 

and Ascension, is to confer on man a new degree of 'glory' and a 

significant feature of this new 'glory' is that man's flesh now has 

'incorruptibility', i.e. death is taken away with all sickness, just 

as moral debility is removed, through the victory of Christ. 

fi10. 

What gives strength to this view in our judgment is Clement's 

thorough pre-occupation with the concept of 'JfeycrfJ..' 'incorruptibility', 



r, 631. 
a~d his concern that true Christian Gnostics, building on simple faith 

in Christ, should attain us nearly as possible, while on earth, to · 
. . . 

immovability _of character. Clemant's concern with incorruptibility, 

in its physical and futurist aspect, i~ char~cteristic of almost all 

early Christian theology which employed the Greek languag~, and it 

would appear to have solid Biblical justification. It was finally to 

receive_its perhaps classic and.most spiritual exposition in the 

. 'De Incarnations' of Athanasius, (VII,5, etc) where Christ's physical 

. \ incorruptibility is sensitively viewed as the living· proof of the 

annulment of God's judgnent on man's sin. Certain statements made by 

Clement take on a different ~ignificance whGn viewed fro~ this 

perspective. Clement's reference, for example, to logical abstrac.tion 

as the second stage (together with confession of sins and abandonment 

to Christ) in a process whereby the Christian Gnostic reaches God 

(Stran.V.XI.71,3. vide (3.bove, page. 619) sounds very much, as if it 

represents a considerable degree of dependence on the concept of the 

'simple' unitary concept of God, characteristic of Middle Platonism. 

Qoubtless, the language, and even tho thought-form employed, do owe 

much to this source. Nevertheless, we can now perceive another 

interpretation. It is surely significant that the stage of logical 

abstraction is sandwiched between confession of sins and 'casting 

ourselves into the ~astness of Christ', going forward from there 

1 tMrough holiness into the void'. This suggests that Clement may 

be reinterpreting the conceot by thus placing it. Further, what are 

we to make of this 'casting of ourselves upon Christ', and our being 

led 'forwarrl through holiness into the void'? This term , 'the void' 

~ay be understood as a further concession to Hellenic 

philosophic2l interests, but we do not need_to understand it thus. 

If Clement's view of reality is semitic and is of the order described 
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by Murdoch Dahl, then he is opposed resolutely to all dualism. Dahl 

thinks that for Biblical thinkers the void must have been "the creation 

of God. Its essential character, however, is. the absence of God's 

t 11 . d . ..1 con ro ing, or ering power---. Whan we think today of the Void 

we are inclined to conceptualize a 'nothingness', which lies somehow 

inert beside God. But, if we think along the lines described in 

Dahl's chapter on the 'Semitic Totality Concept', than we realize 

that our modern conceptualization makes the Void far too positive a 

thing: it only has reality, in so far as God gives it character and 

being. Outside God there can, in the nature of the case, be nothing. 

The correct mental picture would seem to be of God as filling all 

things, but creating a Void by withdrawing his full power from a 

certain area. It is not that there exists a prior framework within 

which God is placed. Rather are space and time created by God's 

withdrawal of His control over an area, which actually comes into 

being only through this 1ui thdrawal. Thereafter, God gives a fresh 

ordering to a part of this new area, but in such a way as to allow this 

space-time system, together with man as its crown, its autonomy of 

direc tion, The Void must now represent, on this understanding, the 

further possibilities consistent with God's so withdrawing that man's 

autonomy will not be swamped, and when Clement talks about being lad 

forward 'through holiness into the Void', we submit that he is assert-

ing that it is Jesus Christ Who thus leads us on to new possibilities 

of being and destiny, but that he never implies that in any sense we 

thus becane 'lost' in God. Nor does he imply any discontinuity with 

the embodied life of faith that all believers now enjoy. 

It would seem, then that in fact Clement may well have a very 

positive attitude to the realities of space and time. We sub(Tlit that 

1. 2E.•si:!.·' p.67 



the picture given above of Clement's thinking does full justice to his 

repudiation of the dualism of heretical Gnosticism, and also makes 

sense of his consistent insistence on man's autonany of action. The 

latter emerges from his realization that man is not the plaything of 

impersonal forces--as so often heretical Gnosticism asserted--but 

that his world and he has been granted a measure of freedom through 

its constitution's being derived from the divine fiat. At times 

Clement's statements concerning man's free will may appear to be, and 

may in fact be, at variance with certain Biblical understandings of 

man's moral enslavement, as e.g. in the Pauline literature. But it 

would seem that it is a genuine insight into the nature of this 

space-time world of ours, with its ethical concomitants where human 

action is concerned, that lies behind Clement's e~phasis. 

From this perspective we may now attempt a further answer to the 

qu2stion why Clement thinks that is easier for disembodied non-Gnostic 

believers to achieve true spiritual dedication in this state where 

the body has been left behind, after death. The term 'mere flesh' 

( <JI../ K /ov ) a diminutive, was employed by Clement. Surely 

Clement could speak of 'mere flesh' in this way, not because he 

wanted to derogate the body. His convictions regarding the resurrection 

of the body, already documented, should make us wary of so interpreting, 

unless we can find no way out. Rather Clement means that flesh, as 

we know it, which is the seat of sin, is a hindrance to obeying God. 

Removed from it we are unable any more to sin, since man--as distinct 

from angels and dernons--is essentially a unity of soul and body. This 

we have already noted. What we must now add, however, is that our 

present frame was seen as 'mere flesh' when viewed over against the 

'glory' of that body, which Christ received on entering the Heavenly 

Holy of Holies, into the very Presence of the Father, and which, 

533 
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through his union of divinity and hunanity, He makes available. 

to His saints at the Resurrection of the dead. Thus, the basic 

•motifs' appear to be Biblical rather than Hellenic, however much 

the language is that of contemporary Middle Platonism. 

Undoubtedly, it is not Rasy to decide to what extent Clement of 

Alexandria was influenced materially by the tenns and thought-fonns 

which he employed. The fact that at Strcm.V. XI.71 Clement can 

speak of the threefold process of confession, logical analysis, and 

self-abandonment to Christ as only leading to a knowledge of what 

God is not, undoubtedly seems sanewhat negative, and as if it depended 

upon the Platonic concept of a 'X ~/ '7 OJ ' between the intelligible 

realm and the realm of sense, to which space and time are attached. 

T.F. Torrance makes a stat.ement which may help us in this matter: 

''This was the problem that faced Plato with regard to the concept 
of space, or indeed the spatial element in any human concept, 
when it is applied to the intelligible realm. The separation 
speaks of a world beyond space and time, and yet a spatial 
element ( x w,,.o~ ) is involved in the very concept of separation 
( X w)' 1 er /u!J ) itself. Spa ti al elem en ts have to be used when we 
speak of what is beyond space and independent of it, yet we cannot 
project a spatial concept beyond the separation, as if we could 
speak of there being 'place' over there."l 

This quotation makes clear how the distinction between the 

and the I / ) i] / I 

kOO-/' OJ of..l<J'ViTOf in Plato was bound 

up with a Platonic notion of space as a 'receptacle' or 'container'. 

It is made clear in the book quoted from above that Nicene orthodoxy 

avoided any 'receptacle' concept of space, whether in a Platonic or 

Aristotelian form, as also any Stoic concept of space, where space 

was conceived in terms of a body as an agency creating room for itself.
2 

Rather did the Fathers in general work with a 'relational' concept of 

1. Space,Tirne and Incarnation.Oxford Univ.Press.London,1969. p.6 

2. op.cit., p.lDff. The whole of ~hapter I, 'The Problem of 
Spa~l Concepts in Nicene Theology', forms the background 
to the discussion which follows in this paragraph on pages '3S-f.f 



space, in which philosophical notions were set aside or reinterpreted 

in terms of the dynamic creative and redemptive action of God. On 

this view, God is seen as containing all things, not in some physical 

manner within Himself, but in terms of His power. Further, our space 

is not a framework which can limit the Son of God. Rather have we 

to understand the spatial statements concerning Christ, as that He 

ascended to the Father, in terms of the subjection of our empirical 

realm to Him. Christ was within our spatial realm without being 

hindered by it. Further, through His resur~ection and ascension He 

has affirmed the eternal validity of our space-time order, but in such 

a way as to make available to those who have trusted in Him, His own 

sovereign way of overcoming the limitations of our space-time timrld. 

One further feature of such a relational view of space is that it does 

not separate considerations about space from considerations relating 

to time. The question presently before us, however, is whether 

Clement of Alexandria thought in this 'relational' manner about space 

and time, or whether he allowed himself, through his use of the Platonic 

distinction between the intelligible and sensible realms, to import 

a measure of ambiguity into his understanding. 

We have to bear in mind the central place given to the work of 

the Logos in Clement's thinking. It is Christ Who leads us, in 

\ J ,. ) 
understanding and in future reality out into 'the void'. (ra ~i~v~) 

Viewed in the light of Clement's overall positive assertions about 

creation, providence, and redemption, it would seem that, when it is 

said that through the threefold process of confession, abstraction, 

and self-abandorrnent, we only reach a knowledge of what God is not. 

Clement means that tbe God Whom we thus cane to know cannot be 

circunscribad by the limitations' of our earthly life. When we 

remember that the 'simple One' did not even have 'being' ascribed to 



Hirn, we have the perspective from which this statement, made by 

Clement, is to be understood, It is simply that Clement enploys the 

language used concerning the 'simple' One to describe the sheer 

transcendence of God. It is true that through Christ we are led to 

a real knowledge of God but the point is that, viewed in terms of 

earthly realities, we are given only a knowledge of what God is not. 

Form, position, and motion--these are not terms that are appropriate 

to the Almighty. If we ask how this can be consistent with the 

belief in the physical resurrection and ascension of Christ, Clement 

would surely answer that through Christ we are given a real knowledge 

of God, but that this knowledge is of One Who cannot be described in 

earthly terms. God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself, 

but it is the Logos, the Son of God, Who is the mediator in creation, 

providence, and redemption, and the continuing humanity of Jesus 

Christ throughout eternity never suggests that the Father can be 
L 

described in this-woi¥ly terms. Rather does the Son act as a link 

between the illimitability of God and our frail humanity. Positively 

understood, Clement's statement that through Christ we know 'not what 

God is but what He is not' (Strom.V.XI.7. 3) is to be seen not as a 

denial of real knowledge of Gbd, but as a denial that the God, Whom 

luS thus cane to know, can be described in this-worldly terms. Thus, 

there is opened up for us an amazing vista of illimitable reaches in 

God into the understanding of which we are to be increasingly and 

eternally led through the Son. In this process neither Christ's 

hunanity, nor ours, is abandoned, yet the process of discovery is 

both continuous and unending. If this understanding seems to assume 

a pr8cess in time, which it is hard to think of the 'simple' Ona, we 

must ansttler that basically Clement's thinking is hebraic and Biblical, 

and that for him God is above our space and our time, but not in a 



static timeles~, spacGless manner. Where He is and when He is, are 

dependent upon His sovereign Lordship, but thus understood space and 

time doubtless have meaning for Him. 

Clement's Eschatology Review and Assessment. 

It remains to assess briefly what we have noted concerning Clement, 

togethGr with its implic~tions, before passing on to deal with Origen. 

Later we shal! pause again to consider the general contribution of 

both Alexandrian thinkers. 

First of all, it should be noted that the futurist element is by 

no means mis~ing in Clement's thought. He clearly speaks of Second 

Advent of Christ, of future resurrection, and of Final Judgnent. It 

is true that his references to the Second Advent are few in n1JT1ber, 

and th8t he has more to say about purgatorial cleansing after death 

than of the JudgtDent Day as such. Yet the very allusive character of 

some of the references both to Second Advent and the consummation of 

the age show that he does take these events seriously. 

It may be noted, however, that there is much less evidence in 

Clement's writings of thought concerning any intensification of evil 

prior to the End or any reign of Antichrist. Possibly Clement accepts 

this. Indeed, it seems likely that his belief in the co~ing Deluge 

of Fire, uJhich we noted above (page :,-97 ff.) in our discussion on 

Judgnent, implies the horrors of Antichrist's reign. Nevertheless 

explicit references to Antichrist, which are not generalized (as, 

for example, in a frag~ment from Cassiodorus, where, in commenting 

on I Jn. I. 22, he accepts that he who detrl.es that Jesus is the Christ 

is 'an antichrist'), are lacking. No references are made to the 

visions of Daniel, chapters 2 and 7. References to the significant 

passages in the 'Little Apocalypse', as recorded in Mark 13-Matthew 24-

Luke 21, are lacking, except for a brief discussion in Strooi.III. VI. 

fi37. 
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of such verses as Mk.13.7; Matt.24.19,37; Lk.21.23, where the interest 

is wholly focused on the question of undue preoccupation with sexual 

matters as significant of the evil of the age. 

We have discussed at s001e length Clement's understanding of the 

Covenants of Law and Grace in order to show his genuine concern with 

the historical element in the Incarnation. The treatment of Clement's 

Gnosticism was intended to bring out the seriousness with 1t1hich he 

anticipates future events which constitute the End of the present age. 

Finally, our investigation of Clement's understanding of the world in 

relation to God underlined the seriousness with which he took the 

reality of Creation, being indeed the first Christian thinker 

explicitly to set forth a doctrine of 'creatio ex nihilo'. It has 

to be confessed that Clement does seem at times to be thinking in 

b~rms of the distinction between the 'Koo;µ 05 vo'7roJ ' and the 

Neverthless, it seems defensible to suggest 

that Clement thinks basically in Biblical categories, working with a 

relational concept of space and time, and that the most that the use 

of this Platonic concept does is to introduce an element of ambiguity 

into some of Clement's utterances. It seems probable, in the light 

of the explicit statements regarding Second Advent, resurrection, Future 

Judgnent, and in view of his positive Biblical attitudes to Creation 

and the Incarnation as events suggestive of God's action in history, 

that the Platonic language is reinterpreted by Scripture rather than 

the other way round. Even so, it makes it difficult to be in the 

end sure whether Clement has one consistent view, which is oriented to 

a Biblical acceptance of realities in space and time and therefore to 

future realities in space and time, or whether there is a fundamental 

inconsistency in his thinking, in which Biblical and Platonic 

conceptions struggle to get the upper hand. One solution would be 



to say that Clement does not really take seriously the language 

concerning eschatologic~il realities~. except in a generalized symbolic 

manner, that is, to say that Clement did not really anticipate any 

Event which could properly be said to occur in space and time, even 

if it meant their consummation. On such a view, it would be understood 

that this would be clear to the Gnostic who knows, but that it would 

be obscure to the s~pler believer, for whom such language is 

ap~ropriate. T~is last view seems ruled out by the eschatological 

foundations of Clement's Gnosticism, which we have sought to reveal. 

It may be more difficult to choose between the first two options, but 

the balance seems very much in favour of the first. We conclude, 

therefore, that Clement's eschatology was traditional, although it 

may well be true that the Platonic distinction between the intelligible 

and sensible realms is not clearly seen by Clement to be at variance 

with Biblical thinking and affects his language at points in such a 

way as to introduce an apparent ambiguity into his expression. The 

failure clearly to set aside such language and thought-forms may well 

indicate also a tendency in Clement's thinking, which was unrecognized 

by himself and which could, if not checked, lead to a 'de-historicizing' 

of eschatology. It may not be insignificant in this regard that 

Clement clearly has little interest in millenarianism. It is not 

suggested that a genuinely historical view of the End of the age 

demands belief in a millennium, but in view of its prevalence in the 

earlier thinkers whose works we have been studying, it is pPrhaps not 

insignificant that it is passed by in such manner by one who does seem 

to allow his Biblical foundations to be overlaid at times by a Plat

onic superstructure. 

If our conclusion that Clement does fundamentally believe that 

the events of the End are to be taken in a genuinely historical manner, 

639. 



be sound, then Clement does once again give evidence of that refusal 

to •de-eschatologize' which we have observed in the thinkers previously 

studied. Certainly too it is the fact that Clement gives no evidence 

of embarrassment over the delay in the Second Adv~nt. At best this can 

only be read into his relative silence concerning the Second Advent in 

terms of direct references. Any tendency to treat futurist eschatology 

in a non-historical way could be viewed as evidence of an embarrassment 

over the non-eventuating of hoped for events. This, however, would not 

be the only explanation of such a tendency, if it exists. It is as 

likely to derive from the philosophical world of thought in Alexandria, 

which might well seem to be uncongenial to taking events of the End in 

a genuinely historical manner. In any event, the literature as such 

gives no evidence whatsoever of concern induced by the delay in the 

Second Advent, and so Clement's writings cannot be said in any way to 
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support the canmon thought of Dodd and Werner, of 'realized' and 'consistent' 

eschatology schools of thought that embarrassment over this 'delay' led 

to a reinterpretation of eschatology, a reinterpretation which meant a 

diminution of emphasis upon futurism. 

Does Clement exhibit a strong 'realized eschatology'? In fact 

this element is not stressed, as over against a futurist emphasis. 

Clement does not have much to add to Christian thinking with regard to 

the Church, or with reference to the sacraments of Baptism and Eucharist. 

Again, his relative silence concerning the Church's mission, on the one 

hand, and the intensification of evil, on the other, means that we are 

perhaps less aware in Clement of the sense of being launched by Christ 

upon a historical process, which will only be consummated at the 

Parousia of Christ in glory. This is not to say that the 'realized 

eschatology' element is lacking. It comes out best perhaps in regard 

to what Clement has to say about the life of the Gnostic Christian as 



anticipating the conditions of the caning Age. It is also evident in 

Clement's thought ( vide page 608 above) concerning a division of 

dispensations, in which fear as an em otion was appropriate to the 

era of Law, while faith is consonant as an attitude of mind and spirit 

in the present era introduced by the Incarnation, but love is thought 

of as that which is to be fully realized in the age to come and is now 

witnessed in Gnostic Christian behaviour. This is indeed a particular 

example of the way in which Clement's thought about Christian Gnosticism 

illustrates the element of 'renlized eschatology' in hi~ thinking: it 

does also, however, exhibit most clearly the historical way in which 

Clement does view both First and Second Advents of Christ in their 

effects. What seems to be true concerning Clement's attitude to the 

present era is twofold. First, he does believe in the effects of the 

Inc::rnation and of the death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus 

Christ, and he does expect real changes at the Second Advent, but he 

is somewhat less conscious than a Justin Martyr or an Irenaeus of the 

interval between the Advents as one of the progressive harassing of 

Satan's kingdom and of a related intensification of evil: his under

standing of this interval is relatively more static and less dynamic. 

This has the effect of making his concept of Church and believer within 

this present era one in which the 'realized' element of eschatology 

is present, but there is less stress on the notion of an 'inaugurated' 

eschatology which presses vitally towards its goal and is visible at 

once in tha Church's triumphs and Satanic opposition to her. Second, 

Clem·ent characteristically thinks more in terms of the indi v~d ua L 

believer's blessing than the other thinkers studied so far. This 

is not to say that the individual stress ousts the belief in future 

public events of Parousia, resurrection and Judgnent, but it is 

significant that Clement has so much to say concerning purgatorial 
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cleansing after dooth. Even the stress upon Christian Gnosticism, 

despite its eschatological implic~tions, helps to differentiate 

one believer from another, and is consistent with an interest in 

the significance of Christian salvation for the individual believer 

in Christ. 

We close this survey by noting that both 'futurist' 2nd 'realized' 

elements of eschatology are presant in Clement as in ~revious writers 

studied, but that the consciousness of 'inaugurated' eschatology is 

less prominent. It comes out best, where it is represented in the 

concept of the Descent into Hades, through which righteous Jews and 

Gentiles are brought into a place of greater blessing as they await the 

consummation of the age. The more general lessening of emphasis upon 

the dynamic element may in fact have much to do with the general 

impression given by Clement's writings that while he genuinely 

believes in a futurist eschatology, it matters somewhnt less to him 

how soon it may be before these events take placeG He is somewhat 

less conscious of being part of a living process, which is thrusting 

dynamically towards itsconsummation. This is, however, a relative 

judgnent, and does not deny Clement's genuine apprecia'.~ion of God's 

providential care of creation. 

ORIGEN. 

To a considerable degree the problems of interpretation that we 

must face in asses~ing the eschatology of Origen are those that we have 

already faced in the case of Clement of Alexandria. We discover in 

him the same preoccupation with incorruptibility and the glory of the 

future state, as also with the differentiation between Christians 

presently living on the ordinary level and those who have attained to 

the Gnostic level. It will be our contention that once again there 

is the presupposition that the Christian Gnostic has already attained 
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to the level of close fellowship with God that it is God's desire to 

give to all in the future ages. Thus, as in Clement, we discover in 

Origen a concern with the Gnostic level of Christian living which has 

an eschatological foundation and a close connection with concern about 

the altainment of incorruptibility. 

Clement And Origen: Points of Difference. 

Nevertheless, there are equally real differences in Origen's 

approach which h~re we attempt to do no more than sketch. One is that 

Origen is more thorough-going in his interpretation of the various 

levels of life. Thus, Clement had distinguished the non-Christian 

level (indluding that of the righteous Gentiles before Christ), the 

level of the ordinary believer, and that of the Christian Gnostic. 

There is implicit in Clement, as we have seen, a connection between 

this fact and the 'levels' of Christ's earthly limitations and the 

glory that was revealed in Him after the Resurrection and prior to the 

Ascension. In Drigen, however, this connection with the Incarnation 

is not only made more explicit, but it is connected with another 

providential activity that is seen as a parallel case, namely, God's 

self-revelation in Scripture. Thus, there are 'levels' in Scripture 

that correspond to the levels of the Incarnation. 1 There is the 

'carnal' level which corresponds with the external or historical 

facts concerning Christ's life and career on earth. There is the 

'psychic' level that corresponds with that meaning in Christ that 

is grasped by ordinary believers. And finally there is the 'pneumatic' 

level that corresponds t~ith the unveiled glory of Christ that will be 

manifested at His Parousia and which is understood by Christian 

Gnostics even now. A further parallel case is that of the Sacraments. 
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These are required to minister to the needs :if ordinary believers, 

but the Christian Gnostic anticipates by his spiritual discernment 

the day u1hen such concessions to hu:nan frailty wil 1 no longer be 

required and will be set aside. This does not mean that Origen 

would have anyone despise the sacraments. At the same time he does 

not overrate their value. They are but steps in a ladder. As such 

they have V8lue, but once the topmost rung of the ladder is reached, 

it can be kicked away. Thus, we find explicitly in Origen a theory 

of levels u1hich relat~s to the Inc8rnation, the C~:~istian life, tho 

sacra~:1ents of the Church, and the interpreation of Scripture. 

The above underst~nding of levels may be illustrated by Origen's 

discussion in ~ Principiis, IV. I I. 4 concerning Scripture. The terms 

'carnal', 'psychic', and 'spiritual' are not hore employed, but are 

in the background of Origen's thought. The following section from 
II ) ...... 

this paragraph sets out the threefold division in Ori gen' s mind: O uKOu\/ 
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The abovo Greek derives from the 'philocalia' canposed by Gregory of 

Naziansus and Gasil of Caesarea. The Latin text of Rufinus follows 

closely at this point. 

"Tripliciter ergo describers oportet in anima suA unu:nquemque 
divinarum intellegentiam litterarum: id est, ut simpliciores 
quique aedificentur ab ipso, ut ita dixerim, corpore scripturarum 
(sic enim appellamus cornmunem istu:-n et historialei:1 intellectum); 
si qui vero aliquantum iam proficere cosperunt et possunt amplius 
aliquid intueri, ab ipsa scripturae anima aedificentur; qui vero 
perfecti sunt et similes his, de quibus apostolus dicit: 
Sapientiam autem loquimur inter perfectas, sapientiam vero non 
huius saeculi neque principum huius saeculi, qui destruentur, 
sad loquimur dei sapientiam im mysterio absconditam, quam 
praedestinavit deus ante saecula in gloriam nostram -----Sicut 
ergo homo constare dicitur ex corpora et anima et spiritu, ita 
etiam sancta scri~tura, quae ad hominum salutem divina largitione 
concessa est.n I 

It may be noted that the threefold division seems to agree here in 

Origen's thinking with a tripartite division of man. The quota ti on, 

however, fran I Cor.2.6-7 shows that the threefold division into 

simple persons, those who have made progress, and those who are 

perfect corresponds with what has been made possible through the 

Incarnation. This is implicit in Paul's discussion in the passage 

quoted, as is also, however, his division into ordinary believers 

and th8 mature. Thus, the threefold division of Scripture corresponds 

to what has been made possible through the First Advent of Christ. 

The tripartite division of man analogy only supports this basic 

understanding. 

The words anitted in the above quotation give an explanation 

of the Scripture quoted which is significant. It shows not only 

1. G.c.s., or., V.p.312,11.22-31 and p.313,11.18.19-21. 



that the Incarnation has made a certain division of men possible 

(into non-believers, ordinary believers, and Gnostics), but that in 

the coming Age the perfect will have their understanding made clear 

to all, so that they do but anticipate that which is to come. Origen 

says: 

' \ 
"rATTO / TOU T{V&Uf-d.TIJ.<..oU 

\ I' :; /J " II I 
Twv ;tE-A/\ ov-rwv J...yot.. uwv < 

The Latin equivaient of this from Rufinus' version is: 

"hi tales ab ipsa spiritali lege quae umbram habet futurorum 
bonorun tarnquam ab spiri tu aedi ficentur." 2 

A second difference relates to Origen's universalism. It is 

sonetimes asserted that this is found also in Clement of Alexandria, 

but we submitted above (page S85 ) that the evidence does not really 

favour this view. It seems impossible to deny, however, that Origen 

anticipates the ultimate conversion of all spirits, including even 

3 that of the Devil himself, whom he regards as a fallen angel. It 

is true that there is a degree of tentativeness in this judgment. 

Further, Origen is puzzled .to know whether this conversion will be 

maintained. His insistence on freewill makes it difficult for him to 

dogmatize on either issue, but his belief in the achievement of Christ 

leads him to think that the ultimate conversion of all spirits is at 

least probable, while his uncertainty about the continuance of spirits 

in this state throughout eternity is matched by the hope that the 

love of Christ will have so won over these spirits that they will not 

desire to break free from it. At any rate, if Clement works with a 

threefold division of men into non-Christians, ordinary believers, and 

1. G.c.s., Dr.V,p.312,1.15 and p.~13,1.I. 

2. G.c.s., or.V,p.313,11.18-19. 

~. 0-e. P'T1r.c1·r··~,L.v1. ·3 j cf. Cc11i-1-a Ce/S4>1t-..,V/fl.72.. 
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Christian Gnostics, for Origen it is extremely dubious whether such 

a division would have any ultimate validity. 

A third area of differBnce relates to Origen's belief, taken 

over from Plato, in the pre-existence of all human souls and Origen's 

related judg~ent that the material u1orld, as we know it, is the result 

of a pre-temporal Fall. The clothing of free spirits with flesh, 

with bodies, is seen as the result of this Fall, and Origen has an 

elaborate scheme in this connection which gives account of angels, 

demons, and heavenly bodies, as well as men. The animal kingdom also 

finds its place within it. This view of Origen's probably raises the 

most directly related probl~rns for our understanding of Origen's 

eschatology. It would not seem likely that anyone with such 

presuppositions would look favourably on the continuance of the body 

in the caning ages. If the body has been created by God, but has been 

given as the result of sin in a former spiritual existence, then 

presumably the result of Christ's achievement is to restore men to 

their fonner state. This would seem, then,to have decisive implications 

for Origen's views regarding Resurrection of the Dead, Parousia of 

Christ, and Judgment Qay. Nevertheless, we must ask ourselves 

whether it is not possible that, as in the case of Clement, what Origen 

is really concerned about is incorruptibility, i.e. a condition of 

spiritual and bodily stability appropriate to the future status of 

those renewed by the Risen Christ? It behoves us to recall the 

words of c.c. Bigg, quoted above (page 5b7), where he judges that 

for Origen even free spirits never lacked, nor can conceivably lack, 

some kind of 'shroud •, i.e. sane kind of corporeality, even if it 

be superior to that of our present earthly body. 

It seems clear that Origen is more decisively unrirthodox than 

Clement of Alexandria, however precisely we interpret either on certain 
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issues. Thus, for Origen the universalist hope is more emphatic, 

and when taken in conjunction with the theory of a pre-temporal Fall, 

leads to the setting aside of any too literal concept of a Judgnent Day. 

Judgnent remains a reality for Drigen, but it is found in the circumstances 

of our present bodily life and may well be continued throughout future 

ages until all dross is purged out of us. It is not only the stress 

on universalism and the myth of a pre-temporal Fall with its view of 

our present bodily life as only a providential disposition of God 

induced by the sin of free spirits, that is less orthodox in Origen. 

We note also that Origen's stress on freewill in man leads him to a 

certain indecisiveness about the course of events in future ages. It 

is true that in Clement there is a certain stress on a process of 

purging after death for ordinary believers, but, if we have interpreted 

him aright, non-believers are excluded from this, while even for 

believers it ends at the Parousia of Christ. 

Let us look first of all at the central questions. What does 

Origen make of the Parousia of Christ? What does he believe about 

the resurrection of the body? Does he in any sense believe in a 

Judgment day? The answers to these questions are not at all as 

simple as they may appear to be at first glance. Henry Chadwick judges 

that Origen does not understand these events in a literal or material 

sense, but rather symbolically and spiritually. 1 Most commentators 

appaar to agree, though with varying degrees of emphasis and even of 

meaning. Einar Molland gives one of the most balanced accounts. He 

sees a certain spiritualizing in Origen, derives it from Platonic 

influences, but concludes that though Biblical concepts have been 



'platonized', it is equally true that Plato h~s been brought into 

line to some extent with biblical concepts: 

"In Origen the inheritance from Plato and the inheritance from 
the Prophets meet. And in his eschatology the two lines are 
co:nbined. When he speaks of :;igns uihich are ·rul filled not in 
the history of this t1JOrld, but in the age to cane, in the 
heavenly and spiritual world, 'sign' has co~e very near to being 
an earthly representation of the spiritual reality of the u1orld 
to cane. And, on the other hnnd, in Drigen the Platonic 
conceptions of the analogy of earthly 2nd heavenly reality, and 
of the perfect reality being seen in its shadows and images in 
this world, are connected with the eschatological perspective. 
The spiritual world is the world to come.-- 11 1 

We shall be in a better position to assess the appropriateness 

or otherwise of these canments, when we have studied Ori gen' s vietu of 

the Parousia of Christ, and of final resurrection and judgment. Here 

again, houJever, judgments differ as to Drigen' s meaning and intention. 

This will be made clear by the following references and quotations. 

The Second Advent. 

Jean Oani6lou utilizes certain quotations fran Drigen's exegetical 

works on the Book of Joshua to bring out the reality of his belief in 

2 the Second Advent. In his Seventh and Eighth Homilies on Joshua 

Origen interprets the story of the fall of Jericho to Joshua in a 

threefold manner, consistent with his typological approach. Thus, 

the collapse of the walls of Jericho at the sound of the priests' 

tru~pets prefigures the collapse of worldly opposition to God when 

the Church proclaims the Gospel. This is the Christological 

interpretation. A mystical and individualist interpreation is 

added to this, whereby meditnting on the Law and the Gospel overthrows 

the 'Jericho' within. Finally, Origen reaches an eschatological 

interpretation of the story, and it is with this that we are 

especially concerned at this point. Drigen notes that the victory 

1. O_E.!Cit •. , p.152 

2. op.cit., Book V, chapter IV 'The Fall of Jericho and the End 
of the World', pp. 276-286. 
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over 'Jericho' in our hearts is only partially fulfilled in this 

present age: "Est -- in hoc etiam resurroctionis futurae rnysteriun. 

___ iam tune ultra omnino non eri t diabolus, quia iam .!l9!l eri t ~·" 

(VIII.4). Then will the devil be no moro. Shortly before this he 

says: 

"Adventus Christi unus quidem in humilitate completus est, aliud 
vero speratur in gloria; et hie primus adventus in carne mystico 
quodam sermons in scripturis sanctis umbra eius appella tur, sicut 
et Hieremias propheta denuntiat dicens: Spiritus vultus nostri 
Christus Dominus cuius nos diximus: in umbra eius vivemus in 
gentibus. Sed et Gabriel, cum evang;I°izaret ~ae de nativitate 
eius dicit: Virtus altissimi obumbrabit tibi. Proper quad 
intelligirnus quamplurima primo hoc adventu eius adumbrari, quorum 
adimpletio atque perfectio in secundo consummetur adventu." 
(VIII.4). 

Such a passage seems to demonstrate that Drigen literally believed in 

the Parousia of Christ, and whatever precisely it meant for him he 

makes it clear in context that whereas Christ has come in 'humiliation', 

He is yet to come in 'glory'. Further, whereas by faith and hope we 

are now raised above earthly and material things, "implebitur-- hoc 

in secundo eius adventu, ut ea, quae nunc fide et spe praesumpsimus, 

tune etiam rerum effectu corporaliter teneamus", Drigen says. Again 

the coming Resurrection is to spell the ccxnplete end of the devil's 

power. This last point may seem difficult to reconcile with Origen's 

speculdtions regarding the possibility of further 'falls' in future 

ages, but this is not in view here. 

·Dani~lou also draws to our attantion a further passage from the 

Hanilies on 'Joshua' which helps to lay bare Drigen's thought concerning 

the Parousia of Christ. Here it is the story from Josh.10 of the 

staying of the sun in its progress during Joshua's victory over the 

Amorite kings, that is in view. Origen relates the staying of the sun 

in its course to the question of the 'delay' in the Parousia of Christ: 

"Volumus ergo, si possumus, ostendere quomodo Dominus noster 
Iesus protelaverit lucem et maiorem fecerit diem vel pro salute 
haninum vel pro interitu contrariarum virtutum. 
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Ex quo advenit Salvator, finis erat iam mundi. Oenique et ipse 
dicebat: Peanitentiam agite, appropriavit ~ regnu.n coelorum. 
Sod retinuit et repressit diem consumrnationis et adesse prohibuit. 
Videns enim Deus rater salutom gentium per ipsum solum posse 
constare dicit ad eUiTl: Pete.§_~, E,i ~ .!JEi. gentes hereditatem 
tuam, o t oossessionem tuam term inos terrae. 
~c ~go paterna pollicitatio complsatur et ecclesiae ex deversis 
nationibus crescant ntque introeat tota gentium pleritudo, ut tune 
demum omnis .1srahel salvetur, dies producitur et differtur occasus 
nee umquam sol occumbi t, sed semper exori tur, dum credentiurn cordibus 
sol iustitiae lumen veritatis infundit. Cum vero repleta fuerit 
rnensura credentium et deterio1iam ac decolor aetas ultimae 
generationis advenerit, cum increscente iniguitate rGfrigescet 
caritas rnultorum et ·perpauci remanserint, in quibus fides 
inveniatur, tune iam abbreviabuntur dies. 
Idem igitur atque ipse Dominus novit, et extendere diem, cum 
salutis est tempus, et breviare diem, cum tribulationis et 
perditionis est tempus. Nos tamen, dum habemus diem et producitur 
nobis spatiurn lucis, sicut in ~ honeste ambulemus et opera lucis 
operemur." (XI,3). 

Oani~lou canments "The depth of the theology of history in this 

passage is remarkable ---The fading of the day, the ending of time is 

postponed first by the necessity of fulfilling the Father's pranise to 

Christ, that the fullness of the nations enter into the Church. This 

is the mission which is being fulfilled during this present time and 

which is holding back the end of the day. The present time is a 

delay permitted by God's love. For, as the text expressly says, 

with the coming of Christ the end is already upon us. Origen further 

links up this idea with that of Christ as the Sun. If it is he who 

stays the sun, it is also he who is the Sun which rises in the hearts 

of believers and knows no setting,--- ltle notice also the double movement 

of history which Origen emphasizes: in part it is the growth of the 

Kingdom of Christ, but also that of the powers of evil and the increase 

of corruption. The advance is thus in ti.JO directions, and good and 

evil grow together. Lastly we note how easily Origen's interpretation, 

inspired through and through by the Scriptures, links up with the 

words of Christ. This day, when it is possible to walk (John 12:35) 

befor~ night comes, links up quite naturally with the story of 

Joshua. And it may be questioned whether these coicidences are not 
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due to the Biblical background of the teaching of Christ. 111 

A number of points require to be made in the light of this further 

section from Origen's Homilies on 'Joshua'. First, Drigen clearly 

takes very seriously the Second Advent theme. Second, we cannot 

dismiss this as mere exegesis which is not substantiated by the 'De 

Principiis'. There is nothing inconsistent with this in his major 

constructive theological work, but in any case the real Origen is to 

be found in the disc~ipline of Biblical exegesis, if he is to be found 

aFlywhere. Third, Origen takes the Second Advent as a fact in a 

traditional manner, for he relates it to events in history, in the same 

way that Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and other Christian thinkers, had 

done. Thus, he sees the present age as one given over to the 

ingathering of the G~ntiles into the Church and evidently looks for the 

conversion of Israel before the end canes. We had occasion to note 

above (page 6o7)that Clement of Alexandria was also sufficiently 

t~aditional to view Israel's present hardness of heart as a 'hardening' 

that came froni God and has to be interpreted in the light of such 

passages as Is.65:1-2; Rom.10:19 (Deut.32:21) and Ran.II:!!. Clement 

also, by implication, looked for the ultimate restoration of Israel. 

It is extremely intGresting that one who, as we are told, 'spiritual

ized' eschatology, should so have his feet on the ground that he 

could believe in the crming conversion of the Jewish peo~le. This 

applies oven more clearly to Origen than to Clement of Alexandria. 

Again, Drigen takes seriously the view that things were to get worse 

before the end came. How can we judge otherwise than that Origen 

accepted the traditional and primitive eschatology of the Church, 

as based on such passages as Mark 13-Matt.24-Lk.21? In all of this, 



as oanie
1
\ou says, Drigen displays a profound theology of history. 

]ie Temporal Gospel and The Et8rnal Gospel. 

We meet with a different evaluation of Drigen's eschatology, 

however, in certain other scholars. We look now at that presented to 

us by Einar Molland, who judges essentially that Origen's thinking is 

an amalgam of genuinely eschatological elements tiJi th a Pla tonising 

'spiritualizing' process. We have already noted something of Molland's 

approach {above page blf-S ) • This now requires to be examined more 

carefully. Molland sees three characteristic notes in Drigen's 

eschatology. These are, briefly, a spiritualizing of the eschatology 

of the New Testament, a view of history and its canpletion in terms of 

development, and a certain intellectualism in his view of the ultimate 

blessedness of God's people. Let us now examine these contentions. 

II 

There are three characteristic marks of this eschatology. 
Origen spiritualizes the eschatology of the New Testament, both 
as regards the resurrection of the body, the punishment, and the 
judgement. The second parousia of Christ must be spiritually 
understood. Are we to think that the Lord will come in a 
special place of the earth? Where is this place where all men 
of all nations and generations could be gathered? No, the 
second coming of the Lord will take place when his divine glory 
has becane manifest to all men, so that not only the righteous, 
but even those who are now sinners, will know Him as He is. And 
He will not be in one place and not in another place, but every
where.1 Those who have the deeper understanding of the Gospel, 
do not care much for knowing whether the consummation of this 
world will cane through a sudden catastrophe or through a slow 
development. They will be content with knowing that the 
consummation of their own life canes as a thief in the night. 
Nobody knows the hour and day of his own death. Commenting on 
Matth.XXIV Drigen even identifies the coming of Christ with the 
death of individual man.2 He is also very anxious to refute the 
popular materialistic conceptions of beatitude in heaven. 3 

1. In Matth.comm.ser.70 (Dr.Werke, vol.XI.p.164 26 sqq). 

2. In Matth.comm.ser.56 (Qr.Werke, vol.XI.p.130 13 sqq.) 

3. De principiis II. II. 2sq. {Dr Werke, vol. v, p .184 Ssqq). " 1 

Again, Melland notes, with reference to his point about the emphasis upon 



the note of developmGnt in his interpretation of history, that Origen 
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speaks of innumerable 2ges (ouwve·s seecuia) both before and after the 
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in Eph.2:7 is taken to give support to this 

Ori gen does not conceive nf '-.if~tory in the terms of primitive 
Christianity: 'this age ( o q1.}~..; 03"-ro.s) and 'the 2Qe to come' 
(

c. :.>\ c.. /l\ l -
o rAtt..V"v o f'-El\f'Wv 1 TherG is an infinite number of ages, 

behind and before us. On the horizon of all history, 1!.lhen all 
ages hllve p3ssed au1ay, there will be a time which is no time, 
but oternity. At an infinite distance he perceives 'something 
grenter than the ages' (a liquid saeculis maius) 'something which 
i~; perhaps Gven more than 'ths C1Jes of ages' (plus aliguid guam 
est saeculum vel saecula, forte etiam plus guam ~ saecula 
saeculorum). This is eternity where the restitution of all things 
( J TTOl<d.1.io-Td.IT15 rr~"vrwv ) takes place, where CJll thin~s 
have reached their perfect end, where God is all and in all. 

5. De principiis II. II.5 (p.120 17 sqq). 11 1 

The third point made by Melland relates to Origen's emphasis upon the 

intellect or soul as the highest part of a man. He notes that Origen 

once defines beatitude as 'apathy of the soul touethar with a true 

knowledge of reality~2 We have already observed in Clement of 

Alexandria a similar stress upon knowledge as a chief source of 

beatitude for the Christian Gnostic. 

All of these points, Molland assures us, are summed up in OrigGn's 

conception of 'the Eternal Gospel'. This relates to the knowledge 

that all saints will have in the future, when we see God face to face, 

not as in a mirror, darkly. 

"This knowledge is the Eternal Gospel. As the Oeuteronanic Law 
was superior to the first legislation, so the Gospel is superior 
to the Law. But in the same manner the Eternal Gospel is 
superior to the Gospel. The Law is only shadow, canpared with 
the Gospel. But even the Gospel is only shadow, compared with 
the Eternal Gospel. For the Gospel deals ti1i th the first coming 
of Christ, when He came in the form of a servant. But He will 
come again in the glory of His Father. And as He at His first 

1. ~cit., p.145. 
2. Sel.in Pss.ed.Lanm.,vol.XI.p.380: 

Quoted by Melland, opocit., p.46. 
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coming fulfilled the shadow of the Law through the shadow of 
the Gospel, so He \JJill at His second coming fulfil the shadow 
of the Gospel through the Eternal Gospel." 1 

It is easy to see how such an outlook in Origen can be construed 

as implying that the flesh of Jesus, with which the suffering of 

Christ, which formed the basis of the Temporal Gospel was connected 

was passing and was to yield place to Christ's form as God. Neverthe-

less, this interpretation must be questioned. 

How are we to view this overall assessment given by Molland? 

We look at the statement that the Second Advent of Christ is to be 

spiritually understood and appreciate that other scholars would 

agree with Molland in thfr judgnent. Nevertheless, we have to ask 

how this measures up to what we have noted in the Hanilies on 'Joshua'. 

The passage on the fall of the walls of Jericho assumed that the 

final resurrection would take place in conjunction with Christ's 

Parousia in glory. Where the question of Final Judgnent is concerned, 

we may certainly have to agree that Drigen's theory of a pretemporal 

Fall and of the giving of the body as a disciplinary measure, gives 

Drigen a more complicated view of what is to happen in future ages 

than is found in the primitive eschatology of the Church. However, 

with this one proviso, the p2~sage quoted above from the Homilies on 

'Joshua' make it very surprising that Origen should 'spiritualize' 

either the Second Advent or the Resurrection at the end of the age. 

Further, as lJJe have seen (Pf'. b5'°0.-65/above) he appears to take a 

thoroughly historical view of the events leading up to the end, 

accepting behlief in a period of intense tribulation prior to the 

consunmation of all things, a gradual falling away in the love of 

the Church, the spreading of the Gospel to all nations, and the 

1. ~.cit., pp.146-147. 
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ultimate conversion of the Jewish people to Jesus Christ. All of 

this suggests the question whether perhaps Molland and others have 

misinterpreted the evidence which they adduce. 

It i~ interesting to note against what Ori1en shows 'animus' in 

the passages adduced by ~olland. It is not that Origen denies the 

reality of the Second Advent or its glory. Rather does he hit out 

against any vietiJ of it which tiJould bring its circunstances too much 

into J.ine uJith those of Christ's Advent in 'humiliotion'. This may 

raise problems. We may ask whether Christ is really to return to 

earth, if He is to be 'everytrJhere' ( Tro ~).. d.. Xo u) rJeverthe-

less, the intention of Origen see~s to be not to deny the reality of 

the Second ~dvent, nor is it to make it purely symbolic. It is 

simply that he is so aware of the overwhelming glory and urgency of 

Christ's caning 
I 

-rld-fOUfJI~ that he does not wish to see it 

treated in terms of present realities. Connected with this is his 

resistance to popular materialistic conceptions of beatitude in 

heaven. However intellectualist Origen's aspirations may appear, 

what he was against was a failure to see that, when Christ comes 

again, it will be with superlative glory. Conceptions of beatitude 

which stressed bodily bliss or pleasures seemed to Origen out of 

place. We have already noted, with reference to Clement of Alexandria, 

that his conception of Christian Gnosticism led him to stress y v£Jo15 

as an anticipation of future bliss and that it seemed to him 

es entially in line with that illumination which all baptized 

believers liJere granted ( vide above pp. b/2 - fo/3 ) • Further, we saw 

that to him the stress on knowledge would not have seemed intellectualist, 

since piety of spirit was an essential condition of spiritual under-

standing (vide above, page 613) We submit that the same attitudes 

hold good for Origen. As for Origen's irritation with those who 



made speculation concerning the suddenness of Christ's Appearing 

or its slow development, again Drigen evidently thought it almost 

impious to probe into wh~t could not, in the nature of the case, 

be known until the event itself. It may be that Drigen was too hard 

on those who interested themselves in such questions, since the 

problem may well be suggested by the nature of varying Scriptural 

references. At the same time, we all know that there is a kind 

of speculative interest which is unhealthy. Paul himself inveighed 

against an undue concern about the time of Christ's Appearing (I-II 

Thess.) The Little Apocalypse appears, similarly, to warn against 

undue and overhasty speculation regarding the consummation of all 

things (cf. Mk.13·: 5-8, 32-37; Matt.24: 5-8. 36-51; Lk.21:8-9, 34-36). 

Nevertheless neither Jesus, as reported in Mark 13-Matthew 24, -Luke 21 

nor Paul, discouraged the expectation of the Second Advent, and it 

may be questioned whether Drigen did so either. 

It is true, of course, that Molland does not explicitly say that 

Drigen wished to discourage interest in the Second Advent. But the 

point is that no precise analysis is attempted of what is meant when 

it is said that Drigen 'spiritualized' the Second Advent, The Overall 

~pression given by Melland is not that Drigen said that there would 

not be such a Parousia in glory. Rather is it that, though Drigen 

talked of such an event and though it held a very im'portant place in 

his thinking, it was treated as essentially unimaginable. It is 

implied, if not stated, that Origen held that at the consummation 

our present bodily existence would be totally left behind. In line 

with this understanding of things is Molland's handling of Drigen's 

canparison of Law, Temporal Gospel, and Eternal Gospel. Molland tells 

us that Origen saw the Temporal Gospel as imperfect, while the Eternal 

Gospel, which is to come, is perfect. 
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Molland cites various passages in support of his undGrstanding 

of Origan's view of the contrast between the Temporai Gospel and the 

Eternal Gospel. He cites ;-; pa s s a fJ e fr om 0 rig en ' s H 001 i 1 i es oh the 

Book of Joshua which makes n crnnp21rison of u1hat the saints will know 

in the future t1li th the'! thoughts t:1hich ue derive from Scripture, and 

which speaks of that future time as one when we shall no more see in 

1 
a mirror, darkly, but face to face. Again, Melland refers to Origen's 

frequent citation of Lam.4.20b in the form given to it in the Septuagint 

1
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Origen discussod this text in his Commentary on Lamentations in a 

h · h · 
2 r11 11 d fragnent w ic survives. ., o_ an. says: "He often alludes to this 

text which to him revealed an important aspect of the Christian life 

and permitted him to develop his Platonizing idea of the shadow of 

C . t ,,3 hris --. Molland then cites a number of passages from Origen's 

writings in which Ori gen deals ttJi th this text. L~ /\gain, it is noted 

that when Origen comments on Ra.n.I.2 he judges that St. Paul may have 

wished to distinguish between the Gospel of which hG is presently 

speaking ("the Gospel of God tuhich He promised afore by His prophets") 

and the Eternal Gospel ''which shall be revealed when shadow has passed 

away, and truth has come, when death has disappeared, and eternity 

1. Hom.in lib.~ ~.VI.I (Dr.Werke,vol.VII.p.323 15 sqq.); 
Molland's citation, op.cit., p.146,n.8. 

2. Or.Werke, vol.III,p.276 sq.; Molland's reference, op.cit., 
p.147 and p.147,n.I. 

3. ~cit._, p.147,n.I. 

4. ~.in.~,XXVII.12 (.QE. Werke,vol.vII,p.277 13 sqq). Hom.in l!.e. 
Jesu ~,VIII.4 (Or Werke, vol.VII.p.339 12 sqq). Han.in~· 
Cantic.,II.6 (Or.Werke, vol.VIII.p.50 28 sqq.) In Cant.Cantic., 
III. (.Q£.Werke, vol.VIII,pp.1831 sqq.,234 15 sq) ~ Matth.XV.12 
(Dr. Werke, vol.X,p.380 23 sqq.). 



has been restored. Christ b8carne flesh that He might be mani festad 

to men and preach the Gospel to ri1en. Ha was also seen by C3ngals, as 

the Apostle says (l. lifil..III.16), and certainly He did not appear to 

them without a Gospel. 1 To them he preached the Eternal Gospel." 

This is not just because of human inability to grasp the Gospel 

set forth through the Incarnation. "but Origen is far more radical in 

his thoughts on the imperfection of the Gospel. The Temporal Gospel 

is imperfect because it is temporal. It must be imperfect, being a 

2 revelation within an imperfect and corruptible world." If this be 

so, then Drigen does seem to imply a radical discontinuity between the 

two 
/ 

7Tu..pou(n~1 This, it seems, is M olland' s view: "When 

perfection comes, we shall know Him (the Logos) in the form of God, 

in the likeness of the Father. For He was not on earth such as He is 

in heaven. He had become flesh and could only speak through shadows 

tt d . 3 and pa erns an images. The implication of this is that for Drigen 

the Temporal Gospel is to be set aside because Christ's 'flesh' has 

been set aside when He comes in glory and the Eternal Gospel is 

proclaimed. 

Molland is very careful in his analysis of Drigen's thinking at 

this point and strives to bring out clearly the Biblical, as well as 

the Platonic, elements in his thinking. He asserts with reference to 

Origen's view: Although the two Gospels are to be distinguished from 

each other as the imperfect and the perfect revelation, they must not 

be separated. They are not opposed to one another as truth, to illusion, -

1. o..Q_.cit., p.147. Molland closes this statement by citing 112.BE!!!.• 
(ed.Lanm., vol.VI, p.20 sq.), note 4. 

2. QQ..,cit., p.148 

3. ~cit., p.150. The first sentence of this quotation is supported 
by a reference to l!l~·VI.3(ed.Lomm., vol.VII,p.13 sq), and 
the second by a reference to In Joh.6 49 sq. (Dr.Werke, vol.IV. 
p.60 15 sqq). - - -
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but they ar8 related as the shadow of truth and the truth itself."l 

The things of this world nre neither true nor untrue, but they stand 

in the rel:::tion of an analogy to the intelligible things. "This is 

Origen's epistemology, which is the epistemology of the whole Platonic 

. . "2 trad1 ti on. St. Paul is called in by Ori gen to· support this outlook, 

since he had said that the invisible things of God are perceived 

through the visible things. This must be by means of reason and 

analogy. However, side by sirle with such reasoning, Drigen employs 

the Biblical notion of a 'sign' ( <.J7 ~£/ o v ) Here again the terms 

'shadow' 2nd 'rGality' or 'truth' are employed, but now they signify 

prediction and historical fulfilment, whether as botween the Old 

Testament shadow and New Testament fulfilment or as between New 

Testament 'shadow' and fulfilment in the revelation of the Eternal 

Gospel at Christ's Parousia. It is in this context that Molland 

re0ches the conclusion, noted earlier, that Origen canbines the Platonic 

and Prophetic elements.
3 

Molland notes that the influence of Platonism 

on Origen's theology has been strongly emphasized by scholars like 

Harnack, de Faye, H. f-Tiura-Stange, and Hal Koch. He judges that 

even more important than this element is what has not been sufficiently 

emphasized in recent scholarship, viz. "the Christianization of 

Platonism in Origen.114 Origen sees Christ as having left behind 'the 

1. 0.E__!Cit., p.150 

2. ~cit., p.150 

3. O_Q_eCit.,pp.151-152 

4. QQ_,cit., p.152. Molland has in mind Harnack's \iistory of 
Christian Dogna' (his bibliography refers to Dogn2~seschichte, 
vol.i.4th ed., Tubingen, 1909), de Faye's work dealing with 

/ 
Origen (Origene. Sa vie, son oeuvre, sa pensee. Vols.I-III. 
PAris,1923-28), and he refers in footnotes to A.Miura-Stange's 
Celsus und Origenes. ~ Gemeinsame ihrer Weltot).._,5chauung, 
1926, as also to Koch's Pronoia und Paideusis, passim. 
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flesh' at His Ascension to the Father. Is the Incarnation to be under-

stood in Origen as simply a phase? If he does mean this, then it seems 

fair to judge that he is to a serious degree unbiblical in his thinking. 

It would mean that he does not sufficiently reckon with the 'one-for-

allness' of the Incarnation and Atonement. When we remember, however, 

how Clement of Alexandria appears to depreciate elements concerned with 

space and time but recall that he may in fact take these much more 

seriously than at first appears, the question emerges whether the same 

may not be true of Origen. Is it possible that what Drigen is endeavour-

ing to say, in company with Clement of Alexandria, is that Christ in 

his Ascension is our 'forerunner', Who has already dignified our 

mortal bodies with new glories, which are to be conferred on His 

people at His Second Advent? Such a view would not imply discontin-

uity with 'the flesh' or 'the body' of the Incarnation, nor any 

setting aside of Christ's hunanity in its glorified state, but it 

would lay stress on the eschatological glory to be revealed. 

In attempting to give a judicious answer to this question, it is 

instructive to notice a further section from Molland, in which he 

stresses that everything in the Temporal Gospel corresponds to 

heavenly realities. Origen's refusal in this setting to distinguish 

between the Platonic 'image-reality' pattern and the Prophetic 'Signs-

events' pattern is noted. 

"This is seen even in his teaching on the universal significance 
of Christ's passion and death. Knowing Drigen's strongly 
spi~itualizing tendency and his distiriction between the two 
Gospels, we should expect him to consider Dhrist's passion on 
earth in the form of a servant as belonging only to the bodily 
0nd temporal Gospel, His suffering is linked up with His life in 
the body. And is not the Eternal Gospel the Gospel of the 
heavenly Christ in His glory? But we are surprised to see that 
Origen finds a place for the passion of Christ in the Eternal 
Gospel. This fact proves how central is the idea of Christ's 
sac~ifice in his conception of the Gospel. He has not been led 
by his philosophical scheme--bodily-spiritual, temporal-eternal, 
imperfection-perfection--to despise or neglect the passion of 
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Melland goes on to point out that Origen discovGrs a spiritual 

sacrifice in heaven which corresponds to that bloody sacrifice of His 

body on Golgotha. Heb.12:23 ~nd Col.I:20 are used to suggest support 

for this concept. "there is a sacrificium duplex, the sacrifice on 

Golgotha corresponding to a sacrifice in heaven. 2 Further, in the 

'De principiis'-in a passagG (IV.III.13) stated by i'lolland to be "an 

unque.stionably genuine fragnent 113 Ori gen develo;·s ~he audacious 

possibility that Christ is crucified in heaven and that His crucifixion 

will rocur in the ages to come until the end of all time. This passage 
» ) . \ . 
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This passage is a most significant one and, in consequence, it is 

important to use the best textual tradition. Fortunately the Greek 

text has been preserved in a quotation from Justinian's Epistula ad 

Mennam. This is the text given above. Rufinus omitted this p2ssage. 

It is interesting to note that this passage follows upon a section in 

this same chapter, in which Origen contrasts the present 'temporal 

l. QQ_.cit.,p.153 

2. o_.e_.cit., p.153 

3. ~cit., p.153. 

4. G.c.s., Dr.,V.p.344,l.B-p.345,1.4. 



Gospel' (svnngelium temporale) t:1ith the 'eternal Gospel' (r.iet'.1rnum 

8 van gel i um ) which is to com e • 

It seems incontestable that when Origen introduces speculations 

regarding the possihlli ty of a whole series of future ages, and events 

associated with them, he leaves behind Biblical affirmations, and is 

induced thereto by his own distinctive scheme, which lays stress on 

the reality of Christ's achievement, on the one hand, and· the 

possiblli ties raised by human fre21.11ill and God's refusal to coerce, on 

the other. This, we would judge, is the source, of the possibility 

in Origen's mind--and he does not dogmatize on the matter--that Christ 

may again be crucified in future ages. It is, of course, under-

standable and justifiable that the Church should react to such 

speculations in the way that it historically did. Nevertheless, if 

we concentrate our attention on what is said about a 'sncrificium 

duplex•, as Molland calls it, it is not immediately apparent that 

Biblical thinking has been set aside. It is only when Drigen's 

specul2tior regarding future ages is introduced that such a possibility 

seems definite and indeed undeniable. 

What is latent in Molland is an interpetation of Origen's 

dependence on the Pauline statement of Col.1:20 in terms of both 

Platonic and Prophetic categories. There Paul makes the affirmation 

that Christ, through the blood of His Cross, has reccnciled not only 

things on earth but also things which are in heaven. Molland judges 

that Drigen is led by his Platonism to see a correspondence with 

the sacrifice on Calvary in the spiritual sacrifice in heaven, Further, 

the possibility of a whole series of future ages naturally leads 

Drigen to think about the possibility of Christ's having to suffer 

again within them. 1 
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Is it however, Drigen's 'platonizing' interpretation of Col.1:20 

and of certain allusions in Heb.12 which makes Drigen come to the 

conclusion that the sacrifice on Calvary must be 'duplicated' in 

heaven? Is it not more likely that what lies behind this is the 

genuinely Biblical insight that heaven and earth belong together as 

the creation of God, and that, in order that Christ's sacrifice should 

be efficacious, it must 2ncompass heaven as tuell as earth? We recall 

how seriously Clement of Alexandria took the question of Christ's 

Descent into Hades, so that the spirits in prison might benefit by 

His achievement on the Cross. Why should not Origen think, consistently 

with Biblical teaching, that, in similar fashion, after His Ascension, 

Christ must needs bring His whole Mission to a fitting close by 

offering a spiritual sacrifice in heaven? It seems dubious whether 

Platonism explains this aspect of Origen's thinking, though it is 

pos~ible that his familiarity with the Platonic tradition helped 

to underline for him the necessity for the pub1ication of Christ's 

Victory in the heavenly re2lm. 

Melland seems to think that, since Origen refused to separate 

the Platonic and Prophetic aspects of his thinking, it is a Platonic 

concept of a heavenly sacrifice that is projected, through his 

dependence on prophetic eschatological notions, into the future. 

Thus, what happened on Calvary becanes an 'image' or 'shadow', in 

Platonic terms, of that sacrifice in heaven which is to be manifested 

when the Eternal Gospel is proclaimed at Christ's parousia in glory. 

Thus understood, Christ's earthly sacrifice loses its 'once-for-all' 

Biblical character, and the counterpart sacrifice in heaven is 

related rather to that which is to c~e, the Eternal Gospel, than 

to that which is past, the Temporal Gospel. 

What strikes one as significant,however, is that Origen portrays 
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Christ as nrsaching the EtGrnal Gospel already immediately after His 

Resurrection. It would seem that Molland who recoginizes this fact, 1 

interprets it to mean that, since Christ has already shed ~he flesh', this 

visitation of angels is an anticipation of what is to be manifested 

to the world at the end of the age. Thus,· he is able to maintain the 

so-called Platonic distinction between 'shadow' and 'reality', though 

he appreciates its co~bination with the prophetic notion of 'sign' and 

'fulfilment'. The visitation of angels, by being brought into line 

with that which is to cane, rather than with that which is past, is 

not allowed to disturb this neat scheme. Surely, however, for St. 

Paul, what was central was one stupendous event which tore the dividing 

walls between that which is visible and that which is invisible and 

which was cosmic in its significance in the fullest sense of the term. 

Thus understood, Christ's visitation of angels was certainly an 

anticipation of the glory that is yet to be revealed in that which is 

visible, but it was only the other side of the victory atjieved by 

Christ on Calvary and in the Resurrection. Is there adequate reason 

for thinking that Origen thoughtotherwise? We submit that there is 

not. In fact, what Drigen is asserting is that both visible and 

invisible realities required to be cleansed by the blood of Christ, 

and that this is precisely what the sacrifice in the body on Calvary 

achieved. Molland seems to fail to see the significance of the 

visitation of angels in such close proximity to the event of the Cross 

in its physical aspects. 

At the same time Molland seems justified in his rejection of the 

attempt made by Redepenning in the 19th century to explain away Urigen's 

speculation concerning the likelihood of Christ's having to suffer again 

1. Vide above, page '61 where we noted Molland 's reference to I Tim. 
3.16.Molland was reflecting Origen's thought, as set out in his 
comrnenta ry, l!J.• Rom .1.4 



in future ages. Melland thus summ2rizes and canments upon Redepenning's 

argument: "There have been innumerable worlds before the world we are 

living in, but our world is the Last in the series of worlds. The 

consummation r• i our world is im~::inent, for our Saviour suffered at the 

end of this 
) / 

rJ../WV and then comes the consumm2tion of all things. 

The blood of Christ is offered on the heavenly altar simultaneously with 

His offoring once for all on Golgotha. REDEPEfJ;:rnG prefers, therefore, 

' I 't 
<Tu VIE.-Ac (rAS ' ;, "" to read E-TTI T1S roD 7Toi.V{OS o<..lwvos instead of 

) \ _ t gr;s c../ .... 
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But the Greek text is quite clear and is not in need of any emendation. 1 

Both Jerome and Justinian had looked askance at Ori gen' s specul2tivene··s 

in this matter, and Mollanrl considers that only the Greek text as we 

heve it can explain their c~iticisms of Origen. Molland also judges 

that "Redepenning's argum~nt from the imminent consummation of the 

world is--very doubtful. Origen is looking forward to a long dev8lop-

ment, and to a series of successive 1iJorlds. 112 M olland 1 s point is thu t, 

though Christ certainly did not suffer in the world before Golgotha, 

nor in any world before that, yet Origen's speculation regarding future 

ages inevitably raises the question whether He will have to suffer 

again within them. 

Granted, however, that Molland is right to reject this interpret-

ation by Redepenning, it remains true that Melland fails to see that 

it can only be the achievement of Christ in the body on Golgotha which 

makes possible Christ's visitation of angels with the Eternal Gospel. 

In fact, the uniqueness of the Cross, in all its crass materiality, is 

1. ~cit., pp .154-155. ffolland 's reference to Redepenning' s 
suggested emendation comes from the critical edition.Drigenes 
~ Principiis, primum separatim edidit .§! annotatione--
instruxit, I·B.· Redepenning, 1836, p.79. 

2 • ~· cit • ' p • 15 5 • 
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preserved by Drigen. The actual visitation itself results from the 

canprehensiveness of Christ's \JJork and stands in somewhat the same 

relation to the Cross as does the the Incarnation: it emphasizes its 

cosmic significance. 

Molland himself does, of course, see it as the result of Origen's 

Biblically based concern with Christ's Passion that His earthly suffering 

on the Cross must needs be duplicated in he~ven. Nevertheless, for 

Molland the reason why this preoccupation about Christ's Passion 

results in belief in a corresponding passion in heaven, is found in 

Origen's alleged Platonism.
1 

The alternative, which seems to us 

more satisfactory, is to see any stress on visitation of angels in 

the heavenly realm as emphasizing Origen's Biblical understanding of 

the cosmic implications of the Cross. The further implication of 

this latter understanding is that Origen does not in fact see Christ's 

Passion as 'duplicated' in heaven. Rather does he see the physical-

spiritual agony of Jesus on the Cross as the one unique event in 

all history. The Incarnation leads up to this, the visitation of 

angels results from it and brings some of the consequences of the 

Cross into effectiveness, but the central and sufficient event is 

found in the quite physically real suffering and obedience of Jesus 

on the Cross. 

Bound up with this criticism of Molland's interpretation of 

Origen is a repudiation of Molland's estimate of heaven, or the 

realm of angels, as essentially that which is to be manifested at 

the end of the age. Molland thinks of heaven, in an essentially 

Platonic fashion, where his interpretation of Origen is concerned. 

It parallels this world and is where God dwells surrounded by the 

1. QQ_.~, p .153. 



heavenly retinue. It is this realm, which, through a concession to 

Prophetic insights, is to be revealed at the end of the age. However, 

a more Biblical u1ay ,_ f thinking, and that 1i.1hich it seems that Ori gen 

may well have adhered to, is one which views both visible and 

invisible realities as belonging together as the creation of God. 

Heaven may be a higher plnce or state, angelic beings ~iay have powers 

denied to man, just as man has greater powers than the animal world, 

but the gulf b2b..1een heaven and earth is as nothing can pared with 

that between all that is created and its Creator God. Thus, it is 

not that at the consumm0tion the earth and the body will pass away 

8nd that this spiritually parallel realm uJill replace it. Rather 

is it that both heaven and earth will arrive at their true end and 

will be transformed. '..:Jhat is to be conferred in this transformation 

is the gi. ft of 'incorruptibility ( J f Go1..f o/o<. ) tJJhich belongs 

properly to Gbd alone-not even to angels or the heavenly realm. What 

is true, however, is that Origen thinks of those angelic beings who 

live in God's nearer Presence as rarticipating alrearly--in a manner 

no doubt appropriate to their surroundings and status--in Christ's 

victory on the Cross. In so far as such bGings nmi.1 enjoy in a 

closer fashion the glorified humanity of Christ, it may be said that 

it is the blessedness appropriate to their present statG which is to 

be revealed. The point remains, however, that for Origen heaven 

itself stood as much in need of cleansing as did earth. The major 

point, however, in our criticisn1 of ffolland 's interpretation is that 

for Origen the Eternal Gospel became a reality whenever Christ 

suffered on Calvary and rose triunphant over death. This implies 

that Molland is wrong in thinking of the replacement of the Temporal 

Gospel by the Eternal Gospel in the same way in which the Law was 

earlier replaced by the Temporal Gospel. It is true, however, that 
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Origen hns a strong emrhasis on the glory that ~os hidden in Christ 

during the period of him humiliation on earth and which only occasion-

ally broke forth in miraculous healings and other such happenings. 

This is the glory that was manifested in the Resurrection and the 

post-Resurrection appearances, which was shown to angels, and which 
-u.~ 

will be made visible at the end of~age to the whole created order. 

Origen may at times be in danger of so emphasizing .the glorified 

nature of Jesus Christ that he seems to make Him discontinuous with 

us. It seems, however, that what he really intends to convey is 
I) 

that it is Christ in His humanity WhoAthus glorified. Thus understood, 

Drigen 1 s Christ is not discontinuous 1.11i th us. Earth is not set aside 

by heaven, nor time replaced by eternity. Rather are all created 

reali ties--and man supremely--transformed through the rnani festation 

of the glorified humanity of Jesus Christ. 

We have spent some time on Molland's views because they recognize 

an element of prophetic or Biblical insight in Origen's eschatology. 

It is !''lolland 's very recognition of this element, combined with his 

insistence on its mingling in Origen with Platonic elements, which 

makes Molland's view at once so plausible and so dangerous an attack 

on the essentially Biblical character of Origen's thinking. 

In the discussion above we have done little other than suggest 

an alternative way of understanding Origen's eschatology to that 

offered by Molland. The interpret3tion made see~s to be at least 

coherent and helps to make sense of certain elements in Origen's 

thinking. One passage may now be cited from Origen's 'De Principiis' 

-the more remarkable that it is found in his more philosophical work--

which seems to support some of the attitudes outlined above in 

criticism of Molland's views: 

"Quoniam sane ~visibilia<. quaedam dicit esse Paulus et /temporalia..::::, 
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alia vero praeter haec 7invisibilia <:et >aeterna.:::, .~uaerimus 
quomodo haec >quae videntur (>temporalia<sint: utrunne pro eo 
quad nihil omnino post hoc erunt in omnibus illis futuris 
spatiis ac saeculis, quibus rlispersio illa unius princ1p11 atque 
divisio ad unum et eundom fi~em ac similitudinem reparatur, an 
pro ea quad ha bi tus quidem eorum .)quae vidontur< transeat, non 
tam en etiar.' substantia eoru1;1 omnim odis corrurnpatur. Et Paulus 
quidern videtul:' 5.·l quo.-: posterius diximus confirrnare, cum dicit: 

~Transiet en in ha bi tus huius mundi ~ • Sed et David cu!il dici t: 
}JC a e l i p e rib u n t , tu au t ~-1m perm:-..: n e bis , et om n es sic u t vest i men turn 
veterescent, et sicut amictum mutabis eos, sicut vestimentum 
rnutabuntur~ , eadem v id9tu r os tende re. Si enim > r1uta buntur 
caeli <, utiquu non > pe ri t< quad >n1utaturc; et si >ha bi tus 
huius rnundi trfmsit < , non ornnii:1odis exterminc:1tio vol p2rdi tio 
substantiae rnaterialis ostendi tur, sed inmutatio quaede;:~ fit 
qualit3tis atque >habitus~ transformatio. Es8ias quoque cum 
per p ro~1he tiarri d ici t qui a·~ eri t caelum novu~ri et terra rin\1.":J~ , 

sirnile"1 sine dubio suggerit intellectu;'1. Innov2tio nn:. que 
>caeli Bt terre:rn <' et transmuhitio > habi tus huius munrli < et 
imiutatio >caelorum< his sine dubio praeparabi tur, qui per illam 
viarn, quam supra ostendimus, i ter agentes ad illuiii >fine;n <: 
beati tudinis tendunt, cui eti2:n ipsi >inirnici subiciGndi < dicuntur, 
in quo> fine<">o:nni3< et >in omnibus esse dicitur dot 1 s~. In hoc 
1fina~ si qui ~2teriRlem naturRm, id est corpore~:n, ponitus 
interi, .... tura;i1 putet, nullo or:rnino genere intellectui meo occurrere 
potest, quo:nodo tot et tantae substantiae vitam agere 2c 
subsistere sine corporibus possint, cum solius dei, id est patris 
et filii ac spiritus sancti naturas id propriu~ sit, ut sine 
materinli substantia et absque ulla corporeae adiectionis societate 
intellegatur existere. Alius fortas~o dicet quoniam in illo fine 
omnis substantia corporalis ita rura erit atque purgata, ut 
aetheris in rnodum et caelestis cuiusdam puritatis ac sinceritatis 
possit intellegi. Certius ta~en qualiter se habitura sit res, 
scit solus deus, et si qui eius per Christum et spiritum sanctu~ 

>amici< sunt." (I.VI.4).1 

A number of features stand out in this quotation. First, we may 

remark upon Drigen's tentativeness of conclusion. This emerges not 

only fran humility of spirit or discretion of utterance, but above all 

surely from a realization of the impossiblity of expressing, or knowing, 

in advance wh2t kind of life we will possess in this future age, when 

we judge that it is based on the resurrected life of Christ, at once 

human and divine, physical and spiritual. Seccnd, Drigen himself--

in this passage, as we have it--clearly interprets Paul and 'David' 

to mean that it is the 'form' of our present constitution that is to 

I. G.c.s., Dr., V.p.84, 1.22-p.85,I.24. 
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It is not that matter i~ to be put aside or destroyed. 

Third, Origen expressly snys that it belongs to the Triune God alone 

to be able to live without any kind of bodily adjunct. This is precisely 

in line with C. Bigg's statement that for Drigen only God can exist 

"without a shroud" (noted above page 568). It is clear thEt Origen 

does not think of our creaturely necessity of having a bodily constitution 

of sane kind as deriving fran a pre-temporal Fall-rather does this belong 

to creatureliness as such, God alone being exempt. Fourth, this passage 

clearly treats heaven and earth as creaturely realities, as over against 

the Triune God. Thus, some support is found for our contention that 

for Origen the angelic realm, visited by Christ after His Resurrection 

and Ascension, is not the timeless eternal realm that always has existed 

and always will exist, and which parallels this shadowy world that we 

know through our senses: it is not the Platonic 'intelligible' world, 

set over against the world of 'sensible' reality. Origen does elsewhere 

use this Platonic conception, but he thinks of both realms as created by 

God. Rather does the heavenly realm stand alongside the worlrl, which 

we observe with our physical senses, as the creation of God~ 

It is true, of course, that we have a first class problem hJi th 

reference to the 'De principiis', in attempting to discern what is the 

original utterance and sentimen.t of Origen and what may be the gloss 

provided by his translator, Rufinus. Even the statement quoted, as 

it stands, has, as we have seen, a degree of tentativeness. However, 

it is significant that what Origen finds uncertain is whether the new 

bodies, that saints will have in the future life, will have an aetherial 

quality or not--as the passage stands, what is definitely excluded is 

the possibility of our possessing no bodies. One has to ask, too, 

whether the whole scheme that we find in the '~ Principiis' does not 

present a pattern that is the product of one mind. Afte!' all, this 



scheme is not exactly an orthdox one. If Rufinus rgaJ.ly altered 

Drigen in any drastic fashion, he doos not seem to have been 

conspicuously successful in sheltering f.lrigen from adverse criticism. 

Origen is shmm in the ~ Principiis to have believed in a pre-temporal 

Fall (which, undoubtedly, he seeks to bolster ~ith Biblical support), 

that our present kind of matBrial clothing is the result of this Fall, 

and to have been puzzled ab~··t the ~uestions relating to the conversion 

ofde~onic spirits and continuance of all spirits in a stato of 

obedience to God. If Rufinus wished to make Origen ap~ear orthodox, 

why did he not alter theso passages or sirmply suppress them? The 

fact that references to the pre-temporal F~ll occur in Book I.V-VI, 

along uiith the section cited, above lends support to the conviction 

that the tiJhole form of Ori gen' s thinking has not been distorted by 

Rufi nus. Thus a sequence which speaks of a pre-temporal Fall speaks 

also of the necessity of man's remaini~g a creature endowed with 

some form of body throughout all eternity. 

THE CONCEPT OF A PRE-TE~PORAL FALL ANO REL~TED IDEAS 

It is true, however, that Origen's theories regarding a prctemporal 

Fall and regarding the possibility of future 'falls' from grace in the 

ages to come represent an aspect of his thinking which must be viewed 

as largely speculative and which reveals, to a greator extent than 

what we have so far studied, the influence of philosophical and Hellenic 

concepts which is essence are alien to Biblical thought. It falls to 

us now to set out briefly just what Origen did say, what supposed 

Biblical support he offered for these views, and what extraneous 

influences probably played upon him. The importance of this for 

our understanding of Origen's eschatology is that we have to try to 

determine whether Origen's more Biblical concepts in this fi~ld 

represent his real thinking or in fact are an accommodation to 



traditional Church thinking or ~1hether the Biblical and Hellenic are 

held together in Origen's mind. If the last point is the correct 

answer, as it rnoy very well be, there are a further two possibilities 

to be considered. Did Origen not see the inconsistency of certain 

ways of thinking with his other more Biblical concepts and did he not 

rsRlize how the acdeptance of these concepts would undermine what he 

elsewhere had to say/ Or, is it not rather the case that Ori gen 

judged, even if he was wrong in so judging, that Biblical and 

philosophical conceptions converged at these points? 

What did Ori gen say with reference to a pre-temporal Fall? and 

regarding the possibility of a certain instability in ~Jur state of 

grace in future ages? All of this was closely related to an insistence 

on man's freewill, which we find both in Clement and Origen. This 

was clearly directed against the views of various groups of Gnostics 

who wished to assert that our destiny was determined by our nature, 

and th~t at best only some persons (those with 'psychical' natures) 

could influence their destiny one way or the other. Thus, in~ 

Principiis I II. I. 21, Ori gen begins with a reference to "those who 

introduce souls of different natures" (qui diversas animarum 

1 introducunt naturas). Later in this same chapter Origen says: 

"Ex quo opin2mur, quoniam quidem, sicut frequentius dixirnus, 
immortalis est anima et a2terna, quod in multis et sine fine 
spatiis per innensa et diversa saecula possibile est, ut vel 
a summo bona ad infima mala descendat, vel ab ultimis malis 
ad summa bona reparetur." 2 

It is interesting that this last statement does not appear in the 

Greek text which is extant, but does find its place in Rufinus' 

translation. Thus, Rufinus' edition of Origen's work leaves us 

1. G.c.s., or.V,p.240,1.20 

2. G.c.s., or.,V.p.242,11.1s-22. 
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with the concept, which is lntent in the above statement, that souls 

may by means of the exercise of their freGwills over fhe endless ages 

rise 0nd fa 11. This statem8nt in itself leaves room for a Fall in 

pre-temporal times (i.e. before the existence of this present empjrical 

world) and for the possibility (not to say the likelihood) of changes 

in state of grace in future ages. 

In~ Principiis I.V Origen has an extended discussion concerning 

'rational natures' (naturae rationales). In this he discuss8s the 

origin and nature of angels, principalities and powers, and of the 

Oovil or Satan. It is significant that Drigen's judgment concerning 

the oriQin of the Devil is a co~bin3tion of rational reflection and 

Biblical affirmation, as he understands the ~atter himself. Since 

God cannot be the author of evil, the 8ickedness of thG devil must 

be the result of wrong choice in past ages (p~ras. 2-3). But this 

view appears to be supported ~y such passages ',f Scripture as Ezekiel 

28: 11-19 and Is. 14.12-22 (paras.4-5). 

Again, in De Principiis II.IX.6ff. Drigen answers ths allegations 

of some belonging to the schools of Marci on, Valentinus, and 

Basilides (vide paragraph 5 of this same chapter) who saw injustice in 

the different estate of the various beings within the cosmos. Broadly 

three groups are distinguished, viz., those in the heavens, those on 

the earth, and those in the lower regions (para.3). Moreover, there 

are variations of dignity in each division. Thus, among men some 

are given positions of honour, while others are made slaves. Drigen 

thus explains the reason for this diversity: 

"Quia ergo eorum, quae creanda erant, ipse extitit causa, in 
quo neque varietas aliqua neque permutatio neque inpossibilitas 
inerat, aequales creavit omnes ac similes quos creavit, quippe 
cum nulla ei causa varietatis ac diversi ta tis ex i_steret. Ve rum 
quoniam rationabiles ipsae creaturae, sicut frequenter ostendimus 
et in loco suo nihilaninus ostendemus, arbitrii liveri facultate 
donatee sunt, livertas unumquemque voluntatis suae vel ad profectun 



per imitationem dei provocavit vel ad defectum per neglegentiam 
traxit. Et haec extitit---inter rationabiles creaturas causa 
diversitatis, non AX conditoris voluntate vel iudicio originem 
trahens sed propriae libertatis arbitrio." (para. 6).1 

It becomes cleur, then, that the world as we know it, with all its 

diversity (upper spheres and lower regions are included in the 

concept of the world), is the result of a Fall which must have 

occurred before the world, as we know it, originated. Again, Origen 

uses the concept of freewill in order to reach this conclusion. He 

is most conscious of the inequalities of life, of what is 'evil' in 

the sense of being unharmonious, and he finds this solution for the 
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situation, one which in his view is in line with Scriptural implication. 

What all of this seems to mean is that the creation of the material 

order, as we know it, is the result of the Fall in heaven, a Fall 

which affected all spirits so that they either remained as superior 

spirits, or were enfleshed for a period of education, or became 

demonic spirits. In this view to be embodied is not the greatest 

judgnent, because neither angels nor demons have such flesh as ours, 

and one of these groups is less culpable than man and the other is 

more culpable. At the same time our 'enfleshing' is thus seen as 

the result of a pretemporal Fall, a view which does not seem easily to 

fit in with a high estimate of the body and God's purposes for it. 

It may be noted in the passing that the doctrine of the pre-

existence of souls also implies previous disembodiedness, and fits 

in 1~ith the notion that our present 'enfleshed' condition is the result 

of the Fall. Origen rejected both the creationist and the traducianist 

accounts of the origin of individual souls. The view which he 

accepted was that of Plato, the pre-existence of souls. As Henry 

1. G.c.s., or.,V.p.169,1.25-p.170,l.5. 



Chadwick says, this doctrine seemed preferablP- to the "all too 

materialistic doctrine of the traduci8nists that the soul is derived 

with the body fron th8 parental seed and is transmitted by the lowly 

process of rGproduction, or to the seemingly fussy creationist notion 

that every time a human couple casually conceive, God is put to the 

pains of sending a soul to inhabit the e~bryo. Out the first motive 

is always the most po1.;erful: like Plato him self in the Republic, 

Origen must assert the pre-existence of souls bocause he must explain 

the diversity of human fortune in thi -: world as a consequence of 

choices freely m3de by souls before their incarnation here. 111 

Scripture was brought in to reinforce Origen's view. Twice the 

leaping of the babe tJJho uJaS to be John the Baptistwithin his mother's 

womb at the approach of 1·1ay who was carrying the Christ child is cited 

as evidence for the pre-existence of souls (De Principiis,I.VII.4; 

III.III.S). 

We have endeavoured to set out above in brief Drigen's speculative 

concepts regarding the origin of things. What of his view of the 

consummation of all things, which corresponds to this? This is set 

forth in ~ Principiis, I.VI. Origen expressly says at the commencement 

of this 6hapter that, having dealt already with what is best set forth 

in dogmatic propositions, it must be understood that what is now 

discussed is done in the manner of an investigation rather 'than in 

that of fixed and certain decision." (quam pro certo ac definito; 

) 
2 paraol • Origen has as his guiding thought the idea that "semper---

similis est finis initiis" (para.2;) 3 It is his belief that ultimately 

1. E£.!Cit!, p.115 

2. G.c.s.or.V,p.7s,1.1s 

3. G.c.s.or.V.p.79,1.22-p.BD,l.I. 



all rational or spiritual beingswill return to that from which they 

havo fallen. He says: 

"Hi vero qui de statu primae beatitudinis rnoti quidern sunt, non 
tamen inremediabiliter moti, illis quos supra descripsimus sanctis 
beatisque ordinibus dispensandi subiecti sunt ac regendi: quoru~ 
adiutorio usi et institutionibus ac disciplinis salutaribus 
reformati, redir8 ac restitui ad statum suae beatitudinis possint. 
Ex quibus aestimo, prout Ggo sentire possum, hunc ordinem humani 
generis institutum, qui utique in futuro saeculo vel in supervenien
tibus saeculis, cum c2olum novum et terra nova secundum Esiam 
erit,. restituetur .i.n illam ·_::-iitatem, quam promittit dominus Iesus 
dicens ad deum pE:.t"'rem de discipulis suis---- 11 • (Origen goes on to 
quote John 17.20-21, And then vv.22-23, with sane phrases anitted: 
the emphasis is upon the unity of men in God through Christ.)l 
(para.2). 

In the following paragraph in this same chapter Origen notes that 

certain beingshad fallen to such a depth of wickedness (in a pre-temporal 

Fall) that they were deemed altoQether unworthy of "institutions hac 

vel eruditions, qua per carnem humanum genus adiutorio caelestium 

virtutum instituitur atque eruditur":(para. 3). 2 • on the contrary 

they actively oppose this instruction and training. Origen implies 

that such may be converted to righteousness in future ages, since they 

possess the faculty of freewill. Meantime all these beingsare 

arranged according to a regular plan in the order of their merits, and 

by means of punishments imposed over long ages are themselves being 

trained. He concludes: 

"Ex quo, ut opinor hoc consequentia ipse videtur ostendere, 
unamquamque rationabilem naturam posse ab uno in al terum ordinem 
transeuntrnn per singulos in omnes, et ab or:inibus in singulos 
psrvenire, dum accessus profectum defect~umve varios pro mot
ibus vol conatibus propriis unusguisque pro liberi arbitrii 
facultate perretitur." (para.3). 

Now it is in this context that Origen, in paragraph 4 of this 

sa~e chapter, sets forth the passage quoted above (pp!'f-io ), which 

surely shotiJS tha' Origen does not really think in terms of the 

1. G.c.s. Or.V.p.81.1.27-p.821.B. 

2. G.c.s., or.,V.p.82.11.22-24. 

3. G.c.s.,or,V.p.B4,ll.16T21. 
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abandorment of some kind of body in future ages, n~r in terms of th8 

destruction of the material order. This is nll the more significant 

in that liJA c;::in nm" se'; th~!t Origrrn envisages th . t uihat is to be at 

thR end corresponds in some ~anner to that which was in thG beginning. 

Suroly ttihat this :-:-ieans is that, although Origen thinks, for exa::iple, of 

the p re - existence of the sou l b B f o re i ts em bod im en t in h u:n 3 n f 1 e sh , 

he does not really merrn that it had no "mo to rial substance" (materialis 

substantis). As he expressly suogests, that is an attribute only of 

tho divine nature, that is, of the Fnther, of the Son, and of the Holy 

Spirit. 

What this seems to mean is that, even if we judge that Origen 

has taken over from Plato the concept of the pre-existence of souls, 

and even if it is unbiblical to hold that our present embodiment is 

the result of a pre-temporal Fall (a view which emerged o~it of his 

insistence on man's freewill and his attempt to justify the inequalit-
w;..Y /~ 

ies of li fa with belief in a good God Who created the empirical A /;/at 

Origen does not ul timateiy suggest that man evc-n· had (before this 

world came into existence) or ever will have (in future ages) no 

embodiment. It does, however, seem to be consistent with his 

speculations to believe that our previous and future kinds of em-

bodiment may be very different from what we now know. This clearly 

is directly relevant to Origen's understanding of eschatology. 

At the same time it is true that certain passages attributed 

to Origen leave a doubt in the mind whether this is the whole truth 

about Origen's views. Thus, the chapter in~ Principiis, III.VI 

dealing with thE End of the World (Consommatio mundi) has some 

probelms to be resolved. Thus in paragraph I Origen discusses the 

significance for the purpose of God for ·future ages of Gen.Io26 

and I Jn.2, together with a conflation of Jn.17 verses 24 and 21. 
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He says: 

"In quo (the ref~r.ence is especially to his conflation of Jn.17, 
verses 24 and l~) i3·1 videtuy ipsa similitudo, si dici potest, 
proficere et ex sirnili >unu1il< 5.:Jm fieri, pro eo sine dubio 
quad in consumrnatione vel fine >omnia et in 001nibus deus< 
est." 1 

Clearly Origen's judgment at this point may seem to open up the way 

f 0 r the spec u 1 at ion that , as God is Him s e 1 f disembodied , \ll e may 

becane one with Him in this respect also. It seems only right that 

we should bear in mind that what Origen has already said in I.VI.4 

is assumed in the discussion here in I II. VI. I. There he .set forth 

that only God exists without some kind of material form. Is Origen 

now prepared to abandon this stance? Or, rather, to say that it is 

this very difference between God and all other beings which yet 

raises the possibility of future incorporeality for us, since in 

Christ tue are to beccme fully one with God? 

The form in which the ensuing passage is preserved for us by 

Ruf in us seems not to commit Origen in any ti.Jay. He says: 

"In quo requiritur, a nonnullis, si ratio naturae corporas, 
quamvis expurgatae ad liquidum et penitus spiritalis effectae, 
non videatur obsistere vel ad similitudinis dignitater.1 vel ad 
unitatis proprietatem, quod naturae divinaG, quae utique 
principaliter incorporea est, nee similis videatur posse dici 
quae in cnrpore est natura nee unum cum ea vere ac merito 
designari, maxime cum id, quad > unum est filius cum patre < , 
ad naturae proprietatem referendum fidei veritas doceat." (para 
I.)2 

Jerome, however, renders this last passage sanewhat differently 

in his Epistle to Avitus, No.94. He thus puts it: 

"Since, ~s hie have already fre0uently obs8rved, the beginning is generated 
~gain frm the end, it is a questinn whether then also th~re will be 
horliPs, or iuho,ther existence lldll be m::iintairred at some time without 
them whe~ they shall have been annihilated, and thus the life of 
incorporated beings must be believed to be incorporeal, as tue know is 
the case with God. ·And there is no doubt that if all the hodies 111hich 
~re t8rmed visible by theapostle, belong to th8t sensible world, the 
life of incorporeal beings will be incorporeal." 

lo G.c.s.,or.,V.p.281,11.3-5. 

2. G.c.s., Or.,V,p.2BI.ll.6-12o 
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A little later i.n th8 s;:J;:1e Eriistlu to /\vitus OriQen is related to 

have said: 

"That we must believe the end of all things to be ~n~orpor 8 ~1, the 
l'.'.1ngu~n.e oF l:he S;:iviour Him90.lf le"3rls us to think, l!Jhen. H8 says, 'As 
I and Thou ~re one, so m8y thRy also be one in us'. For we ouoht to 
knmr1 v1h:i ! r;orJ is, ::rnd 1.r1h::~t tho, S-?viour tui 11 be in 'th8 end, .::ind how 
the J.jkeness of the F~tho.r ~nrl thP. Son has been prnmised to thP. saints; 
for as they nr8 one in Him, so they are also one in them. For we 
must adnnt the view, either that the God of 8Jl thinns is clothed with 
a body, and as we gre enveloped with flesh, so He ~lso with some materi8l 
covering, that the likeness of the life of God may be in the Rnd 
prorluc8d also in the s~ints; or if this hypothesis is unbecoming, 
especially in the judgment of those t11ho desire, even in the sm:illo,st 
degre8, to feel thB majesty of Gori, anrl tn look uron the ~lory of His 
uncreated and allsurpAssing nature, we arR forced to adopt the other 
altern~tive, Flnd despair either of attaining any likeness to God, if 
we are to inhabit for ever the same bodies, or if the blessedness of 
the same 1 i f e with God i s promised to us , trJ e must li v e i n the s ;:i me 
st2te :::is that in tt1hich God lives." 

What then, .:ra we to concluda th~t Drigen really believed with 

recynd to the body, the rnnterial l1JOrld, ancl tho future state? r~any 

scholars have concluded thc1t Rufinus h;::s suprress::)d these passages 

because they were unorthodox •. It seems not improbable that Rufinus 

was disturbed by them and accordingly modified them. Yet, it is still 

not clear that Ori9en is s8riously at variance with what he had to say 

at r.vr.4. Thus, it is surely significant that Jn.17.21 is ~uoted in 

the second of the passages above, taken from Jerome's record in his 

Epistle to Avitus, Number 94. This verse, as ti1e hm/8 se:Jn, does 

naturally raise the question t11hether we are not to le8ve behind in 

fu ~re ages the present form of existence. May it not bo simply a 

due discrotion on Origen's part which makes him unwilling to dogmatize 

about the future world, by insisting that we must retain the fo~n of 

existence which we now possess? We shall see later (pages 702-704-) 

that DriJ~n shows a certain vacillation regarding the nature of the 

body of the resurrection. Now can we knattJ in advance tuhat our future 



existence will be like? ~e will suggest that all that Urigen feels 

that he must believe, in the matter of the resurrection body, is that 

it has continuity with the whole man, in his outer and inner reality, 

as he now is. Is it not a similar perspective which informs Ori gen' s 

outlook regarding the possibility that at some future time, in perhaps 

some remote age, we shall leave the body behind completely? It is not 

just that Drigen wishes to be generous about the possibilities: it is 

~lso that the concept of 'oneness with God' seems to de~and, as he 

reasons in the present pa ssalJG, that our present form of existence be 

left behind. 

It is surely most important in all of this that Origen thinks in 

tenns of our union with God through Jesus Christ. Does this not imply 

that any possibility in future ages, with reference to our form of 

existence, is conceivable which is congruouswith the nature cf the Risen 

Lord Who is one with God and with us in our humanity? What Drigen 

wishes to leave room for is the adventuring of the saints with God in 

future eternity. What Origen wishes to get away from is the idea that 

the preservation of such continuity means that we retain for ever our 

present bodies, or a form of bodily existence which suggests little 

change fro~ earthly conditions. 

The point may be pressed, however, that this explanation is 

inadequate, since the fulcrum of Origen's argument here is that God 

i~ incorporeal, and that, if we are to be fully one with Him, we too 

must becane incorporeal. Presumably this means that this will be 

true of Jesus Christ also, if it is not thought of as true already. 

It is interesting to observe in this regard that in the last passage 

quoted from Jerome's Epistle to ;~vi tus Origen thus poses the 

alternatives: he talks of the necessity of God's being clothed with 

a body and in view of our being "enveloped with flesh", His also 
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requiring sane material covering, or of our not inhabiting "the same 

bodies". The point is that, if ti1s are to become one with God, then 

either God must become like us or we must become lilrn Hirn. IJJhich, 

asks Drigen, is mo~appropriate to think? HouJ could Origen forget in 

all of this that already God had sent His Son to be one with us? This 

being so, it is a· 1propriate that God's future intentions for His saints 

be realized. What Origen may well have in mind is a dynamic act or 

process whereby in future ages God will, in a manner consistent with 

His condescension in Christ in the Incarnation, give to us not the 

'same bodies' but a new form of existence in which we are fully one 

with Himself without abandoning that essential continuity with flesh 

and blood, which the Incarnation guarantees. 

It may be agreed, in conclusion, that not all will understand 

Drigen's intention in the manner set forth above. It may be true 

that Drigen says one thing at one time and one at another. If this 

is the case, it may hav8 been on account of his not wishing to apnear 

unorthodox. Yet it seems much more true to the character of the 

man to conclude that, if He was inconsistent, He was himself unaware 

of it. It may also be true, even if the understanding of his 

thinking sugQested in the precerling pages be acceptable, that there 

is the danger inherent within it of Origen's virtually conceiving of 

the body as being left behind in futur? ages, whatever continuity 

may be nresun~osed with our present bodies. It may seem to be so 

inconceivable to think of a form of existence which is fully one with 

God and which is incorporeal and which yet preserves continuity with 

our present frames. Yet probably Origen's answer to this would be 

that it is equally inconceivable how God's Son could beco~e fully one 

with man and fully corporeal while retaining continuity ~di th His 

former mode of being, yet this has taken place. 



n8'3. 

The quo:>tion rc;nains os to loJh2t infJ.uonces may lia behind smw 

0 f O rig Em ' :: ;, p e cu 1 n t : rm s • It [~88rns clenr that in rart at loast tho 

above d: .scus:-~ion re~}"i rdin9 ho11J seriously Ori 9en took the hody ancJ the 

rnat2ri0l L!Orlrl e:nerJCS 0~1t of Ori gen' s attempt to explain the world's 

diversity and the ~roble~ of ovil within it in a manngr congruous at 

once with God's goodness and the freewill of all spirits, including 

those of human beings. Scripture and reasoning, as we saw, combined 

in Origen's explanations of these matters. If, hmJeve r, Ori gen did 

in fact capitulate, however unwittingly, to a view of the body and 

the material universe which suggests its inferiority to non-material 

and purely spiritual existence, it seems likely that this came to him 

from Hellenic sources. Plato's view of a 'cosmic soul' may, in this 

case, have been one of the major influences at 1uork. Plato in the 

'Timaeus' saw the cosmic soul as bridging the gulf betwe?n the 

/ 

intelligible and the sensible re~lm s ( Ko <Y,v..OS and 

ot:.. ! C) () 17 -r ,;s ) We know that 0 rig en accepted this distinction • 

Thus he r::an comment concerning the uiords of St. Paul in II.Cor.4:18; 

'The things that are seen are temporal, but the things which are not 

seen are eternal', in the following manner: 

•I 'I J1 
/-\V11 t<pus yd.f ro;'s d. koJ~l'v' <:Suv·o<p.! vo1s ·Tr-°'"f/<Y" n70-1 T~ 

:> e \ \/ 7 \ /2\ I '\~ \ \ "' d..tcr 7ro1-- /\~ywv d..Ulo<.. )) fJl\E. rrof-E, Vcf..~(< Toi. Oc. VO">'}Td... k~I Vlf 

k.o< Tot..)\ ?(fftd. o 1/0jAj Jwv » f-~ f A~:rrof.-E VoZ<< oS ros J~ 

kc1..) « trfO(CYK.J-lf°" (< f-~V o°1dE- rJ. o1..lv{)>;1;._ 1<c1..) « {JAF.:rr_o,1-avd-.~« 

>?J..I J v 1o1.. << Ji -r,J. voYJ-rd.. f.<.rj.) >If 1 .8>..f-rrof tvcJ... << 
11 

(Contra Ce I.sum v1. x;ii.) 

Now Plato further believed in a 'cosmic soul' or 'world-soul'. What 

is of interest to us is that some of Origen's language seems to 

sugaest the possibility that he was indebted to this idea. Plato 

says in the 'Timaeus': 

"But this (i.e. the 'world-soul'), woven through from the centre 

1. G.c.s.or.,II.p.90,11.19-23. 



towards heaven everywhere and enwrapping it (sc.the e~pirical 
cosmos), and itself turning round within itself, has begun 
a divine 'beginning' of an unending and intelligent life 
throughout all time. And indeed, the visible body of heaven 
has come into beinn, but the soul, being invisible as well as 
partaking in reason ( 'Aoy1o°f,t OS ) and harmony to the eternal 
things of the mind (Tel.. vo1rJ..) has been created by him who is 
the best, as tho best of all things created. 11 1 

This cosmic soul penetrates the whole material cosmos, being able to do 

so because it is not matter itself. The most important feature for 

our p~esent fg~turg fgr our ~rQ~~nt purpose is, as Arnold Ehrhardt 

puts it, that "this cosmic soul is the 'beginning'• ( ,}. f X ·i ) of 

the empirical world in the same sense that it mediates between the 

world of ideas, the tnings of the eternal Nous, and creation. 112 The 

cosmic soul is itself a created entity, but it has become constituted 

"within the 1.1mrld of ideas, as it were by right, whereas the er::pirical 

3 
cosmos received in its creation a perpetual motion by sufferance only." 

We shall see later (pages b91 - '=:i93) that this concept of a 

cosmic soul may have influenced Origen's language in discussing the 

dignity attributed to certain bodies in the heav•:ns. 

What is especially relevant, however, to our study of Origen's 

ideas is what Plato hints at conce~ning another soul or power which 

~as operative in the empirical world and was responsible for evil 

within it. Was this really what led Origen to speculate in the way 

that he did in thR De Prt~~ipiis, n8mely the problem of evil? We 

look now at ttJhat PlRto has to say. Plato's re::-iarks concerning this 

other 'soul' which leads to disorderliness 1tJithin the empirical 

world ~re few. It is clear, however, that orderliness of ~otion 

1. Timaeus, 36E-37A. Translation is that provided by A.Ehrhardt 
in his book, 'The Beginning', Manchas~er Univ.Press,1968,p.97 
Bracketed canments are also his. 

2. op.cit., pp.97-98 

3. ~cit., p.98. 
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bespeaks the operation of the world-soul, whilo disorderliness in 

motion is evidence of tho functioning of some other myf;terious pmJBr. 

Plato rejected the notion of Pa~enides that evil was tha non-2xistBnt, 

JI 

ov Ehrhr:1 rdt ccrrrn cnts: 

"His dualism contra sterJ ~ind n nd matter, f·Jous anrl Ananke, good 
:lnd ov il, as in th--: Phaedrus, so also in the Timaeus, :md in the 
tenth book of the Lal:JS. Whr:t t11as new, and indeed revolutionary 
in this his n e liJ .l y found co sm o 1 a g y , tiJ as just this cont r as t o f 11 ind 
and rn~tter. I h~ve stated repe~tadly that the philosophical 
abstr~j ion 'matter' does not apnear to have be on conscirJusly 
achieved before the middle of thefifth century. B.C., and the 
contrast of mind and 1i1atter seems to have belonged only to the 
generation of Socrates. Finally it was Plato who identified 
this contr~rnt uJi th that between good and evil. 11 1 

It would seem that ju~t as the world-soul pervaded the universe, so 

t e existence of evil within it indicated the obscure but real 

presence of so~e 'evil soul'. \:/hat it is important to state in 

discussing this is that both the world-soul and t-ie 'evil soul' were 

seen as The world-soul formed the bridge betuJBen the 

intelligible and sensible realms, making it.s presence felt in harmony 

and peace in t' 18 em pi r i c 8 l rs a lm • On the other hand, the 'evil soul' 

was also responsible for certain aspects of the empirical realm. In 

time the concept of the 'evil soul' was to recede in those who devel-

oped the hints found in Plato, and the real beginnings of the enpirical 

realm were discovered not any more in 'world-soul' and 'evil soul' but 

were transferred to the meta-physical rGalm. As Ehrhardt notes, we 

see this, for example, in Plutarch who established Ananke or Necessity 

? 
as a 'third principle and power' between God and matter.-

What is the significance of the above discussion for our under-

standing of Drigen's thought? Two facts seem important. First, 

the Platonic distinction between mind and matter as linked with that 

1. .Q.Q...citn p.104. 

2. ~cit., p.105 



between good and evil, to th8 extent that it really influenced Origen, 

would seem to point in the direction of a depreciation of the bodily 

and the material at the expense of the mental and spiritual. If 

Origen really does think of the final abandomtent of the body in 

future ages, in the way· in which this is usually understood, probably 

such a Platonic understanrling as underlies the distinction between the 

intelligible and the sensible 
1
re:-1lrns, especially as r~:La-[:ed to the 

equation of good with the spiritual and evil with the material, has 

sone influence upon his thinking. We have already noted that Drigen 

accepted the distinction between the intelligible and sensible realms 

and understood St. Paul to have referred to it at II Cor.4.18. It is 

true, however, that Origen's Biblical understanding probably modified 

his use of the distinction, in that he would see God as wholly beyond 

either intelligible OT sensible realms. The second point is that 

Plato was striving towards an explanation of evil in the universe 

first of all in terms of some 'evil soul' which seems to have been 

thought of as pervasive, at least of certain areas of the empirical 

world and experience, in the way that the world-soul was. We have 

to rememger that Plato's explanation of the existence of the empirical 

world is complicated: as the 'Timaeus' puts it, the ttJorld is formed 

by a god who is an artificer; in making the world this artificer 

looks at an idRal model which is conceived as living and includes ideas 

and what the artificer does is to make an image of this ideal model 

out of a pre-existing chaos. "As the imr:ge is also to be animated 

and intelligent and as intelligence cannot exist except in a soul, 

the artificer fashions a cosmic sou 1 out of stuff, the ingredients 

of uJhich are called 'the indivisible' and 1 th2t wh:.ch is divisible 

c:ibout bodies', 'the identical' and .'the different 1
•

111 Wh2t-this 

1. P.Merlan in 'The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early 
~1odiaevc~1 Philosophy, edit. by .!\. H. .l\ rm strung, Cam bridge Univ. 
Press, 1967.p.23 
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means is thCJt the cosmic ~oul rnflp,cts Bn idnal world beyond it. 

This 8prrnors to be th8 situ:-:tion c,lso 1i:it!-- rof8rence to t1Jh8t is evil. 

of tiJhich ::;0rthly reali tios C'lre 0 copy, and 111hich 1ies b2hind the 

ernpiricnl uorlrl, which corresronds in Origcn's ~ind to the heavenly 

world surrounding God, tiihich exisb3cl before the 1i10rld was. Does 

Origon find in the stories of Ezekiel 28.II-19 and Is.14.l~-22 sup~ort 

for a notion uJhich t:Jas sugges tod to him by Platonic concepts? It is 

pos'.~ible th0t, just as Pluto sa1t1 an 'evil soul' as responsible for evil 

in the empiric~l world, and implies that it must mirror something 

beyond the empirical realm, so Drigen reflects this concept in the 

imagery of a pre-temporal Fall. 

If Origen really moved far fro~ the Biblical concepts in his more 

speculative passages, then it may ::!ell be that Plato's tendency to 
(\ 

align good with m~d and evil luith matter, together with his uiay of 

thinking about the world-soul as reflecting through the work of the 

demiurge or artificer an ideal realm and his uneasy acknowledgement of 

the presence of evil in the empirical world, may have provided the 

ingredients for his own concept of a pre-temporal Fall. This tiiould 

thus doubtless represent the transposition into a more characteristically 

Hebraid historical (or pre-historical) form of the myth given by Plato: 

it would be a dynamic counter~art to a Platonic static one. The 

thought that the material world resulted from that pra-temporal Fall 

may have been influenced by Plato's depreciation of matter. Plato 

does seem a more likely source for such ideas than notions deriving 

from Philo, who rejected the concept of a world-soul. It may well 

be, of course, that Middle Platonism provided the medium through 

which some of the Platonic ideas reached Drigen, though he shouJS 

evidence of a direct knowledge of certain of Plato's major works. 



If Origon's thinking be accepted as more Biblical than has 

sc:xnetimes been allowed, even when the speculative passages of the 

~ Principiis are in view, then it may be that these influenc8s from 

Plato or Greek thought (Plato 11.ras not of course the first or the last 

to envisage a 'world-soul') are not so significant after all. Even so, 

it may well be that certain Platonic modes of thinking have coloured 

Origen's thought, and have endangered his more Biblical concepts, 

even if they have not succeeded in overturning them. Thus, it seems 

not unlikely that Origen's attitude to the body is not unaffected by 

the Platonic depreci;1tion of it inherent in the division between the 

intelligible and the sensible realms. It seems more questionable what 

influence Plato's equation of the distinction between good and evil 

with that between mind and matter h ed on him. Further, Plato 

himself did not really make that equation in any straight-forward 

fashion: it is rather th~t matter tends to become the locus for 

evil. As for the possib.t..li ty that the pre-temporal Fall reflects 

hints found in Plato's way of describing the exist~nGe of the empirical 

world and its origin, with its reference to a world-soul and an 'evil 

soul' and an ideal realm reflected in the empirical world, this se~ns 

much less certain. If Drigen was here influenced by such a way of 

thinking, it seems not to have been clear to himself. It remains, 

however, a possibility. 

The Se::ii tic Totality Concept. 

When we were dealing with Clement of Alexandria, we had occasion 

to note particular aspects of the thinking of ~urdoch Dahl and to 

suggest that they helped us to understand certain perspectives in 

Clement (vi de above, pages "'29 - 632 ) Especially did \ue note the 

affirmation of Dahl that the Jews and St. Paul did not make th2 modern 

Western distinction between 'ultimate' reality and 'immediate' reality. 



We recall the startling ~ llustntivc~ sentence gi\/r:rn by '.)ahl: 'P. 

pebble is as real as God'. Anoth8r consequence of this wholG view 

hJ as express n d in the st ri t o:n on t : "A p ; J. i e d to the non-hum ::-in universe 

this rner:ins, among other things, that the t•Jord 'soul' rriay be r:iredicated 

of anyt~·;ing." ( vido abovs poge 62.'8). Tho point is that tho view 

outlined by Dahl as characteristic of Hebraic thought and as found, 

in his vieuJ, in St. Paul, minimises tho gulf betuiec;n different entities, 

so far as reality is concerned. It is possible that tue find in 

Origen sane possible tr~ces of a s1~ilar viewpoint.· Certainly, as 

we have seen, Origen distinguishes carefully between God and the whole 

created order. So, for that matter, did the Hebrew 'totality concept' 

(to use Dahl's expression), but it ciid not do so in terms of 'ultimate' 

reality and 'immediate reality'. It is significant that Origen 

thinks of God as self-sustaining and not in need of bodily appendages. 

God is high above man. Nevertheless, there is a tendency in Origen, 

it would seem, to minimize the differences between man and other 

entities within the'created order, while the difference between God 

and the whole created order is expressed not in terms of difference 

in degrees of reality but in terms of dJvc:AfUS of power. God 

does not require a bodily constitution, whereas men, animals, even 

angelic beings do. So far as the differences between man and other 

entities in the created order is concerned, we have already noted 

Origen's insistence on the close relationship of angels and men as 

belonging much more closely together in their creatureliness than 

does either relate to God. Origen recognizes the difference in 

glory between angels, men, and animals in a descending scale, but 

they all belong together as creatures of God's hand. 

It is arguable that Origen finds no distinction between in0nimate 

objects, men and angels other than that which emerges out of the 
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dignity conferred on each by God. One wonders to what extent, if 

at all, this fact influences Drigen's speculations regarding the 

heavenly bodies. It was a question which could not be scientifically 

determined in ancient times, what kind of constitution or being the 

sun,moon and other heavenly bodies had. This was a matter of 

speculation, not only among Christians in the 2nd and 3rd centuries 

A.O., but also among all thinking people and especially among people 

who were philosophically minded. We note the following passage on 

the nature of the heavenly bodies in Origen's De Principiis: 

It 

"putamus ergo posse ea (sun, moon, and stars) per hoc animantia 
designari, quad et mandata dicuntur accioere a deo, ~uod utique 
non nisi rationabilibus animantibus fieri solet. Ait ergo*** 
mandatum: Ego autem omnibus stellis praecepi • Quae sunt autem 
ista praecepta? scilicet ut unumquodque astrum suo ordine 
suisque cursibus indultae sibi quantitatis splendorem praebeant 
mundo. Aliis enim hi, qui vocantur planetae, movcntur ordinibus, 
aliis hi, quos d..1i)io1.vET.s vocant. In quo illucl n1anifestissirne 
o st end it u r , quo d n e q u e m o tu s u 11i1 '.:. corp o r is sine an im a e ff i c i 
potest, neque quae animantia suny 7 ~ossunt aliquando ~sse sine 
motu. Stellae vero cum tanto uruine ac tanta ratione moveantur, 
ut in nullo prorsus RliquanJo cursus earum visus sit impeditus, 
quomodo non ultra omnem stolidi tatem est tan turn ordinem 

is 

tantamque disciplinae ac rationis observantiam dicere ab 
inrationabilibus exigi vel expleri? Apud Hieremiam sane etiam 

reQina caeli luna esse nominatur. Quodsi onirnantes sunt 
stellae et rationabiles animantes, sine dubio videbitur inter 
eas etiarn profectus aliqui et decessus. Hoc Gnim quocl ait 
Iob: Et stellae non sunt lf.undae in ccinspectu eius talem 
mihi auendom indicare videtur intf}llectum. 11 (I. VII. 3) •1 

interesting to follou Origen's argument in t 11is \11hole chapter 
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and to see hotil it is developed. Scriptural and gener2l consideraticms 

are t...11te rh1ined. F11rther, it is soon clear th2t Ori gen is 'Tloti\/ated 

throuqhout the entire discussion by the desire to vidicate his 

conviction that there 1i.ic1s a pretemporal Fall and that, as a result 

of this episode, spiritual or intelligent beings have been given 

bodies of various kinds-some as lmJly objects, some as c.nirnc.ls, 

others as ~en, som8 as angels, and others again as the heavenly 

1. G.c.s., Or.,V,p.BB,l.9-p.89,1.II. 



bodies. OrigBn considerGd th~t the diQnity accorded tho spirits 

clothed in the sun, moon, ~nd st~rs must have been considerable, in 

view of thair glorious apriecironce and the irnpnrtant functions c:iccorded 

them by God. Gack of this lies the Genesis account of creation, and 

the injunction to the heavenly bodiGs to be for times and seasons 2nd 

as 'signs'. 

Origen's statement that only rational being ordinarily receive 

commondments from God seems certainly to indicate his conviction that 

the stars were rational entities, i.e. beings with consciousness and 

capable of moral decision. This understanding also appears to fit 

in with Drigen's views abo 1t a pre-temporal Fall; spiritual beings 

were thereafter clothed tuith their present bodily constitutions. 

The stars each received a particular dignity and status within this 

material state which depended upon their degree of fallenness and 

which was intended by God as the medium tui thin tuhich their being 

disciplined for salvation was to be carried out through long ages 

until the consummation nf all things. The reference to 'uncleanness' 

of the stars in God's sight, culled from Job.25.5 is also, in Origen's 

view, an indication of moral failure rather than of any external 

dimness: this suggests to him that it is their moral failure in 

a previous age, i.e. before the creation of our space-time t110rld, 

that is being spoken of. Thus, Origen conceives of the stars as 

embodied spiritual beings. 

Origen goes on to distinguish between different 'stars'. It is 

clear that this is a term used by him to include sun, moon, planets 

~f which five ~ere known in his day) and stars. The precise 

scientifically ascertained differences between these heavenly bodies 

(as that the sun is a star and that the planets are relatively dense, 

non-gaseous sobjects) were not known to the ancients. The movement 
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of certain of the 'stars' was of a 'wandering' character-hence the 

1 t ( f -:-r, . ~ .... / v ~ ...... l.S ) term, P- ane s c • ,, /\v... c.. which describes their movement. Other 

heavenly bodies--such as sun, moon and stars appear to trace a more 

immediately discernible and less complicated path in the heavens. 

However, Drigen perceived that, once their movements were known, all 

of the heavenly bodies displayed order and regularity in their 

movemeni;s. To him their movement suggested their 'ensouled' 

condition, tiihile the regularity of movement suggested their rationality. 

Various influences may have contributed to Origen's overall 

outlook in this passage. Thus, it may be that the Platonic conception 

of the cosmic soul here colours his expression. Origen sees motion 

as evidence of the presence of 'soul'. To Plato, however, motion 

was that which characterized the empirical cosmos, perpetual motion. 

This contrasted with eternal static realm of ideas. So far as the 

cosmic soul is concerned, we have already seen that in the µ1atonic 

scheme its role is to mediate between the static timeless realm of 

ideas and the empirical realm characterized by motion. It is this 

cosmic soul which is ultimately responsiblG for the movement in the 

universe. Not only so, but it is significant that Plato in his 

account of the universe made much of the dignity accorded to the 

sun, moon, and the stars. This has to be understood in the 

context of his concept of a cosmic soul. The movement of the cosmic 

soul wos understood to be gyratory in character. Ehrhardt remarks 

at one place: "It was the 'tr1ell-ordered' rotatory motion of cos:riic 

soul, imitated by that of the archontes, the rulers of the astral 

spheres, which caused the continuity of change and motion, and 

1 
was thus the 1 beginning' of the empirical ttJorld. u-· The point 

which Ehrhardt is making in context has to do with the fact that 
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p1 0 to used the concept of 7d..S IS , orcier, "to provide the static 

. J 
element in the ontology of the continually moving ompiric~l world.'' -

Noti1, the roint i:_:: th::!t Plcib; sR1tJ that thr, outer stars displu.yecl 

greater ragularity in their movements, as did olso tho sun and the 

moon, th2n the planets lt.Jhich had (-Jn apparent wanderinrJ motion. 

Partially connected 1~ith this is the fact that Plato could ascribe 

•eternity' to the cosmic soul and 'divinity' to the souls of the sun, 

moon, Elnd stars (as he did in thn tenth book of the 'La111s' ), while 

the importance of the human soul diminished in his various works. 

This corresponds to the way in which Plato gradually came to think 

of ths 'cosmic soul' in a less transcendental way. The real 

beginnings of the universe were transferred to a metaphyiscal 

realm, and within the universe itself matter became a 'locus' for 

evil (which again, it is hinted, was initiated from beyond the 

empirical realm). In accordance with this way of looking at 

things, ~e heavenly bodies appeared more aethereal and less heavy 

with the matter than human beings. The radiance of these bodies 

and the absence of precise scientific information about their 

canposition contributed to this judgment. The result of all this 

is that for Plato the sun, moon, and stars possessed a 'divinity', 

even though this only a relative term (the whole cosmos was 

ultimately finite, existing through the goodness of the demiurge 

who had created it). The planets did not display quite the same 

regularity in their apparent movements and so seemed to display 

less rationality, that quality which increasingly constrasted in 

Plato's mind with what was gross or material. As for man, his 

soul is very much enclosed in matter. 

One can see immediately that Origen's attitude to the place held 

1. QQ...cit., p.148 



after the pre-temporal Fall by the sun, moon, and stars, may well 

reflect a Platonic background of thouQht. Whatever the explanation 

given by Drigen, tho question emorges whether in fact he is not 

reflecting attitudes which derive from Plato. Thus, his acceptance 

of the thought that motion reveals soul an·J that regular motion 

betrays rationality fit in with Platonic ideas. So too Plato's 

tendency, which seems to have developed with the progress of his 

thought, to transfer to the metaphysical realm the real beginnings 

both of good and evil in the cosmos and increasingly to see matter 

as the 'locus' of evil in the universe, which expressed itself, 

among other ways, in ths ascription of superior souls to the heavenly 

bodies, may clearly have some bearing on Origen's thought, as 

expressed in the passage in De Principiis, I.VII,3. 

It is possible that other concepts such as those associated with 

the Mandaean myth concerning the fall of souls frnm the light-source 

and their imprisonment in the body, have also had an influence on 

Origen's thought and that this is reflected in the passage in 

question in the De Principiis, According to this Gnostic myth, 

man's soul has been imprisoned in the body and u1ill only finally be 

freed by the redeemer, ManJa de Hayye, who--like Jesus Christ--was 

once on earth himself. The redeemer's knowledge an·: experience 

me2ns that he can guide souls through the heavenly spheres. On such 

a vieuJ the area occupied by the 'fixed stars' represents the spheres 

to which the souls ascend as they are purged of the grosser material 

which keeps them earth-bound and attached to the body. De Principiis, 

II,VIII. is one passage which gives the impression that Origen 

regards souls as the result of a cooling from a fiery (and thereforq 

more aethereal) substance. He notes the statement in Heb.I.?. (taken 

from Ps.104.4) that God makes His angels spirits and His ministers 
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a burning fire. He QOBS on to re~son th~t if God and His angels 

and snints are 'fiery' in character, it follo1.i1s that those urho have 

fallAn a1tJ2y from the love of Gori hAve cooled in their affection for 

God "ac friqirli effecti esse dicendi sunt." (para.3). 1 Later in the 

same poraCJrarh Orioen tllonders t!lh8ther in Greek the to rm, p uX 7 
is derived fran the verb, f J X fi<J""()<J.-/ uJhich me.::ins "to grrn11 cold or 

cool." Origsn s~ys: 

"re qui r~ndurn est no forte et nomen animne, quad gr2ec8 d:i.~~ur 
7.j· u /( 17 8 r 8 frig es c e n do de st a tu div in i or o 2 c i~18 l i o :re 
dictum sit et tr.?nslatum inde, quad ex cal ore illo natur2li 
at divino refrixiss2 vide2tur, ot. ideo in hoc riuo nunc Ast 
at statu et vocabulo sitn sit. 11 2 

The thought which is latent may be that the cooling is bound up with 

our materiality of nature and it may be in ·mind that, 1uhen this 

process is reversed, souls or that fro~ which they hove been formed 

will be elevated to the aren wher~ the fiery spirits dwell, i.e. 

in the heavenly spheres. 

The point of the above discussion is that we have here a passage 

(~ Principiis, I.VII.3), which well illustrates that co;nbination of 

Biblical and Hellenic motifs which seem to converge in his thinking. 

Not only so, but the passage is important in so far as it helps us to 

understand Origen 's approach to what is bodily or rirnterial. This 

issue is important for OriQen's eschatology, even if in an indirect 

fashion. What then, are we to say? Does this passage illustrate 

a Platonic outlook on the soul? or does it r'present an outlook 

relHted to that inherent in the ~andaean myth? or does it in fact 

reflect a Biblical outlook in which heavenly bodies, men, and 2ngels 

are all viewed as being at one in that they are the creatures of 

God's hand? This last was the view set forth for us by Murdoch 

Dahl as the 'Semitic totality concept'. The quest~on concerning 

f•landaean influence may be more questiimable. 

c; , ( . S . 0 -Y. V 
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What it seems especially 



irnportnnt to detennine is what conce0t of 'soul' Drigen is working 

with in this passage. It se<?:ns hard to deny that Origen thinks of 

that which shows movement as possessing soul. It seems not unlikely 

also that his respect for the souls that inhabit the sun, moon, and 

stars owes somewhat to the Platonic concept of the cosmic soul and 

his emphasis uron the stars as more aethereal and less ~aterial in 

charact~r. These concepts are not Biblical. Taken by themselves 

they would seem to suggest the presence in Origen of an outlook which 

stressed what was 'spiritual' as over against what was 'material'. 

Their presence naturally seems to raise questions concerning Origen's 

concept of the role of matter and the body in future ages. Further 

the view (which is his own) that the giving of material bodies is the 

result of a pre-temporal Fall seems to emphasize the spiritual as 

over against the material. At the same time we should not miss in 

this passage the strong emphasis upon the command~ents given by God 

to the sun, moon, and stars. Certainly their movements betray the 

presence of 'soul' in the Platonic (and modern) sense of the term, 

and their regularity of movements strongly suggests their rationality. 

Yet, while this is true, it remains a fact that it is Origen's Biblical 

understandings which seem to provide the framework of this passage. 

The dignity given to sun, moon, and stars emerges out of God's 

Appointment. The ability to move and to act according to tational 

patterns~ given by God with a view to the fulfilment of the tasks 

allotted. The point is that this outlook, assumed rather than 

expressed directly in the passage, links up with the 'Semitic totality 

concept' of which we have been thinking. According to that concept, 

if Dahl's view be sound, the term 'soul' can be predicated of 

anything. We would judge that Drigen would not have so used the 

term, but his understanding seems to reflect an Hebraic realization 



that t1J ha t fJ iv es dignity b an entity is not its m o v em en t or r n ti on a l i t y 

(although these accompany God's directive and nre His gift), but the 

functions given to it. 

It rnEi y be s.1 id, of course, th2 t th-, He l lerric e le:'10nts tJJh i ch do 

seem to be rresent in this :;c;ss2ge are th8 ones tuhich nre signific(~nt 

for our present purposG~-~, since it is th8y 1J1hich sGefTl t:o have most 

bearing on how Origen would view the body. It may be ~d~itted that, 

if Platonic influences really are present in this pRssage, as seHms 

not unlikely, these elements do tend tm1arrls 0 depreci2tion of the 

body an~ what is material. It is not at all clear, hrnrJever, th2t 

the o th 8 r m ore Bib 1ic0 1 el er.rn n t , uJ hi ch u e b --·: lie v e is present , i s o f 

no significance for Origen's estimate of the body. Sursly such ~rn 

outlook, as Dahl has described, if this is really implicit in Origen's 

thinking, does carry implic~tions in this re~ard. This \:JOuld monn 

that Origen recognized real differances between 'spiritual' 8nd 

'material' entities (this i~pressed on him by ~n Hellenic background 

of thought, probably chiefly Platonic), but that 211 reality is 

significsnt and moaningful in so far as it h2s been callod into 

being by God and has been assigned roles and functions by Him, with 

the attendant characteristics to fulfil these roles. 

look would not really depreciate matter or the body. 

Such an out-

The safest conclusion seerns to be that Origen's thinking was 

influenced by non-Biblical concepts, and it may be admittR~ that if 

these alone had influenced his thought, then in all probability a 

depreciation of the body and of the material order would have 

resulted. Since there tt1as in fact, hou1ever, an intermingling of 

motifs, it is dangerous to ignore the Biblical aspects of his 

thought, with their consequences for Origen's view of the body and 

the material order. In view of the evidence earlier presented 



regarding the Parousia of Christ and the relation of the Eternal 

Gospel to the re~l history of the Incarnation it would seem that 

what has happened in Orig8n's mind is that Biblical Llnd Hellenic 

motifs have modified one another. The result is thRt Origen 

believes in a genuinely historical future in which the body and the 

material order 1.JJill find their place, but he so emphasizes the 

changed character of the body and of nature in that age that there 

may be the danger at times of failing to see that real continuity 

with the present bodily and material realities has to be preserved. 

Probably Origen would justify the emphasis upon the coming trans

formation with reference to the transformation evident in the life 

of the Risen Lord, but it is not unlikely that Hellenic motifs have 

had a subtle influence upon his readieness to use that argument. He 

would probably have refused to think of any severing of continuity 

with present bodily and material realities in future ages, as our 

earlier discussion has attempted to show and as our treatment of the 

'resurrection body' will attempt to uphold, but it seams probable 

that Hellenism has influenced his thinking ~ore than he himself 

re0lized. 

The Resurrection Body 

It is a great pity that only fragments of Origen's work, De 

Resurr2ctione, have been preserved. This means that the only 

account that we have of his overall approach in this book comes to 

us from such critics of his p~sition as Methodius of Olympus end 

Jerome. It may be questioned whether they were fair to him in 

their assessment of his position. Henry Chadwick is among those 

who .Judge that Grigen, in his attitude to popular Christian 

eschatology of his r!;-iy, accommodated himself to the weakness of 

so11e of the brethTe11. Thus, he attributes to Origen the view that, 
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if simple believers take the hope of the Second Coming of Christ in 

a literal <rnd material sense, II _it is better that they should believe 

the right thing in the 111rong WflY than, that they not believe it at all, 

and it is the b~~st of 11Jhich they are capable. Ill Similarly, belief in 

everlasting fire is not accurate--the fire is intended to be remedial--

but it is better for simplo believers to think thus, if the fear 

2 thereby induced kel~ps them form sinning against God. /-\gain, the 

resurrection of the flesh is an article of the creed that some 

unreflGcting Christians understand to mean the resuscitation of this 

physical body, with all its organs. This belief goes ~1ith the 

literal expect~tion of the reign of Christ for a thousand years at 

a ren 'tiJed Jerusalem. Drigen rAgnrded as credihla nRither the 

millenruian hare of Christ's return to this earth nor the expRctntion 

3 of a li t<-0 r=3l resuscitation nf this boriy." 

Origen has an extenderl discussion of ~the resurrection Anrl the 

nature of the resurrection body in Contr~ Celsum, Book V, chapter 

XVff. Origen says in ch~pter XXII: 

t. I 
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Cl;iad1uick refers to these chapters in the Contra Cels'.1~ V in suprort 

of th8 sb1to:'.2nt m:-:do --:t:ovr rei:vrding Orig2n' s underst::::-id5_ng of the 

;,ic;.-::ninQ of the rr.s11rr8ction. !Jo :.iay note a stat2''1ent from the 

beginning of V.XXIII which ;n.:-:y ~JG L:ken ::s SU"7:~dng up Origen's 

1. op.cit., p.77 

2. op.cit., p~#W 

:.. op.cit., pp.18-1'1. 

4. G.C.S. ,or., II.p23,ll.9 .. II. 
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attitude, <1S exprossed in thr)se chapters: 
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Chadwick sup;Jorts his cominents re :arding Ori gen' s attitude to chiliasm 

or millenarianism by certain refer~nces. He sums up fairly tha 

position by rem2rking: "Drigen's attacks on chiliasm, though rare, 
') 

are decisive. w'--

We have already outlined an understanding of the essence of 

Origen's eschatology, including his view of the Resurrection. This 

is to the effect that there is to be a Second ridvent, and a Resurrection 

at the end of this age, co-incident with and dependent upon, that 

Advent, but that it will be Christ in His Glory Who ap~ears and 

that the bodies with which we will be raised will not be limited as 

are our present bodies. We have suggested th2t, for Drigen, the 

concept of the resurrection combines an insistence on continuity 

with our present body with an emphasis upon the changed character of 

this body. What we must now do is to examine this contention furth~r 

in the light of these canments, made by Henry Chadwick, and over 

against the background of the supposed criticism of Drigen's views 

by ethodius of Olympus. For such a consideration does help to 

bring out mora clearly Origen's distinctive approach. It also 

helps to bring out a further aspect of Drigen's thinking with which 

1. G.c.s., Dr.,II.p.24,11.1-6. 

2. op.cit., p.151,n.29. The references given regarding chiliasm 
are as follows: Comm.in Matt.XVII.35; de Drat. XXVII.13; 
Comm.in Cant. Ca~ -pi;'ol.TP'.66 "Baehre~); frag.in ;\1ethodius, 
de cr~t~2 (p.499 Bonwetsch);Origen, ~.in Ps.XXXVI,3.10 
(XII.196f. Lommatzsch). 
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we have not yet deal t--his attitude toum rds millenarianism. 

Chadtt1ick's cornbin.=1tion of Origen's denial, as he sees it, of a 

•resuscitation' of the body, and his rejection of millenariansirn, 

is significant. For, if there is latent any misunderstanding of 

Origen's view of the resurrection, it is likely that it will pertain 

also to the understanding of his rejection of the millennium. As we 

ha v 8 seen , Ch 2 d lLJ i ck him s e 1 f significant 1 y notes th a t Orig en s e 1 d om 

actually mentions chiliasm, as he terms it. It may seem that Origen's 

attitude towards millenarianism is a sideline, an interesting topic 

for a special in em orandum, but nothing else. Chadwick however, 

rightly sees its significance--whether or not uie accept his interpret-

ation and estimate of meaning. He sees that a denial of mere 

resuscitation and of millenarianism go toget~er. Th~ remark that 

sane Christians understand th~ doctrine of resurrection iD mean 

"the resuscitation of this physical body, with all its organs", is 

highly significant. Actually, in Contra Celsum,V.XVff. which Chadwick 

cites in support of this statement, no re fe rsnce is made t·.' the 

organs which are presumably bound up with mere resuscitation. Howaver, 

Chadwick sees that there is a connection t·ii th Drigen 's attitude 

trnt1ards the question of the millennium. Certain believers in the 

millennium laid stre::--~s on bodily pleasures th8t the resurrected ttrnuld 

take delight in d•_!ring t'·is period. Clearly, any theology, such as 

th8t of Drigen, which stressed rather the transformation of the body, 

would look askance at the idea that in the coming reign of Christ 

b8lievers would pander to the physic~l appetites. It is hard here 

to see which comes first logicolly-a certain view of the nature of 

the resurrected body or an ethical recoil from indulgence, especially 

in sexual functions, which to many in the Early Church appear to have 

been only a temporal provision by God for the continuance of the 



huno·· race aft8r th~ Fall. It so~ns, thorgfore, th2t there is, 

inde11d, :1s Ch2cl11d.ck implie~;, a connection b·~t1.:1eon Origr;n' s attitude 

towards tho n~1ture of the resurrection body nnd his attitude trn-1ards 

the quosti.on of a :nillen :iun. ,:.t the samG time, such a findinQ helps 

us to sen the porspective ~f Origen as ha 'rejects' the millenarian 

concept. ~hen we remember, however, that there were v~rious kinds 

of millenarian te,'Jching, as Jean Danielou he.:~~ most thoroughly rfocu:nented, 

the question emerges whether in fact it ti1as only rnillena rianism of 

a certain kind that Origen repudiated. Further, if Chadwick lays 

all the stress on the discontinuity of the resurrection body 1.:1ith our 

present frame, whereas DrigRn in fact, as we h~ve argued earlier, 

u1ants to emphasize the unlirni tedness of Christ's Risen Humanity and 

ours, then we have to ask whether in fact this does not suprort the 

notion that Chad1uick and others may have r:dsunderstood Origen' s 

rejection of the millennial reign of Christ on earth. Is it possible 

that what Drigen accepted was belief in a different kind of reign 

of Christ on earth? 

There are a number of aspects in regard to this matter. We 

look first of all at Chadwick's understanding of Drigen's view of the 

resurrection of the body. Chadwick is cautious in his assessment of 

Drigen and faithfully records a certain variation and tentativeness 

in Origen's thinking. He by no ms~ns lays all the stress on the 

leaving behind of the body in a purely Hellenic way of thinking. 

He notes three possibilities on Origen's view of "the exact status 

of matter in the divine purpose": 

"First, there is the view thut matter is eternal and that it will 
suffer an eschBtological transformation, in which case the 
resurrection body uJill be in form like our earthly body but 
glorified and radiant. Secondly, it is posible that discarnate 
spirits can exist without any bodies of any kind whatever, 
though they may need bodies for a time at a certain stage of 
their education on the way back to God. If so, the material 
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order will b8 brought into existence as required, which may be 
from time to time since progress upt.J.Jard mBy not be constant 
and there may be occasional set-backs 3nd manifestations of re
calcitrnncs to the divine will. Thirdly, there is the possibility 
that the visible and corruptible part of the tiJorld tilill be 
entirely destroyed, but the glorious spirits in thG upper srheres 
of the cosrnos may corne to have yet more olorious forms than they 
nlready possess. Drigen .~imply sub:nits these three vieius to 
the reader's judgment. His mm sympathy lies morG perhaps with 
aither the second or the third than tho first. 11 1 

Chod1t.1ick notes it as an implicatir1n of the third view that "all created 

spirits are in some degree involved in corporeality.112 He notBs the 

Neoplatonic conception of an 'astral body' as indicative of the kind 

of bodies possessed by angels, and expresses the judgment in agreement 

with c.c. Bigg 111hose mam~ he does not mention that for Origen only 

the Trinity i intrinsicallly incorporeal: "--if uJE? speak of angels as 

'incorpo!:'eul', tue me<:rn that they :=.ire relatively incorpor~;al in 

comp~:· rison with us. 113 :'\gain, Chadt:Jick goes on to take note of the 

current dogma, accep tecl by Ori9en, that 11 in itself matter is \!Ji th out 

form or quali tie~, .s crnvnon substr'.:ltU'.TI, Uflon 11Jhich vc1rious 1u~:1li ties 

. 4 
m2y be imposed in c:ccor.cl::mco ~ii th ths archetypal ideas. 11 This g0ve 

Ori gen an "uncrns\tJB rable argunent" ;:igains t P 1 ::toni sts \JJho ohj octecl to 

the doctrine of the resurrection of the body: 11 liJhy should not the 

CreRtor impose a fresh form on the same common mE1tter, so ~resen1ing 

continuity 1t.1i th the personality in this J.i fe, tt1hile msking its netu 

f . .I- t . t . . t? 115 
or~ R~nrnpria~e o 1 s environman . 

~t th8 snme time Chadwick judges th2t Origen's ~ttituda towards 
,.. 

t • 1 •.I-
0 th c 1 t l 'I Q ":': c; t e r ls r~ u ch Gs s po s i L, iv 2 an _ e:n en s · • In su~ ·art of this he 

adduces Drigen's vielJJ thrit sun, :noon, 3nd stars are ensouled by fallen 

1. op.cit.,pp.85-87. Chadtt.1ick notes,houever,at pa 1J8 152,n.43,that 
at .9..§_ ~·, 26.6 the first view does appear. 

2. op.cit.,p.87. 

3. op.cit., p.87 

4. op.cit., p.88 

s. op.cit., p.GB. 

6. op.cit., p.88 

703. 



spiritual boings. Though these may be splendid bodies, so far as 

we are concerned, they represent a deuradation, so far as the spirits 

are concerned, since they arG thG result of the pre-tGmpor8l Fall, 

Here Chadwick again lays the emphasis on the contrast between the 

spiritual character of the beings who inhabit the stars and their 

present material condition. On the other hand, there appears to be 

evidence, as 1:Je submitted earlier, (above pages 688-h9tr)that Crigen 

t~bined with this recognition of giving to these spirits of a material 

structure as a disciplinary measure, an Hebraic emphasis upon the 

function of these spirits in their present embodied condition. 

all a matter of where one lays the emphasis. 

It is 

What, then, may we say of Chadwick's understanding of Origen's 

view of the resurrected body? Chadwick justly takes note of the 

tentativeness of Origen's thinking, putting forward on differGnt 

occasions, as it seems, at least three views regarding matter. The 

point that we have to note, however, is that, in all of this, Origen 

felt free to be undogmatic, since there was never any questinn in 

his mind about the fact of continuity between our present bodily 

frame and the 'spiritual body' of the resurrection. In Contra 

Celsum, V.XXII which is quoted by Chadwick, we find the background 

to Origen's humility and unwillingness to dognatize. Origen's 

thinking is based on I Cor.15. Origen sees a considerable difference 

between a tree and th~ seed which produced it. Nevertheless, there 

is a presumption of continuity. How, thinks Origen, can we 

anticipate 1;1i th certainty the form that our spiritual body will 

have? All three possibilities, mentioned by Chadwick, whereby 

Drigen seems to have interpreted the resurrection body, are consistent 

with the kind of continuity which Paul envisages in I Cor.15 and which 

Origen takes over from him. Origen never doubts this basic fact 



of continuity, but he likGs to emphasize the glorious character of 

the resurrection body and so looks with distaste and disfavour on 

views which see:;1 to think simply of the prolongation of our present 

earthly experience. It is true, of course, that t~.e second view 

is not consistent with I Car.ls, in so far as it envisages a possible 

fluctuation of state this reveals the influence of Origen's unhiblic2l 

speculC1 tions which em e r<Je f ro:n his stress on f r•~eti1ill. 

It m~y be asked whRther, in reality, all throe views Rre 

consistent uJith continuity Luith ;ur present :;2rthly state' the first 

view clearly does envis~1gc this, but !:JB ;n.'3y question L:Jh8ther the other. 

two views do this adequately. In our own earlier discussion, both 

of Clement of Alex<=rnr!ria and of DriQen, (vi de especially pages S-b<g;58o; 

582; 641j 653-b]~,de have been at pains t:J insist that thGy thou!]ht of 

our life after the r~surrection as based on thounion of rlivinity and 

humanity in the Risen Christ. This seemed to involve the retention 

of a body, howGVRr tran2f0Dned. We may now ask how the second and 

third views of Drigen, noted by Chadwick, can be reconciled with 

such an interpretation. The ansurnr to this seems to be th<1t Origon 

may have used his terminology in a so:neu.1hat varying m2nner. Thus, 

are we to think of the body at its fullest extension of powers in 

the experience after the resurrection as still 'body'? Drigen's 

thought about eternity is essentially dynamic. He thinks character

isticolly of a growing into all the future purposes of God for us. 

Nevertheless, the question may be repeated: if the body is ever left 

behind, as in the second and third views, have w2 not broken the 

continuity withour rresent being? Only if we say that man's per-

sonality is the essential part of him may we feel free to discard 

completely the body, it may be argued. Thus, it could be said that 

the second and third alte:natives, noted on pp702-703above, clash 



in fact lJJi th the idoo of continuity and 111ith the understanding of 

God's purposss for us, that we h2d worksd out as inhering in Origen's 

thinking in our earlier discussion. What Drigen fundamentally 

believes, however, is that God is ineFfnble, that He can never be 

reached by man, but that in Jesus Christ mCJn has a shining destiny·. 

This means that, whether 1iJe stay in the body or out of it in future 

ages (this is now possibilities, two and three, can even be envisaged), 

we remain, even through Christ's Risen Humanity, in a line of 

development from our present being. What Origen wants to be at is 

that it is not as if there were two realms--the intelligible and the 

sensible, that God is in the intelligible reulm, and that it is 

our destiny in Christ to cross from the sensible to the intelligible 

side of the gulf. For Drigen, both the realm of ideas, of angels, 

and of powers, on the one hand, and that of men, the sensible, on 

the oth9r, belong together. How can Drigen dogrnatize what precisely 

is our destiny in future ages? But he is positive thnt, whether 

or not we become discarnote, we remain men, however glorified. It 

is because he is sure of this that he can toy with various possibilities 

about the possibility of the body's being put aside. On the third 

view, Origen sees some form of corporealit.' as pertaining to all 

beings apart from the Triune God. If this is not so clear on the 

second view, it remains true that for Drigen God cannot be approached 

in terms of 'power' ( vide page 689 above). Not even in Christ shall 

we ever equal God's ineffability. The first of the three views 

adduced by Chadwick, as found in Drigen, seems to make most clear his 

fundament2l understanding, but the other two views a~pear as 

tentative possibilities which Drigen did not feel free competely to 

rule out, without appearing to know more than mortal man can claim 

properly to know. He is at least certain that what we are to become 

?r.16. 



is patterned on what Christ has becane for us, as God and as Man. 

There is no question of the humanity of Jesus, or of ours, ever being 

set asido. It is when Origen, in this context, considers the 

difference bebi1een the seBd and the tree, in terms of Paul's under

standing, in I Cor.lS, that he realizes how different we may become 

in the g 1 or i fie d st a t e fr an 1 rJ h n t Lue n Otu a re • The question is 

whether we should aprily the same term to the tree as to the seed. 

So 111e may ask whether the term 'body 1 remains appropriate for our 

future glorified condition, but Drigen is certain that tt1ho. t we a re 

to be is not a mere prolongation of the 'soul' or of the spiritual 

side of our earthly boing: it is the glorificntion of th~ whole 

man as he now is, body and soul, which is already manifested in 

Jesus Christ. 

It 1110uld seem that Chad 1 .. 1ick is cautious in his assessmont of 

Origen's vie1u of the resurrection body and does not lay all the 

stress on one view ever agRinst another. Nevertheless, he thinks 

of the second or third vietrJs, above ment~_onerl, CJS bi-=:inci morn character-

is tic. With this view we would wish respectfully to disagree. In 

so far as I Cor.15 is basic to Origen's thinking, as it seems to 

be throughout, we should judge that the first vie1i1, tui th its talk 

of the resurrection 'body', is primary. Nevertheloss, we have to 

concede th8t Origen did lay heavy emphasis on the eschatological 

glory of thG 'spiritual body' of tho resurrection and that he 

considers the continuance of an interest in present bodily appetites 

c;s unthink2ble. 

Attitude towards Millenarianism 

:Je turn now to Origen's view regarding the millennium, which 

we satiJ to hcive some connection with his estimate of the natu-re of the 

body of the resurrection. It is a striking fact that a view of a 
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millennium of some kind 1:1a.s in f;-;ct very strong in the Early Church. 

\~e have found the concept of· A millennium in 'Barnabas' , in Justin 

Martyr, in Irenaeus, and we \JJi.11 find it again in Hipr10lytus. 

Notewor.th:y is its repres~mtation in rrlethodius of Olympus in Asia 

Minor who is reputed to h~ve attacked Origen's concept of the 

'spiritual body' of the resurrection. Methodius' millenarianism in 

combinEltion with this criticism, may well seem to act as a significant 

foil to the alleged combin~tion in Origen of a rejection of the 

millenarian concept with a repudiation of any vie~· of the resurrection 

of the body which sees it as a mere resuscitation of the physical 

body together with all its organs. W?. submit that it is nt least 

salutary that, the Alexandrian Fathers were 2lmost alone among the 

Fathers to the middle of the Third Century '"·. D., in pi it ting to one 

side the millenarian concept. Whot makes it more significant in 

Clement of Alexandria and Origen is that, as we have seen, they 

appear to have had such a distinctly traditional theology of history. 

We noted above (pg. b 52. ) how Drigen accepted belief in a 

worsening of human behaviour and the presence of apostasy in the 

Church prior to the End of the Age. The passage quoted from the 

Eleventh Hani+y on •Joshua', chapter III, seems to imply Origen's 

acceptance of belief in Antichrist in that he thinks of a final era 

of great wickedness, which is shortened for the sake of the elect 

(cf.i·lk.13.20 and pars. ). This was usually linked in the Early 

Church with the reign of Antichrist. We saw too, that both 

Clement and Origen accepted belief in the conversion of the Jewish 

people at the end ( vide above, pages 607 and 652) All this, most 

of which we might not expect in these writers whom we have beBn 

accusto.rned to think of as having 'spiritualized' eschatology, makes 

it the more surprising that belief in a mille~~al reign of Christ 



is not part of their outlook. This may be because, as some scholars 

think, the Alexandrian Church had been founded through the influence 

of Rome 1JJhGre millunarianism hod no vogue and that in fact belief 

in a millennium was found only in certain areas, even though many 

r:iarly Church notables may hRve adopted the vie1.Jr. On the other hand, 

we now have to consider tuhother Drigen' s attitude to1.J1ards the 

question of the millennium is not bound up with his attitude to the 

resurrection body, at which we have been looking. It may be, 

further, in Drigen's case, that his attitude towards the millennium 

was bound up with his distinctivn views regarding a pretemporal Fall, 

and God's purpose in Christ to bring us, at least to a more 'spiritual' 

body than we presently possess as a disciplinary measure imposed by 

God. 

Ch a dw i ck , as t:J e have seen , ( vi de above pp 698-699) r 2 late s 0 rig en ' s 

attitude to the resurr~ction body as no mere resuscitation of the 

physical body with his repudiation of any millenarian concupt. 0e 

now have to examin8 this more closely, in the light of our discu~sion 

of Origen's attitude to the resurrection body. '!le al::rn did osk 

e2rlier wh8ther it :!las possible th2t Origen did in fact accept 

belief in a millennium, but in such a form that his accertance of it 

was not apparent. Part of the difficulty in all of this is that it 

is not e·'sy to define the e:-;sence of millenarianism. Is it necess::>ry, 

for example, to take the 'thousand years' literally in order to be 

Can we definG millenarianism simply as the view 

th~t Christ will one day establish his reign on earth, however 

trr3nsforrned that earth will be? It seems doubtful whBthor this is 

justified, since ue must surely think of millenarianism as having 

Revelation chapter 2n ns its 'locus classicus' and chief source. 

Is the concept of the millennial reign of Christ on earth simply 
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one forrn among others of 0~-,'.~ertin~ the truth of the Parousin of 

Christ? If it is, then thG implic0tion is that preE.umably it may be 

8 xchonged for othor modes of presenting this truth. Tris approach 

has indeed its appeal. It disposes of a difficult strand of early 

Christian thinking. It views the idoa of Christ's reign on earth 

CJS a vivid symbolic :neGns of a:;serting the truth of tho fact that in 

the future life, after the Second /\dvent, our hLrn a ni ty u1ill not be 

left behind. So far this is doubtlGss Biblical enough, but it may 

be questioned whether it takes with sufficient seriousness, the 

necessity of the historical interruption of Christ's reign on earth 

which is certainly set out in Rev.20, is probably implied in I Cor.15, 

and which is assumed in most of the early Christian developments of 

the millenarian theme. 

Where did the notion of such an interru~tion of the millennial 

reign come from? It aprears to be bound up with the concept of a 

repetition in ~istory of salient features of past historical event, 

within the divine economy: thus, in Daniel, the features of an 

71 rJ. 

Antiochus Epiphanes' reign seem to hGve been a preview of what is to 

happen at the end of the age in the reign of Antichrist. Tiiis is 

certainly how Hi ppolytus was to understand (vi de Chapter VII , pp774-779) 

the matter. Ag2in, Paul assures us that what happened to Israel 

was for an exa:Tiple to us, 1i.1ho live in the end-time. The early 

Christians took this fact very seriously, ~nd this is the basic 

theological source of their concern with typology. In like fashion, 

it would seem that the growing apostasy in the Church, the intensific

ation of evil in the world and the final period of intense tribulation 

under Antichrist, was viewed as the projection into future history 

of the pattern of Christ's own struggle with Satan during His period 

on earth. The approach of Christ, both in the Incarnation and in the 
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Second Advent, provokes the reaction of Sat1n and his forces. Just as 

Antichrist at tern pt s to st r.i n d in Christ ' s p J_ ace , so it ti.ro u l d seem th a t 

Satan's attempt to usurp authority at the end of the millennial 

reign is construed as his imitation of the Parousia itself. The 

period of the millennium itself would thus seem to be a kind of 

suppression of evil whict1 parallels the period of Christ's hiddenness' 

between the Two Advents. It is in some such 111ay, surely, that the 

theology of history, 1.i1hich is embodied in the concept of the 

interruption of the ~illennium, must be understood. 

It has been necessary to review all of this, so that we may be 

in a satisf8ctory position to assess Drigen's view of the millennial 

reign of Christ on earth, and the rel2tionship between his understand

ing and judg118nt nf it, on the one hand, ancl his view of the 'spiritual 

body' of the resurrection, on the other. It requires to be said 

immediately in this connection that Drigen does seem firmly to reject 

the notion of a millennium, if it is to be understood as we have 

suggested above that it should. He did not accept thG belief in 

a millennium, if this entails acceptance of a reign of Christ on 

earth in the future which is to be terminated by the attempt to usurp 

power by Satan and his followers. If, however, we understand the 

term 'millennium' rnore loosely of the c0ncept of Chr:i_st' s future 

reign on earth, trJi i:hout any reference to its :i.nterruotion or 

tor~in8tion, it ~ay he less easy to give a definitiv8 answer. f·luch 

cierends at this roint on h~~ we understand Orig8n's vie1~ of the 

'sniritual hody' of the resurrection. For Chadwick is surely right 

in seeing a close relationship between one's view of the resurrection 

body and the question ~f a millennial rGign of Christ, thus loosely 

defined. It does at least seem clear that, as Chadwick says, Origen 

rerudiates any view of a reign of Christ on earth which suggests the 



cont~nunnce in bGliover~ in th2t age of functions ~nrl pleasures 

a~:socia ted 1t.1i th this p resErnt f1 QB. In foct, it tdould sRe11 th~t 

Origen's feuJ ref-:rencos tc thr-J n:ilL:rnnri::rn concort ciro provoke~ 1 by 

his op;10sit5.on to such a vieu of the re~urrection ~ody. It may be 

que~~tionod 1uh[;thcn Dr5. g:--:n is reatly intercs ted st all in the question 

of a millennium, howevor conccivod, apart from t::is. 

One has to ask, however, why Origen was uninterested in the 

quest~on of tha millennium. Was it bocause any reign of Christ on 

earth uJas totally unthinkable to him? Dr, ~QS it that he assumed 

that Christ would reign on earth, and only felt it necessary to deal 

with the matter, where this assumption was in danger of being made 

foolish or improper through the suggestion of indulgence in pleasures 

within it that are appropriate only to this age? If it is true, ~s 

we have argued above, that Origen evRrywhere a~surned the essential 

continuity of our future state with our present state, the truth of 

our continuing humanity based on the perfect humanity of Jesus Christ, 

and that his most characteristic mode of expressing this was in 

terms of the 'spiritual body', which implies a glorific3tion of our 

present body rather than a shedding of the body and the progress 

towards a discarnate state--if all this be sound, then it seems more 

than likely that Origen accepted belief in a reign of Christ on earth. 

For the glorification of our bodies at the resurrection does not 

happen in isolation fran the tr2ns form a ti on of the whole world. 

Why, then, may t.iJe ask, does Origen not talk with sympathy of 

the millennial reign of Christ on earth and simply explain how he 

understands that reign? The answer to this may well bB that 

Origen's view is complicated by his conception of the pretemporal 

Fall and above all by the notion that our future redemption may be 

compromised again and again by our recalcitrance. So far as the 
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prete~poral Fall is concerned, we h8ve seen that this resulted in the 

embodying of spiritual beings in matter as we know it. This might 

seern to suggest that redemption me~ns our deliverance from matter. 

As we have already argued, however, in dealing with Clement of 

Alexandria and again with reference to Origen himself, the Risen 

Humanity of Christ rn eans for them not the setting aside of hunan 

flesh but its glorification, and this glorification is to be 

tr~nsferred to b~lievers at the resurrection at the Parousia of 

Christ. Further, where Origen is concerned, we argued that it is 

doubtful whether he ever views any being other than the Triune God 

as capable of existing without a 'shroud'. Hence, for Origen 

belief in the result of a pretemporal Fall does not by itself make 

belief in a reign of Christ on earth difficult. It simply urnuld 

mean that after the Parousia our spiritual beings, which have always 

had some kind of body, would transcend the limitation of the body 

as we know it, which was imposed as a result of the pretemroral 

Fall. Where the difficulty does come in is where the ideo of 

indefiniteness of human repentance enters Origen's view. It is 

clear that, if on account of his ~nphnsis upon human freewill Origen 

has no certainty that future bliss will be continuous and that sin 

will for ever be put behind men, it is almost inevitable that any 

sche~atisation of future history which thinks in teL.ns of an ultimate 

irreversible defeat of evil c~n find no place. Quite ar,art from the 

fact that the millennium is closed by such a final defeat of evil 

3C~ording to Rev.20:7ff., Drigen's view of the possibility of 

fluctu8tion in state of moral earnestness and obedience to God's will, 

would have made it difficult for him to accept the view of a long 

period in ~Jhich obedience to God and conditions of bliss would 

prevail. In addition to this, even the concept of a suppression of 
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evil ciurinQ the millenninl p8riorl would hovo beQn difficult to fit in 

with Ori~e n's he2 \JY cm ph:1 ~~is upon fr2;J1;1i 11 ::ind God's um:1i llin']n8s --. to 

co8rce hu'Tlan obedience. It 1uot1lcJ seGm likely th0t, nlthough Ck:nr:mt 

of AlGx.:mc!ria 's o~:ch2trJlogy is rnorG traditional in ch<~racter, his 

distaste for millan~rianisrn, GXpresserl by his QRneral silence on the 

matter , ern e r g e ci fr om th a em p h Gs is o f cert 2 in think or ~3 , such c:i s Ce r int h us , 

on bodily pleasures during the millennium. Ono ~ay hazard the opinion 

thnt in Origen this t1Jas rrobably a 'non-theological' factor in his 

distaste also for the cancept. Both Clement and he saw chaste 

behaviour, scorn for earthly possessions, and a due disciplining of 

the body, as the hallm3rk of truly Gnostic bGhaviour, that which 

brought into the present the conditions that would obtain when the 

Kingdom of God was established. The i1.1ay in t1.1hich millenarianism 

leant itself to a stress, as they supposed, on bodily pleasures, 

ti1as almost certainly one of the rrBjor factors for their putting aside 

of the idea,at least in its usual forms. Nevertheless, so far as 
{rvhe" 'h\.i ller.a...- 1 ~~ts."I"\,, 1s d-ei11,ecl I>\ -t/..e s-/-<1d '))\.~hl\'1V +J..~ l\le se.-f ovf abcve1 ets) 
Origen is concerned, we must reiterate that onlyAbased on Rev.20, 

can we say that Origen definitely repudiated it. He may t1.1ell have 

believed in the reign of Christ on earth, though the earth in view 

ltJould be one greatly transfo:uned in a manner analogous to the 

transformation of the human body. 

It may be, of course, that Origen was motivated in his attitude 

towards millenarianism not simply by distate for an emphasis on bodily 

pleasures, nor even by considerations bound up with his views regarding 

the likelihood of a fluctatiun in the state of moral earnestness of 

free spirits in future ages, with all that tris would entail for 

their possible repeated incarceration in flesh. It may be judged 

that Origen was one of the first to see sanething which not all 

earlier Fathers of the Church had understood, namely, that the 



passage in ReveL1tion 20 must be understood ~>i::1ply as nn orrncal yptic 

s~bol and not as giving details concerning the future which c~n, so 

to spe~k, be rlotted in advance in an historiographical manner. If 

this be the situ2tion, then Origen uJOuld not th.ink it necessary to 

do any more than see in the concept a symbol. This ti.Jould, pc;rhaps 

in conjunction with the other two factors slready m8ntioned, explain 

his attitude towards millenarianism. It is interesting, however, that 

if Drigen did understand in this way, he does not find it necessary 

to explain this. This, however, seems surprising in view of the 

general strength of the millenarian tradition in the Early Church up 

to his d~y. It may be, of course, that, although such writers as 

Justin Martyr and Irenaeus bear witness to the strength of the 

tradition, which understood the concept in a literalist fashion, 

the concept nnly had strength in certain restricted areas and that 

Alexandria was not one of them. It certainly is true that both 

Clement and Drigen lay stress on the transformed character of the 

life of the ages to come. This nay suggest a tacit understanding 

on their part that such features of the millenarian syr!1Llol as its 

limitation with reference to time (one thousand year~ and the 

interruption of the reign of righteousness by a fresh outbreak of 

evil (at the end of the tho ·sand years) are to be explained in general 

Drigen's overall view does indeed, as we h2ve urged, take 

cogniz0nce of a future Kingdom of God, possibly thought of in terms 

of a transformed earth in conjunction ti.Jith the concept of a trans

formed 'resurrection body' and does think of the possibility, not to 

say, likGlihood, of future outbreaks of evil. 

If Origen does view U:e concept of a millennium in the ti.Jay set 

out in the last oaragraph, then his attitude in this r2gard may serve 

to highliQht the seriousness with which he took the concept of the 
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p cir o us i a of Ch r i ~-> t • It may bP, th~~t ho 1°1::-:s urn.1illinq to b'·~lie\/e th~~t 

the fim1li ty of Christ's l:Jork tiJhich is to be rnani festecJ at the 

Parousia could be qualifierl by the r8tention of conditions aprropriate 

to the present noe. It is indeod one of the ;;roblems--. of the ~illrm-

ari~n concept, when undor~tonrl in thB literalist fashion, that it 

does not explain h01.i1 this can be. At the s am 8 t irn e , it is curious 

that Origen is able to qualify the unveiling of the finality of 

Christ's achievom2nt at tho Parousia, at least in his 11ore specul~tive 

passages in tho De Principiis, by al lot:Jing of future fol ls f ro11 c; r::·.cn 

with a consequent reversion to corporeality for those involved. 

Probably we do not hove sufficient evidence to rsach a dsfinitive 

conclusion regarding either Oriqen's precise attitude towards 

millenarianism or the factors ~otivating his ~ttitude. It cioes seem 

cloar, howevor, that he does not accept the concept in the strict, 

literalist sense, and it does seem congruous tuith his attitude to 

the transformed character of the re.$.urrRction body that he should 

think in this way. 

f~ ETH ODIOUS OF Ol Y'M PUS L'.f~O DION VS IUS OF 1~LEXP.NDR IA 

\.!le look at the thinking of Mothodius of Olympus, u1ho is reputed 

to have criticized Origen's views of the resurrection body, since, as 

we saw above, we find in him significantly the very combination 

of millP.narianism with a stress upon the continuity of the resurrection 

body with our present frame, which contrasts with the supposed absence 

of both these features in Origen. Our concern hGre is to bring out, 

through t~is brief survey, the character of Origen's own thinking and 

to reinforce 1iJhat has been already said. Methodius of Olympus is 

important in his own right, but it is as a foil to Drigenism, if 

not to 0 rig en hims e l:f , that he has achieved note historic a 11 y • 

Methodius of Olympus wrote his books towards the end of the third 
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century 1~.o. He was one of the first to criticize Origen, it is said, 

in any manner which called serious attention to the theologic2l thinkers. 

It must be said that it may have been Origenisrn, rather than Origen's 

own views, that Methodius criticized, and it should also be noted thst, 

even in this regard, it is chiefly an interpretation of r~ethodius which 

views his as critical of 'Drigen'. Doubtless, there is a tradition 

which has reported r~ethodius' criticism of Ori gen from very early 

period after his decea~e. Nevertheless, one searches in vain for 

unambiguous criticism of Origen, at least by name, in the extant 

records of Methodius' own works. It is in Methodius, as reported 

by Photius in the ninth century, that criticism of Origen, and 

especially of Ori gen' s vietll of the resurrection body, is found. It 

is true that it is commonly sAid in modern textbooks that Methodius 

was the first major critic of Origen's eschatology, but this seems to 

be in so:ne rneasure, an interprEtation, rather than a statem8nt of fact. 

3asing their judgment upon the criticism of Ori9en, 3S reported by 

Photius, (which may or may not be accurate), and upon their own 

underst8nding of Origen's eschAtology and what seems to them the 

opposing drift of r·lethodius' thinking, as seen in the fra9119nts of 

his work; 'On the flesurrection', cJnd in 'The Banquet of Tho Ten 

Virgins' and elsewhere, they discover an absolute conflict beh1men 

Origen and MRthodius. 

The questi•~n c:ri sBs 1.:Jhrc.;the r schoh1rship h2s 1iiisinterpreted the 

2videnca. ~jh~3 t vJe are at pains to point out is th2t the Gvidence for 

~ direct conflict bPtween ~othodius' views and those of Drigen is all 

second-hand, someuhat late, and probably influenced by an interpret-

ation of Drigen, which may be disputed. Thus, Flethodius is cast in 

the form of lhe critic of Origen's 'spiritual body' of the resurrection. 

717. 
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However, 1.11e have already seen reason to sugciest that Ori gen' s vir:w 

of wh,t is meant by the 'spiritunl body' may be v~riously interpreted, 

and also that it is not even certain that Origen himself had a con~tant 

virn11 of 111h~·:t tuas meant by this :1hrasR, which he took over fran St. 

Paul. In particular, Lue have suggestGd, in the foregoing account 

of Origen, that Drigen thought essentially of the 'spiritual body' 

as continuous with our present body, and as requiring to be understood 

in the light of the fUsen Humanity of Jesus Christ. If, however, 

interpretations of Drigen vary, we have to ask uhether that one which 

MethOJ}ius is supposed to attack, was in fact Origen' s vieu1. l:Je must 

also ask, if we decide it is not, whether we should assume that Methodius 

misinterpreted Origen in the way that so many critics of Origen down 
VI e vV 

the centuries have, on thiS) done. And, if our own interpretation 

of Origen be sound, it is clear that the view of Origen's concept of 

the resurrection body, which Methodius has been supposed to attach, 

was not in fact held by hi1. It is indeed true that Origen did not 

think of the resurrection body as one in which present bodily functions 

of sex would be continued, to take one example. However, this view 

was shared by M ethodius of Olympus, and he thinks tha_t this is true 

of the millennial reign as well as of the period after the end of 

the millennium. Ue know that sane advocates of the millennium, 

on the other hand, believed in the increased productivity of the 

human species during the millennium. The main point here is that 

it is not at all clear that Methodius and Origen did in fact hold 

op~osing views of the nature of the resurrection body. What is 

certain, however, is that we find in Methodius that unambiguous 

adherence to millenarianism, in the strict sense, which appears to 

be lacking in Origen. This is all the more interesting, in view 

of the fact that Methodius appears to share Origen's stress upon 



h' rrnan freeu1ill--a fact which is consistent ud. th Jerome's record1 

that at first Methodius was a great arlmirer of Origen and only 

subsequently became a critic. If he really did become Origen's 

critic, it would appear that he was still quite heavily influenced 

by a stress on freewill which we find, in slightly varying forn1s, in 

Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Methodius himself. ifany scholars 
2 

have also noted the fact that lethodius adopts an allegorising in-

terpretation of the Scriptures, in Drigenist fashion, even where his 

interpretation by allegory differs from that of OriQen or Origen's 

follmJ8rs. 

r~ ethodius of Olympus is a fascinating thinker and he is important 

for our understanding both of Clement of Alexandria and of Origen. 

Perhaps the most notable feature of his 1.irnrk is his explicit formulation 

of that eschatologically oriented view of Christian perfection, which 

we have suggested is fundamental both to Clement and Origen. The 

'Syinposium' or '82nquet of the Ten Virgins' extols the blessedness of 

' 'virginity'. ( 1 ) It doGs this in a b2.J.3nced fashion, 

and we find it hard on occasions to define precisoly trJh2t is meont by 

'virginity' or 'chastity•. The overall impression is that what 

matters is not l!lhether one is married or single, but th;:it self-control 

should be exercised in sexual relationships. It is not only matters 

of sex \uhich ari: in viei.!J 1.irhen 'chastity' is considered, but the main 

e~rhasis doos fall on th2 control of sexual functions, since they 

hest epito~isG tho unruliness of bodily p~ssinns. Hmmve r, nnger, 

Jluttony, ~nrl other appetites which exhibit themsc!vos in hodily 

1. De Viribus Illustriis~LXXXIII. 

2. Ue notB, as onG exa~ola, canments made by Edgar J.Gondspeed 
in his book 'A History of Early Christian Literature'(l942) 
rev. and enlarged by Robert M.Grant 1966.The Univ. of Chicago 
Press,p.158. 
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action of an uncontrolled character, or are susceptible to such lack 

of self-control, are ~lso in viAw. It is most interesting, however, 

that, in regard to sexual functions, Methodius clearly sees the life 

of virginity as that which most nearly anticipates the life of the 

world to cane. This is, however, precisely the understanding that 

we have already suggested, is integral to the thinking both of ClBment 

of Alexnndria and of Drigen in regard to Christian Gnosticism. Methodius 

does not use the latter term, but there is a marked congruity of 

conception between Methodius, on the one side, and the two great 

Alexandrian thinkers, on the other. 

Methodius shows the eschatological orientation of his praise of 

virginity throughout the 'Symposium'. Even though Methodius may have 

copied the form of Plato's Symposium, thetheological pattern for the 

work is found in Jesus' Parable of the Ten Virgins, five of 1uhom tuere 

wise and five were foolish (Matt.25:!-13). This fact alone makes 

clear the basic eschatological orientation of the whole work. Various 

individual emphases and passages may be adduced to reinforce the point. 

One such factor is the assumption throug· ~out of a close connection 

between 'sensuality' ( 1 ~durrJ. e~id...) and 'corruptibility' ( 1 CY?Jfft6d.Jv) 

Thus, Marcella, the First Virgin, uses the rlatonic imagery of the 

chariot of the soul seeking out its heavenly goal with reference to 
I( 

1\ ..... :; / ' I "' I chastity. She says: LJttld-.I -- ippwf-cVwv Kd.1 ytVVcJ..IWV' 1 ucr-E-wv 

J...rr"/~s ~ {)prfws 10 /euf"d-. riroX£re-Jcro1.<Y0 0 /~S 1Jurroi.{}c,/o1.s 

;.<.._,.w p~ r{ lJfOV lrr£;u &J vouo-1 1~ tf,r;jld. !Jr <ju XP;s, jh 7 j_rroAf yovrJc1-1 

\ ~/ , ~I c. _r / ti \ I 

Tou O-KoTlov E- a- r dv u TfE-f TTrjo 70-cA.a-c:J...1 f<.ou <jws -rof/ 1-<.oup..ov' 

Dtur:.r't' Jrd.vof.t..S -rlXM /-<: •• ) hr) ~v oJp.;_v:.;.v J..A"IG:Js d..f!cfc1-
/J A ) \ rJ ' \ \ 

(}/J... t7t.10-<J..I, ol..u-n·;v t;~~I kf iV~S t)g,/(}wV rol..I ,.-':))"'· j_r t7ol..f>0-1c1..V cl.!TO 1 

Ti'Jv ~ p.tf. v rwv roC 7To< v ro 1<.fJ/ rofOS- ;l._v,;.. rr,J Jou<fc1- v 1<.0A TT0Y "(x: 1) 



7 ?.1 • 

Platonic lRnguuge 8nd imagery should not obscure for us the Biblical 

background of !~ ethodius' thinking in Ma reel la's speech. The context 

and tone of tho whole 1J10 r k rn a k e it cl e :=i r tho t im r :1 or tali t y is not to 

be thought of simply in ter~s of life =fter de~th (thouoh it may 

encompass th3t) ~ut as a rnfer2nce to the ~hole future world. Further 

? 
e. rr:~ference to Leviticus 2:13'-::•::tkes it evident thilt :·larceJ.la th.inks 

of defil8r112nt t-.hrough sexual expression in ter;;-1s of the Levitic2l 

concept of 'ritual defile~ent' rather than in any pur2ly moralist 

mnnner derived from Hellenic sources. ~'larceJ.la IJOes on to say that 
q 

\ , 
the virgin should avoid Tou.s { Xwpo1.5 - T~S ~dUlTr.1- 9t·1:XS 

I AJ.. (}OU(Tr;I.. Ptot.i\6to( o-r;71&d ~y 
I \ /' 

f">'J 7/WS y£vv r;o;; ·-rov 0-k./J.Jf 
0

kr;.1<o< 

' / 

II 

(x1v.3) " d.. J<O A cl..cJI o/..S . IYJS 

WhHt is hinted at hnre is a clos1 connection between mor3l instability 

ancl death. At the back of tf1is lies th2 characteristic2lly Greek 

Christi an con c e r n l1J it h inc or r up ti bi lit y th.~ t ltf e h 2 \Jc had o cc a~~ ti on 

to note on numerous occ2sions, ~, n=:: [Jrobabl y thG vieu_1 th.~ t ssxunl 

functions, if not sihful in thG~selvss, are toleraterl only as a 

result of the changed conditions produced by the Fall. 

1,'.Je proce8d to note one or two passaQes tuhich make explicit the 

eschatological orientation of ·:ethodius' thinking in the 'Symrosiu:n'. 

Thus, i·1.::::rcella speaks of Christ as the .hc:wirgin (XXIII.XXV-XXVIII). 

Man has passed through various dispensations ~ith reference to 

virginity-the toleration of brother-sister rn2rria~es for the purpose 

of rrnpulc~ting the liJOrld, polygamy, r::onoga'.ny, moderation within 

1. S • C • , 9 5 r~ et ho de d ' O 1 ym p e , Le 2 an q u et , p • 5 2 , Logos /l. , 1. 11. 12-19 

2. s.c., 95 p.54, Logos A.1.11.42-44. 

3. s.c., 95,p.56,Lggos,A,I,11.52-54. 



Christian marriago, and finnlly, as a crown, celibacy (XVI-~VII). 

In this way, celibacy or 'virginity' is seen ass for:n of 'ru:Jlized 

eschotology', for it is clear that celibacy belongs to the future world 

rather than marria~e. A whole theology of history is here imbedded 

in Marcella's speech. Perhaps, howBver, the most signal avidence of 

Bsch~tologial orientation, certainly in Marcel1a's speech, is her 

treatment of the one hundred and forty-four thousand of John's 

72?_. 

prophetic vision in the 'Revelation' (14:1-4) as those uJho were virgins. 

The reference to these as "those who 1t.1ere not defiled liiith u1omen" 

(ot\ ff!). yvvcJ..1Kb.Jv ou1<. lf'-oAJv()YJO"d.V. X"A'lt ) 

is here taken quite literally. Previous references to those who 

practised 'moderation' in marriage show that actual celibacy is in 

view, as Marcella sets the matter out. The I44,000 are distinctly 

set over against the other saints. They stand in a relationship of 

special favour to God, and this lL'ill be made evident at the end of 

the age. (XXVI-XXVIII). 

The speech of Thecla, the Eighth Virgin, is especially involved, 

but is important both for Methodius' insistence on virginity and his 

eschatology. In particular, Thecla essays an explan·,tion 3nd 

interpretation of the Vision of the Woman in Heaven who is assailed 

by the Red Dragon. (Rev.12:1-6) (CLXXIXff .). Bnsically what Thecla 

says is that the 'male child' uJhom the Woman brings forth (Rev.12:5) 

is not Christ but the result of a miraculous conception. The Holy 

Spirit overshadows the Wanan, who is the Church, and she produces 

offspring, who are patterned in Christ's image. Clearly, at the 

back of this lies the concept of Christ's Virgin Birth through the 

overshadowing of the ~ost High. Implicit in this is an attitude of 

profound respect for ~ary as a Virgin. The fact that Mary later had 
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children by natural means is secondnry. What we find h8re is a 

deep respect for the stote of virginity, and in this passage the 

view that the 'conception' in which br~lievers should interest 

themselves is that 'spiritual' concRption which takes place through 

the ministrabons of the Church unrler the powor of the Holy Spirit. 

Thecla does not think that the Church consists solely of virgins, 

but clearly virginity and spiritual conception belong to the vory 

baing of the Church. It is such a community that the DraQon will 

be un~ble to overthrow.(vide especially CXCVII-CCIII). 

It is interesting that Thecla interprets the twelve hundred and 

sixty days of t~e Woman's preservation in the wildernoss in tenns of 

the Church's continuance and divine protection in the present 3QB. 

She does not go on to speak of '.·!hat is to h8ppen at the end of this 

tirne, but it is cl oar that Thecla Sc11u the Church as 8. co:nmuni ty tuhosr~ 

being and node of life is not only su3tained by the Spirit of God but 

as one ttJhich hcis been given a pa --UcuL::~' historical setting in the 

divine providence. 

Hm,rnver, it has been reserved for Tus.iane, in f•1ethodius' plan, 

to say tJJhat is prob2bly thG most significant 111ord in re(]~rd to 

eschatology. The Ninth Virgin refers to Lev.23:39-43, which 

incorporates the regulations for the celebration of the Feast of 

Tabern.""lcles d•_irinQ the rnonth Tishri. (CCX>:XIV-CCXXX'J) · Tusinne accuses 

tha laws of failin~ to seG the true significance of the Feast and its 

provisions. She goes on: 
)/ 

oi.Ufoi-.. 

~ I 

rrpoe-§o1..yy£/AAouocJ.1 T~1/ Jv/aro(.cnv i<d.J 117g1v 1ou 776rrF ... JKOTos 

t/s ·" c .... 

y7v 1 f'41\I 
I I , G." 1/CJ../\ l v cl-. .1..VcJ..rov 

"'\ .J. A~ I) IV~S T'>Jf 

a-K7Vv:, flrJ..los-) (;1 -r/} E'.6c5o~p ji>i1ovro<.clJj/JfJ1 

j_TT~;). "Jf;r&s ~oprrla-6;t&v -r~v ?Eyof)r;v t.'"o;>r7v 

l V 15 K.( IV 5 Ko<) J.).. ,j 1T'f1 r<nf5£ ', / 

<Jk "1 vorr r; y ld.5 
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\ ()/ "' "' " " \ "' 7 /} l.-(f(}Vl£1\e,<5 &v 1 wv ·rwv l'Yjs yr;s Kdf'ilwv 1-<.oL.1 -rwv rX.Vt7pvJ11wv 

JA~KlTI yivvlJV T~N' k.d..) ytvVlvfA-lvwv ~1\AJ.. K~,'d,ftc/.t(Jc/..VTOS 
1-r;.rro r:Jv 'i(JftVv -r7j.s 1<.0<5/Aorrotfo1.s ·rou Ghou (ccxx'f.v't )

1 

Whot is here set forth is in part that tradition of millan~rian 

interpretation, which links it to the thouciht of the 'cos:::ic 111001<' 

of sevon d~· ys: in a~igin this is on intcrpr2t2tion of th2 Hexae~eron 

of Genesis, to92thrJr uith (Jn unclerst.:rncling of the ~;c=ibbath :\est thot 

followed the Six Days of Cr~ation--it seos tho Genesis account gs 

predictive of world history. ~e find this way of thinkin9 in the 

/ 

'epistle of Barnabas', ond Danielou notes tho emphnsis both in 

'8<1 rnabas' and '.'.18 thodius on the ela:nent of rest as attaching to 

the rnillenniol reign of Christ on earth. 2 He thinks that • .I- • 
l1., lS the 

note of 'rest' uJhich is strnssed in this tradition as over 2gainst 

certain othor millenarian concepts, and connects with this the 

assumption of the cessation of procreation during the millennium 

both in 'Barnabas' and in i'l ethodius. The pas~aJe, nbove quoted, 

certainly makes clear a linkage between the cessation of human 

sexual functions and the theme of God's Sabbc-1th Rest. 

It was part of the ritual of the Feast of Tabernacles, as set 

out in Leviticus, that on the first day of the feast the celebrants 

should take to themselves ' /-(~/ 

I 

krJ.).." uv 'f~ 
') ,, 
I T t. o<.5 Kot.) 
)/ / 

l.Vr:J.,.v-r' K. up1 o u 

This is Methodius' rende~ing of Leviticus passage following the 

' 1. S.C.,95,p.254,Logos D , I,11.39-46. 

2. A History of Early Christian Doctrine before the Council of 
Nicaea; vol.I, The Theology of Jewish Christianity.Darton,Longman, 
and Todd.London,1967.Trans.frorn the French by John A. 82ker. 
pp. 394-395, 400,403. 

' 3. s.c., 95, PPe262,264; Logos 0 , I.11.22-24. 



Septuaaint as over against the MAssoretic text in v.40 in the 
( 

(. JI ) 
">'f d...fVDS, 

r eference to 'chaste-trnes' It 1.i1os with such hr<~nches and leaves thet 
/\ 

they built thGir arbours. What lay behind this, historically, was the 

adaption of a harvest festival (of the vintage) in the autumn to a 

theological signification. Driginnlly a harvest festival, t2ken over 

in all probability frorn the Cana~ni te s, it u1as rnade to denote the 

temporary structures of the Israelites' wilderness wanderings between 

/ 
Egyrt and the Promised Land. Oanielou has ably shown that, at least 

from post-exilic times, the 1-ews invested the Fen st of Tabernacles 

with an eschatological significance:''---past events in Israel's history 

especially the Exadus, were r':cal led in order to keep up the people's 

hope in future events in which Ynhweh's power would be manifested in 

favour of his own still more strikingly: the events of the Exojus 

became the figures of eschatological realities. This was the beginning 

of typology. It is true of the Passover and the going out from 

Egypt--they were seen as the figure of the eschatological deliverance 

of God's people--but it is eminently true of the Feast of TaberncJcles, 

which more than any other festival took on eschatological significance. 

Perhaps one reason for this may be found in the fact that, as Philo 

points out , the feast of TabGrnacles marks the end /t.At.1~0-1~ 

1 of the year's agrarian cycle." It is shown th~t a close connection 

ceveloped between the Feast of Tobernacles and messianic expectancy: 

Zech .14 by its imagery docurn ents this connection. "The messianic 

l. Primitive Chri~tian Symbols. Burns & Dates.London.1964. 
Trans.~-:y Dc1 nald HttiiJ<;ter fro:n the French, 'Les Sy:-:1boles 
chr6tiens pri·;iitifs(Editions du Seuil, P0ris, 1961); 
chnpter I, 'The Pal~ and the Crown',pp.2-3. The reference in 
the ri u o t" t 5_ on to Philo r '_,ca Jl s a pa s sage in the 12. t t e r ' s 
Spec.~. (Particular Lat~s), II,2f14. 0:1ni~lou also re:narks in 
a footnote on the S2~2 rage that Theodoret, at Quaest.Ex. 
(Questions on Exodus), 54, calls the Feast of TabernGcles 
tho fen st of consurn::::-; ti on ( ao v T ~A E:.- t rJ.._ )~ t thG year's end. 



j_nterpret.1 lion of th11 focis t in Jurh5.srri '·F:2 cnnt:i.nuod into th~ e2rJ_y 

, 
ChrL~tinn conturin~~." - lr::ro-ne, r::o::;::1r:rnting on Zech.14:16; s;-'ys th::i.t 

the J n1.1s "through 0 fr~ 1-J. ~:.c :L n·; s hope" 

/ 

fl:::ni~lou co'llrn8nts thnt "the fc~tivitio'.J 

arbour dP.cked uith gr2n,no!.'y, c· . 
8 iJ I' r~ 1 l CJ LI r J. n 9 

t . 1 1 • +-1 • • I . rl II. 'i o f ;;i ;::i , R r i a . fl ~ 8 :1 s u re s J. n " l ~~ m e s s la n l c < l n g om • H 2 f e r r i n :; to 

/ 

Jud::d.stic r.eintPrprrJb=:tion of tho Fe:'st f)2nielou sc:1ys th:Jt the rustic 

bsckground of the Fe;1~t "recalls thC3 originc.11 Garden of Eden. Its 

obsGrvonces hgralrl the rnateriol abundLincG of thG me~~si2nic kingdom. 

Jerusalem restored is Paradise rc:gained. The living w2ter (here 

there is an nllusion to Zech.14:8) is tha river of Paradis~ flowing 

in four directions. The 'athrog' (a citron) carried in procession 

is a s ym b o l of the fruit of the free o f 1 i f e - ( J 8 r om e , lo c • cit. , 15 3 7 l\ ) "
4 

It is this milieu of thou!]ht 1.rhich is rE:~ fleeted in M ethociius 1 under-

standing in the speech of Tusiane. ~ethodius characteristically adds 

<: Cl ) 
to this development the significance of the 'choste-treG' ( rl o<. y VO~ 

c. c I ) which he sees as signifying 'chastity' ( 1 ti-- yvcl<A. This is 

almost certainly no accidental reference here. It is not simply 

that Methodius wishes to introduce his usual emphasis on chastity, 

1uhich is aftGr all the chief subject under discussion in the 

'r • ' _iym pos1urn • Rather is it that 1ethodius wishes to adopt the Jewish 

traditional interpretation of the Feact as a prefiguring of the 

1. op.cit., p.4. 
/ 

2. Comm.Zach.3.14;P.L.,25,1536A.Noted by J.Sanielou, op.cit.,p.4. 

3. op.cit.,pp.4-5. 

4. op.cit., p.5. 
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messianic kingdom, but to reject thnt characteristically Jewish concern 

with purely externalistic or material fentures. ~ethodius' insistence 

upon 'chastity' in this connection is thus a distinctively Christian 

rsintP.r.pretation of the symbolism of tho Fe~st of Tabernecles. The 

significance of the so-c0lled 'chaste-tree' derives fr,:m the fact th~:: t 

"it wos long thought to have anti-aphrodisiac quc~lit.~es if carried 

1 
on the person." 

Tusiane considerably develops the narallelisrn between the Feast 

of Tabernacles and the millennium in her speech. Two further passa~es 

may be noted:-

c / 
) \ "' 

€..ii\ 'Kf l\/wS > orro re, 

') 

tis y~v 
II 2 / 

(CCXLI - CCXLII) 

' Kcl-t 
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1. Ancient Christian Writers,XXVII,ed.H.il~surillo,p.187,n.12 

2. S.C.,95,pp.268,270, Logos II,11.17-22. 
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r 11 ,;_ r/o f~/w.v1os 1010.f rou ? ~>-A;. f2, T ;_ -ri;v X1A IOV T.J..Z r1p:Jd-

f:~ TJ..f A'} g £~TOS ~·n-~ /od a-x~p-ro~ 1ov ~v&fwTfiv'Ot.J Kot..) t:~J ~(}ofl4 zfs 
).yy[.,A1kov· J--·liyt-Bos- 1-<..~) f<,~).),os-· 11 

(c.c.UY,V- CCLV) 
In th8 canments, foll owing on the fir::> t rrnssage quotnd ~ihove, Tusiane 

shows Methodius' conviction that physical de~th is the result of the 

Fall. "For our tabernacle h· ·d in other days been firmly made; but it 

was shr1ken throufJh tronsgression <rnd tuas bent 11
• "H v yv.p ~µ0v Kr/-; 

/ )I ' / ) \ ' ' ,.,,:/Z ) \ \ ;J \ •I 1Tfo()rkv o1.. 7Trwro.> 'l CYk..17vr; · «.1\A<A d1J.. n7v rru..n,p;1,cnv· cffcf../\t.,J()'l'/ K.ot.; &K/'\tfh;--
(ccxLI V 

Clearly for such a view the resurrection is the v~ry antithesis of that 

"shaking" tiJhich resulted from the Fn.11. Further Tusiane assures us 

that the reason tuhy death foll01JJ8d man's sin \JJas "lest man become a 

( 
c./ ' sinner for all Rternity": tvJ.. pr; 

death was a merciful and restraining providence of God whereby that 

sin, which w2s the cause of man's downfall, was 'revented from 

reachinQ its full eff8ct. This is i~portant because it helps us to 

realize how sensitively 1ethodius interprets the doctrine of the 

resurrection. This is no mere concGrn with the material order, no 

interest in incorruptibility dictated by a Hellenic concern about 

death: it sees man, in Biblical fashion, as a unity of body ~nd 

soul, regards death as their un-natural sundering made necessary by 

the Fall, and consequently views the resurrection ut Christ's Parousia 

-/Jie-
as the eloquent expression of" fact th2t in Christ God has adequatoly 

dealt ~ith the sin of the human race. 

It is in thG second passaJe quoted above from Tusiane's speech 

tha!.: 11.1e "lost fully discover f·letr.odius' understanding of resu· rection, 

1illenniun, and the future 1..?.Jorld. The FeJst of Tabernacles points 

to the millennial r8ign of Christ on earth, but the interim charactsr 

1. S.C.,JS,p.2nn, Logos 

2. S.C.,95,p.270,Logos 

3. S.C.,95,p.270,Logos 

V,ll.16-29. 

II, 11. 22-24. 

II,ll.2/;-25. 
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it celebrated, points to the interim character of the millenniu~. 

It rn a y be not o d th :-1 t M 8th o di u 8 s ::i y s not hi n '.J about <J n y out hr o o k o f 

e\:i.l 8t tho one! of thn rni 1_ ~-r;nnium :~nr~ pr~cedinQ ths corf'1riencern2nt 

rn i l l 8 n n r i an i S! n , in th r: t h c rJ o cs think o f th G fut u r r, ::i ill r:: n n i u:n <-i s 

a dofinitely li~itcd period of tine. It 1~1 a y i.im l l b o , in 8 d rJ i ti on 

to this, the:t he doc? ar,su~ne that tho '.ilillenniurn 1t1ill be brnught to 

a close by .s fresh r '~be l l ion of e vi 1 , for ~ e v • 2 n , 11; hi ch is th 2 ' 1 o cu s 

cl2ssicus' of the doctrinr; of tho millennium taught this, ::nd the 

parallelism that Methodius makes with IsrRel's wildernass expGrience 

in the aftermath of the Exodus and prior to the crossing of the Jordan, 

is sug9estive of the final C3inpaign of victory o\/er the enemic~s of 

God's people under Joshua, tho Jesus of the Old TestamGnt. It is 

true, however, to say that, while this may be implicit in Methodius' 

thinking, his emohasis is placed rather on the progressive sspects 

of the parallel with Israel's progrBss from Egypt to Canaan. More-

over, there is implicit here not only a parallelism with Israel's 

past experiences under Joshua but with that of her new Joshua, Jesus 

Christ, who has oassed into the heavens. The thought hare seems 

to be that Christ has already reached the Heavenly Promised Land, 

and that this fact gu3rant~8s our final reaching there also. It 

could be argued th~t, in so far as ~ethodius looks for an eventual 

removal from this world to "the very house of God above the heavens" 

there is even in him so~e measure of depreciation of the body. It 

may be appropriate to quote this section: 

II '/ e ) \ Bo1. u fAd-0-10-:J "' " c. 

[, " oJ... Ao1 n-ov oL.rro -roD l"IJS <rK "// v77 ~ ()(I 
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O'up-1Tlpo1-cY87vq1..1. 
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\ ftl:J~ 1<o1.} 
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J,6f xoµi&<1-.. &ts ~ / :> 1<.f&10<5w .J..vd-.<f/c:MS"UJS £1S -rot.. 
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\ -:;- ., .} / ' (, I. \ ~ 0 J v ou' r 
/ov OtkCN ot.orov o1..vcA(3o1.1vou<JcJ-/ rot/ r . .rrT6p -rous ovra-. .J 

t.croJ &lou) Sv' tj;wv?1 1yd.>..1\1C:uic.vs i<ot..I zso~oAoyJfcrtws ~/XOt./S 
&orrJ.)o v ros)), !<."- tJvJs <f >;<5"1• 0 f "-A f' l;-1 do'.r. " (cc L v ; v · li<ies :iq- 34-) 

;~s t11e suggested, hmmver, in the case of Clement of /Uexan=-~ria ::lnd 

Origen, it seerils :!lore 1-ike.ly that ~·~ethodius' thought is that Christ's 

Rison Humanity, which expresses the et0rnal unity of God and Man, 

promises for us a future in which both our continuing humanity and 

our union with God through Christ, must be expressed: in Methodius' 

case this is achieved by the representation, first of a future life 

on earth with Christ, and then of a translation into the heavens. 

This may well be ~ore than a convenient method of depicting the two 

aspects of our future destiny. The deterrnin;c:tion to express the~.e 

asrects by periodizing them in this successive manner, first the 

millennium, then life with God in heaven for eternity, probably 

stems from a conviction that the Church ~ust be patterned in her 

destiny on the experience of her Lord. Before Christ entered the 

heavens, he displayed his glory on earth for forty d0ys, and so the 

Church is thought of as repeating her Lord's experience of glorific~t-

ion on earth first and of entering the heavenly realm thereafter. 

It is true, of course, that Clement and Origen put to one side 

millennial speculation, but they did, as we submitted earlier, take 

seriously the bodily character of the life of the resurrection and 

they did consider thnt the fulness of the future glory would consist 

in our being moulded on the pattern of Christ's glory with the 

Father in heavon itself. It may be th2t, sincp, Clement and Origen 

were wary of rr1uch thought concerning the milleni"1iu:n, they did not 

stress this note of successiveness in quite the way that Methodius 

does, but it remains true that they did think apparently of a 

progression in the future life in the direction of the glory of 



heaven. It \1Flf> bt:~cause of this vnry f2ct th2t so many schoL;rs dol.lm 

thB centurios h~v~ a~cusod these thinkers of 'spiritu~lising' the body. 

If our min under,·t:mr!ing IJF1 s sound, it 11ii ll be remsr·1bered th,-:-,t tue 

pl Rd thr't thay did take s=iriously thR fac~- of continuity 111i th our 

p re s r:rn t h urn (1 n i t y , 2 n d th i s c -: n n n l y be i n t e 115_ !J i h l e 1iJ !le n i t 'TI e 2 n s th t 

for them the r.C'.!surrec·f-_i-n ,,_,il.l restore nur present full hum3.nity, 

thowd1 future Q']BS 11d_Jl :::dd to m~r glory throuJr; our r_Jrm1in!0 more 

fully into thn de~tiny th~t God has prepared for His reople in 

Christ. Thus, 111hethr_;r or not Clement o:md Ori gen think in terms of a 

'~n i 11 P. n n i u:-n ' , tho y d j_ cl th in I< i n t e rm s o f 2 d p, v e 1 op i n CJ ex p e r _i_ an c 8 o f 

glorificntion in ths future life 2ft r the PrirrJusi.:i of Christ. In 

reaJ_ity there rnay be less hRtu2Pn thR thinking nf Clc;;nr::nt 2nd Orit]sn, 

on the o nr:~ h ;:i n d , -=: ;-id ~-1 e t h o d i u s o f 0 1 yrn p u s c:i n t he o the r , 2 t t h :i_ s rm i n t 

th~n h~s been imagined. 

\JJ e ~nus t n DltJ 2 s k tu h --! t con c l ~ 1 s ions u e h 2 vs 2 r riv 8 d ;:it , in r 8 IJ 2 rd 

to the sur:i~osedly conflicting vieuJs nf Origen and lfiRthodius 1-iith 

reference, first to the 'spiritual body' of the resurrection and, 

secondly, to the concept of the millennium. [spocially important 

is our assessment of any 1o!Jic2 l connection , for the de v r~ 1 o rm c n t of 

their doctrine, betuiecn the vietus of each on the resurrection body 

and those of each on the rn i 11 en n i um • 0 r i e fly , lJJG may s 2 y th 2 t the 

11ictur2 bro3rlly given by schol2rship on these matters is not easy 

to substantiate. Origen has been portrayed as 'spiritualising' 

the resurrection body, while ~ethodius has been viewed as holding 

to the m?.teri<1lity of this resurrecti-~n body. It seemed to follow 

that Origen naturally would not believe in such a crassly material

istic view of the future life 2s to think in terms of a millennial 

reign of Christ on earth. On the other hand, one could understand 

a Methodius' acceptance of millenarian teaching, when he stressed 



the material structure of the resurrection body. This scheme, 

howevrJr seems unconvincing for a number of rGasons,. First, Origen 

as it hCJs bGon claim8d 31Jove, did not have such a 'spiritualising' 

view of tho resurrection body, as has bGen com;nonly held, and, second 

Ori gen' s reasons for dispensing tui th a 'millennium', in the strict 

sense may well be derived from his peculiar views about future 

redemption rather than from any other source. I t seem s cl ea r , 

therefore, that it is wrong to assert that Origen and Methodius' 

sa11ewhnt differing views regarding millenarianism shoulcl be viet•JBd 

as stern;ning from differing views of the resurr'~ction body. It is 

not, in fact, evident that their views of the r3surrection body do 

differ. Drigen does not distinguish clearly between a reign of 

Christ on earth and 'eternity', but he does think of the whole future 

age as one in which it is inappropriate to think of the continuance, 

for exa~ple, of sexual functions. In this latter rc;spect Origen 

and Methodius are at one, and 2re in fact in agreement precisely 

because of a similar view of the nature of the resurrection body. 

DIONYSIUS OF ALEXANDRIA 

One further piece of evidence regarding Origen and his attitude 

to millenarianism may be briefly noted. This comes to us through 

the work of another Alexandrian, Bishop Dionysius. This man 111as 

from 231-?.47 r'\.D., leader of the famous School over which Origen 

h~d presided in Alexandria and thereafter he was Bishop of that 

city from 247-26'.J. Dionysius wrote a book entitled, 'On the 

Promises', of which some extracts have been preserved for us by 

Eusebius. This work was in response to an earlier book by Napos, 

~ho had been bishop of Arsenoe, in Egypt. Nepos' work was entitled, 

'Refutation of Allegorists' r G. l,Fel toe makes some remarks which are 

imrortant for our present purpose:-

77i?. 
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"This ('On thG Promises') uJ<Js a dirnct reply to the 'Refut-,tion 
of ;Ulegorists' C'EA{yxos 'A1'.AY)yap10-rc.C•v) in t11hich iJepos of 
f\I'SFrnoe hcd thought to SUflfJOrt his grossly m~t~·riRlist.ic ViBuJS 
of the millennium by thn f<:~velation of S .John the ~)ivim~. As 
the title suggests, this uork haci, no doubt, attaclr~d Drigen's 
fondness for the allegorical inter~retation of Scrioturo, nnd 
esp e c i a 11 y on the subject of th n '1i 11 en n i um , on d the re fore we 
:::z1y 1.i1ith ;:)01no amount of certciinty infer th2t Dionysiu~; in his 
rnfutation of i!orrns ,_~Joulr:l accei"Jt OriQen 's 'ricthods as a 
comrnent:::!tor. 9ut thP- c::xtr~~cts qivcm by Eusehius rle:~l CJl:nost 
u1holly 1!lith the :c:uthorshin cind tnxtu3l cr.iticisr:, :-~r.d so !JiV8 
no f1rOf1f~, cJue as to his 'T!2t1•orl of into ;~;;rr::tin1 thG ~ub iect
rnatter of th8 honk." 1 

a rP j ec ti on n f bn, lief in t:he mi De nniurn by 8 P Ago r.i zinc; the rel ev;:int 

Nepos is thnunht of RS having 

and 
denied DriQen's riqht so to all8gorize~/\hy refusinri to allegorize, ns 

having sought to substantiate 11 21 grossly rn; 0 terialistir. viol!! of the 

rn i l l e n n i u11 " • Thus Mo p o ~ t. ho u Q h t t o 1°1 o rs t C1 r i CP n i n ,~ r c; u;rw n t by 

d8nyinQ that tho relevant rassagcs in the Gook of Rsvelntinn shoL1lrl 

be alleQoric3lly understood. In f,"lct hrnuever, ue knOt.!J nsxt to 

nothing of Ne[lOS' vir.t•JS on the :-:iiJ_liJnniu:r,, ;:;nci it SCt?'ns, thor.efore, 

2.1 high 1 y interpret at iv s ju cJ g1rn n t 1_L1 '.: i ch c n n speak o f his 11 gr o:, s 1 y 

!il ate r i a 1 is tic vie ttJ o f tho m i 11 B n n i um • " It is b.c:isod on the cir:-sLn~ption 

made by many schol-:rs that mi llcnc::rionis?: 2s such .is 0 nwteriolistic 

vietu. 

As lJJ8 only knm11 of r'1e[Jos' Refutation' through Dionysius' cri tici:-::m 

of it in his book 'On thG i' I':J'.11 i ''es' 0nd hJ8 only hav::.:: extracts of that 

fr o·n [us o ::ii us , :; : o st o ;-=- w hi cf~ re 1 ate .i n any case to 0 ion y s i us ' discussion 

of the Ruthorship of the Book of Revelation, it is hard to see how 

Feltoe's view of N~pos' thinking can be derived from anything other 

than this preconception. Our previous discussion, hmt1eve r, if it 

has proceedeci by sound principles, has recognized various kinds of 

1. St. Oionysius of [\lexandria. Soc1t.+'f fov P"r0 -oi-1nt> C~-r1s+1a"' ~o...,l-e~f)"1. 
L,,Y\J,,t\.. MA(.~1lla'\ C.o.

1
fvc...v 'rwl\.. l<lt8'. f.2.'i. 



emphasis in the int£:] rp retn ti on of thr_; mi llonnium, and uJ8 ha v': s8en 

that such 0 thinkor as i~r~thodius of Olympus tt.12s most anxious to retain 

millenarianisn, while rejectinJ any view of it which would in his 

judgi:~2nt debase the concoption. 

It is doubtless truo that Drigen would 'allegorize' the relevant 
t1-.,rl; 

passage in tho Book of Revelation, if wg mean by thatnhe ignored the 

limited character of the millennium and viewed the passage in a broad 

tuay as symbolising the continuity of our experiences in the future world 

through the resurrection body with our present life. There is no 

evidence, however that he thought this passage unne2ningful for the 

real nature of future reality. The question then emerges however, 

whether it is likely that Nepos of Arsenoe would criticize Origen 

in the way that Feltoe implies. [el toe~ uJorks with tt.10 possibilities 

only: either one can adopt a "grossly materialistic view" of the 

future 1 if e in term s of a m i 11 en n i um , or one rn us t re j e ct com pl et el y 

all millenarianism. If this is a simplification which is unjustified, 

as tt1e believe it is, then it becomes highly doubtful tt.1hether the 

respective views of Nepos, Origen and Oionysius are adquately 

portrayed for us by Feltoe. 

It is noteworthy that Dionysius speaks in a balunced fashion in 

his book, 'On the Promises', concerning the Revelation of John. He 

mentions the vieu1 that the real 2uthor of the 'Revelation' was 

Cerinthus, the heretic and early Gnostic. The reference here may 

be to the view of Gaius of Ro~e, or just possibly to the Alogi in the 

East, for both Gaius' school and the Alogi were strongly opposed 

to millenarian views. Dionysius says:-
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"Fnr thr::iy S8~/ it is nnt .lohn' s, na nor yet '='! 'Revelation', bec:usc: 
of th8 herivy thick veil of obscurity t:1hich covers it; and not only 
is the nuthor of this book not one of the A~ostlAs but h~ is Pven 
not one of thP s~ints nor ~ churchm2n 2t ~11; it i~ Gven Cerinthus, 
th8 founder of ths hP.!'r>sy t.h-:;t t1ms c2U_ 0 rl C~'.!'.':i.nth:L~rn frc:m him, 
enrl he desirRd tr c-:ttr:i.bute his min comrosition tfl 8 n~me t:h~t 

w1uJd carry tt!eight. For the substance of his teaching 1.t1as 
this, that Christ's Kingdom wiJJ_ b2 on earth, ~nrl hR rlreams that 
it will be concern8d with things after which he himself, being 
fond of bodily pleasures and VAry sensual, hankered such ~s 

thR satisfying of his belly :Jnd lou1er lusts, th~t iG eatin(l ~rnrl 

cir ink i nQ ::i nrJ marrying :=ind such me 2ns 2s h8 thouri ht t110u lci provide 
him more rlecorously with these pleasures, feasts anrl sacrifices 
and thR sl~ying of victims. I should not mysRlf venture to 
reject the book, seeinq that many brethren hGld it in high 
esteem, but, reckoning the decision about it to be beyond 
my powers of mind, I consid8r the interpretin~ of its various 
contents to bB recnndite and mr=itter for much tironder. For 
without fully understanding, I y~t surrnisR that some deRper 
meaning undRrliPs thP tuorrls, not mensurinrJ ;ind juclginq them 
by calculations of my otrm; but giving preference to fai.th, 
I have cnme to the conclusion that they are too high for mP 

.to comprehend, end so I do not rejRct what I have not taken 
in, but can only wonder 8t these visions 111hi ch I have not 
even seen (much less understood)". 

It is interesting that Oionysius do~s not r8ply to Nepos ~y aligning 

himself with an allegorical interpretation, whether of Drigen's or 

anyone else. He contents himself 111ith confessing that he does not 

understand the visions of Revelation. Some may think thRt he hgs his 

tongue in his cheek as he says th2t he rloPs not reject the book, but 

thRre seems no doubt that Oionysius does wis~ to dissociate himself 

1 
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from the imaginings of the persons mentioned. In ~nother passaue 

for GXt=l:nple, ho makes it clear th0t he does think that someone 

called John wrote thr-: 'Revelation', thot is, not Cerinthus, and th-t 

this John tuas "holy and ins[Jired 11
• 
1 

The important thing in nll of this is its siQnificence in 

reference to tl"'B viet•JS of OriJen. Feltoe judges thnt DriQBn must 

h;.;ve rejected miUonar.i:rnism by resorting to qllegori;.'il. 

a~ 
an unders~able virn;J t!rhen t•J8 consider hrn:1 givcm Or.iq8n 1,1...,.s to this 

mode of inter:;reting Scripture. hetd tt1ri tten in 

op:-iosi ti on to 'allegori~ts' in defence of r'.lillenCJrianism, it seemed 

logical to align Dionysius t:Ji th Ori gen. Cert~in conclusions of tho 

2bovo discussion :nus t n01r1 he set d0t1m, in so far as th2y h~vr~ a 

bear.in!] rm tf-:is outlook S8t forth : ~/ Fe.ltoe. First, thG 1.:!hole 

ass un rt ion that r,J fJ ~-:i o s h 0 d be rrn c r "!.ti c is in g re ;Jud ioJ tin n o f mi 11 en -

CJ r i .3 n i s:.i b ';.' 0 rig en by m -~ ri s of an a 1_ l Pg or i :d. n g ex e g e ~~is o f F1 cm G la t .ion 

2 rJ : 13 i s no t p roved • f·; e ;i o ~ m :::: y h :-w a ,,._, ::- i t t e n 2 go in '.') t 0 r i CJ s n , ·Ji th 

reference to the latter's 2lleQoris1n J :-::ut there is no evidence th3t 

he advocated, in op:iosition to Origon, a 'sensual' vie111 of the 

millennium. A sacond major conclusion on this subject is that the 

available evidence tells us very little of tuhat f.Jepos of ;'\rsenoe 

really thought or what it was in him that Dionysius was opposing. 

The third ":'!nd most b1port:~rnt conclusion is that any picture of 

Origon \Jhich e~1erges out of fgl too' s reconst:::-uction of Dior.ysius 

35 championing Origen's views in opposition to Nepos is extremely 

questionable. We cannot deduce from the evidence, presented' 

by Dionysius of Alexandria's work, 'On the PrGmises', that Origen 

violently rejected millenaria~ism. In fact, though Dionysius is 

1. Quoted by C.L. Feltoe, op.cit., pp.86-87. 



an important and respectable thoologic~l figure in his own right, ha 

does not re~lly advance our understanding of Origen's eschatology. 

Origen's Eschatology: Review and Assessment. 

We must now draw to a close our investigation of Origen's 

eschatology. The more Biblical and traditional features of Drigen's 

thinking in this field seem to require greater ernrhasis than is 

frequ8ntly given. It is significant that even Jean Dani~lou, in 

his classic work on Drigen,
1 

makes no mention in his chapter on 

Eschatology of Drigen's acceptance of belief in the Parousia of 

Christ, as he has done elsewhere. Perhaps this is assumed, but it 

is not stated. What receives pride of place is Origen's pre-

occupGtion with God's mercy, which works on a pedagogical principle, 

and man's freet11ill. Granted that:, this is an .important aspect of 

Or.igen's th.inking which cannot be .ignored, surely Drigen's adherence 

to belief in a Second Advent and to a resurrection of the body are 

equally significant. It also seems curious that Dani~lou can say 

that "in eschatology, as in 'archaeology', there was not much 

tradi t.ional teaching to set Or.igen his lirn .its. 112 uJe a re told that 

th.is explains his feeling more free in th.is area to give expression 

to his own philosophical views. Doubtless, it is true that there 

is an unimaginable and .inexplicable element about God's future 

purposes for nF'n, t•Jhen the r:1ost conservative view of eschatology 

has been set out on Bib' Lical lines. Nevertheless, the Scriptures 
._/ 

and the Early Church had a great deal to say about esch2tology, 

and the remarkable thing is, if our survey has soundly interpreted, 

that Origen Rccepted so much of this Biblical and traditional p.ict~re, 

even down to such details as belief in an intensification of evil prior 

1. Origen . (r-,.M~. +~~ +k.<.. r--re11.c.J...., O-v1 ~~ "~.) D.,.,.,+""' 

2. QQ_~c.it., p.288. 
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to the end of the age, bolief in th8 roign of Antichrist, and th8 

reconversion of the Jewish people. 

I 
Oanielou su:i1 s up uJh2 t he sees as turong in Ori gen' s oscha toloQY 

among the points which tt1ere rojGcted by ldter Tr~~dition:-

"The fJOint thot cippoars qur-rntion0ble in the pres:;nt instance 
is thG f)hilosonhic:c;l nrincirlr. th::t ~Vil :nu st 8\/entuc-:1 J. y di8pprJ.3 J' 

altogether. If that is thR case, univers8l salv~tion hecomos a 
matter nf riurRly physicell nG· essity, :rnrl th8 longer duration nf 
the process in no w1y diminishes tl-i2 n8cessi ty. Out tlv1t rn2kes 
nonsense of the traf)ic p::-irt of :nan's lot, thr; terrible pmmr he 
has, through freewill, of refusing his God. For th2t matter, 
Origen hims8lf sa1.r thr; dif'':Lculty; cs he thouJht so hiQhly of 
liberty, h2 could harrlly fail to. He admittRd thnt a cre~turo 

1.:1i th fror;1dil 1 could aL10 ys re fuso t.o give i Urn 1 f to God. Rut 
tho inference he drow from that fact w2s th~t it w8s possible 
for ~uch cra~tures to go on falling and rising and fcllinQ 
ogain for 8V8r. .i~nd that is contrary to onoth2r elemCTnt in 
Chr i'.~ tisn dogr:i a, viz. the~ ~loctrine that the choice r:iad2 in t >.i.s 
life is decisive in ch~racter. The W8Qk point in Origsn's 
theory is thu~ his iden that thore is moro than one existenco. 
1~ spirit t:Jill go through :n;:rny incarnJ tiuns and in nano of its 
existences will it reme::iber anything of t-.h::~ previous ories. This 
comes from the Platonist theory of metempsychosis, uJhich set its 
mark indelibly on 0:!.'igen's argments and distorted them. The 
final point on which his views are at voriance with Tradition 
is the idea that the soul will rRturn to the purely spiritual 
state it was in before it came down into the body. This point 
in particul~r was condemned by the Fifth Goneral Council in its ,. 
first canon under the name of '~rroK..r7.7"d-.O' .. TcJ...rr1s. 'If anyone teaches 
the mythical doctrine of the pre-e>(istence of the soul and the 
'<1..rrok.ot.r~,,.tJ"To-.cns that follows from it, let him be anathema. 11 1 

With reference to these comments made by Dani£lou, it must be said that, 

if our treatment of Origen has been sound, Dani~lou's last point 

calls for some modification. He speaks of the traditional under-

standing of Origen that the soul had a purely spiritual existence 

prior to its being clothed with flesh in this earthly existence and 

that it will return to this. If it is true that Origen characterist-

ically thinks only of the Trinity as wholly non-corporeal, then even 

though Origen may have been influenced by Plato in believing that 

all souls have existed from all eternity, he does not think of them 

as existing in a "purely spiritual state", nor does he think of them 
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as returning to such a state. Doubtless there was much that uias 

dangerous in Origen's view that God's eternity as Creator demands our 

sternal existence, but it would seem that Origen did think more 

realisticr:illy about the whole person, body and soul, than is sometimes 

allowed. It is also true, of course, that, as Oani~lou points out, 

what the Church rejected in Origen's theory was not the doctrine of 

) / 

-:J.J/01<.J.T<J...<FT<AO-fS itself, but his Platonist distortion of it. The 

element of Platonism remains, even if Origen modified it by not 

believing in a purely spiritual existence prior to this life. It is. 

hard to find Biblic2l justification for any vieuJ of pre-existence for 

human beings, bther than in the sense that we hav8 been prede~tined 

each one by God to co.~e into existence at a particular time. 

Drigen's citing of John the Baptist's leaping in his mother's womb at 

the approach of his Lord is not really satisfHctory proof that he 

remembered Christ from his pre-existence. Rather doGs it bes~eak 

the Biblical sense that even that which is not fully conscious can 

be called into consciousness by the Creator Lord. For one destined 

to the high privilege of heralding Christ such a divine gift of 

recognition was singularly appropriate. It is interesting that this 

/ 
is the only use Origen makes of the Platonic concept of Q(.Yd-.ftVYJ<5'S 

or recollection, a fc-"lct which reminds us th2t Ori gen 1 s philosophic:Jl 

environrTient t·J"-'!S the eclectic '.'lirldle Pl;itonism of the riid-3rd century 

A.O., w~ich emphasized certain features of Pl'.'.!tonisril at the expense 

of others ond combined PL~tonisiil ui th fezci tu res from other philosoohical 

sys terns. 

It does seem clear th2t Drigen's sp2cul~tions cannot just 

be set aside. They represent one nspect of his thinking, Pnd one 

1·1hich does not fit in rnadily with Biblic;:l concepts, although it is 

doubtful tiihether he 1t10uld have recognized that f2ct. Fro:n 2 Biblical 



seP.r.1 relc;ted 1:0 hi~ ·1!~i:r;:.1pt to t.?~<plain the ;:ires2ncG of 'JVi.1 in the 

t11orlrl. Clri~F~n juc!gw-; t!•=:!t j n 2. r-ir'.:-t--;:;i;:or2l Fall ;::i 1:1rrmg qxerc.:i.se 

His concept th:-:t 

incarcerat:i.on in fl1Jsh tiJas for so118 of those br:ings G'Jd' s jurlr;:m2nt 

on sin ~nd at thR s~~e time a disciplinary r~rnGrly probohly cw~s more 

to Pls tonic, or at lPast !fallenic, o t ti tudos to tr-12 body than Oricien 
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t1.1as himself a111are. /H the samr-: time, as we h::l\18 s:3r:n, Or.ig8n 1 s a:ifJarent 

dilution of the Biblical ap~ro~ch to the body hQs to be viewed over 

ogainst the fact that he appears to understand that some form of 

corporeality is a:iprorriate to all beings apart from the divine Trinity 

and also by his undersbnding of the form of beinQ u.1hich is to be 

ours in future ages as being congruous with that possessed by the 

Risen Christ. Again, OriJen's views regarding the ultimate 

conversion of all spirits, including thot of the Devil himself, reflect 

Drigen's concern with the pro~~m of evil and his desire to sae it 

ultimately overcome and eliminated rather than simply suppressed. 

We may summ;Jrize u1ith reference to Ori gen' s esch<Jtology in the 

following way. Origen is much more traditional in eschatology than 

is sometimes allowed. He takes seriously belief in the Second Advent, 

resurr::ction of the dead, and consum1Ftion of the age. He accepts 

belief in an intensification of evil prior to the End of the age and 

appP.srs to look for a restoration of Israel in the End time. Less 

traditional is his attitude to the concept of 3 millennial reign of 

Christ on earth. It may be that Origen saw mor2 clearly in this 

regard than some who wrote before his time, but his attitude does 

represent a change from that found in the thought of other writerq 

studied to this point, although there seems to be some congruity 
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betlueen his thou9ht on this matter and the 0tti tude of Clement of 

Alexandria. Over against this uJe ha \JB to set the presence of 

certain speculations which represent a less Biblic0l and traditional 

outlook, viz. belief in the ul tim<:!te restoration of all spirits 

(though there rnay be other 'falls' in future ages), belief in a pre-

temporal Fall as the occasion for the kind of em bodied existence 

that we know in this present age, and the accom rwny ing belief in the 

previous existence of all human spirits. These are important for 

our present investigation in so far as they carry implicotions 

regarding the nature of the age. 

The presence of two elements in Origen's thinking, a more Biblic~l-

traditional line, on the one hand, and a speculative-Hellenic way of 

viewing things, on the other, makes it difficult to assess Origen's 

eschatology. In attempting to do so, it seems important to endeavour 

to see Origen's total outlook in the unity which it doubtless seemed 

to possess to his own rnind. Whether we agree th2t certain elements 

c?.n properly be harmonised is not the question. luhat· we are attempt-

ing to assess is Origen's eschatology as he saw it in the light of 

all the various aspects of his thinking. 

It must be stressed in the first place that Origen's theology is 

definitely futuristic. The evidence concerning his belief in the 

Second Advent and the resurrection of the body makes this quite clear. 

It r~1ay be th.:it there is a he2vy str:JSS u:ion the changed character 

of the material universe and of the resurr2ction body at Christ's 

Ap[le2ring. !1levertheless, it is evident that Drigen doe.s anticipate 

3ane great Event in future .!.. • 1..im e, even if that Event ends time as we 

knOl!J it• Molland's treat~cnt of the Eternal Gospel, as over agoinst 

the Temporal Gospel, while qu~stionable, as we have sug~Gstp·'., in 

certain aspects, doos show just how important the future age and all 
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connectRcl t1d.th it. i.s in Ori')en's Ryes. If ther8 is 2ny rerluct~on frmi 

the Pr irn i ti VR Ch r.i--: tin n 1i1ay of l noki nri n t thin~s it is in connection 

u.rith the nAture of the rr:i.i.serl body or the conditions of the ne1:1 age, 

not in rF.!lstinn to -:hR fact th;:rt th2 pr8s:-:;nt ago is rlur; to Qivr::: t:my 

It rn ri. y h n s u g QR st.,~ d , of co u :r:-s fJ , th:- t 

trnrlitionnl, but th~t ho doas not himsolf s8riously balieve in such 

an avant as the Second ~rlvcnt or the rosL1rrection in ~ny literal 

fashion. Thore seems, howover, to be no rG~l evidanc8 for such a 

Vit:H:J. This is rethor a rnodern outlor1k, 2,wJ it t·muld s28:;1 that 

interpreters .::uc so::i2times pr.one tc r2aci this b0ck intci such uriting::> 

2s thos-- of Crigen. It may be 8dmittsd th~t Crigon has D stature 

and indeparidoncc as c:i thinker uhich eludos th8 cc:irlier thinkers 

whoso tiJorks t.t1e have studied (1:1ith ths ~Jos~~ible r~;<cc:rJtion of Clo:nent 

of lUoxandria). This rncans that it is more difficult to be surG 

concerning his meaning at particular points in his teaching. Yet 

the evidence, as surveyed in the preceding pages, suggests strongly 

that Origen deeply respected the Gospel as traditionally handed 

down,even although certain specualations introduced an element into 

his teaching which made for ambiguity. Thus, Origen should be seen 

as accepting meaningfully all that he says he accepts, viz., Second 

!'1dvent, future resurrection, intensification of evil prior to the 

end of the age, and so on. 

This means th2t Origen's futuris~ represents a further proof 

that the Early Church was not dismayed by the delay in the Second 

,t~dvent. There is no suggestion of concern on Origen's part concerning 

the passing of time since Christ's death, resurrection, and ascensiono 

It is interesting, however, that the passage cited from the Eleventh 

Hon il y on 1 J o sh u a 1 ( above , page b5 5 ) thinks in term s of the staying 



of the sun by Joshua as significant of the prolonging of the Gospel 

aae. It is also interesting to note precisely why Origen say~th~t 

ths end is delayGd: it is so that the Father's promise ma~be 

fulfilled, that the Church may be built up from 011 n::tions "2 1:q:Je 

~ gentium plenitudo, ut tune demum omnis J.~Iohel salvetur." Thus, 

Drigen shows that his answer to the questi '.n why the end is delayed 

is fully in line with th8 general answer of Eary Christi~nity, one 

·we have already found in Justin Martyr and in Irenaeus: it is so 

that the Gentiles may be gathored in ,this being a predestined period 

in God's plan which culminates in the conversion of the Jetuish people. 

The allusion to Rom. I I. 25 seems to make clear tuh,':Jt Origf:rn meRns by 

the saying of 'all Israel'. 

Again, the reference to the intensification of evil prior to 

the end of the age and the probable i~plication of belief in Anti

christ's rRign show that for Origen too it would be unthinkable 

that Christ should come in glory before the foretold series of events 

had been completed. Here again, we see evidence in Origen's think-

ing of the view that the world was presently in the midst of a 

series of events which had been initi2ted, in the language of Origen, 

by the Temporal Gospel and would be consummated by the Eternal Gospel. 

Positively, the ingathering of the Gentile nations was proceeding 

according to plan, ~nd n2gativGly the f2ct that the final period of 

1~ickedness had clearly not yBt dawned showed where the Church and 

the world stocd in the divine ordering of history. 

It is true that the passages cited may seem to be only few 

a:nong the many more specul2tive suggestions of Ori gen. It is 

doubtful tJJhother this impression is re"3l l y justified. It emerges 

largely from the way in which scholarship has focused its attention 

on the De Principiis and the Contra Celsum. It is in Drigen's 



BXfHJFd:ic::il r:nrl !1nmilrd"::Lc~l 111ork th:: t the nvidonce is to be c-JiscoverGd 

for th P. o th P r ~n or r: Fl i h J i c ~~ l ;-~ s n D ct n f h j_ ~ th nu '~!ht , 11J h 5. ch has 

frnrp12ntly h8rrn FJlrnost n1Jerlooked. In any Rvent. thore is no reason 

to doubt the scrinusnP-ss t,Jith \·Jhich Oriryrn S[Jn2ks, 2s in thG [Ja~;~rnge 

mentioned ::ihove, conce rr1 i nCJ the S8r:ond ,'\dvent nnr.J the re:~ sons for its 

Origen br:tr·_;ys no sGnse of concr~rn 111!12tsoo\/er in refJrJI'rl to 

thi:. rlelay. 

IJJh~;t evidenc!J doe~. OriJBfl :irovirle concerning ::rn G::1;;hils:i.s on 

'rR2lized' aspoct~ of eschAtology? Orig2n, like Clement, doss not 

in f~ct hove very much to say in t~is re9ard. 

becousr:> .he h2s loss tn s2y concr,rning the ~acrc=::11nnts of Saptism .:rnd 

Eucharist t:1nn th2 other uri tors 1dhose uorks tun have studied. This 

·:1ay connect up trii th tuha. t tiias said at the boginning of our study of 
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Ori gen, when 1ue notod (above, page b44) that Origen thinks of sacrarnsnts 

as tern porary helps, which 1t1ill l::.;ter bo set aside. ~Je sat11 tho t t~is 

W8S connected with a theory of 'levels' which related to the Incarn~tion 

nnd Christ's post-Resurrection glory, to the 'carnal', '~sychic' and 

pneum:Jtic' levels of Scriptural meaning, and to differing levels in 

the Christian life. It is in fact in connection uii th the highest level 

in each case that Origen comes closest to a 'realized eschatolOCJY'• 

Thus, it is the Christian Gnostic who now anticipates the glories of 

the age that is to co~e. Here Origen's thought seems to be in agree-

m~nt with Clement. This element is perhaps less emphasized than in 

Cle~ent's writings, but it is ev2ryt0here assumed~ 

LJe conclude that Origen is at one tdi th the thinkers considered 

to date in his loyalty to a view of eschatology which i- best 

described by the word, 'inaugurated'. The presence of certain 

speculations undoubtGdly constitutes a major proble~ in Origen's 

thought, but it is not clear that in his own understanding there was 



any atte1npt to undP.r:nine uJht:lt 11;os ovr:ry1.uhore assumed in his t:Jritings, 

nnrnely, thB Christian Hops in its broad traditional understandin~. 

Thus, Drigen might speculate concerning a pretemporal Fall in a way 

which suggest8rl that tho body is inferior to spirit, a thought which 

could lead to the suggestion that in the ago to come it would be set 

aside. Again, he might think in tor.-r1s or 'innumerable ages' 1t1hich lie 

ahead in such a way as to lose come thing of the force 11Ji th tirhich 

the New Testament and the Primitive Church thought in terms of 'this 

age' and 'that which is to come'. Nevertheless, Origen displays a 

genuine futurism accompanied by certain elements which show that 

ultimately his eschatology is 'inaugurated' in character, viz. his 

understanding of the life of the Christian Gnostic, his appreciation 

of the present mission to the Gentiles as set uii thin a divine pre

determined framework of history, and his conviction that there tua~ 

to be an intensification of evil prior to the end--an intensification 

which Origen does not seem to think of as having yet commenced. By 

his genuine futurism, and by his lack of concern regarding the 

passing of time since the Second Advent Origen provides further 

evidence for the judgment that the actual passage of time did not 

produce within the Early Church any diminution of emph3sis upon 

futurism or any process of 'de-eschatologising' of theology. 

ESCf-L"'.TOLOGY HJ THE ALEXAfJDR r,~;~ F/HHERS: FiiJAL ASSESS~1ENT. 

In closing, 1.;1e summ:~rize our finding 1t1ith reference to the 

Alexandrian Fathers ClBnent and Orig2n. First, uJB must say that, 

where eschatology is concerned, Clement of Alexandria stands n1ore 

firmly 1t1i thin the pr ~miti ve Christian tradition, in that he does not 

indulJe in the speculative conceptions found in Origen. Second, it 

should be said that both take much ~ore seriously that tradition 

than is sometimes r8cognized. In particular, we have found cause 



to deny thnt Clr;riicnt ~md Oril]8n 'sp:i.ritu;:J.izP.d 1 the ~~rn··!t the!:r;f; of 

p,r,ch'tOlOQY· ThirrJ, it sry~:ns tl-v;t. both Clr.nn~n1.: ~~nci Ori~y?n h0li;Jvnd 

in th~ Parousi::r of Chri~>t ;-rnrl in i:hn flwurrr:ction nf th~ dnad. They 

th::i t they both desired to s trR8~~ thr: rJl ori fior~ conrli ti cm of thG 

resurroction hody. r-is .lnsistonco .is !~to;d: not::!/Jl:· in Ori.gen. 

is ts • llJ 8 s n uJ re o .s on to cl zm y th i s ~:,i ho r G IJJ e h c.1 v e C 1 r:r11 ::rn t in 'l ind • 

C l n:n P :it s c~ o:n s t o h = \J 2 thou !J h t o f a p u :r g a t o r i 2 l ;J r o c 8 s s :::: s c en :rw n c i n g 

in bcli8Ve rs 3 t do-, th 2nd as rD::iching cc:n plstion ~ t the ra rousi0. 

Cri son takes se ri ousl y the themes of r~ 2cond q civr:?nt ~rnd :ie :::;u rr2 cti on, 

but his st res 2 f 211 s on this as the cons um ;-n · t i c n of th c c re :1 ti on • 

He a0pe2rs to bGliove in the 'ultimate rest6ration 1 of all freG 

spirits to God in roconci.1.i;-;tion, but h8 c2n~·1ot be cert'.1in of this 
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on account of problems arising from the freewill which attachgs to 

genuinely spiritual beinCJs. Judg:nent is a recili t y, but ho ch~: racte r

i st i c: "11 y thinks of this as a process going on a 11 tho t im e , liJ it hi n 

the divine Providence, both in the lives of individuals and of nations, 

to say nothing of principalities and powers. Another significant 

cm1·non feo1-.ure in Cle:nent and Drigen is their adherence to a 

traditional portrayal of history leading up to the Parousia of 

Christ-int ens i f i c ::i ti on of G vi 1 prior to the end of the age , gr Olding 

apostasy in the Church itself, the emergence of Antichrist, and the 

conversion of the Jewish people. A major feature of diffGrence 

between the two thinkers emerges from Origen's whole conception of 

a pretemporal Fall, undue stress on freewill .and failure to see the 

solidarity of believers u1ith Christ as guaranteeing tr~eir final 



stability in oternity. Clr-.mrnnt, indeed, 0lso h.iys stress oh human 

freewill to a Qreator extent than do Ir8naeus and Justin Martyr, but 

he ha~~ no doubts about tho ultimate sbbili ty of God's people. 

f\ common f8ature, 1_;1hich should not be ignored, is found in 

their attitude towards Gnosticism of the Christian variety. They 

see this as a kind of :mticip ·ition of the bles~edness of the future 

world. It is here especially that a'realized eschatology' is to be 

found, both in Clement and Origen. While both thinkers see a sense 

in which all believers anticipate that aqe, it is supremely among 

Christian Gnostics that this is so, and their characteristic 

emphasis on freewill is connected with their distinction between 

ordinary believers and the Christian Gnostics--any one can choose 

to see perfection. 

The note which impresses one most in both thinkers, and which 

they share, is a stress on continuity between the future life and 

this present one, combined 111i th 3n emrhasis upon the glad. fied 

conditions of that future age. A stress on this element of change 

makes both Clement and Drigen wary of millenarian views, though 

in Origen' s case 1·1e have seen that his extrem8 views regarding 

freewill make it almost impossible for him to Elccept millenarianism 

in the strict sense of the term. Many scholars would not consider 

th~t Clement and Drigen do sufficiently str~ss the note of 

continuity beh1een U1is age 3nc! th.Jt L:Jhich is to come. Some have 

seen in Origen's methods of Scriptural interpretation the key to his 

uiholo theology and have argued th3t, just as he sometimes leaves 

the historical meaning of a passage, its literal sense, compl8tely 

behind, so he t'-dnks ultirnntely of the passi:-,g beyond the things of 

time and flesh. It may be questioned wh2ther this adequately 

rerresents Origen's thouCJht. Doubtless, there is significance for 



his whole theology in his views of Scriptur8-which constitutes a 

suh.)Bct in itself-but 1.t1P. must not 1;vr:nc:;mrh2siz9 hi~-; occa~icnal 

com o lot 8 dis r :: Jard f o r the 1- 5. tor a l or hist n r .i. c: ~ 1 ~ e :~ n in g of a ;i ass a ~::? • 

r:-1 i s i .'3 t he ex c R p t i:~ n r a the r th?.. n th ~ r u 1 e , ~ n d c o r r 8 s fl n n d s fJ8 r h 2 p s 

to the t.r2y in 1.i1hich thn bor:iy of th2 re~:~.urrrction \JJill not re~uire 

or92ns connectod tui th L'eproduction. Both Clo~r=nt and Od.grm in f0ct 

m:;ke ~1uch of thP- 2J8<1 th::it ;3re tn crnrn, <lnd thi-1ir 1·1hnl·~ thr:wlo2y is 

essenti2lly fon1;ud-JookinJ. Uhils ~~o·'rn r1r-!y think thGt th~~y roint 

to thA future at the 8Xpensa of thG p~st--Qlorific~tion in ~l~ce of 

hu:n i J.i ti on, the Christ Uho is di vine ro th~ r tl ~rn th2 !Jn:=~ Uho is man--

ti,i~ cioos not seG:n sound interpr13t2tion. 

st :ress th8 g1 ori f i c.c; ti on of tl-:i s l!ror ld, of '1h3 t rrn a ins gr-Jr:uinely 

hu:n an ,-,nd Ga rthl y, c:nci the Christ \JJho com 8S to reign is none other 

th2n the One Whn suffs rw! undor ~Jontius Pilate. The Incarnution, thG 

Cross, <:ind even the Descent into Hndes, the Resurrection ~nd the 

Ascension--all these constitute the b2sis for faith. For both of 

them the achieve~ent of the historica 1 Jesus, 8S Gori ~nd ~s man, 

is the effective basis of the hop9 for the future. 

The most important finding with reference to both Fathers is 

that they exhibit a genuine futurism. Neither gives evidence of 

being concerned about the rlelay in the Second Advent, w~ rlid note 

th:Jt CJ.c'.llcnt t·ias parhc.ps less c!ware of the sense that history t11as 

thrusf·ing fort~1ard in •Jyna11ic fashion to1.::ards its consurnm:~tion. 

This seems to hove be:~n connected u1i th his er.iphasis upon the 

individual. It is interesting in this regard that, while Origen 

is less troditional in his eschatology in that he introduces certain 

speculative concepts which tuere to be a constant source of trouble 

in his theology as a whole, yet we find also in him a rather greater 

realisation than in Clement that the Temporal Gospel is due to give 
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way to tho Eternal. These, how8ver, are only rgl~tive judgmentso 

In broad outline, Clement and Origen st~nd togRther, therefore, 

in their t11i tnef,s to an outlook which, as 11.1e have seon 8arlier, 

characterized the Apostolic FathBrs, the Apologists, and Irenaeus. 

Neither rrovides evidence for n process of 'de-eschatologizing.' 

71~9. 



CHAPTER VII: HIPPOLYTUS OF ROME. 
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The h.Jr.i.tin__92 of Hiprolytus of Rome: Cri_tic;~l Rcvie111, A.lli.r-?rl MAttr~rs. 

ThP mn_iori.t.y cif th!=! nuot.::t5-ons from Hipriolyt1.1s' t110rks found in tho, 

fnllottJinri p,ggps ~rP, rlPriverl eithRr from his fJe_ f:~rhto 2t l\.ntichristo or 

from his Commentar~· on DaniGl. Certain other references, however, Are t2kcn 

from his 'Ref11t~tion of All Hgresies', anrl his 'f.\rrnstolic Tr.:::iriit.ion', 

to']Rther l!d. th cer.-t~in fr'.!gments of his u!orks. 

So f~r 38 thR n8 Christo Rt Antichristo is .concerner:i, the b"?xt IJmrloyed 

h ;=is h L~ 8 n th :it found i n the c r it i c-: J e rl i ti on of th R Gd. sch j s ch P n r hr is t-

lichen Schriftsteller series. The series, inr:iAerf, openRd 1.L1ith the prorluc-

tion of Hippn.lyt:u~' t·mr.-ks 5n 1897, h'"'.inri publ.i.shPc-l I-iv J.r.. Hi.nri.chs'sche 

Ruchhanrflung ~t Leiozi~. This voJ.ume I.Lias thP. timrk of G. ~hthaniel 8onwRtsch 

and Hans Achelis, C1nrl dRalt 11Jith the Comment:=iry on Daniel, 2nrl thP Trc:>?itise 

on Christ 2nrf f\,ntichrist, ton.ether uJi th fra!Jments of H5.priolytus' t•Jorks. 

The text emrloyerl with r 0 fer~nce to the CommPnt~ry on o~niel hAS hBen 

/ 

th~t of thR Sources ChrRtiennes series. This is numher 14 in tho series. 

An introduction for this volume wus writtPn by de Gust'-'lve B::irdy, but the 

actual editing of the text, together with the translation into French, is 

thP. IJJOrk 0 f ~aurice Lef~vre. This volurnp, uias rubUshP.ci in 1947. This 

editing of the text has been preferred to the earlier important work of 

Bonwetsch <rnd Achelis bec2use it is more rp,cent end is 2blP to tal<A into 

account Qreater knowledge concerning the tRxt of the Commentary on Daniel, 

n ot1J a \J ~ i lab lg to s ch o 1 :1 rs hip • 

-liJher8 the 'Refutation of 211 Heres5.es' (RP.fub'3tio omnium H:=JerP.sium) is 

C8ncer.-nerl, thn G.C.S. text published in 1961 has been used. This was number 

26 in that seriRs 2nd tiJas the tuork of Daul \Jlendl<=ind. 

The '.1'r10stolic Tr;:irlition' of Hippolytus is ;:i ti.Jork which ht:1s excited 

consirferqblR interest of recent years. The editions of B.S. Easton (Cambridge, 

1934) and G. nix (Londo~, 1937), especially the latter, have been in hand, 

thouCJh only one reference to t~-,is ll1ork by Hippolytus is actually made in 
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this chorter. T h i s 11m r k o f Hi r p o l y tu s , i mp or 1-. ;rn t 8 s i t i s , i s n n t s o 

relev~nt to the study of his nsch~tology. 

It only remnins to mmtion him other sources for quotations. The 

qunb1U on from the S choli::i on Daniel, found on p:::iqe 807, is rd. \Jen 

according to the text fo!Jnrl in Mi9n8 1 s edition of the PatroJo~ia Gr~8ca, 

Volume X, which r:lPnls u1ith the Roman Pontiffs EJnd others. It is found in 

column 684 of th:::i.t vnl11mR. 

from a fr0f'}ment of Hippolytus' Commentary on G8nesis, t11hich has berm 

preserved for us hy Jerome. The text is Qiven ns founrl in thP G.C.S. 

criticnl edition, volume I in that series. It is located in th~ second 

half of the volumP. on 'Exegetische und HomiletischB Schriften' which 

was prepared by Hans Achelis. The frRgment is given on p~oes 54-55 nf 

that half-volume, and th~ precise qtJotation mAde is found on p~ge 54, 

lines 5-6, and rage 55, lines 1-3. 

This chapter pl~ces cnnsirlerahle strGss on the irlRas of Hirpolytus 

in his definitely eschatolo9ical material found in the De Chri.st_g_ et 

Antichristo and the Commentary on Daniel. It is held th8t he reve~ls 

certain assumptions which were quite widesprearl but which are more fully 

set out in his writings thRn elsewher8 in the Early Church. This ho.irir'1 

so, it may be wise to note briefly the major facts regarding the sources 

for the text upon which the critical editions denend. 

ThR CommentRry nn 02niRl is the longest of Hippolytus' writings. 

Th'? ent i rP t.f~xt i ~ pres ei:-verl 5. n 2 S l ~woni c 11Prs5. on, but f11U ch of thg Grei:::k 

is ~lso rPcover~bl~ from fr~Qments. \llhen Mi gm~' s text was orep?red 

(1857) it wgs still not possible to set out the whole in a continuous 

f,gshion. Certain of the frRnmRnts of the Comment~ry on n~niPl recovered 

through Early Church FathFffS, t11ho quoted frorn the 1110rk h3VP provo.d in 

fact tn be true to the sense of Hippolytus' work but are nevertheless 

conflations of passages in tho CommPnt~~y. This work dates from c.204 
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us~ tor:iP.t.hf"'.'lr \:Ji.th othnr '!fT'it.inris on sectinns of the OJrl Find f'lr:il!.r TP.st:i-

mnnts, su r,h ::is one on t hP. ' 8 loss .i. ng of J;:-i cob' 11rhi ch is 8Xt, ?nt in r; rr:rnk, 

Arnienian, and Georgian. A simi l::ir. IJrork on 'The Blessing of Moses' 

is given in complete form only in Armgn.i.an Rnrl Georgian. It has not hnen 

felt necess.gry to ']Uot.e from thesA, although thPy het:r.;:iy thP ch~rgrt.nd.s-

tic position of Hirpolytus thnt Old Testament types 1derR to hP fulfillod 

in Christ ::ind His Church. They betrAy Hippolytus' strong snnsP thrt in 

Chri~t the Enci-timA hns now arrived. 

The De Christo F=!t Antichristo and the Philosoohoumeno (or, Refut'ltion 

of ~11 HeresiPs) ~rp extant in ~rePk in full. A 'P:::ischnl HomiJ.~'' nf 

Hippnlytus is mentioned in the 7th century 'PAschal ChroniclP'. \ 
PP.r8 C. 

MArtin claimed to have found it in 1926 2mong the srurinus homilies 

attributer1 to St. Chrysostom. This is rlis;.iutriblP,, but it is QPnPr!JlJ.y 

alJreed th1t this work hcis at le::ist a Hippolyte~n ha sis. It is 111ri tten in 

Greek and appears in its present form to he not e?.rlier th~n the fourth 

century. It is significant in that it fills out our pir.tu!'e of thc:l k.i.nr! 

of literature which is found in the Homily of Melito of s~rdis. 

Hippolytus places more emphasis on the resL1rrection of Christ nnd on 

Christ's Victory than ·cioes Melito. This aqain accorrls with a strRss 

on the fr:ict th2t Christ h2s inrrngurated the Erni-t.ime, fulfilling the 

type given in the Exodus. This work is not specifically de8lt with in 

the chapter which fnllows, since oth~:r. works ~rovirlg sufficient 

evidence concnrninri his g~ner;::il vie1:rpoint on es ch=?. to logy, futurist 2nd 

fuJ. fi 1Jer1. 
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HIPPOLYTUS OF ROME 

INTRODUCTION 

It is evident from the outset that in Hippolytus, we are 

confronted with a thinker who devoted certain of his writings in a 

direct manner to eschatological themes. One thinks especially of his 

'Treatise on Christ and Antichrist•, together with his Commentary on 

Daniel. However, his other writings carry implications for his under

standing of eschatology, which cannot be passed by. In this connection, 

we shall have occasion to note aspects of his 'Refutation of all 

heresies', and his book on 'The Apostolic Tradition'. At the same time, 

it is in his direct contributions to eschatology that Hippolytus 

concerns us most of all. 

In turning to such works as the 'Treatise on Christ and Antichrist' 

and the Commentary on Daniel, one is conscious of entering a world 

of thought, which has been largely overlooked or forgotten in the 

twentieth century, and which was more hidden in the extant works of 

other early Christian writers. Hippolytus was a disciple of Irenaeus 

of Lyons, and we know that in the latter's thinking eschatological 

themes had a place of considerable importance. Nevertheless, not even 

in Irenaeus do we have writings which so concentrate on eschatology 

and which so help us recover the mentality of at least a section of 

early Christian thinkers. Better still, we are faced with certain 

principles of the thinking of ordinary Christian people, as it would 

seem, which are here laid open to our gaze, and which we might hardly 

have suspected otherwise, or which, if we had, would not have been 

set forth in such coherent fashion. 

What comes across most strongly in Hippolytus, especially in his 

works dealing with eschatology, is his crass futurism. Hippolytus 

plainly believed in a most definitely historical fashion, not only 
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in the Parousia of Christ in glory but in a whole series of events 

stretching from the Incarnation to the final Parousia. These included 

the collapse of the fourth world empire of Daniel, Chapters 2 and 7, 

the appearance of Antichrist, the Great Tribulation of the saints. 

Coterminous with this whole period is the proclamation of the Gospel 

by the Christian Church. Hippolytus also seems to have seen history 

as continuing in some way beyond the Parousia during a millennial reign 

of Christ on earth, though he is far less .fulsome on this issue than 

is Irenaeus. What we find here is a whole theology of history and 

there is virtually no concession made to the tendency to 'spiritualize' 

eschatology or reduce it to symbols. This concern with the future, as 

it unfolds before us, is matched by the realization which comes out 

best in his non-eschatological works, that in Christ the End-time has 

already arrived. 'Realized eschatology' and 'futurist eschatology' 

are held in balance in Hippolytus' mind, but it is his extraordinarily 

clear and detailed futurism which catches our modern attention. 

Hippolytus gives important witness not only to the persistence 

of the Christian Hope of Christ's Return in the Early Church, understood 

as a definite event in history - at least in the sense that it will 

break into and cut off history at a particular point (which he conceived 

to be about 500 A.D. 1 ) - but also the pre-supposition that future 

history stretches out before the world in a predetermined fashion, 

that it has a pattern and meaning, and that the Parousia will be the 

climax of a whole series of events, foreshadowed by prophecy. While 

Hippolytus is normally careful not to run ahead of history, he is sure 

that such terms as Antichrist stand for an historical reality, which 

was still future in his day. A sentence in the De Christo~~.Antichristo 

1~ Danielem, IV. XXIII 



well sums up the characteristic perspective of Hippolytus on such 

matters :- II 
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History is for Hippolytus like a map that is gradually unrolled, 

and prophets are those who, by divine grace and gift, have been given 

glimpses of the future ahead of the time of fulfilment. Thus, 

Hippolytus' thinking about eschatology is imbedded in a whole theology 

of history, 

Some of Hippolytus' assumptions and conclusions have a most 

important bearing on the theme of this present thesis. It may be best 

to set these out concisely, first of all, and then to document them 

and comment on them in detail. First Hippolytus underlines for us the 

truth that the early Christians did not have what may be termed an 

'Any moment' expectation of the Parousia of Christ, since they held 

that certain other important events must first take place. This is 

quite definite and explicit in Hippolytus. To the extent that this was 

true of the Church as a whole, we must ask how, in the light of this, 

it is meaningful to talk of the Church's disappointment at the 'delay' 

in the Second Advent. Second Hippolytus most clearly sets these 

events that stretch between the two Advents of Christ in prophetical 

perspective. Daniel, in particular, and to a lesser extent, John, the 

writer of the 'Revelation', has detailed history before it reaches us. 

The visions of Daniel are of crucial importance for Hippolytus, 

especially those recorded in chapters 2 and 7. Isaiah, Jeremiah, Paul, 

1G.c.s. Hippolytus 1, p.34 11. 11-13 



and our Lord Himself fill out the picture given in advance by the 

prophet Daniel, who, of course, is viewed without question as a 

prophet living in Babylon in the Sixth century before Christ, Third, 

and in more detail, the empire of Rome is seen as the fourth world 

empire of the visions of Daniel, chaoters 2 and 7, which is taken to 

mean that the 'ten toes' of the image of Nebuchadnesaar's dream 

recorded in chapter 2, and the 'ten horns' of Daniel's own vision of 

various beasts in chapter 7, refer to a reality, still future in 

Hippolytus' own day. Both visions refer, under differing symbolism, 

to the same reality, though the 'little horn' of Daniel 7, which is 

taken to refer to Antichrist, is an additia·nal revelation in Daniel 7. 

The result of this is that, since the ten nations have not yet emerged 

from the Roman empire, and Antichrist can only appear after they have 

emerged on Rome's collapse, there is still time to run-before the 

SecondAavent. Fourth, in his Commentary on Daniel, though not in 

the Treatise on Christ and Antichrist, Hippolytus makes use of the 

concept of seven millennia as delineating the course of world history1• 

2 This we have already found in Irenaeus , and before him in the writer 

of the Epistle of Barnabas 3 among the Apostolic Fathers. Hippolytus 

reaches the conclusion that Christ will come in 500 A.O. However 

mistaken this kind of thinking may be, it helps to give the lie to 

the common judgment that eschatological visionaries were always men 

who expected unique divine intervention in their own day. Fifth, there 

are imbedded implicitly in his eschatological works certain important 

assumptions regarding history itself. Thus, the reign of an Antiochus 

1 
IV. XXIII 

2 Acl v t.'YS 11 S ~u...,est') / \/·XX \/Ill. 3 

3 'Xv\ "3-8. 
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Epiphanes is viewed as a foreshadowing, in the divine providence, 

of the final revelation of Antichrist. Connected with this is Hippolytus' 

interpretation of prophecy. If history itself is so arranged by God 

that past events point forward to others yet to come, prophecy may 

have a reference to some events in the near future and at the same time 

to others which are yet more remote. Thus, certain words of Isaiah 

refer both to Babylon that took Israel captive, and to Rome. Hippolytus 

cunningly seems to imply a parallel between Daniel's captivity in 

Babylon in Mesopotamia and John's in Patmos. It is in such situations, 

fittingly, that both receive revelations. Thus Hippolytus says : 

"" 
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It is appropriate, Hippolytus thinks, to take words uttered by Isaiah, 

as we would most naturally assume concerned literal Babylon, as having 

a further ·reference to Rome, the New Babylon. Whether we agree with 

Hippolytus or not, it seems important to realize that he is not simply 

misunderstanding Isaiah's reference. He assumes two meanings, which 

correspond to the divinely planned repetitiveness of history. 

In all these respects Hippolytus' thinking is most salutary and 

challenging. One further aspect of Hippolytus' eschatology may be 

mentioned. By implication he suggests an interesting approach to the 

meaning of the New Testament term, 'Son of Man', as applied to Jesus. 

His concern with the Church's location in time in his day during the 

period of Daniel's fourth world empire, when combined with his 

acceptance of Jesus as Son of Man, seems to suggest that in his view 

Jesus' use of the term would.be much more than the adoption of a useful 

Scriptural 'tag': rather Jesus would have implied that in Him, as Son 

of Man, prophetic history had fulfilled itself. This is important 

' G.c.s. Hipp. 1, p.23 11. 10-12 



not only for our understanding of the term 'Son of Man, but for the 

whole question of eschatological perspective. For, in Daniel's vision 

{Chapter 7) the 'one like unto a son of man' (v.13) appears after the 

emergence from the fourth beast, or world empire, of the ten horns, 

or kingdoms, and the effrontery of Antichrist. This at any rate is 

how Hippolytus should have seen it, since he expressly thinks of Rome 

as the fourth beast, which in his day had still to give place to the 

'ten horns', out of whom Antichrist would emerge. How, then, could 

Hippolytus reconcile with this interpretation the fact that the Son 

of Man came in fact during the period of the fourth beast's power, 

before the emergence of the 'ten horns'? The only reasonable answer 

seems to be that Hippolytus sees an additional truth revealed through 

Christ's First Advent. Just as Daniel has more revealed to him in the 

vision of the beasts (Dan. 7) than Nebuchadnezzar had in his vision of 

the great image (Dan. 2), so the appearing of Christ in the flesh, in 

advance of his coming in glory as described in Daniel 7, helps us 

better to understand God's purposes. From this standpoint the period 

between the two Advents is not just one in which the glory of the 

future Parousia is prolep~tically anticipated or even realized: it 

is a 'time batween the times' in the sense that the fifth world 

emp:ire of Daniel, chapters 2 and 7 has already come but not in such a 

way as completely to fulfil what is portrayed in these chapters. 

Hence,this particular prophetic background, which is always in the 
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mind of Hippolytus, suggests a peculiarly historical and prophetic 

perspective for the meaning of the term 'Son of Man' as found on the 

lips of Jesus, as recorded in the Synoptic Gospels. It also reinforces 

the tension of realized and futurist eschatology in our understanding 

of Hippolytus' e~chatology: when he combined the prophetic forevisions 



of Daniel with his faith in Jesus as Son of Man, he had to make room 

both for the presence of the Kingdom in Christ and its future unveiling. 

His outlook here may well reflect that of the Fourth Gospel, with its 

stress on the present reality of 'eternal life' combined with belief in 

future resurrection. It will be necessary for us to document all of this 

at greater length in due course, as we proceed to examine Hippolytus' 

eschatology. 

THE REIGN OF ANTICHRIST AS PRECEDING THE END 

We look firstly at the fact that Hippolytus expected the emergence 

of Antichrist before the Parousia of Christ. In practice, this point 

must be combined with the second, mentioned above, namely, that this is 

set in prophetical perspective. For in Hippolytus' thinking these two 

points are a unity. The details of the third point also emerges 

imperceptibly with the first two. What all this amounts to is that 

Hippolytus took most seriously the predictions of the prophecy of Daniel, 

as of certain other old Testament prophets, as also those uttered by Jesus, 

Paul and the writer of the Book of 'Revelation'. He did not think 

primarily in terms of symbol, but rather in terms of historical actuality. 

Thus, it is clear that for him, as for us, the fourth beast of Daniel 7, 

to take one example, is a symbol, appropriate to vision, but it is for 

him as much a symbol that corresponds to reality, as the term 'Father' 

represents for us a real truth about God. Utterly characteristic of 

Hippolytus' thinking is what he says in chapter II of the De Christo et 

Antichristo: II OU \ 
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This is bound up for Hippolytus with the judgment that it was the 

Word Himself Who communicated His revelations to the prophets in 

former times, He Who has now Himself become flesh. Hippolytus says, 

completing a long and involved but impressive metaphor, based on 

~r«.Jo/cVOI Ad/'1'f~1 Tc weaving : II (. 
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This is more than simply an impressive figure of speech. It lays 

bare for us the understanding of history, which Hippolytus everywhere 

assumes. The words of the prophets have to be fulfilled, because their 

historical predictions were part of the divinely ordained preparation 

for the Incarnation. Prophetic prediction and historical fulfilment 

belong together in the divine purpose and method. Closely connected 

too is the interpretation of prophecy as fulfilled in Jesus Christ. 

As Hippolytus passes to the immediate matter in hand 

< ..... 
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indirectly to I Peter I.10: 

1 G.c.s., Hipp. 1, p.s 11. 1-10 

2G.c.s. Hipp. 1, p.7, 11. 6-9 

3 G.c.s., Hipp. 1, P• 7, 11. 13 
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"they (the prophets) inquired what person or time was indicated 
by the Spirit of Christ within them when proclaiming the 
sufferings of Christ and the subsequent glory". 

The thought is that, .so far as the Coming of Christ is concerned, 

760. 

believers know the truth, because their believing is part of a divine 

movement in history, which commenced with the revelations to the 

prophets, reached its consummation in the fulfilment of prediction 

in Christ's Coming among men, and has now spilled over in our 

apprehension by faith of this reality. There is a connection here 

with the thought of II Peter I:19ff ., where it is stated that prophecy 

is not a matter of private interpretation, any more than it was of 

private devising. What this sets forth clearly is that, for Hippolytus, 

history is in the hands of God; that certain significant areas of it 

have been predicted beforehand through the Word; that it is the 

Incarnation which brings prophetic prediction to completion; that 

certain events and historical movements remain to find fulfilment in 

the future; and that interpretation of these mysteries is to be found 

only through the Spirit of God who instructs believers and who has 

been given to the Church in a new way through the Incarnation. All 

this seems to be implicit in Hippolytus' opening remarks about prophecy 

in the ~ Christo et }\ntichristo. There is no surrender in any of 

this to a spiritualising of history nor any tendency to emphasize 

symbol at the expense of historical actuality. 

It is interesting that Hippolytus seems to have believed that the 

prophets saw much more clearly than they expressed themselves. This 

reserve was apparently thought of as bound up with the arcane character 

of spiritual truth. Having equated the fourth world empire of Daniel, 

chapters two and seven, with imperial Rome of his own Day, Hippolytus 

states that he imparts these things with fear, but that he does so 

nevertheless,., s,,;. r7v '51(~/)j_).)..ootrciV X110-rov J./d.'n7v ·~ (De. c. et: A4 XXI')(.; 

c•s the il\ve-r-t ed co MMaS ·,.,d ; eate, it1i s phmse probably ref lee.rs ~1e la Vl!:J ua 9e o~ Eph, 3. 19) 1 

1G.c.s. Hipp., 1, p.19 11. 16-17 
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Hippolytus had good cause for fear, since it could have been regarded 

as treasonable to predict the collapse of the Roman empire, whic~ was 

regarded as eternal. However, in context the thought is that such 

knowledge is for the elect only. This was why the prophets did not 

set it out clearly. It is inappropriate for those without faith to 

have these matters displayed before their gaze, hence the truth should be 

so presented that only those with spiritual perception will understand 

it. Hippolytus' own interest is in helping believers to understand, 

but, since the times of which the prophets wrote have now arrived, 

it is necessary to speak with greater clarity than did the prophets 

in their predictions, else the faithful would derive no benefit. 

Hippolytus' understanding of the prophets' visions reminds one of the 

claims of a Nostradamus (16th century) to see more clearly than he 

set forth the future. Whether Hippolytus' judgment here is sound is 

not at present the point. It is simply that this standpoint underlines 

how definitely historical is his view with reference to the fulfilment 

of prophecy. This meant that for him prophecy, which was as yet 

unfulfilled, would be fulfilled historically. Neverthless, Hippolytus 

is careful not to dogmatize concerning the meaning of prophecy before 

its fulfilment. Thus, he takes the number of Antichrist, six hundred 

and ~ixty-six {Rev. 13~18), as having a definite reference to a 

future historical Antichrist, whom he conceives of as a person in a 

most definite and detailed fashion, but he does not dogmatize about 

the significance of the number. 
1 Following the lead of Irenaeus , he 

discusses such names as 'Titan', 'Evanthas', and 'Latinus', whose 

numerical value totals this mysterious number. Because of his 

characteristically non-symbolic method of interpretation, he does 

1 Adversus Haeveses, V.III.3 



not discuss the likelihood that this term is suggestive of human 

incompleteness, though he would doubtless have agreed that this is part 

of the truth. He assumes that there is a literal Antichrist to come 

and that this clue would help establish his identity when the time 

came. At the same time, he says that we cannot be sure in advance 

of what is intended. He favours the interpretation of the number in 

terms of 'Latinus' (since Antichrist is to emerge from the second 

beast of Rev. 13, which is equated with Antichrist's emergence from 

the fourth beast of Daniel .7, that is, Rome) but he cannot be sure. 

His words are a useful commentary on his attitude . ,, )/ 
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It is not difficult, then, to demonstrate that Hippolytus understood 

that certain events had been predicted, which had not yet come to pass, 

and that certain historical movements and figures still lay ahead in 

the future 1n his day. The whole of the~ Christo_et Antichristo, 

together with the Commentary on Daniel, is indeed a commentary on 

this fact. In dealing with the future Antichrist, Hippolytus gives 

us a r~sume of his whole interpreta'ti.on of future history up to the 

Parousia of Christ in terms of prophetic prediction, understood in 

the literal way spoken of above. Martin Werner notes Hippolytus' 

belief that Christ came in 5500 years from Creation and that He would 

not return until the 6000th year (documented in Commentary on Daniel 

only) and judges 

1 G.c.s., Hipp. 1, p.34 11. 1-11 



" Of the first instance in the 2nd century of retrospective dating 
to the year 5500 there are many witnesses. But this new date 
was only reached gradually. In the 4th century Lactantius ·still 
knew various datings between 6000 and 5500. For Hippolytus 
the new dating of the Birth of Jesus in the year 5500 was especially 
important, because he obtained thereby an effective argument 
against the periodic revival of the expectation of the Parousia: 
for, if one, living in the 2nd century after Christ, placed 
the Birth of Jesus in the year 5500 and expected the Parousia 
in the year 6000, he could easily prove that

1
there were still 

centuries to wait before this future event". 

Werner had noted that in certain early Christian documents, the death 

of Christ, as also His bi.rth, had been dated in the year 6000, and his 

argument is that as time passed and the Parousia did not occur, it 

became necessary to shift Christ's birth or death back, so that it 

could still-be believed that in the year 6000 the Parousia would take 

place. Doubtless, there are certain difficulties in Hippolytus' use 

in the Commentary on Daniel of the concept of seven millennia of world 

history, the more especially for the modern mind with our knowledge 

of the vast geological ages of the past. At the same time, it is 

hard to believe that Hippolytus was motivated in the way that Werner 

suggests, for his conception of a programme of history that was to 

intervene between the two Advents of Christ is quite basic to his 

interpretation of prophecy. Werner judges that Hippolytus is cautious 

about the Parousia expectation, being worried about its results in 

fanaticism in some, but what is more fundamental to his view is surely 

an interpretation of history which resulted in an 'any-moment' 

expectation of the Second Advent's being seen as unbiblical and untrue 

to prophetic prediction. And Hippolytus' view of a relatively long 

1 The Formation of Christian Dogma. Adam and Charles Black, 
London, 1957. Rewritten in shortened form by the author from 
his 'Die Entstehunq des christlichen Dogmas' and trans. by 
S.G.F. Brandon. pp 38-39 



time perspective for the Second Advent from his own day does not stand or 

fall with his adherence to the 5500 dating for Christ's birth. It 

is rather that, since he already believed that Christ's Parousia could 

not occur until Antichrist appeared and Antichrist could not manifest 

himself until the Roman Empire had dissolved into ten kingdoms, he 

did not think of the Parousia as literally immediate. This being so, 

the seven thousand millennial scheme might appeal to him as fitting in 

with this more fundamental conviction. There is no doubt at all that 

Hippolytus believed implicitly that a whole series of events were 

destined to mark the years between the two Advents. In view of all 

of this, one may question whether Werner has soundly assessed Hippolytus' 

vantage point. The more important point for us is not, however, the 

negative rejection of Werner's attitude, but the positive understanding 

of Hippolytus' theology of history, for this is what it amounts to. 

We shall now document this briefly from Hippolytus' eschatological works. 

THE PROPHETIC BACKGROUND TO HIPPOLYTUS' THOUGHT CONCERNING ANTICHRIST: 

ROME AS THE FOURTH WORLD EMPIRE OF DANIEL, CHAPTERS 2 and 7 

In chapter XXIII of the De Christo~ Antichristo Hippolytus sets 

forth his understanding of the visions recorded in Daniel, chapters 

2 and 7. The 'head of gold' (Dan. 2) and 'lioness from the sea' 

{Dan. 7) are identified with the kingdom of the Babylonians; the silver 

breast and arms of Nebuchnezzar's vision, and the bear of Daniel's 

represented the Persians and the Mades; n Ko'>.. 1~ Kot) f"'?/'01' X ol.~ "'o ~ 

1' l'rflA-Alf/ 01< :ud 'AAt:~~.i'vo/ou "/c;;1..rj"tr111.vrc5 <1t).'>..1v~f Cfr~v)'" 
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This general picture is canf irmed by his Commentary on Daniel. There 

he discusses again the visions of Daniel, chapters 2 and 7, in parallel 

and makes the same application with reference ta the symbolism as it 

relates to the Babylonians, the Persians and the Greeks under 

Alexander. 
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The modern conviction is strongly entrenched in most theological 

circles that Daniel was written, not in the sixth century B.C., but 

in the second, during the period of Maccabean persecution. In 

consequence, the four kingdoms of the Book of Daniel are normally 

identified with Babylon, Media, Persia, and Greece, the 'ten kings' 

being taken to refer to the divisions of Alexander's kingdom and 

Antiochus Epiphanes being viewed as the 'little horn' of Daniel 7. 

It is, therefore, harder perhaps for modern thinkers to get back into 

1 G.c.s. Hipp., 1, p.19, 11. 9-15 
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the assumptions which underlie Hippolytus' interpretation. Neverthless, 

what Hippolytus says is perfectly consistent with his own basic principles. 

Further, his views were by no means peculiar to himself, though he 

discusses this matter in greater detail than others. The Epistle of 

Barnabas, Irenaeus and Tertullian.all explicitly affirm that Rome was 

the fourth world empire of Daniel's visions1 • As for the sixth century 

dating of 'Dan~el', which goes with this, this was the common view of 

early Christianity and it was only in the third century A.O. that this 

dating was first questioned by the Neoplatonist scholar, Porphyry, in 

his fifteen volume 'Adversus Christianos', written about 270 A.O. 

Porphyry said : 

"Daniel did not predict so much future events as he narrated past' 
ones. Finally what he had told up to Antiochus contained true 
history; if anything was guessed ~eyond that point it was false, 
for he had not known the future." As Le Roy Edwin Froom succinctly 
puts Porphyry's charge, he asserted that some Jew writing in the 
time of Ant~chus Epiphanes (d.164 B.C. ) gathered up the traditions 
of Daniel's life and wrote a history of recent events but

3
in the 

future tense, falsely dating them back to Daniel's time". 

Methodius of Olympus, Eusebius, the historian,and Apollinaris were among 

t t . p J 4- . th h d f d hose who wro e against orphyry • erome is among ose w o e en 

the authenticity of Daniel, which continued to be accepted indeed 

throughout the centuries and right up to the latter part of the 19th 

century by the majority of Christians. There were some converts, it is 

1 Sa-vr\.IV.1; A.lve'"'s"s. u~,V.X~Vl.l 

1)-,e_ R~su11" ·""~IV 

2Quoted by Jerome in the latter's Commentaria in Danielem, prologue 
(Pel. vol. 25, col. 491) 

3 Le Roy Edwin Frocm,The Prophetic Faith of our Fathers. Review 
and Herald, Washington, D.C. vol. 1. (1950), p.328. 
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true, ta Porphyry's judgment on the Bo~k of Daniel, even in ancient 

times, amongst whom were Ephraem Syrus, an important figure in the 

Syrian Church of the 4th century, and Polychro11ius, bishop of Apamea, 

who flourished about 430. 

Dur concern is not with the correct dating of the Book of Daniel, 

though our study of eschatology may suggest a questioning of the modern 

approach to that book, as an indirect result. The point is that there 

was a strong tradition in the Early Church, witnessed to clearly by 

Hippolytus, which, relying on the 6th century B.C. dating of Daniel, 

saw Rome as the fourth world empire of Daniel, chapter.s 2 and 7. We 

cannot ignore the significance of this Early Church tradition, the more 

so because it seems to have been quite widespread. If the Church took 

seriously the equatidn of Rome with the fourth world empire of Daniel 

2 and Daniel 7, how could it have anticipated the imminent coming of 

Christ in.glory? Hippolytus certainly did not have any such expectation. 

It is possible, of course, to argue that this thinking resulted from an 

accommodation on the part of the Church to the bard fact that the 

Parousia had in fact been delayed long beyond the original expectation 

of the apostles and primitive Church. We have to reckon, however, 

with the fact that St. Paul can say, in one of his earliest epistles 

(II Thessalonians), that the 'day of the Lord' "will not come, unless 

the rebellion comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, 

the son of perdition, who opposes and exalts himself against every 

so-called god or object of war ship, so that he takes his seat in the 
\..-' 

temple of God, proclaiming himself to be God" (2.3-4). Significant 



too is the fact that St. Paul goes on to say that he had already 

instructed the Thessalonians in these matters while he was among them. 

(v··.5). This was evidently a matter.of normal elementary instruction 

of converts in St. Paul's practice. 

It is an impressive fact that Hippolytus relies not only on the 

Book of Daniel for his interpretation of history, but that he combines 

with this other prophetic references, including certain from our Lord, 

St. Paul, and 'the blessed John' ( ~ j-'-"'-J<~/.>lof >I (,J:.J."vv '? s ) • If we put 

to the side for the moment the support derived from the 'Revelation', 

since its utterances are less susceptible to unanimous interpretation, 

it is surely salutary that Hippolytus purports to derive his view 

of history from what is recorded in the New Testament. It is not in 

his view a 'de nova' interpretation that he offers, nor even does it 

rely simply on common or traditional acceptance by Christians: rather 

does he see it as the New Testament's way of understanding history, 

guided by Old Testament prediction and the supreme action of God in 

the Incarnation, and the death, resurrection, and ascension of our 

Lord Jesus Christ. To say this is not to assume that Hippolytus is 

necessarily sound in this judgment. Neverthless,· it is impressive 

evidence as to how the Early Church itself interpreted Old and New 

Testament Scriptures, and this is what we are presently concerned with. 

For, if Hippolytus is right, that is, in his assumption that he was 

not voicing anything new, then we have to question radically the 

assumption that the Church of his day, or even earlier, was dismayed 

by the 'delay' in the Parousia of our Lord. At the same time this 

raises the question whether New Testament scholarship is sound in its 

broad support for the view that it documents an 'imminent' expectation 

of the Parousia. Thus, Hippolytus' view of history raises far-reaching 

considerations. 
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In chapter LXIII of the De Christo et Antichristo Hippolytus 

expressly cites II Thess. 2.I-II. In the previous chapter he has 

quoted Matt.24.15-22 in substance {parallels at Mark 13.14-20; Luke 

21.20-23), in conjunction with Dan. II.31;12.II,12. It is his 

conviction that all these passages of Scripture must be taken together, 

in the divine providence, in order to gain a total picture of the 

future, especially in connection with the revelation of Antichrist's 

reign. 

This thesis is that the seventieth week from the •going forth 

of the word to restore Jerusalem" {Dan. 9.25) is to be divided into 

two parts. This knowledge is gained partly from Dan. 9.27 and partly 

from the collocation with this passage of Rev. 12.6 {with its reference 

to 1260 days) and Matt. 24.15-22. Rev. II.3 is also at the back of 

Hippolytus' mind. The though-tis that the seventieth week from the 

going forth of the word for Jerusalem's restoration to the end of the 

age is divided into two parts, each being'a time, times, and a half'. 

This is taken to refer to three and a half days in each part of the 

seventieth week, or, on what is known as the 'year-day' principle,

three and a half years in each part. This should give a period of 

1260 days to each part, when reckoned in terms of the lunar year of 

360 days. Relying on Dan. 12.II this is altered to 1290 days for the 

second part of this 'seventieth week'. During the first half of the 

week the two witnesses of Rev. II.3 prophesy. At the end of the half

week Antichrist is revealed, the two witnesses are put to death, and 

Antichrist's reign begins. It is cut short at the end of 1290 days 

by the Appearing of Christ. This is a fairly complicated series of 

events and the coalescing of the supporting evidence is equally 

complicated. It may be questioned whether Hippolytus was justified 

in viewing all scripture in this 'flat' manner as of equal value and 
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as being inter-related. Be this as it may, Hippolytus did so view 

things and he takes up our Lord's reported words in the relevant 

section of Matthew 24, as well as such a passage as II Thess. 2, in 

order to justi~y his conclusions. Further, there is the fact that 

other writer· drew these same Scripture passages together, though 

their statements on the subject are not so detailed as in Hippolytus. 

And we have to reckon with the fact that, as reported, Jesus evidently 

understood Daniel to be referring to events still future in His own 

day. Whether or not Jesus did in fact refer to an Antichrist figure, 

still future in Hippolytus' day, or to the Fall of Jerusalem in A.O. 

70, Jesus evidently accepted the principle that the'seventieth week' 

of Dan. 9 (based on Jeremiah's prophecy 25.11-12; 29.10) was to be 

divided and that it was to be split by the appearance of the 'desolator' 

of Dan. 9.27. What is fundamental here is not whether Jesus was right 

so to understand (many would argue that in this He was a child of His 

time), nor whether Hippolytus is right so to think. Rather the point 

is that Hippolytus' apparently 'flat' way of treating Scriptural passages 

has somewhat in common with the method of Jesus, as of other early 

Christian thinkers. Where did Paul derive his concept of 'the man of 

sin' of II Thess. 2, if it was not either from the Book of Daniel or 

from a primitive Christian testimony concerning such a Dominical 

utterance, as we find in Matt.24.15-22 and parallels? It would, 

therefore, appear that one strain of early Christian thinking does not 

favour the 'imminence' of the Parousia. 



THE ANTICHRIST PORTRAYED 

There is much more to Hippolytus' De Christo et Antichristo· 

than the relatively straightforward judgment that Rome is the fourth 

world empire of Daniel, chapters two and seven. So far we have 

concentrated attention on references to this view, since this is in 

itself adequate to show that Hippolytus did not expect the Parousia 
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of Christ in any imminent fashion. We have also sought to show that the 

reference in the Commentary on Daniel to the scheme of millennia, 

within which the Birth of Christ occurred at the year 5500 and the 

Parousia remained future at 6000 (i.e. 500 A.O.), must be understood 

within the relatively long time perspective provided by the prophetic 

interpretation of the Book of Daniel and this judgment that, as the 

Roman Empire still existed, the emergence of the 'ten kingdoms' and 

the subsequent appearance of Antichrist still lay in the future prior 

to the Parousia of Christ. We shall look in a little more detail later 

at this scheme of seven millennia, as Hippolytus alludes to it, in its 

bearing on his attitude to millenarianism. Our present concern has 

been simply with the time scheme with which Hippolytus worked. What 

we must now do is to look at some of the more detaiiled statements 

of Hippolytus regarding the future between the two Advents and especially 

regarding Antichrist and his reign. There are a number of reasons for 

so doing. One is that, in order to document properly the eschatology 

of Hippolytus, this should be done. A second is that it is difficult 

to see individual contributions in their proper light unless they are 

set within their total original framework. A third is that it is by so 

doing we shall best set forth what was intended by our reference to 

Hippolytus' conviction regarding the repetitiveness of history. In 

setting about this task, we shall rely primarily on the evidence 

provided by the ~.Christo et Antichristo. 



The basic principle of this Treatise which is concerned primarily 

with the doctrine of Antichrist is that " K""-TJ '1\d."vu Yc0 
';. ...... {) f 'j ( \ ~ ,.., c""" ro-u fhou. "(VI).

1
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allusion to I Peter 1. 10, already mentioned and found in chapter V 

reminds us that the 'anti' ( .! v ·r { in the term, Antichrist, 

( 1 vrf Xf>ilJ"ToJ ) refers not solely, or perhaps even primarily, to the 

opposition of this figure to Christ's kingly rule. 'Anti' (.1.\nf ) 

is used not so much in its meaning 'against•, as rather in that other 

sense, 'instead of' or 'in place of'. Antichrist is one who stands 

in for Christ and pretends to be Christ, by his manner of life and 

activity. 

In chapter VI Hippolytus summarizes the ways in which Antichrist 

imitates Christ. We may set these out thus, very briefly, in tabloid 

fashion . . 
a. Christ is a lion, so Antichrist is a lion. 

At Rev. 5.5 Christ, as the 'lion of Judah', prevails to break 
the seals which conceal and keep back the future destiny of 
God's people. 
The thought is that Antichrist, by his tyrannous rule, seeks 
to usurp the destiny of Christ. 

b. Antichrist appears as a lamb, but inwardly he is a wolf. 

c. Antichrist is to come into the world in the circumcision 
i.e. He is to be of Israelitish stock. 

d. He is to send out apostles, as did Christ. 
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e. He also is to gather together a people that is scattered abroad. 

f. He is to give a seal, as did our Lord. Latter is a reference, 
it would seem, to Christian Baptism. 

g. In form he is to be a man, as Christ was a man. 

h. He is to imitate resurrection of our Lord's body by raising a 
temple of stone in Jerusalem. 

From all of this it seems clear that Hippolytus, under one dominant 

aspect of his thinking on this subject, envisaged Antichrist as a human 

person who would claim to be the true Messiah of Israel; that he would 

be instrumental in the return of the Jewish people to the Promised Land; 

J. '.c .s •) I I p. '6 I LL. 1-1.... 



and that he would be responsible for the erection of the Temple, in 

ruins since the destruction of it during the overthrow of Jerusqlem 

by the Romans in A.O. 70. However, this figure would, of course, be 

a deceiver, an imitation of the true Messiah, Jesus of Nazareth, 

who has already come and who will reappear in order to overthrow this 

contesting of His throne. What is implicit is the concept found in 

Irenaeus, of the Antichrist as an incarnation of evil, parallel to and 

in opposition with, the Incarnation of God's Son. 

It is true that certain aspects of Hippolytus' thinking on the 

subject do not seem to fit into this pattern. Thus, we may ask how 

such a picture, as given above, is reconciled with his understanding 

that Antichrist is to emerge as a figure who displaces three of the 

•ten kingdoms', spoken of in Daniel?, since these ten kingdoms are 

thought of as continuous in some way with the fourth world empire, 

identified as Imperial Rome. It is certainly possible to conceive 

of a Jewish leader as overthrowing three nations which would emerge 

from the dominion of Rome. Nevertheless, the appearance of the 'little 

horn' of Daniel 7 is at least suggestive of a continuity on his part 

also with the fourth world empire. One would at least have expected 

a figure more closely connected with Rome than a Jewish Antichrist, 

whom Hippolytus affirms at one point (chapters XIV-XV) to be of the 

Jewish tribe of Dan. Possibly Hippolytus saw no contradiction, since 

the Jewish people and land had come under Roman domination. The 

main point, however, is surely that he is not concerned to give an 

entirely consistent picture. Rather is he concerned to be faithful 

to Scripture, even if it leads him into obscurities, which, in his 

assumption, only future history would unravel. It is, therefore, 

fair to Hippolytus to view his thinking, whether ultimately satisfactory 

or not, as scientific, in the sense that it seeks to be consistent 

with the data, which is found in Scripture. Essentially Hippolytus 
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wishes to be faithful to Scripture, and is not speculative in his thinking. 



THE PRINCIPLE OF REPETITION WITHIN HISTORY EXAMPLES 

An interesting allusion occurs in connection with his claim· 

that Antichrist will come from the tribe of Dan. He bases this claim 

on Gen. 49.17 "Let Dan be a serpent, lying upon the ground, biting 

the horse's heel", also upon Gen. 3.1 and Jer. 8.16. Irenaeus had 

already made the suggestion that Antichrist would be of this tribe, 

alluding to Jer. 8.16 and the fact that the name of Dan is omitted 

from the tribes of Israel listed in Revelation 7. 1 Hippolytus' attitude 

}\ l .) .... regarding Gen. 49.16 is especially noteworthy. 11
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Other exa~ples of this kind of reasoning are found in this same Treatise. 

In the same context of discussion regarding Antichrist, as of Dan's 

tribe, he goes on to quote Isa.10.12-17 as having a reference to 

Antichrist. Here the thought is not that this passage demonstrates 

this particular tribal origin of Antichrist. It is rather simply 

another instance of a Scripture 

having a more remote one also. 

which had a nearer fulfilment as 
> 

Thus, Hippolytus clearly knows that the 

prophecy of Isa.10 has already been fulfilled and that the pride of 

Assyria has been laid low. Sometimes, it would seem, the justification 

for choosing a particular passage as having a further reference is that 

the prophecy has not been fulfilled in every detail on the first 

occasion. This serves to show that some further reference is in view. 

1 . 
Adversus Haereses, V, XXX.2. 

2 G.c.s., Hipp. 1, p.11 1.21 - p.12 1.3 



Thus, in chapter XXX Hippolytus takes the words of Isa.1.7-8 as having 

their more full outworking in the overthrow of Jerusalem by the Romans 

than in that by the Babylonians. Here it is not perhaps so much that 

details are left unfulfilled on the first occasion as rather that, 

in the light of history we can look back and see how much more thoroughly 

this prophecy has been accomplished through the Romans. 

An important illustration of this principle is given in chapter 

XLIX where Hippolytus remarks in the passing that the conduct of 

Antichrist, dealt with under the fugure of 'the beast' in Rev. 13, 

was anticipated by Antiochus Epiphanes. The reference is especially 

to Rev. 13.16-17, where we are told that the beast will cause to be 

marked everyone, both great and small, so that no one will be able to 

buy or sell unless he bears this mark. Hippolytus takes the reference 

to having this mark 'in the right hand' or 'on the forehead' as having 

to do with the requirement of sacrifice. He goes on to say that this 

is what happened already under Antiochus Epiphanes :-
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It is true that Hippolytus does not here assert that a prophecy has 

a double reference. This thought appears to be, however, in the 

background, for it is asserted as we shall see, in the Commentary on 

Daniel. Even if this were not so, the thought of the above passage 

would be significant, for basically Hippolytus sees the double 

reference of prophecy as corresponding to a double movement of history. 

1G.c.s. Hipp. 1, p.33, 11.2-s 
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Clearly, if a prophecy can have a double reference, there must be some 

marked similarity between the circumstances of the two occasions 

prophesied. Nonetheless, the thinking of Hippolytus, in this instance, 

comes out most clearly in what is said in his Commentary on Daniel. 

In his Commentary on Daniel Hippolytus reaches the section in 

Daniel, Chapter II, which appears to relate to the time of the 

Ptolemaic and Seleucid dominion of Palestine. It is the close 

approximation of references in Daniel ~I to actual historical events 

during this period, combined with alleged inconsistencies in this Book 

with 6th century B.C. events and circumstances, that has constituted 

the most impressive argument for the second century B.C. dating .of 

the Book of Dani~!. Hippolytus recognizes the references to the Greek 

period. The one spoken of in Dan.II~Dff. is recognized as Antiochus 

Epiphanes. The sufferings of those mentioned in Dan.II.33 are referred 

explicitly to those who remain f?ithful during Antiochus' persecution 
IV. 1 {f'XLIII.2-4), and the 'little help' of v.34 is taken of Matthias 

(Mattathias) and Judas Maccabeus (XLIV.3). Hippolytus, however, takes 

v.36ff as having reference, not to Antiochus Epiphanes, but to Antichrist. 

He says : 
u Ll ''i y7a-f e. VO<; 

1Hippolytus allud8s tn I M~cc.2.33 as indicating the fulfilment 
of Dan. II.33. 
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It has always been a question of interpretation, among those accepting 

a 6th century dating for Daniel, whethervv.40ff are to be viewed as 

having a second century B.C. reference, or whether the though~has 

swung away to a series of events, then in the remote future. However, 

Hippolytus sees the change as occurring at v.36. The text he relies 

on is that of Theodotion, which both Jewish and Christian commentators 

used from the second century A.O. onwards, as a replacement for the 

Septuagint version of Daniel, because the latter contained so many 

alterations and modifications. Our present interest is in the fact 

that this version which Hippolytus here relied on, seems, by its v~ry 

language, at this point to suggest a change of reference+ "And there 

shall rise up another shameless king --"· Nevertheless, Hippolytus 

clearly sees what follows Dan.II.36 as paralleling in some way what 

happened in Antiochus' reign. In this way we once again find documentation 

for the view that, for Hippolytus, history works out in an ordered 

manner, so that the wise may understand. On such an understanding 

the reason why Daniel, writing in the 6th century B.C., gives such 

close attention to what takes place in the second, is because, in the 

divine providence, what happened then is intended to be a portrayal 

of what will occur during Antichrist's reign at the end of the age. 

That Hippolytus really does see a parallel between Dan.II.36ff and what 

has preceded in that chapter, that this is his meaning, is evident 

from the fact that phrases, such as 'the king of the south', occur in 

both parts of the chapter. We cannot imagine that this fact was lost 

on Hippolytus. If it be on~e granted that another figure is spoken of 

from v.36 onwards, the chapter is most naturally interpreted on the 

assumption of some correspondence between the situation described 

prior to v.36 and that described after it. 
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This kind of thinking, which sees parallels in differing historical 

situations, may well be suspected in certain places, where it is not 

possible to prove conclusively that it is present. Thus, in chapter 

XXXII of the ~Christo ~ Antichristo, Hippolytus notes that Daniel 

has been proved correct by history in his prediction that the third 

world-empire would split up into four 'horns'. Here Hippolytus is 

relying on Daniel, chapters 7 and 8: 
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Hippolytus goes on to note in chapter XXXIII that Daniel had then 

prophesied of the fourth beast, with reference to whom it is said 
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Already, he says, this kingdom is present. The plain implication is 

t~at, since so much of what Daniel had prophesied has come to pass, the 

rest will assuredly come to pass also. The ten kingdoms will arise 

out of Imperial Rome, and Antichrist will emerge thereafter, displacing 

three of these kingdoms. Beyond this, however, there is surely latent 

the suggestion that there is a parallel between the history of the third 

and fourth world kingdoms of Daniel's prophecy. Just as Greece divided 

into four divisions, so Rome will divide into ten. And just as one 

from these horns 'mouthed great things', so the ten will come under the 

sway of one such, the true Antichrist. This parallelism is remarkable, 

1 G.c.s., Hipp.1,p.21,11.10-14 

2 G.c.s., Hipp.1,p.21,11.1s-16 
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though it is not directly alluded to at all. It seems implicit in 

Hippolytus' mind and hinted at in his narration of fulfilled prophecy 

at this point. 

In this same Treatise in chapter XLIIIff Hippolytus expresses the 

view that, just as the first advent of our Lord was preceded by a 

forerunner, it is appropriate that the same should occur at the second 

advent. He tells us in chapter XLIII that at Dan.9.27 the prophet 

was referring to the seventieth week at the end of the age. He goes on:-
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Here again we find conflation of scripture passages from various parts. 

Dan. 9 is being brought into line with Rev.II.3, where two unnamed 

witnesses are spoken of as witnessing for a period of twelve hundred 

and sixty days. It is true, of course, that in this case the 

conflation obviously does not begin with Hippolytus, since Rev.II.3 

has a close relationship to Dan.9.27, We have already noted Hippolytus' 

conviction that the 'seventieth week', dealt with in Daniel 9, is to 

be divided into two parts, the coming of Antichrist representing the 

point of bisection. Here he relates Rev.II.3 to the first part of this 

last week of the world, that is, to the part prior to the rise of 

Antichrist. With this in mind, we must now observe Hippolytus' reasoning 

concerning these forerunners of Rev.II.3. Basically he believes that 

two such witnesses will precede the coming of Antichrist because the 

Revelation asserts that this is so, but he sees it as congruous with 

God's way of working in history, hence his explanation of it, which 

he now sets forth in these words :-

1 . 
G.c.s., Hipp. 1,p.21,11.22 - p.2a, 1.2 
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We have quoted this passage at some length on account of its richness 

of thought. The basic argument is that, just as Christ came twice, 

so there must be forerunners on both occasions. John the Baptist 

preceded the first advent of our Lord, and the 'two witnesses' of 

Rev.II.3 will precede the second advent. In the latter case they also 

appear immediately before the emergence of Antichrist, though they do 

not witness to him -- rather they are killed by him, as Rev.II.7 

1G.c.s.,Hipp.1,p.2s,11.2-3; i1.1s-19; 11.22-23; p.29,11.2-10; 
p.29,1.14; p.3),1.1. 



informs us. Clearly the concept of repetitiveness in history is at 

work here. 

One or two points call for more detailed mention. Hippolytus' 

understanding of John the Baptist's role is impressively set forth -

in the womb, in his preaching ministry and witness to Jesus at Jordan; 

and even in death. Again, the concept of the Descent into Hades by 

?P1. 

our Lord is documented as having considerably occupied the minds of the 

Early Church Fathers, and Hippolytus gives it a special slant all his 

own, in introducing John the Baptist as our Lord's forerunner here, 

though the point is probably to be regarded as chiefly homiletical in 

character. Another significant point is that emphasis falls on the 

repe~lion of the situation that our Lord should be heralded. It happened 

at His first advent: it is to occur again at His second advent. The 

fact that, on the second occasion two witnesses are sent does not receive 

emphasis, but the fact is faithfully set forth, because this is what 

John relates through his vision. It is likely that Hippolytus sees 

congruity even in this fact with past history, though not now with 

the first advent of our Lord: rather is the congruity with the Exodus 

leadership of Moses and Aaron. The passage in Rev.II seems unquestionably 

to owe a good deal to the portrayal in the Book of Exodus of the contest 

between Moses and Aaron on the one hand and Pharaoh on the other. The 

'signs and wonders' that they perform remind one of the contests between 

Moses and Pharaoh, who thus tacitly becomes, both in Revelation and 

surely in Hippolytus, an anticipation of Antichrist. If Hippolytus 

wonders why there is only one forerunner before Christ's first advent, 

while there are two before His second, he does not comment on this 

matter. It may be that he sees a congruity even here, in that just as 

both John and Jesus were put to death, so the two witnesses will both 

be put to death in the End-time. At any rate the whole passage is an 
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impressive witness to Hippolytus' understanding that in the divine 

providence there is an element of repetitiveness in history. We find 

this concept powerfully at work, of course, in Deutero-Isaiah, in the 

Pauline concept of Christ's baptism in blood on the Cross as a New 

Exodus, and elsewhere in the Scriptures and in the Early Church Fathers, 

but Hippolytus reckons with this fact in his understanding of the 

future in a specially systematic and detailed fashion. 

One could multiply examples of this kind of thing in Hippolytus' 

eschatological writings, but to do so would be unnecessary. Suffice 

it to mention that in the Commentary on Daniel, IV.L, the 'two witnesses' 

are again referred to, as preceding Antichrist's period of rule, though 

here no comparison is made with the past witness of John the Baptist. 

Again we find in IV.LIV. a quite explicit expression of that understanding 

of Daniel II in terms of a parallelism between Antiochus Epiphanes' 

rule and that of Antichrist, which we claimed above (page777) was 

implicit in the De Christo .et Antichristo in chapter XLIX and virtually 

explicit in the Commentary on Daniel, chapters XLIII-XLIV. Hippolytus says 
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The reference again here is to the wanton destruction of Antiochus 

Epiphanes, viewed as alluded to in sections of the earlier part of 

Daniel II, and the coming desolation under Antichrist, spoken of in 

Dan.9.27 and the latter part of Daniel II(v.36ff) and on into chapter 12. 

To the two advents of' Christ, and His two sets of forerunners, there 

corresponds the two outpourings of evil, though that under Antiochus 

is only one notable example of a principle that has been operative 

throughout history. 



THE VISION CONCERNING THE SEVENTY WEEKS 

We must now look briefly at Hippolytus' understanding of Daniel's 

vision in chapter 9 concerning the •seventy weeks'. Daniel's interest 

stems from the prophecy of Jeremiah (recorded at 25.11-12; 29.10) to 

the effect that after seventy years God will punish the king of 

Babylon and make his land an 'everlasting waste'. Daniel, it is 

asserted, writing in the first year of Darius the Mede (of whom history 

records nothing), now prays to God asking whether the punishment of 

Babylon is to be succeeded by the restoration of God's people to their 

own land. Gabriel is sent by God, in view of Daniel's prayers and his 

special favour with God, to instruct him concerning God's plan for His 

people and sanctuary in Jerusalem in future days. Dan. 9.24-27 records 

the reuelation which he gave to Daniel. The basic assertion is that 

70 weeks of years must run concerning Daniel's people and city"to 

finish the transgression, to put an end to sin, and to atone for 

iniquity, to bring in everlasting righteousness, to seal both vision 

and prophet, and to anoint a most holy place." (v.24). This period of 

70 weeks of years was to be divided into three sections, viz., se~en 

wee~ sixty two weeks, and one final week. This last week was to be 

divided into two parts. During its first part a strong covenant is 

to be made with many; during its second half sacrifice and offering 

are to cease; further, the desolator of the sanctuary is to rule until 

"the decreed end is poured out on the desolator". If it be asked from 

what time these 70 weeks are to run, the answer is given in v.25 -

"from the going forth of the word to restore and build Jerusalem". 

At the end of the first 7 weeks, an 'anointed one', a prince, is to 

appear. During the 62 weeks Jerusalem is to be built -- this would 

seem to mean, on most interpretations to be in a built state -- "though 

in a troubled time". At the end of the 62 weeks an anointed one is 



to be cut off; "and the people of the prince who is to come shall 

destroy the city and the sanctuary."(v.26). 

Interpretation of Daniel's vision of the 70 weeks was a matter 

of considerable concern in the Early Church. It is interesting that 

Septuagintal changes in the text of Dan.9.24-27 in the pre-Christian 

era appear to have been made with the intention of favouring an 

interpretation which saw the 70 weeks as terminating in the days of 

Antiochus Epiphanes.
1 

Thus, in v.25 the phrase, "from the going forth 

of the word to restore Jerusalem", which marks the starting point 

disappears. This leaves the prophecy 'floating' in history and makes 

it more susceptible pf any application. However, the Septuagint 

includes for the phrase, "seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks", 

its rendering, "seven and seventy times and 62 of years". What is 

interesting in this is the interpretation of the 62 in terms of years. 

This appears to be the first instance of the so-called 'year-day~ 

principle of interpretation. The translators of the Revised Standard 

Version of the Old Testament evidently judged that a comparison of 

MSS. suggested that originally the Hebrew contained a reference to 

years and that the Septuagint gave this point away in its emendations. 

Hence the R.s.v. speaks of 'weeks of years' in v.24, not simply 

'seventy weeks' as in the Authorized Version of 1611. It is also 

noteworthy that Josephus understands the 'seven times' of Dan.4.32, 



which were to pass over Nebuchadnezzar, as meaning 'seven years', and 

it seems to be hinted at that he also understood the seventy weeks of 

years' in this way, since he speaks of the destruction of Jerusalem 

1 by the Romans as perhaps completing these 'weeks' • It is in this 

setting that we have ·to note the interpretation made by certain Early 

Church Fathers. 

Until Tertullian's day interest focused on the second half of the 

seventieth week. Thus, Irenaeus mentions only this half-week, which 

he views as the period of Antichrist's reign. This he equates with the 

'times, two times, and half a time'of the Little Horn of Daniel 7.25. 

The understanding of the latter period in terms of literal years was 

common at this time. Justin Martyr so understood, in opposition to 

Trypho, the Jew, who thought in terms of a 'time' as 100 years (ch. 

XXXII ). Justin does not expressly identify this period, however, 

with any location in the 'seventy weeks' of Dan.9.24-27. In Tertullian 

we find an explicit reference to the 'seventy weeks' as such, and it 

is contended2 that these stretch from the first year of Darius up to 

the destruction of Jerusalem in A.O. 70 by the Romans under Titus. 

He considered that the birth of Christ took place at the end of 62 

and a half weeks. Clement of Alexandria has a similar understanding. 

He discusses this matter in the Stromateis 3
• He considered that the 

Temple was built in the prophesied first 7 weeks. During the 62 weeks 

everything was quiet in Judaea. Christ reigned as Lord during the 

1 Antiquities, chapter II, section 7. 

2 Adversus Iudaeus, chs.VIII and XI. 

3 III. XX! 



seventieth week. He seems to think of the seventieth week in terms 

of our Lord's ministry, rather than as being counted from His birth. 

Clement's account of the seventieth week is somewhat confused. He 

place~ Nero during the first part of it. During its second half he 

was removed and at its close Vespasian became supreme and desolated 

Jerusalem. Julius Africanus (c.160-240) 1 has a more consistent 

interpretation of the 70 week period. He dated it from the twentieth 

year of Artaxerxes, 444 B.c., to 31 A.O. This consists of 475 solar 

years, which correspond to 490 lunar years, i.e.70 weeks of years. 

Thus, we find variations in interpretation, but broadly the years 

are thought to span the period between the Persian kings and the death 

of Christ or the Fall of Jerusalem. The 'year-day' principle seems 

to be established in all these interpretations. 

Le Roy Edwin Froom deals with Hippolytus' understanding of the 

Oanielic prophecy of the 'seventy weeks' in Daniel, 9 and he makes 

this comment :-

"Hippolytus places the period of Antichrist's predicted domination 
of three and one half 'times', or 1260 days, in the last half of 
the 'last week' of Daniel's seventieth hebdomad, or week of years, 
which he arbitrarily separates by a chronological gap from the 
preceding sixty-nine weeks, placing it just before the end of the 
world, and dividing the seventieth week between the two sackcloth
robed witnesses (Enoch and Elijah) and the Antichrist. Hippolytus 
is believed to be the first to have projected such a theory, making 
the sixty-nine weeks reach from the first year of Darius the Mede 
to Christ's first coming, and the seventieth to b~gin separately 
after a gap, just before Christ's second coming." 

1 Chronography. 'The Extani Fragments of the Five Books of the 
Chronography of Julius Africanus , fragment 16, in ANT, Vol.6 
pp. 134,135. Quoted by Froom, op.cit; pp.280-281. 

2 ..Q.E_. cit., vol. 1 , pp. 277-278 

?Rn. 
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He goes on to explain that the other commentators usually understand 

the seventy hebdomads, as we have seen, as terminating at Jesus'· 

death or at the destruction of Jerusalem in A.O. 70. Thus, in these 

writers, says Froom, the hebdomads have no reference to Antichrist. 

Froom's judgment that Hippolytus separates the seventieth week 

from the other sixty-nine weeks is based on the fact that in the 

De Christo ~,.Antichrist9, XLIII, he takes Dan.9.27a as having a reference 

to Antichrist's future reign, while in the Commentary on Daniel this 

impression seems to be confirmed in that Hippolytus there deals with 

the first 7 weeks in sections 13-14, with the 62 weeks in sections 

15-16 and says explicitly : "Twv lY ! 5·7Ko vrcJ. ~tf o j;e~ro1./d(,(}V 
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Nevert~ess, one wonders whether this picture represents the whole 

story. When we note that in both the Treatise and Commentary Enoch 

and Elijah are mentioned at the relevant passages, and when we recall 

that, as we have already observed (pp~79-782above), Hippolytus believed 

that, just as there were two comings of Christ, so there should be two 

sets of forerunners, it seems impossible to doubt that there are 

certain hidden assumptions made by Hippolytus. It would not be his 

intention to be secretive: rather was he working with a concept of 

repetitiveness which he had made clear elsewhere. He, therefore, saw 

no need to make it explicit at this point, but there seems little 

doubt that it is in fact present throughout. 
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What Hippolytus appears to assume is that the seventieth week 

occurred at the close of the sixty-nin~ but that it is to be repeated 

at the end of the age. The references to Enoch and Elijah seem good 

confirmation of this assessment. The fact that he sees Antichrist 

foreshadowed in Antiochus Epiphanes, taken in conjunction with the other 

examples of his concept of repetitiveness in history, helps to make 

this judgment more credible. If Antiochus' desolation of the Temple 

was a type of Antichrist's havoc at the end of the age, it is not 

likely that Hippolytus would find it difficult to see either the 

crucifixion of Jesus or the destruction of Jerusalem, more probably 

the latter, in this light also. It may be objected that on this view, 

the other sixty-nine weeks should also be repeated. Whether this be 

sound or not, Hippolytus does not think in this way. This may indicate 

inconsistency, or an oversight in his thinking, or, more probably the 

presence of other considerations which made him stress the parallel, 

between the years 30-70 A.O. and the 'last week' of the age. In any 

event, the fact that no such reference is made does not invalidate the 

concept that Hippolytus did look for a repetition in the end of the 

age of what had happened in the death of Jesus or consequent upon it. 

For, if we accept the thesis proposed above with regard to this matter, 

Hippolytus does accept like Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and Julius 

Africanus, that the seventy weeks refer basically to the period from 

the Persian era in the Babylonian Captivity of the Jews up to the era, 

approximately 30-70 A.O. There is no reason why he should not choose 

to select one moment in that series and see it as significant of the 

end of the age. There is no reason why the choice of the final 

week as significant of what is to happen at the end of the age, should 

demand, in Hippolytus' thinking, that the other weeks should also be 

repeated. What Hippolytus really meant by the concept, that we have 



denominated 'repetitiveness', was simply that, viewed with the eyes of 

faith and enlightenment, certain events and certain periods -- chosen 

from a wo;~ly point of view somewhat randomly ~ point forward to what 

is to happen at the end of the age. Such a view does not basically 

work with a rigid conformity of one event to another or one period to 

another. It leaves the illuminated spirit to perceive what is 

significant. This may indeed be viewed as fanciful, but this is a 

charge all faith has to meet, and it does seem at any rate to represent 

fairly closely what Hippolytus believed. 

That Hippolytus was not rigidly bound by the desire to find 

precise parallelism and adjustment of periods seems obvious from an 

examination of the whole section, in the Comm. on Daniel, Chapter 

XXXII dealing with Daniel 9.24-27 in its details. 

There is something curious about the way in which Hippolytus 

explains the manner in which the predictions regarding the first seven, 

and the subsequent, sixty-two weeks have been fulfilled. We must now 

consider this in a little detail. In the first place, Hippolytus 

deals with the 'seven weeks', which he consistently understands to mean 

49 years. He notes the year in which Daniel is recorded as having 

received this vision, concludes that it is twenty-one years after the 

year in which Jeremiah made his celebrated prophecy, found at Jer.25. 

11-12(cf.29.10), and shows that the sum of these two figures (forty-

nine and twenty-one) makes up the 'seventy' of which Jeremiah spoke 

(XXX:4-6). The forty-nine years from the date of Daniel's Vision are 

terminated by the year in which the sanctuary was rebuilt (c.518 B.c.). 

This corresponds approximately to 70 years from the time of Jeremiah's 

original utterance. Thereafter Hippolytus goes on to note that 62 

weeks of years is equivalent to 434 years, and considers it appropriate 

that the period from the return from Babylon to the first advent of 

789. 



Christ should be 434 years, since the first covenant was given to 

Israel after a pBriod of 434 years (XXXII:1-2). Hippolytus follows 

in this the Septuagint rendering of Ex.12.40, which speaks of the 

sojourn in Egypt and in Canaan as 430 years, the tradition which Paul 

also relies on in Gal. 3.17. What is noteworthy, however, in all of 

this is that, though he is concerned about the approximate correctness 

at least of these numerical periods, that is, their congruity with 

prophecy or the principle of repetition, Hippolytus seems to be very 

cavalier in his attitude to the fixing of the precise boundary lines 

between the various periods. Thus, the first period is taken to last 

from Jeremiah's prophecy down to the rebuilding of the Temple, some 

years after the Return from Babylon. One would have expected the next 

period to follow neatly thereafter, that is, 434 years from 518 B.C., 

making due allowance for lunar reckoning rather than solar. However, 

Hippolytus puts it in this way :- "Me: Tei' 
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What seems curious here is that Hippolytus feels free to group together 

Jesus the son of Josedech and Zerubbabel··, who were active around 520 

B.C. with Ezra, who is to be dated around 444 B.C. From Ezra's time 

to that of Christ's birth was around 434 years, although it falls 

further short of it on lunar reckoning than on solar. Probably 

Hippolytus' knowledge of the distance in time between Ezra and Jesus 

Christ was inexact, but more probably he is not in any case concerned, 

not because the figure should not be at least roughly accurate (he 

seems to assume this in the case of the 70 years), but because he has 

79n. 



given himself a commencement-point for the periods which is of a 

'sliding' character. Clearly from 520 B.C. to Christ cannot be reckoned 

430 years either on lunar or solar reckoning. Conceivably Hippolytus 

was not sure how long there was between the rebuilding of the Temple 

and Ezra, but he must have been aware From his knowledge of the 

Scriptures that a considerable period of time was involved. From 

Ezra's time, the figure seems perhaps near enough in its accuracy to 

be striking, at least to someone who already has faith and is not 

sceptical in outlook. One is reminded in Hippolytus of the attitude 

to the placing of beginnings and endings of a period which characterized 

the work and understanding of H. Grattan-Guinness in his books, 

'The Approaching End of the Age ' and 'Light for the Last Days', 

1 written in the latter years of the 19th century • Why does Hippolytus 

adopt this attitude? Is it simply in order to make the figures fit? 

One may be tempted to surmize this, yet it seems nore probable that 

Hippolytus, like Grattan-Guinness after him, worked with the 

assumption that, when dealing with periods, as distinct from precise 

events, it is more realistic and true to the nature of history to 

recognize that in fact movements are fluid in character2• When did 

the Jews return from Babylon? We know that various 'caravans' returned. 

Hippolytus seems to assume that the Ezra date is acceptable because it 

was an important date in the effective return of the Jews to their 

own land. This is part of his thinking. The other even more 

fundamental assumption appears to be that it is only as history unfolds 

that we can look back and see where the periods begin and end and which 

events mark off the beginnings and endings of periods which prophecy 

1The Approaching End of the Age viewed in the light of History, 
Prophecy and Science. Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1879. 
Light for the Last Days (Mrs.H.Grattan-Guinness was co-author of 
this work). Morgan & Scott Ltd. 1886. 
My references are to the 2nd edition of 'The Approaching End of 
the Age'(1878) and to the 1917 edition of 'Light for the Last Days' 
edited and revised by E.P. Cachemaille. 

2 C.-f. 1.., 81-..+ to-v +i...~ La..s+ COl'fs, p. tfr a"tl e~~s,~ . 



has indicated in advance. Once 2qain one is reminded powerfully of 

Grattan-Guinness in this outlook • 

It seems clear, then, that Hippolytus is prepared to leave a 

gap between the first seven years and the ensuing sixty-nine weeks, if 

a consideration of how the prophecies have been fulfilled seems to lead 

to this conclusion. Thus, the seventy years of Jeremiah's prophecy 

and of Gabriel's further prediction (in terms of 49 years) appear to 

terminate in 518 B.C. This we understand, because this is in fact what 

happened and it fits the prophecies.. Similarly, on Hippolytus' view, 

we move back from the time of Christ 434 years and we come nearly to 

the time of Ezra. This would seem to leave a gap from 520-444 B.C. 

However, we have also seen that Hippolytus coalesces the beginnings of 

the period of Return from Babylon. In fact he thus seems to be closing 

the gap. 

In this way Hippolytus brings together the first 'seven weeks', 

which terminated approximately 518 B.C. and the 'sixty-nine weeks' 

which commenced about 444 B.C., in that the period between them belongs 

to the one era, that of the Return from Babylon. This is suggestive 

concerning his understanding of the period between the sixty-ninth 

and the seventieth week of Daniel's prophecy. Could it be that the 

whole 'era of Christ' is viewed as spanning the gap between the end of 

the sixty-ninth and the beginning of the seventieth week? This would 

be in line with his thinking about the joining of the 'seven weeks' 

and the 'sixty-nine' weeks. It may be argued that this is an alternative 

way of looking at things, and that we cannot consistently thus under

stand Hippolytus and at the same time also aver that he saw the whole 

seventy weeks as fulfilled by A.O. 70 at the latest and the final week 

repeated at the end of the age. However, one must ask why both views 

797.. 
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should not represent aspects of Hippolytus' thinking. The view that 

the whole seventy weeks were on Hippolytus' view completed by A.D.70 

seems feasible, in view of the factors adduced above. It would not 

be unreasonable to see the final week of that span repeated, when we 

consider other examples of 'historical repetitiveness' in Hippolytus' 

thinking. At the same time, the way in which Hippolytus bridges the 

gap between the seven weeks and the sixty-nine is at least suggestive 

of the possibility of a similar understanding between the sixty-ninth 

and seventieth weeks. In the Comm. on Daniel, IV chapter XXXII, 

Hippolytus thinks of Jesus Christ in His Incarnation in the flesh and 

in history as having fulfilled what was to take place at the end of 

the 'seventy weeks', as indicated in Dan.9.24. Thus, to take only one 

phrase, quoted by Hippolytus from that verse, Christ Jesus is said to 

fulfil the utterance, " ~ Tou u-oV'TcA!a-ot1 

" ,,, ~(/v ' 
~'YT lol.j • ~ (JOI ff 

Advents as having in principle completed the work of the seventieth 

week, as envisaged in Dan. 9.24. Again Is.29~Ir is quoted (XXXIII.5) 

where it is asserted that the learned man will be unable to read a 

sealed book. This is explained in terms of Christ Jesus as the One 

Who has opened the book.-- cf Rev.3.7 and Rev. 5.1-2,6-9 
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The point may still be pressed, however, that we cannot have it both 

ways. How can Hippolytus see the seventieth week as pastalready, 

though due to be repeated at the end of the age, when he, under another 

aspect of his thinking, views the sixty-ninth and seventieth weeks as 

meeting in the period of the Incarnation? One answer would be that 

apocalyptists are not always consistent in their imagery and that this 

would seem to impose a like attitude on their interpreters. However, 

it is not clear that the two views are necessarily inconsistent in 

this case. Is it not Hippolytus' whole thinking that the seventy 

weeks received their fulfilment in the Incarnation, but in such a way 

that fulfilment has yet to be fully manifested? Such a view would 

gather up both the attitudes previously described, viz. that the 70 

weeks were completed at A.O. 70, and that the 69 weeks only receive 

their total completion at the Parousia. The reason for such a curious 

junction of views is that the completion in the Incarnation is of such 

a unique character that it requires future explication and outworking. 

The basic standpoint would seem to be that of the completion of the 

70 weeks by A.O. 70 in the Incarnation, but it is realized that, because 

of its unique character·, precisely those events of the seventieth week 

require a public manifestation in the Parousia. Thus, what we have here 

is not just an inconsistent harmonising of views, which, it might be 

alleged, is characteristic of apocalyptists and their interpreters, 

but rather a combination of views which seemed to Hippolytus to be 

demanded by the uniqueness of the events with which he was dealing, 

namely, the 'salvation-events' bound up with the Incarnation, Cross, 

Resurrection, and Ascension of Jesus Christ. This is not to say that 

Hippolytus consciously thought all this out, but this seems a reasonable 

explication of the subconscious motives at work in the apparent 

mingling of two seemingly divergent interpretations regarding the 

fulfilment of the 'seventy weeks' prediction of Dan.9.24ff. 



THE PRINCIPLE OF REPETITION IN HISTORY : CONCLUSIONS 

We may conclude this section of our study of Hippolytus by asking 

what is the significance of such a concept of repetitiveness in history, 

as Hippolytus seems to work with. What is the relevance of this for 

our study of his eschatology and of Early Church eschatology in 

general? Certainly the immediate relevance to our understanding of 

Hippolytus' eschatology is apparent. Hippolytus takes certain events, 

such as Antiochus Epiphanes' desecration of the Temple at Jerusalem, 

as significant of that final desecration of Christ's seat by Antichrist 

at the end of the age. The ultimate significance of this for our 

purposes, however, is surely that Hippolytus works with a whole theology 

of history. This is important because this represents the context 

in which Hippolytus' discussion of 'final events' takes place. For 

our present interest in eschatology one or two factors emerge which 

are relevant. First, the Parousia is treated in a thoroughly 

historical fashion as the consummation of a process which is carried 

forward ever many centuries. Clearly, in so far as this event brings 

history to its completion, it transcends it, but Hippolytus sees it 

as terminating history at a definite point. Second, history is 

repetitive in character, and this by divine foreordination. The 

standpoint is that of I.Cor.10.11. Paul evidently saw not only judgment 

upon the Israelite grumblers in the wilderness as a warning to Christian 

believers, but discerned a divine purpose in the very happenings which 

overtook Israel at the Exodus: they took place so that a pattern of 

divine grace and judgment might be set forth which would shed light 

on the Death and Resurrection of Jesus Christ. Hippolytus sees a divine 

meaning in the seemingly insignificant series of events of ancient 

times, sometimes just in particular events, such as the blasphemy 

of an Antiochus Epiphanes, or particular careers, such as that of a 



Nebuchadnezzar. Third, it is implied by this, especially when we 

collate this element of repetitiveness with what is said concerning 

the five world kingdoms of Daniel, that world powers are, without being 

aware of it, fulfilling the divine plan, and the pattern of events 

proves that God is in control of history. Fourth, it would seem that 

Hippolytus combines with this conviction an assurance that the freewill 

of such rulers is not overridden. In his quotations from Isaiah and 

elsewhere, it is implied that heathen rulers, who were used by God 

to punish His ~eople, took delight in what they were doing and deserve 

judgment in their turn. Fifth, this element of 'repetitiveness' is 

not usually something which can be readily discerned or easily 

proved. It is evident not to cold logic but to faith. It is faith 

that discerns patterns of meaningfulness in certain correspondences. 

It could sometimes be argued that these correspondences do not inhere 

in reality, since it is only by adopting a standpoint of faith in the 

first place that certain events are singled out from others, so that 

the patterns can be upheld. Sometimes, of course, Hippolytus talks 

of correspondences which are open to verification even by unbelievers, 

such as the 434 years in the wilderness, but even here it is arguable 

that such correspondences are coincidental. This dependence on faith 

is not necessarily a weakness, since faith is always used by the. 

Christian in his attitude to life, though it is true that there is the 

danger here of multiplying parallelisms which have significance only 

in the judgment of private individuals. Hippolytus feels he guards 

against this, it would seem, by referring only to parallelisms which 

are mentioned in Scripture or concern the people of God, either under 

the Old Covenant or the New or both. 
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Underlying all of what is summed up above under these analytical 

headings or points is the conviction of Hippolytus that God was dynamically 

operative in history. He believes that faith enablesus to discern 

repetitiveness and meaningfulness in history, but his stress is on the 

fact that God is actually operative in history. It is not just that 

He enables us to view it from certain perspectives: He could hardly do 

this unless those perspectives corresponded to reality. This is a 

valuable stress. It links up with the Early Christian conviction 

regarding the Lordship of Christ over all things, historical as well 

as natural. It helps Hippolytus to see the Parousia not as an isolated 

Hope of the Church or of the world, but as an event which will not be 

hurried and which will come in God's good time. 

Hippolytus by his outlook 6n God's action in history and its 

'repetitiveness' (to use our own term, not one employed by Hippolytus 

himself) documents more fully than many Early Christian Fathers what 

underlies typological concepts, when it comes to Scriptural inter

pretation. We are reminded that, in their own eyes, the Fathers were 

not just drawing fanciful parallels, but were thinking God~ thoughts 

after Him. The concept that God planned history in a particular way, 

so that men with faith might discern its meaning, is surely worthy of 

our respect, even if we do not accept all typological interpretations 

as corresponding with reality. For eschatology the significance of this 

is that we are reminded that those with insight will be able to learn, 

from a study of the Scriptures and divine providence in history, something 

of our own place in the ongoing purposes of God. By contrast most 

modern theology would feel that such an outlook takes too much upon 

itself. Doubtless there have been many extremists and such have brought 

odium upon intense eschatological expectation, but not all interested 

in eschatology have in fact been scaremongers or preachers of an 



imminent Advent. It would seem that both Paul and Hippolytus used 

prophetic interpretation, and an understanding of the future in terms 

of the past, actually to discourage any kind of frenzied expectation, 

which cut across the ordinary responsibilities of living before Christ 

and in the world. 

HIPPOLYTUS' ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING THE 'SON OF MAN' CONCEPT 

Just as Hippolytus does not view the Parousia in isolation from 

the whole theology of history, which he discovers in Scripture, so too 

there appears to be a rich significance in his understanding of the 

movement of history that is set forth in Daniel, chapters 2 and 7. In 

his handling of the passages from Daniel he assumes that each part has 

its place in a divinely ordained series. This would seem to pose a 

challenge to that kind of thinking about Jesus as the Son of Man, which 

almost unconciously uses the name as a 'tag' and no more. Hippolytus 

nowhere sets out to discuss the meaning of the term, Son of Man, as 

applied to Jesus, Rather does he make certain assumptions, which 

are implied by his use of the term and of Scriptural prediction 

(Daniel 7) of the Son of Man. It is our purpose here to endeavour to 

lay bare these assumptions, and to compare them with current 

understanding of the term. Present-day scholarship is divided on the 

meaning of the term as used by Jesus M~st scholars agree that Jesus 

used it of Himself, though sometimes there is a curious 'third

personal' undertone to His use of the term, as if He were describing 



Someone else. The broad consensus of opinion seems to be that Jesus' 

usage is to be understood in terms of Daniel 7 and/or the Book of. 

Enoch. Some scholars, however, judge that the usage of this expression 

in the Book of Ezekiel is a better guide. Moreover, some scholars, 

including Oscar Cullmann1 hold that there is a connection with the 

Heavenly Man myth of wide familiarity in ancient Near Estern religions. 

This does not exclude the view (based on association with Daniel 7 or 

the Book or Enoch, or both) that the Son of Man has to be understood 

in apocalyptic terms: rather is it an addition to this. The thought 

is that the myth sees a connection between our first parents who were 

made after the prototype of thi~ Heavenly Man, and that, embodied in 

this figure, they reappear at the end of the age. Thus, the myth had 

'protological' as well as 'eschatological' content. Judaism found some 

difficulty in using the protological aspect, since it was hard to 

reconcile with the 'fallenness' of Adam. Therefore, Jewish usage 

does not make explicit the connection with this myth. Cullmann believes 

that at I.Car. 15.45-47 Paul is explicitly rejecting the Philonic 

adaptation of this myth, by his assertion that it was not the 'first 

Adam' who was a 'life-giving' spirit, but the Last Adam, whom he 

identifies with Jesus Christ. If Cullmann is right, Paul's concept 

of Christ as the 'Second Adam' and as the 'Last Adam' represents his 

counterpart to the term 'Son of Man', which does not appear in his 

writings. 

1 lh<. Ck.v1s-foloay of- +1--~ ~.a...vT~s+a'>f'-a"+ ... ~.C.ft, Lon.dot'\, lqS'=t. (l,.ll"'S·~ 
+ .,_ ~ Ci e"' --~" 1 l[) 1 <.. CA.y •st o lo~''( J-~ fve.()'-H... Te!-:,1, lf'.e"'--{~ 1 , lb' b 1 ""/re", I'! s-~ fJ?I ~ 7 ff; , . 



How does Hippolytus' understanding fit in with these theories? 

One feature of these theories is that for the most part they could be 

said to regard the term or name, Son of Man, as a 'tag', that is, in 

isolation from its original context, whether in Daniel 7 or in the Book 

of Enoch. Thus, the term is generally taken as signifying a future 

eschatological role for Jesus Christ. If Daniel 7 or the Book of 

Enoch represent the correct source of Jesus' use of the term, and 

this seems likely, then surely no one would wish to dispute this 

interpretation so far as it goes. The question is whether it goes 

far enough, if it is to represent adequately the assumptions of these 

sources. Modern interpretation of the term, Son of Man, as applied 

to Jesus, ignores the fact that, if Daniel 7 be the true source of 

Jesus' use of the term, He could hardly ignore the dynamic present-

ation of God's action in history, of which the Son of Man was viewed as 

being the climax. It is true that there is much discussion whether 

'Son of Man' in Dan. 7 is to be viewed as an individual figure or as 

a community of people, opinion tending to favour the latter view. 

Probably the truth is that both individual and corporate elements are 

requisite to a complete understanding of the passage, at least in the 

view of Jesus. 1 
T.W. Manson did much to lay stress on the thought of 

'Son of Man' as representing 'the saints of the Most High', an expression 

which found fulfilment in the community founded by Jesus, namely, 

the Christian Church. In so far as modern interpretation recognizes 

the fluidity of the concept, it is doubtless true to tbe sense of 

the passage. What Hippolytus reminds us of, however, is that we 



cannot appropriately view Jesus as the Son of Man (whether alone or 

in company with His Church) without at the same time finding ourselves 

involved in an interpretation of history from Daniel's day to that 

of Jesus in terms of the 'four world empires' of Daniel 2 and 7. 

Modern interpretation has largely concluded that the Book of Daniel was 

compiled under the threat of Antiochus Epiphanes in the 2nd century 

B.C. It would seem that for this reason attention has been diverted 

n n1 • 

from the element to which we are now pointing, on the basis of Hippolytus' 

understanding. Since in fact (as modern scholarship sees it) the 

four kingdoms did not stretch up to Jesus' own day, then the whole 

concept can be ignored. But this is surely an inconsistent and 

unscientific way of looking at things. Whether or not Daniel was 

referring to Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome, this is surely the 

way in which Jews and early Christian commentators saw the matter. 

There is no direct evidence that Jesus viewed the Roman Empire as the 

fourth world empire of Daniel's visions, but if we view him as taking 

prophecy seriously, then surely He must have implied by His references 

to Himself as Son of Man that He saw the four world empires as closing 

with that of Rome. It is true, of course, that in Daniel 2 and 7 

the 'sto~e' or 'Son of Man' follows Antichrist's reign (if we so 

interpret the 'little horn' of Dan. 7.8) and Antichrist emerges from 

the 'ten kingdoms'. But it remains true that the 'toes' of Dan.2 

and the 'horns' of Dan. 7 have a specially close connection with the 

fourth empire. Granted that the Son of Man's coming in advance of His 

coming with glory was not anticipated either in Daniel 2 or Daniel 7, 

it is still more likely that Jesus would have viewed Rome as the 

fourth empire than one under Antiochus Epiphanes, which would have 

left an unexplained gap in prophetic forevision. Hippolytus, in his 

interpretation, seems to assume a dynamic understanding of the appearing 



of the Son of Man, or 'the Stone', which in all probability expresses 

Jesus' own understanding also. 

It may be said, of course, that modern commentators are aware 

that Jesus probably thought thus, but that it is ignored because it 

is a part of Jesus' conception which is no longer acceptable to us. Our 

point is that it is inadmissible to view the matter thus, unless we 

are quite explicit about it. Even then, it is doubtful whether we 

properly represent Jesus' outlook, if we mention but immediately put 

to one side Jesus' probable view regarding Rome as the fourth world 

empire. If we remove oneof the pillars of Jesus' outlook, or, if 

this be viewed as too strong, simply disturb one of the chief features 

of the circumstances concomitant to Jesus' view of Himself as the Son 

of Man, then it is surely doubtful whether in fact we are presenting 

Jesus' view of Himself as such. If two persons hold the same view 

in any matter, but for different reasons, it is a moot point whether 

in fact they hold the same view. If Jesus did in fact view Himself 

as Son of Man, in this dynamic understanding of Daniel 7, as Hippolytus 

seems to construe the passage, then His view was that He came on the 

scene at this particular point in history because the scroll of history, 

prophesied beforehand, had been unrolled to the appropriate point. 

It is true that Jesus could not have been in any way subservient to 

the letter of prophecy, for Daniel's visions did not in fact anticipate, 

or at least spell out, that the Son of Man would come in humiliation 

before He came in glory. It belonged to Jesus' masterful interpret

ation of Scripture -- of which Hippolytus saw Him also as Author, 

as Divine Word -- that He focused in Himself so many Old Testament 

'motifs' - Suffering Servant, Messiah, Son of Man. It remains true, 

however, that Jesus, on this view, would be asserting that the divine 

moment had come and that it was for this reason that He was come. 



The significant thing is that this is surely precisely what Jesus did 

prociaim: "The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand; 

repent, and believe in the gospel. 11 (Mk.I.15). In this passage both 

the reference to the fulfilment of the (prophesied) time and the 

reference to the kingdom are significant. If Jesus did have in mind 

.such a dynam~c understanding of prophecy, when he spoke of Himself 

as Son of Man (his most characteristic Self-designation), then we can 

understand the preoccupation of His message with the Kingdom. This 

latter would not, then, be any inner kingdom of righteousness and 

peace alone: rather it would be the proleptic anticipation of the 

fifth world empire of Daniel 2 and Daniel 7, that kingdom shadowed 

in advance in humiliation before its emergence in glory at the Parousia 

of Christ. Jesus' preoccupation with the Kingdom, on the one hand, 

and His preference for the term 'Son of Man', on the other, surely 

witness, then, to one common feature, viz. Jesus' Self-understanding 

in terms of a dynamic understanding of the prophecies of Daniel 2 

and Daniel 7, when combined masterfully with other Old Testament 

'motifs' which He saw as fulfilled in Himself and His Mission. When 

Jesus exhorted His enemies to 'search the scriptures" (Jn.5.27), he 

approved that there they would in fact find eternal life, because 

they spoke of Him -- though this His enemies failed to understand. 

This truth Jesus had surely discovered in His own reading of the 

Scriptures in the silent years at Nazareth. 

It may be said that much of this is self-evident and that, though 

Hipoolytus thinks dynamically in his interpretation of the Danielle 

passages and of the term 'Son of Man', and though Jesus may well have 

thought thus of Himself, the view-point is that of an apocalyptic, 

which sought to write history before it took place. Many perhaps 

see clearly enough the possibility of Jesus having thought thus, 



but would wish to save Him from subscription to what they regard as 

sub-standard spirituality and substandard thinking. These attitudes 

appear to be bound up with a derogation of apocalyptic, which is 

questionable. If Jesus did think dynamically about the interpret

ation of the Danielic passages and His own place in their fulfilment, 

it is not immediately obvious that His status is thereby diminished. 

Rather would it seem that His adoption of such a viewpoint should make 

believing men question their estimate of apocalyptic, at least in 

this instance. 

The major point that we would wish to make is that in fact such 

a dynamic understanding of the Danielic passages and His place in 

regard to them is consistent both with Jesus' stress on the Kingdom 

in His teaching and with His preference for the term 'Son of Man' as 

a Self-designation, and that, though we find in Hippolytus no direct 

references to Jesus' understanding of Daniel, this was how Hippolytus 

himself understood Daniel, chapters 2 and 7. luhat Hippolytus thought, 

taken by itself, may not seem so significant, but for our present 

purpose he is a significant pointer to the 'mentality' of the Early 

Church and of our Lord Himself. And it is true that, though many 

scholars would perhaps concede that Jesus may possibly or even probably 

have thought thus, this dynamic understanding of the term 'Son of Man' 

is not to the fore, largely, it would seem, because such an under

standing of prophecy is thought of as having little to contribute 

today or because scholarship does not wish to discover a Jesus to 

Whose thinking it cannot subscribe. In either case, such considerations 

are surely irrelevant. We cannot f6~ce Jesus Christ into the moulds 

of our own shaping. 



Hipplytus seldom actually employs the term 'Son of Man', but 

there is not a shred of doubt that he does actually think of JP.sus 

as such only in terms of the dynamic mo\/ement of history, set forth 

in Daniel 7 and paralleled in Daniel 2. When Hippolytus thinks of 

Jesus as'Son of Man' or as the 'Stone~ he sees Him as the consummation 

of the process of history set out beforehand under divine inspiration 

in Nebuchadnezzar's vision recorded in Daniel 2, and that of Daniel 

himself in chapter 7. We may briefly illustrate this point. In 

the Commentary on Daniel II, XIII, Hippolytus says, after, in the 

previous chapter, relating the four major portions of the great Image 

of Nebuchadnezzar's vision to the Babylonian, Persian, Greek and 
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There is no doubt from the reference to the Romans in the previous 

chapter that Hippolytus is thinking in the future tense. The 'stone' 

was still to come in fulfilment of Daniel 2, since the 'ten toes' 

of the great image of Nebuchadnezzar were still future. It is difficult 

to doubt, however, that Hippolytus was not at the same time conscious 

of the triumph of the Christian Gospel as it spread out to the very 

ends of the earth. Such he would surely see as an anticipation, and 

as the guarantee, of the future fulfilment of Daniel, chapters 2 and 7. 



The major point, however is that in these sections Hippolytus may 

not use the term 'Son of Man' but he clearly sees the 'stone' as a 

parallel term for Christ and His Kingdom. And he manifestly does 

not think of 'stone' or 1 Son of ·Man' as a 'tag', as an apocalyptic 

figure Who will one day come to earth, in dissociation from all that 

is said about the preceding four world empires. Hippolytus takes 

seriously the dynamic view of history within which the corning of the 

'stone' or 'Son of Man' is presented in the Danielic passages. What 

is perhaps most significant is that he is obviously wholly unconscious 

of innovating in doing thi~. He assumes that Daniel must be so 

interpreted. 

Again, in the Commentary on Daniel, IV.XXIII-XXIV, we find the 

discussion of Christ's birth as taking place in the 5500th year from 

the creation of the world. Hippolytus sees the 6000th year as 
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[Is there perhaps a hint here that Jesus Christ is the Second 

Adam, the One Who comes in glory at the end of the 'six-day working 

week' of God in His providential care of history? When we recall 

Cullrnann's association of the Pauline concept of Christ as the Second 

Adam and as the Last Adam as bound up with the figure of the Son of 

Man, so frequently mentioned in all four Gospels, one wonders whether] 
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Is there perhaps a hint here that Jesus Christ is the Second 

Adam, the One Who comes in glory at the end of the 'six-day working 

week' of God in His providential care of history? When we recall 

Cullmann's association of the Pauline concept of Christ as the Second 

Adam and as the Last Adam as bound up with the figure of the Son of 

Man, so frequently mentioned in all four Gospels, one wonders whether 

the basic thought of Hippolytus in this passage is not that of 

Jesus as coming Son of Man. It would be hard to prove this, but this 

is at least a distinct possibility. Further, the thought of this 

chapter illustrates the theme of the dynamic activity of God in history. 

Just as four world empires give way to 'ten kingdoms' (and to Antichrist's 

reign) and then to that of 'the stone' or the 'Son of Man', so the 

six 'working millennia' give way to God's millennium of rest at the 

end of the age. Whatever infiltrations of Hellenic thinking there 

may be in this whole scheme of 'seven millennia', the Hebraic and 

prophetic notes are by no means absent. 

In the Scholia on Daniel we find an interesting passage on Dan.7.14:-
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1The Greek text is that given in Migne's Patrologia, Graeca, Tomus 
X, column 684. The following is the Latin as given in column 683. 

11 Quae non auferetur. Hippolyti. P.otestatem omnem a Patre Filia 
datam ostendit, qui co~elestium, terrestrium et infernorum rex et 
judex omnium manifestatus est: coelestium quidem, quia Verbum §X 
cords Patris ante omnia natum est; terrestrium autem, quia homo 
inter homines factus est, per se impsum reformans Adam; infernorum 
tandem, quia inter mortuos computatus est,annuntians felicitatem 
sanctorum animis, ipse morte mortis victor." 



The thought latent in this passage is of Christ as 'Son of Man', 

though it views this as only one of the designations appropriate to 

the divine Son of God, who breaks through all the moulds, as it were. 

He in His Person is more than they all are. In speaking of Him as 

the One Who 'created Adam anew of Himself' the thought of Christ Jesus 

as the Second Adam is at least present surely, for in the Pauline 

concept the interest in thus describing our Lord is soteriological 

and practical, as it is here. What, however, is of especial significance 

is that Hippolytus here seems to think of Christ as One Whose reign 

has already begun -- as divine Son of God; as Son of Man or Second 

Adam; and as First fruits from the dead, Precursor of the resurrection. 

Here the note of 'realized eschatology' is to the fore, though the 

context shows that it is recognized that certain events still remain 

in the future, viz. Parousia of Christ and the general resurrection. 

Among other aspects this passage recognizes that the kingdom of the 

Son of Man has been inaugurated since the Incarnation and especially 

since the Resurrection of Christ. 

A very similar passage occurs in the ~,Christo et _Antichristo, 

' Chapter XXVI. After quoting Dan. 7 .13-14 Hippolytus says : " T~ \l 
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The thought is almost identical with the passage from the Scholia on Rng. 

Daniel. The only significant addition here is the reference to 

Jesus Christ as Judge. We recall that the concept of the Son of Man 

as appointed Judge has an important place in the Similitudes of Enocl· 

as also in the references in the Fourth Gospel (cf .Jn.5.27). We ought 

perhaps to judge that Hippolytus was in part influenced by the concept 

of the Son of Man in the 'Similitudes'. The Early Church up to the 

end of the 2nd century A.O. appears to have treated this work as 

canonical, so it would not be surprising that Hippolytus should have 

his view of the Son of Man coloured by this source. Nevertheless, 

there seems to be much to be said for the view that our Lord's usage 

depended much more, if not solely, on that found in the Book of 

Daniel, and it may well be that Hippolytus' stress on Jesus Christ as 

Judge, under the form of Son of Man, is arrived at in independence of 

the Similitudes of Enoch. It is noteworthy that C.H. Dodd is doubtful 

about the influence of the 'Similitudes' on :Jesus' concept of the 

Son of Man. He notes, among other points, that "in any case Jesus 

refers explicitly to Daniel and not to Enoch", and to the fact that 

"He (Jesus) was at least as capable as the author of the Similitudes 

of giving his own re:· 11terpretation (as that author does) of the 

0 ' l' b . II J anie ic sym olisn1 • As for Hippolytus, his reference to Jesus as 

Judge may well be dependent primarily on the Fourth Gospel and on his 

own methodology of interpretation: this latter consisted in inter-

prating Daniel, but in doing so in a way that harmonised with the 

The Parables of the Kingdom. Nisbet & Co. ltd. London, p.92 
footnote 2. 



further and decisive light imparted by the Incarnation, Cross, and 

Resurrection of Jesus Christ. In these, parallel passages Jesus has 

authority because of His origin, achievement in His early life and 

ministry, and His Descent into Hades. Probably the reference to 

Jesus as 'Judge' in the 'Treatise' was deemed appropriate in part 

because of its usage in the Fourth Gospel in connection with the Son 

of Man, but primarily because it expressed the dignity of the Son 

of Man, predicted certainly in Daniel, but set forth by his argument. 

We have cited these passages in order to show that, though 

Hippolytus understands Christ in terms of the prophecies of the Book 

of Daniel, he also understands Daniel in the light of the events 

associated with the Incarnation and the Christian Gospel. It is in 

this way that the note of 'realized', or perhaps it is better to say 

'inaugurated', eschatology, is introduced in Hippolytus. The fact 

that he has so much to say about God's purposes for future history, 

culminating in Antichrist's blasphemy and his overthrow by the 

appearing of Christ in glory, should not blind us to his very real 

sense of what Christ achieved in His humiliation and of His present 

exaltation to God's right hand. Indeed, with all other Early Christian 

thinkers, Christ's'exaltation' is the basis of His Lordship over 

history. This must surely lie behind all that Hippolytus has to say 

concerning the future outworking of Daniel's predictions. It was the 

Word Who revealed Future history to Daniel. It is He Who has become 

flesh to achieve the redemption of men and has triumphed; and it is 

He Who will guide to its completion the section of history that remains 

before His coming in glory. 



In referring to some possible dependence of Hippolytus on the 

Fourth Gospel, in particular, in his understanding of the Son of Man, 

one wonders whether Hippolytus and the author of that Gospel do not 

have a great deal in common. If Hippolytus helps us to see a valuable 

perspective from which Jesus' claim to be Son of Man is to be viewed, 

namely, that whereby Jesus would see Himself as fulfilling a dynamic 

Danielic presentation of history, may it not be that he sets forth 

also the significance of the frequently noted Johannine preoccupation 

with the 'realized' note in eschatology? Upholders of 'realized 

eschatology' as that which best represents Jesus' thinking normally 

rely heavily upon John's Gospel, where so much futurist eschatology 

may seem to have been transmuted into something else. Nevertheless 

such few passages as John 5.25 ff. either have to be viewed as 

concessions to the older tradition concerning Jesus' eschatology or 

reinterpretations of the same. An 'inaugurated' eschatology is able 

to treat as authentic and fully meaningful the references to future 

resurrection and judgment in this chapter and in John II (where indeed 

it is Martha who speaks of resurrection at the last day), while laying 

stress on the present triumph and reign of Christ. It is interesting 

that Jn. 5.28-29 appears to reflect, in language, Dan. 12.2. Jesus 

made considerable use of the Book of Daniel, and such an allusion would 

help to confirm that He believed firmly in future resurrection while 

in this passage Jesus lays stress on the Presence of future judgment 

H11. 

and resurrection in His own Person. Hippolytus may offer us confirmation 

of the 'mentality' by which Jesus and the writer of the Fourth Gospel 

interpreted Jesus' role. 



What Hippolytus reminds us of is that Jesus Christ has come in 

fulfilment of the Oanielic prophecies, but that He has done so in 

advance. To Daniel there was given only part of the truth about the 

Coming O~e. When we combine with his predictions insights given to 

'Isaiah' and other Old Testament prophets, we can see how Jesus of 

Nazareth is consistent with all the predictions, but in such a 

way as to embody in fullness what each prophet only caught fragmentary 

glimses of. Moreover, to Hippolytus the actuality of Jesus Christ in 

the Incarnation makes sense of what was of necessity pu~zling before 

the event, just because the individual pictures were fragmentary and 

because the time spoken of was imperfectly known. In particular, 

Hippolytus, as we have already noted, sees the truth of the coming Son 

of Man, revealed to Daniel, as eked out by the historic actuality by 

which, in fulfilment of other prophecies of the Coming One which did 

not employ this name, the Son of Man first came in humiliation. Thus, 

it appears that Hippolytus is forced to a view in which the Incarnation 

has taught him that the Son of Man has already come, while what remains 

to be fulfilled of Danielic prophecy instructs him that the coming of 

the Son of Man in glory lies ahead. This fits in, of course, with 

Jesus' predictions, and Early Church expectation, regarding the 

Parousia. In all this there is nothing novel, except in so far as 

Hippolytus makes more explicit than most Early Christian writers 

how prophetic word and Gospel actuality were related in the estimate 

of present and future Christian reality. It is not simply that some 

Old Testament prophecies have been fulfilled, while others are yet 

outstanding so far as fulfilment is concerned, true though this may be. 

The interlocking of these prophecies, fulfilled or unfulfilled, in the 

same Person, Jesus of Nazareth, causes each prophesied aspect to be 

invaded with a quality of dynamism that is only made clear through 

R1~. 



the historical actuality. Thus, the term 'Son of Man' is given in 

Daniel as the portrayal of a Figure Who comes at the end of the age 

with cJ.o~ds and great glory to sum up human history, but the appearing 

of the Promised One in humiliation helps us to see the full meaning 

even of the term 'Son of Man'. It is this sense which underlies the 

tension between 'now' and 'then' in Hippolytus. Is it not this kind 

of 'mentality' which underlies the thinking of the Fourth Evangelist 

also? On such a view, we are not merely suggesting that in John's 

Gospel realized and futurist elements remain side by side, or even 

that the actuality of the Incarnation has demanded an 'inaugurated 

eschatology': rather is it the thought that it is the reinterpretation 

of Danielic prophecy and the Danielic concept of the Son of Man, that 

is much in mind in the Fourth Gospel. Jn.5.25ff. may well have in 

mind the Danielic prophecy of resurrection (Dan.12.2), in particular. 

Thus understood, what is implied in this Johannine passage is not 

any intention to deny the historical actuality of future resurrection 

and judgment but rather a stance which is informed at once by the 

unexpected early arrival of the Son of Man in humiliation and the 

remaining expectation of His Coming in glory. It may be asked, however, 

what relation Hippolytus has to such an interpretation of the Fourth 

Gospel. The only answer that can be made to this is that he lays 

bare by his own dynamic understanding of Daniel's prophecies how in 

the Incarnation history had, as it were, anticipated itself. It may 

be said that any view which fixes its gaze on prophecies of One who 

comes in glory and then looks at the Incarnation, must reach some such 

conclusion. This may be true, but the point is that Hippolytus' 

dynamic understanding of future history, as portrayed in the Danielic 

prophecies, gives this added force. What Hippolytus seems to assume 

is that each kingdom, mentioned in Daniel chapters 2 and 7, was due 



to come in a predestined order. It is precisely this stress on the 

divine governance of the details of history which is lacking in most 

modern interpretation. Thus, the effect of regarding Daniel's 
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prophecies as being in fact 'vaticinia ex eventu' is to discredit serious 

belief in such a detailed ordering of history. One may doubtless 

still believe that God is ultimately in control of history, but the 

supposed realization that this is not genuine prophecy undermines 

conviction in the apparent 'determinism', which seems bound up with 

such a view of prediction, as Hippolytus and ancient commentators 

espoused. Further, such a deterministic view is seen as characteristic 

of 'apocalyptic pessimism'. In fact, however, this determinism is 

not equated either by the writer/compiler of Daniel(whoever that may 

have been, Daniel himself in 6th century B.C. or a 2nd century indiv

idual) with pessimism. What is taught is no determinism which over

rules or overrides genuine human decision. Rather what is taught is 

the good news that in a mysterious fashion God remains in control of 

history and that even the wrath of men is made to serve Him. In any 

event, the modern rejection of the authenticity of the Book of Daniel 

has been influential in the ignoring of the perspective of ancient 

times, whereby the fifth world empire of Daniel 2 and Daniel 7 was not 

anticipated when in fact it arrived. It is because these passages are 

not treated as genuine prophecy that it becomes increesingly difficult 

to take seriously the peculiar twist to the problem of Christ's first 

advent, that was appreciated very clearly by Hippolytus. For him it 

is not just that the Son of Man who was to come in glory has first come 

in humiliation, however true that may be so far as it goes: it is rather 

that the ordained and predicted time-series has been disturbed. This 

can only mean that in Christ the End-time is already cameo Does not 

this perspective figure in Hippolytus? And may it not serve as 
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commentary upon that ancient appreciation of prophecy that probably 

lies imbedded in such passages as Jn.5.25ff? 

THE PROBLEM OF THE IMMINENCE OF THE PAROUSIA IN THE LIGHT OF HIPPOLYTUS' 

ESCHATOLOGICAL STANCE 

It is clearly unwise to assert dogmatically that Hippolytus' 

understanding, if we have set it forth faithfully, is found in the 

Fourth Gospel, since it is always so difficult to recover with certainty 

assumptions which guide writers, particularly those of so long ago. 

Nevertheless, Hippolytus has in his own right surely set out for us, by 

what we can rec~ver of his own assumptions, a challenging perspective. 

He reminds us that, if we find ourselves able to take Danielic prophecy 

as such rather than as 'vaticinia ex eventu', we must then face up to the 

problem of how Christ not only anticipated by His Coming in humiliation, 

individual·prophecies but reorganized what individual prophecies had 

revealed as the divinely ordained series of history, Even if it be 

judged that modern Biblical scholarship makes such a view impossible 

(and it is not clear that this is a necessary conclusion), it remains 

a fact that to those who accepted Daniel's prophecies as such, the 

problem of Christ's Coming must have appeared inthis fashion. For 

Hippolytus Jesus Christ is the Son of Man who represents the fifth world 

empire, the fifth and final term in the ordained series of world-kingdoms. 

It is in this sense that for him the End-time has come. Modern scholarship, 

by its dissociation of Christ as Son of Man from the series of world-

empires of which this figure was supposed to be the crown (Daniel 7), 

has in a sense used the term as a convenient, if Biblical, 'tag'. The 

consequence of this is that the view of Christ as inaugurating the End 
the 

of the age is not quite that which follows from seeing/Son of Man as 

the consummation of an ordered series. Hippolytus surely performs a 
~ 



most worthwhile service by br~nging to our remembrance that 

perspective from which Early Church commentators must have seen the 

matter when they were consistent with their own view of prophecy. 

816. 

It seems likely that we can discern more clearly in Hoppolytus what the 

majority of commentators up to his own day thought about the matter. 

This indirectly is suggestive for the perspectives which were in the 

minds of the Biblical writers themselves, and even in the mind of our 

Lord himself. Thus, Hippolytus indirectly challenges us to ask what 

Jesus meant when he said that the time was fulfilled and that the 

Kingdom of God was at hand. We tend today, on the basis of such 

statements, to assume that Jesus either was saying that the Kingdom 

of God had arrived (C.H. Dodd), or that it was imminent (J. Weiss, A. 

Schweitzer and M. Werner). Is it not more likely, if we allow what 

was apparently Hippolytus' stance to guide us, that what Jesus meant 

was that in Him and His mission the final product in the series of 

predestined kingdoms was already present? Such an understanding 

would help us to understand the difficulty of resolving the question 

whether Jesus intended to say that the Kingdom was present, or was 

only imminent. For in the sense in which Daniel foresaw the coming of 

the Son of Man this fifth empire was clearly not yet present, but in 

another sense dictated by other prophecies of Christ's humiliation 

and by the historical actuality of the Incarnation, this fifth empire 

was even then a reality in the midst of human history. The rightfulness 

of Christ to sum up all prophetic figures in Himself provides the common 

reference of all and underlies the appropriateness of Christ's being 

seen as Son of Man even now -- this is true surely of Jesus' own thinking, 

of the Evangelists who faithfully recorded His insight and Self-designation, 

and now of Hippolytus. This stance spills, however, over in its 

significance to the question of the imminence of the Parousia. From 



such a standpoint the Parousia must surely be seen as imminent, but only 

in the sense that the First Advent of Christ strains forward to the 

completion of the Second Advent. This point has, of course, frequently 

been made. It is often described under terms of 'prophetic fore

shortening'. When, however, Hippolytus' dynamic concept of the 

Danielic seriation of the five world kingdoms is retained, the 

perspective is significantly changed. We can no longer deduce from 

this that Jesus believed that the corning of the Son of Man in glory 

was imminent, in the modern and general sense that it might come within 

a few years or within a generation. Rather surely what is intended, 

viewed over against such a background, is the thought that, since 

the last of a series of predestined kingdoms has arrived, then the 

completion of all history, its consummation at the coming of the Son of 

Man in glory, cannot be far behind. If we extract the concept of 

'imminence' from this Biblical framework, then indeed problems must 

needs arise as time moves on and that Coming of the Son of Man in glory 

is 'postponed'. But, if we understand in what Biblical 33nse the 

concept of 'imminence' is set, ran we any longer meanin9fully speak of 

'postponement' or 'delay' of the Second Advent§ Such a concept of 

imminence, derived from the concept of a series of predestined 

kingdoms, does surely provide a basis for an understanding of the 

nearness of the Parousia which could yet be combined with the belief 

in the possibility of quite a long 'delay', when the latter term is 

understood in the ordinary sense of the passing of an extended period 

of time. And there is at least some evidence to suggest that our 

Lord was not thinking of imminence in the ordinary sense of the passing 

of a few years only. The expectation of the preaching of the 
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Gospel to all nations (Mk.13.10), the prediction in the Little Apocalypse 

(Mk.13-Matt.24) regarding the desolation of Jerusalem, which _is not 

necessarily to be thoughtof in terms of supernatural agency, and some of 

the parables, suggest that an 'imminent' Parousia was not in the expectation 

of our Lord. 



It follows, the9 that we find in Hippolytus a perspective for 

understanding the tension of 'rcalizgd eschatology' and 'futurist 

eschatology', which is most instructive. Its central ingredient is 

a combination of Danielic prophecies regardi~g the Coming of the 

Son of Man, in its original dynamic setting within predestined 

history, with the actual Gospel events associated with the Birth, 

Ministry, Death, Resurrection, and Ascension of Our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Hippolytus,as we have seen, appears to suggest by his own attitudes a 

threefold contribution to our own understanding of Biblical eschatology. 

First, the term 'Son of Man' must not be viewed simply as an 

apocalyptic 'tag' in dissociation from the four world empires, of 

which this Figure is in Daniel 7 the consummation. Second, the tension 

between 'realized' eschatology and 'futurist' eschatology has· to be 

seen in the light of the dynamic presentation of predestined history 

given in Daniel 2 and Daniel 7. It is not just that Jesus as Son of 

Man in humiliation has anticipated the coming of the Son of Man in 

glory, but rather that in Him the final epoch, that of the Kingdom 

of God, has come, but yet not in such a way as to preclude the 

necessity for its consummation in the appearing of the Son of Man with 

clouds and great glory. Third the concept of 'imminence' has to be 

viewed over against this prophetic or apocalyptic outline of history, 

that of five world empires from Daniel's day, concerning which we are 

now since the Incarnation in the last. Clearly, all of these 

perspectives, which appear to be assumed by Hippolytus, are consistent 

with what we have already seen of his eschatology. It is thought 

out in the most definitely historical terms and is dependent upon 

prophecy, particularly the Book of Daniel in combination with other 

prophecies and the fulfilled content of Jesus of Nazareth, Who fills 

out all the types as their great Antitype. 

R1R. 



DETAILS REGARDING ANTICHRIST'S VICTORIES 

There are certain details of Hippolytus' eschatological teaching 

in the two principal works which we have so far been examining viz. 

the 'Treatise' and the Commentary on Daniel, which we have to this point 

left to one side. Both these works are very concerned with the reign 

of Antichrist, as we have seen. Certain rather curious details are 

taken over from Dan.II.40ff. Thus, Hiopolytus tells us that Anti-

christ will master Egypt, Libya, and Ethiopia, though Edom, Moab, and 

the children of Ammon will escape from his hand. In this connection 

he quotes Dan.12.41 explicitly and alludes cleariy to the content of 

vv. 42-43 in the same passage. (De Christe .. et Antichristo Chapters LI-

LII). In the Commentary on Daniel, IV.XII.4 Hippolytus makes the 

same point : " ..... kr1.I c!.i? ,1.urol; (the ten horns of Dan. 7:7, 20.) 
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Great perplexity has always been found with the question how such 

details can be known. In like vein is the assertion that Tyre and 

Barytus will be the first to suffer from Antichrist's power, after 

his overthrow of the three powers already spoken of. This is mentioned 

in the 'Treatise' also>in chapter LII. It is clear, of course, that 

Hippolytus reaches these conclusions by dependence on Scripture. Thus, 

his identification of the figure in Dan.II.40ff. with Antichrist is 

basic to his assertions that Edom, Moab, and Ammon will be spared by 

Antichrist while Egypt, Libya and Ethiopia will be defeated. A 

conflation with Dan.7.[) is based on the judgment that Antichrist is 

intended in both sections. The reference to the defeat of Tyre and 

Berytus is not so clear, but it is dependent upon Is.23.4-5, where 
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future judgment upon Tyre and Sidon is predicted. One recalls that most 

of the prophetic books have a section which deals with the fate of the 

nations, as at Is.13-23. Hippolytus evidently deemed this a suitable 

source for discovering what has to happen to certain peoples during 

Antichrist's reign. Nevertheless, it is quite likely, as w. Bousset 

claimed at the end of 1 last century, that details in such writers 

as Irenaeus and Hippolytus go back to a tradition only partly 

dependent upon the Old Testament. The question emerges what was 

originally intended by Daniel II.40ff. R.H. Charles early in this 

century remarked that different interpretations have been given of 

vv.40-45. According to one interpretation, they have been regarded as 

a recapitulation, and as giving a brief sketch of the course of 

events, from about 171 B.C. to the death of Antiochus. 2 Charles feels, 

however, that the introductory reference to 'the time of the end' (v.40) 

excludes any recapitulation, v.35ff. may have given a resume of such 

events, but v.40ff deals with the events of the End-time itself. 

Charles here assumes that this 'End-time' was in fact imminent when the 

writer penned these words during the persecution under Antiochus 

Epiphanes. Whether this standpoint is acceptable or not, does not 

affect the pertinenceof Charles' comment. A second possibility, 

mentioned by this commentator, is that the reference is to historical 

events, taking place after those already mentioned (Charles takes vv.35-39 

to refer to events under Antiochus), "i.e. after the year 168". This 

latter possibility also seems ruled out, as we know noth~ng, as 

1 The Antichrist Legend. A C.hapfev 1~ Lky,:i..t, .. '\ ~l'\d J'~w1sl t:::clh..ln*-. T..,..e"s 
lt\.-ic G."'t>· b'{ A-,U.~-e..a .. '(.. l4~rkk1M.so ..... g..C.O. ~~do.-t. 18''l' 

2 The Book of Daniel (The Century Bible). T.C. & 
Edinburgh and London 

E.E. Jack. 
p.136. 



Charles reminds us, of an expedition against Egypt after this date. 

It remains a possibility that what we are confronted with here is a 

genuine prediction of events du~ to take place· at the end of the age. 

If this be so, then Hippolytus' alignment with the concept of 

Antichrist is not improbable, even if it be true that his interpretation 

may have been shaped in part by a conviction with a very long pedigree. 

THE MILLENNIUM NOT STRESSED 

It is rather remarkable that Hippolytus has no very distinct 

reference to the concept of a millennial reign of Christ on earth. It 

seems remarkable in view of the way in which he relies so heavily upon 

the prophecy of Daniel and the Book of Revelation, insisting throughout 

on interpreting each symbol as referring to future (or in some cases, 

past) historical events. Basically, it is true, Hippolytus relies on 

the Book of Daniel and brings in the 'Little Apocalypse' (Matt.24; Mk.13; 

Lk.21), Paul's reference to 'the mo~ of sin' in II Thess.2, and the 

Book of Revelation rather to fill out the picture of the future that he 

gets from 'Daniel'. Nevertheless, the Revelation does loom quite 

large as a source, and it seems surprisinq that no explicit reference 

to a millennium occurs. Perhaps the only reason for this fact is that in 

the 'Treatise' Hippolytus' subject is Antichrist. From this point of 

view, it would not be necessary for Hippolytus to go on to speak of 

the millennium, which is referred to a further period beyond the 

Second Advent. 

What evidence there is, suggests that Hippolytus believed in a 

millennial reign of Christ. Thus, the reference in the Commentary on 

Daniel, (IV.XXIII: noted above page 7SS) to the scheme of six 

millennia in which Christ's birth is suggested to have occu;~d in 

the year 5500 from the creation, suggests that Hippolytus assumed that 
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the. 'Sabbath rest~ would also be of 1000 years' duration, i.e. that, 

since the first six millennia had relevance to life on earth, this would 

also be true of the seventh, and that 'eternity' had reference only to 

what lay beyond that 'Sabbath rest'. The interpretation of Rev.17.10 

in this passage suggests again that he understood 'John' as referring 

to a seventh' millennium' rather than anything else : '' '£ "KcJ o3v 
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Again, in the De Christo et Antichristo, LXV, Hippolytus has an explicit 

reference to the '~irst resurrection' in terms of Rev.20.6. He 

aligns this with Dan.12.2; Is.26:19; and John 5.25, among other 

passages of Scripture and in the first and third of these citations it 

seems very likely that he sees significance in the reference to'some' 

as hearing the voice of the Son of God. It may seem curious 

that Hippolytus could use the Danielic reference in this way, since 

'some' of the good and some of the evil are in view, but with the 

presuppositions of Hippolytus he would surely simply assume that our 

Lord had now given further light to the effect that 'saints' and 

'sinners' were to be raised at different times. It seems reasonably 

clear, on the whole, that Hippolytus did believe in millennial 

teaching, b~t did not consider it germane to his purpose to develop 

this theme at any length in his extant works. The fact that he only 

hints at his belief means that he has nothing distinctive to say on 

this subject. 



THE CHURCH AS THE TRUE ISRAEL. 

We turn briefly to take some notice of the eschatological 

imnlications of Hippolytus' views on issues that are not directly concerned 

with eschatology. When we think of Hippolytus, one is immediately 

reminded of what he championed in his own day in Rome, namely, his 

stress on the Church as the pure community of beJievers. Hippolytus 

was also an exponent of the Logos Christology, but it is in what we 

know of his view of the Church that the influence of his eschatology 

can be most clearly discerned. Adolf Hamel sums up the contribution 

of Hippolytus to the doctrine of the Church in these words :-

"Hippolytus Anschauung van der Kirche entfaltet sich in Auseinander
setzung mi t den die Kirche van au{3 en bedr8~ngenden orJar aus ihr 
selhst aufbrechenden Gefahren und Gewalten. Es lassen sich vier 
gro·~e, teilweise sich uberschneidende, aufeinnnder bezo~ene Funkt
ionen aufzeigen, in denen die Kirche sich in ihrem Auftrag und 
Sein entfaltet: GegenUber dam Anspruch der Synagoge als das wahre 
Israel; in Blick auf die Reflec~ung der Welt und konkret auf 
Kallists diszirilinare Ma1~'nahmen als die VP.rs~mmlunq der. Heiligen; 
im Blick auf doe Hiresien ~ls die Tr~gerin deT Wahrheit; gegenUber 
der Anfeindung jer ,LJelt als die rettende Arche der G:houbigen. 
Stands geehrter Personen und priesterliche Amter geben ihr die 
festen Organe, um diese mehrfach1 Beanspr.uchun~ und Gefahrdung 
zu ertragen und zu tJ°berwinden." 

I.lie may extract for the sake of clarity and emphasis the four phrases 

which describe the functions or roles of the Church ------

as the true Israel ; 

as the assemblage of the holy 

as the bearer of the truth ; 

as the saving Ark of the believing. 

Hamel builds up his book around these four headings, though on the 

last point his emphasis falls upon the structure of the Church, and 
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has special relevance to the question of the ~lace of the bishop, 

presbyters and deacons, in regard to the Church as a whole. 

We may ask how Hippolytus'conception of the Church, as set out 

under these four headinqs can be related to eschatological themes. 

In reality, however, there is a close connection in each case. We may 

set this out in summary fashion first, and then set the matter out 

under each heading in a little more detail. In saying that the Church 

is the true Israel Hippolytus i~ making the Church the true inheritor 

of Old Testament promise and thus sets her within his theology of 

history; in thinking of her as the assemblage of the holy, Hippolyt~s 

views the Church as the precursor of the Ne1~ Heaven and Earth, to be 

revealed at Christ's Parousia; in that the Church bears the truth 

in opposition to heresy and paganism -- Hippolytus relates her backwards 

in time to Jesus Christ and forward again to Christ's Appearin0, the 

stress falling this time not merely on her destiny but on the 

publication of her present hidden correspondencR with divine Truth 

revealed; and in seeing the Church as the saving Ark of the believing, 

Hippolytus sees the true Church as the divinely ordained place mf 

salvation, both now and in the final eschatological woes. In all of 

these points Hippolytus is as much interested in the conformity of 

the Church in her being and functions with the Incarnate Christ,. as he 

is in her rRlationship to the Coming Christ. This is because he thinks 

primarily in terms of a whole theology of history, as we have already 

observed in the earlier part of our study, and because he sees the Church 

as spanning the 'gap' between the two Advents. Thus, the Church must 

have a close relationship both with the Incarnate and the Coming Lord, 

because from the Incarnation until now and beyond to the Second Advent 

1..1.B are living in the final Age, and those who are obedient to Christ, 

that is, His Church, recognize the presence of the final 'fifth world 
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empire' of Daniel's visions. In the Church this reign of Christ is 

not only a reality, hidden as it is, but is recognized as a reality. 

Primarily, inauqurated ~schatology has to do with the Presence and Work 

of Christ, but since the Church represents the achievement of Christ 

in His redemptive Work, she has a specially close relationship with 

eschatr~logy, understood in this dynamic way as the pressing of Christ's 

achievement towards its completion at the Parousia. 

Hippolytus, then, views the Church as the true Israel, among other 

aspects of her reality. This statement has to be understood over against 

the whole Old Testament background which records the faithlessness 

of the Jewish people. 

"Die Heiden sind die Erben des Volkes Israel. Die Vorb~dingung 
hierzu ist die Vertt1erfung de:r Juclen, uJelche ve1schulcirt" ist, da 
Israel seine Berufung nicht wahrgenommen hat." 

The thought of the section, from which the above quotation is taken, is 

that Israel has not reco9nized God's summons to her and so the Call is 

issued to the Gentiles. In the following section which deals with 

'The Two Calls: to Israel and to the Heathen', Hamel brings out the 

point that Hippolytus understands that the displacement of Israel and 

the summons to the Heathen is already foreshadowed in the blessings 
l~Qac Jacob. 

given by the dyin~/to Esau and/Just as Esau lost the blessing to the 

younner Jacob, so Israel loses out to those more recently summoned to 

the knowledge of the true God, namely the Gentiles. That Hippolytus 

does so view the matter is obvious from a Fragment on these Blessings. 

This is taken from Hi~polytus' Cornment2ry on Genesis, and is cited for 

us by Jerome 

"Isaac porta~imaginom Dei patris, ~Gbecca spirifus sancti, Esau. 
populi priotis et diaboli, Jacob ecclesiae sive Christi --- Quomodo itaque 
fratris dolos fugiens, Mesopotamiam tendit Jacob, it~ et Christus 
Judaeorum incredulitate compulSus profiscitur in ~a~ilaeam, 

inde sibi ex gentibus sponsam sumpturus ecclesiam. 11 
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Hippolytus' conception is not of any vindictive exclusion., however, 

of Israelit8s. It is rather, as Hamel reminds us, that in the divine 

purpose the Calling of the Gentiles follows upon the rejections of Christ 

by Israel as a whole. Paul's discussion of God's purpose for his own 

people 'after the flesh' is surely very much in Hippolytus' mind 

(Rom.9-11) but when expounding such an Old Testament work as Genesis 

he does not find it necessary to allude to Paul. He finds all that was 

to eventuate foreshadowed under the Old Covenant. What he means, however, 

is surely what Paul clearly stntes, namely, that the rejection of 

Christ by the Jews was a 'hinge' in history on which rested the turning 

to the Gentiles. ule may find it hard to understand why God shou~d wait 

for Israel's rejection of Christ in this way. To Paul -- and surely to 

Hippolytus -- this tuas the way in which God had in fact moved in history, 

so they conceived themselves as interpreting Old Testament scripture in 

the light of New Covenant happening. 

One or two aspects of this matter are worthy of note. First, 

Hippolytus, in line with St. Paul to whom he does not at this point 

allude, views the Church as a creation of th8 End-time~ as an event tuhich 

could not take place until Christ had come and 1srael had rejected Him~as 

such. Second, he views the creation of the Church as an historical event 

in a most serious light. He does not mean that since Christ's time 

Gentiles have, through Christian preaching, re~!ized that the §ad of 

the universe loves them and is calling them also to Himself. This may 

be true so far as it goes but it rests on the fact that through the 

coming of Christ in the humiliation of the Incarnation and His rejection 

by Israel, a New Covenant has been inaugurated. For Hippolytus there 

are two 8ctual Callings - 'Berufun~en', as Hamel calls them. Hippolytus 

in true biblical fashion thinks in this matter in terms of an actual 

change in the relationship between God and the Gentiles. This is 



objective fact, not subjective interpretation. Thus, the Church ~n 

the full New Covenant and New Testament sense belongs only to the 

End-time and is in this sense an eschAtological creation. Third, 

the Church as 'true Israel' includes persons both from Israel anrl from 

the heathen nations. There is no question of the exclusion of persons 

of Jewish race. Apart from the fact that God is not vindictive in 

character, the reason for this, as Hippolytus clearly sees, is that from 

the beginning 'true Israel' as the creation of God has not been planned 

as of one nation only. This remains true despite ti1e puzzling fact that 

the Gentiles were not at first summoned by God. The term 'Israel' may 

be borrowed historically from the people of that name, but in reality 

the race, who received that name from God, ~iere only 2n anticipation 

of the whole people of God. The standpoint is that of John the Baptist 

when He said that God was able from the very stones to raise up children 

unto Abraham, and Paul again takes seriously, in his Epistle to the 

Galatians, the thought that Abraham's childrenll.8re those who have faith 

in Jesus {Matt.3.9, Lk.3.8; Gal.3.?ff). Neither Paul nor Hippolytus would 

have considered that they were borrowing terms or concepts which 

properly belonged to the nation Israel and were extending their sphere 

or area of reference. Rather from the perspective of divine purpose 

Israel after the flesh did but anticipate, through the mechanics of. 

that purpose, what was afterwards to belong to all who believe in 

Jesus. It is significant that in Galatians, chapter 3, where Paul 

sets forth his understanding that "it is men of faith who are the sons 

of Abraham" (v.7,R.S.V.), he clearly takes most seriously the 

historical changes which were brought about by the issuing of the divine 

covenants. 



In reqard to the l~st point made above there is evidence that 

Hippolytus did not leave his thinking on the Book of Daniel to one 

side, 1uhen he tt1as reflecting upon the Church. Despite the charge of 

Hans Lietzmann that "the remains (of the works of Hionolytus) do not 

reflect a mind of the first quality" and that "he was a dry compiler of 

an unpretentious kind, with a narrow range of thought". There is 

evidence that Hippolytus had the ability at lRast to be consistent in 

his thinking And of having a total scheme of thought. What is true is 

that he was not speculative in outlook, but wished to be faithful to 

Scripture. Thus, in the Commentary on Daniel ( Iv'. 'f.X'1.V1 I. ~ as Hamel 

1 
notes , the figure spoken of at Dan.10.6 is interpreted of the Lord 

(Christ) and it is thought significant that his arms and his feet are 

spoken of as being of polished brass. The twofold reference to arms and 

legs suggests the t1mfoldness of God's summons first to Jews and then to 

Gentiles. However immoderate this use of alleqory may seem to us, 

Hippolytus was acting as did most ancient commentators in seeing 

significance in such details. What is most important is that he 

probably views this figure in Dan.10 as the 'Son of Man', or one like 

unto a son of man, of Dan.7. Thus, the universal character of the 

figure in Dan.7 is perceived, and it is this which is carried over into 

the interpretation of Dan.10.6. Hou1 could Hippolytus fail to see that 

the Kingdom which corresponded in some way to this figure of Dan.7.13ff 

was a 'world emnire' like the other four before it? To the extent that 

the Book of Daniel loomed large in Hippolytus' thinking, it is likely 

that the balance of that Book between the privileged place of the 

Jews and the universal purposes of God, would rermeate all his theology. 

Thus, it is evident that for Hippolytus Jew and Gentile had to be made 

one in Jesus Christ, if Christ were to fulfil the pattern set forth 
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in the Book of Daniel. This meant that the ingathering of the 

Gentiles was no 'afterthought' on God's f)art, but th2t the very being 

of the Church corresponds to the decrees or covenants of God enacted 

in history. Hamel aptly concludes : 

"In diesen 8~ispielen (he has been thinkinn of the references 
to Dan.10.G, etc.) versteht Hinpolyt dabe~ unter den zwei VHlkern 
nicht mehr die ungl~ubige Judenschaft und~gl~ubige He~denschaft, 
so,ndern die olaubige Ausu1ahl aus Israel und Heiden"." 

Again Hippolytus thinks of the Church as the 'assemblage of the 
\ 

holy'. A number of elements enter into his presentation of this 

concept. It is evident that, although Hippolytus penned these words 

in the context of his struggle against what he viewed as 8 lack of 

moral rfgour on the part of Zep*inus andCallistus in Rome early in 

the third century, his was no one sided emphasis on th8 individual 8t 

the expense of the Christian community. Rather was he concerned that 

the individual should be fGund to belong to the 'true Church'. As 

we have noted above, this community, as 'true Isr2el', resulted 

from decisive divine intervention in history, and Hippolytus is aware 

that the initiative in formi~~ the tr~e Church lies with God. 

Nevertheless, for Hiprolytus, wRat ~od does is to form a community 

of believing persons, and the failure of Zephyrinus and Callistus to 

insist on proof of belonging to the faithful is an indication that 
': 

they were not led by God, at least in regard to the leadership in the 

Roman Church that they were accorded and in the course of action 

advocated by them. 

The eschatoloQical note again enters into~our understanding 

of Hippolytus at this point in that the Church is made to be holy 
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and to consist of persons, whose lives reflect their union with Christ 

the Holy One, not only throuQh what Christ Jesus has done in His first 

advent, but also in that the Church anticipates now on earth the reign 

of Christ with His people in a renewed earth at His Parousia. 

Hippolytus clearly sees that, though the Church may now be despised 

by many, the future lies with her in the divine purpose. It is in 

this sense thnt she is 'holy'. She belongs to God in Christ. 

Therefore the Church must reflect her destiny in her behaviour now. 
THE CHURCH AS THE ASSEMBLY OF THE HOLY. 

In order to give biblical foundation to his view of the Church 

as the community of the holy, whose lives reflect their calling, 

Hippolytus m::ikes use of two Old Covenant images in particular. One is 

taken from the story concerning Susannah, uihich appears in the Apoc-

rypha in our Bibles and u1hich stood in the Septuagint version of the 

Book of Daniel. This is the story of how Susannah, the wife of Joakim, 

a wealthy Jew in Babylon, was tempted to commit adultery with two 

wicked Jewish judges, refused, was accused of performing the same act 

with another imaginary young man, was found guilty and condemned to 

death, but was delivered through the perspicacity of Daniel, who 

was able to demonstrate that the stories of her two accusers did not 

agree and were therefore false. The other image is taken from the 

Genesis story of the condition of Paradise. In the one case it is 

Susannah who is a picture of the Church; in the other it is Paradise 

itself. "Schon diese Eigenschaften des typisch verstandenen Paradieses 

zeigen, da~ die Kirche einer himmlischen, uberweltlichen Sphare 

entstammt unrl daher. der Sph~re des Irdischen nicht angeh3rt."
1 



UndRrlyin~ both of these rictures of the Church is a view of 

it which sets it as a stranger within this present evil u1orld. Thus, 

Susannah And her husband significantly have their dwelling in 

Babylon, which stands for the world, while Paradise is a condition 

which has passed away, a sphere which is no more in the world at large. 

So far, however, these types seem perhaps to have no reference to 

eschatology. This is not, however, the reality of the matter. This 

becomes clearer when hJe examine some of Hi npolytus' references to 

the Church, and when we remember some of the common suppositions of 

Early Christian thinking. Thus, convinced as the Christians were 

in the first few centuries after Christ concerning the coming Kingdom 

of God, one could hardly refer b:ck to the Paradise story of Genesis 

without indirectly suggesting something concerning the coming 

restoration of the same. In viewing the Church as a 'sphere' where 

God's will prevails, there is already a presumption that in the 

Church the Kingdom of God has been inaugurated. We shall see that 

the parallel with Susannah has similar eschatological implications 

for Hippolytus. 

Significant for Hippolytus' thought is the fact that Susannah 

is not only a stranger in Babylon, but she comes under persecution 

in that setting. HamP.1 reminds us that for Hippolytus the Church is 

represented by the figure of a Woman in childbirth in Revelation, 

chapter 12. This luoman is endangered by a 'great red dragon', which 

at chapter LXI of the De Christo et Antichristo, Hippolytus understands 

of the coming figure ef ~ntichrist. There the omen is expressly 

identified with the Church. From this it surely follows that in the 



persecutions of the Church in Hippolytus' O\trn dP.y he saw anticipations of 

the final persecution under Antichrist. The point is that the Church 

as a persecuted community has her types in the past, as in the story 

of Susannah, and is especially to be revealgd in this light in the 

coming days under Antichrist. Thus, the Church is eschatologically 

oriented throughout. It was from this present anticipation of 

prophetic prediction that Hippolytus drew the conclusion that the 

Spirit of God was with the Church. He distrusted measures which 

would make the Church have a greater appeal to his age, or which in 

any way entailed a lowering of ethical and theological standards. 

This does not imply, of course, any lack of concern for evangelism. 

Indeed, it is significant that in the figure of childbirth in Rev.12 

Hippolytus sees the striving of the Church to bring Christ to birth in 

the world through the preaching of the Gospel: 
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\uhat is significant in context is that Hippolytus sees the Church as 

performing her work under persecution, and her contribution to the 

world's future is not by conforming to wordly standards but by 

proclamation of a message against which evil forces are ranged. In 

the parallel with Susannah, Hippolytus sees significance in the fact 

that it was when Susannah bathed that she same under temptation and 

persecution. When the Church witnesses to Christ as she does in 

baptism, to which Susannah's bath points forward, and when she is 

consistent with her own manner of life, refusing to be diverted into 



unworthy ways, then persecutio~ will be her lot. Hiprolytus' under

standing is that the Church is intended to be the 'community, or 

assemblagR, of the holy', to be different from the 111orld, and yet 
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at the same time, just by being true to her own nature and to her Lord, 

to help bring in the coming Kingdom. The parallel with Susannah 

allows him to draw tacitly on the wealth of Old Testament prophetic 

teachinn regarding Jehovah as husband of Israel (as in Hosea). .lust 

as Sussannah could not be untrue to Joakim, her husb8nrl, so the Church 

cannot be untrue to her Lord, to Christ. 

To sum up what is entailed in this figure, a few points should 

be clearly disentangled from Hippolytus' total understanding and 

set forth schematically. First, although the Church lives in Babylon 

(the world), it is assumed that it is God's purpose to bring her to 

her Promised Land, and it is for this reason fundamentally that she 

must not l01.J1er her standards. Her. ethics are esch8tologically 

oriented. This is implicit surely in Hippolytus' interpretation 

of Babylon as the world. We can only miss this by failing to take 

seriously the eschatological orientation of all that the prophets had to 

say about Israel and her destiny. Second, the prophecies regarding 

the futurg persecution of the Church should make us wary of any degree 

of conformity to the world or compromise with her standards. In both 

the above points, it is not simply a matter of the inherent rightness 

of the m8intenance of certain standards of conduct. An eschatological 

orientation of thinking is clearly discernible. Thirdly, it is surely 

not ~1ithout significance that Hippolytus should see significance 

for the nature and role of the Church in a story attached to the 

Book of Daniel, that most prophetic u1ork upon which Hippolytus relied 

so much in the outworking. This fact underlines that for Hippolytus 

the Church was an 'eschatological community', in the sense that she 



h~d been C81led into being late in time to witness tn the lnteness of 

the times 8nd tn endure, under divine protection, tintil Christ's 

Parnusia in glory. Fourthly, there is latent in the story of Susannah's 

faithfulness to her husb8nd, Joakim, the thought of the preservation 

or reserve of her body for him. In the Early Church this concept 

w~s applied sometimes, in a symbolic mAnner, to the Church's preserv-

ation of her life from entanglements with a view to being undefiled 

at the r.~n~ of her Bridegroom. The Parable of the TP.n Virgins, 

told hy our Lord Himself, probably was the initi~ting factor in this 

development. One work which, as we h2ve already seen, stresses the 

thought of the Church as an ,.eschntologicgl community' is the Shepherd 

of Hermas (early 2nd century), and there the physical charncter of the 

Church, as Bride of Christ and Body of Christ, is closely bound up 

with the coming re~emption nf God's people at the Pnrousia. It seems 

probable that a similar understanding informs Hippolytus' thinkinq, 

as he reflects on the story nf Susannnh's f3ithfulness to Joakim, 

whom he expressly viAws as a figure nf Christ. 

The view of the Church as prefigurerl in the PMr8dise described 

in Genesis and as anticipating the final Paradise of God agnin reminds 

us thBt, thouQh the Church is in this Dresent world, she is not of it. 

/ 
Jean Danielou has reminded us forcibly of the provenance of a 

'Paradise-motif' in Early Christian thinking regarding the Church. 

Signific2nce in this regard is the term 'neophyte', which thinks of 

a newly baptized person as 'newly planted', as the Greek suggests, in 

the Garden of Paradise of God. St. Paul used. the term at I. Tim.3.6. 

The important thing, however, for our present purpose is that this 

is not a static or timeless porallel. Rather does this new Paradise 

pour out refreshing streams into the world. This at any rate is how 

Hippolytus understands the figure and the reality to which it pointso 



Thus, he s<1ys:-

"Car ~ est ~e nom du nouveau Jardin de volupte plant~ .§. 
l'Orient, nrne de tout~s sortes de bans arbres, ce quil f2ut 
comprendr.e de la reuni6n des justes -------- La Concorde, qui 
est le chemin des saints vers la communaut~, voil~ ce qu'est 

/ / 

l'Eqlise, j8rdin spirituel de Dieu, plante sur le Christ, comme 
a l'Orient, o~ l'on voit toutes sortes d 1 8rbres : la lignee 
des patriarches --------, les oeuvrr:is des rrooh~tes --------, 

A ' 

le choeur des Apotres, -------- le choeur des Martyrs, --------
la th~orie des Vierges -------- le choeur des Docteurs, l'ordre 
des Evr3'ques, des Pretres et des Le\/it.Rs.--~------
11 coule dans ce Jardin un fleuve d'une eau intarissable. 
Quatre fleuves en decoulent, arrosant toute la terre. 11 en nst 

/ I 

de m~me dans l'Eolise : le Christ, qui est le fl~uve, est announce 
dans le monde entier par le quadruple B'vangile.n 

What is especi8lly significant is th8 way in which Hipoolytus sees 

the Church as watered and nourished by that Living Water, which is 

destined to give life to the world. Here the emoh~sis falls on the 

Church's partnership with her Lord. It is by her agency thAt the 

Gospels have been tur it ten, under the direction doubtless of the Holy 

Spirit, and the thouqht is that by f 2i thfu lness to the One lJJho is 

the centre and source of her own life, the Church foreshFldows the 

fin8l refreshment of the whole earth. 

It follows from all of this thAt, in thinking of the Church 

as 'the assemblage of the holy', as Hamel puts it, he is instructed 

by such biblical symbol~, as implicit in his view in the figure of 

Susannah and in the Paradise spoken of in Genesis. While he insisted 

on purity, this llJ.::'iS b8c~use only a oure community was living in 

holiness, thAt is, in reserve for her coming Lord. The underlying 

reasoning is largely, thought not wholly, esch8tnlogical in ch3racter. 

Hemel well sums the matter up under his final point on the 'holiness 

of the Church' when he says "Die in rler Kirche erworbene Gnd 

1 c" 'h\."""" 1 .... l'>~" r • xv 11 ., ___ ., . 



bewahrte Heiligkeit verleiht den Gl~uhigen die An~artsch8ft 2uf die 
111 

letzte Vollendung des Heils im Reiche Gottes. 

THE CHURCH AS THE BEARER OF THE TRUTH AND SAVING ARK OF THE aELIEVING. 
H1pnolytus views the Church as a bearer or the truth, to ~ake up 

Hamel's third point. This should perhaps be \/iewed as a particular 

instancR or aspect of the truth seen under the last heading. The 

thought is that, in a world which is ruined throunh man's sin and is 

in darkness, the Church alone possesses the truth, which is contained 

in the Gospel. As we saw above, in the illustratinn concerninq 

Paradise, thR Church shares first in the blessings of Christ, the 

River of God, but she is seen as cooperating in brinqing the life-

giving streams to the world through her witness in the Four Gospels 

and doubtless in all her witness. 

It is in contradistinction from the truR teachinQ committed to 

the Church that heresy is to be understood. ThPre seems indeed to be 

tacit parallelism in his thinking between the contrast of Christ and 

Antichrist and that between the Gospel, faithfully handed down within 

the community of the Holy Spirit and"hgresy. Thus, the conflict with 

heresy is a proleptic anticipation of the final conflict between 

Christ and Antichrist •. We have already noted, in our study of Irenaeus' 

eschatology, th8t Irenaeus anrears to assume that the heresies against 

which he wrote revealed the presence of the 'spirit of error' already 

;:it ttJork in the tuor ld. This, it would seem, is also the standpoint of 

Hip8olytus, so that in his 1 Refutio omnium Haeresium' he is not just 

concerned to refute error: he is conscious of opposing a spirit of 

error which is destined to grow greater in the world until it reaches 

its consummation in deceitfulness of Antichrist. When, in the opening 

1 ~. C\f I f .5't, 



sections of the 'Refut3tion', Hippolytus goes out of his way to point 

out how in a covert m8nner thP hPretics rely uron naaan philosophic 

tenets, the basic thought is that heresy ares the truth, but is 

imrnrd ly something else in r!isguise. Heresy is an anticipation of th8 

'deceivableness' of Antichrist. Thus, even the r~j~ction of heresy, 

and the corresronding acceptance of the Church as the bearer of the 

truth, is eschatoloQically conditioned. 

Hippolytus' thinking on this matter merges imperceptibly with the 

last point, to which Ide hRd promised to givP. our atbrntion. In Hamel's 

elucidation of the nature af the Church, as understood by Hippolytus, 

he saw the Church as being 'the saving Ark of the believing', but we 

saw that Hamel deals with the structure of the Church 8S portrayed in 

Hiprolytus. This is because for Hippoly~us structure is ;:rn important' 

aspect of th~ n2turo, of the true Church. It .is imriortar't !•rief.ly to 

elucidate the outlines of Hippolytus' thought on the structurP of 

the Church, especially in its relationship to the Holy Spirit ~nd th8 

question of apostolic succession. The truth is th~t Hippolytus sees 

the Church al1.11ays as a community, 1t1hich is the betJinning of the N.e111 

Creation in Christ. Though he emphasises the need for purity in 

nT7 • 

church membership, he lays emphasis on the Church not as a conglomerate 

of individual believers, but as a corporate community, which is, 

Bride nf Christ. This community is set over against the wickedness 

And the darkness of the world, like the Jews in Babylon, but it is 

already gn anticipation of the coming Kingdom of God. Amongst other 

things the Church is the bearer of truth in the midst of pagan darkness 

and has to be especially on its guard against heresy, which is 

paganism acting from with the Church herself. Hippolytus sees the 

Church as a unity in her corporate character and this unity not only 

transcends geographical, but also historical,boundaries. It is this 



that preserves the Church as the Church, and clearly such a doctrine 

must have a speci~l sign.i. ficonce for ;rny thAology th2t sees the Church 

as th2t community uJhich spcins thP. 'ga[J' between the bro Advents. l1Je 

have Already seen that for Hippolytus Christ has inaugurated 'the 

fifth world empire' of Daniel's vision~ One of the fe~turGs of this 

Kingdom Illas that it ums enduring and C8rried everything before it. 

Undoubtedly Hippolytus understood the Church in terms of a realization 

of this Kingdom, which would be fully and ruhl.icly unveiled before the 

eyes of the world only at the ~arousia. With such a backqround of 

thought, Hippolytus must have had deep convictions regarding the . 

imperishabili ty of t.hF? Churcl;i which would be reinforced by the words 

of our Lord as reported at Matt.16.18. The question, however, 

narrows itself down to the manner in which Hippolytus saw this 

preservation as taking pl3ce. 

It would seem that Hippolyi~us vie111s thR Church ;:is bridginQ the t11m 

Advents in that she possessed the Holy Spirit, 2s gift ~f God, and 

because her physical structure conforms to that laid do1;1n by Christ 

through His apostles. Hippolytus views the gift of the Holy Spirit at 

Pentecost as an historical event that cannot be reversed, and he sees the 

succession of bishops from the apostles as linkinq the Church in her 

various aenerations with her historical genesis. It is only when we 

lay stress on the individuAl generations that Hippolytus' doct~ine of 

apostolic succession becomes 'mechanical'. For him the overarching 

truth is that of the eternal character of the fifth world empire of 

Daniel, inaugurated by Christ in the Church. Hippolytus begins with this 

corporate reality, and is in this way able to view the succession 

not in a rnech~nical fashion, but as the physmctal rsal,ity corresponding 

to the inner reality of the presence of the Holy Spirit with the Church. 

Just as commitment to Christ was expressed in water baptism, and as 
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ordination was effected throu!Jh the laying on of hands and the use of 

unguents, so it seemed appropriate that to the spiritu~J reality 

of the Church, u1hi ch consists not in our riCJht at titu:les but in the 

objective presence of the Holy Spirit, there should correspond that 

which on the outward sirle guarantees the Church's continuity. 

10hat is the si~nificance of all this for Hippolytus' eschatology? 

Its relevance cnnsists in the way in which his thought of the Presence 

of the Spirit and of the outward effRctive symbolism of apostolic 

succession, reflect the 'interim' character of the Church, as existinq 

between the 'two Advents'o The question is not simnly that of the 

continuance of the Church, but of her continuance until the Parousia 

of Christ. We recall how on the Day of Pentecost Peter associated the 

gift of the Holy Spirit, that fell on the Church, with thR prophecy of 

Joel 2.28, which implies that this Gift W3S seen es the peculiar 

possession of God's people in the End-time. It was in this a:ntext +-.hat 

Hippolytus appears 3Jsn to have thought of apostolic tradition and 

apostolic succession. Just as the Gift of the Holy Spirit was once 

given to the Church and remains ttJi th her unti 1 the P;wousia, so the 

Gospel and its normative explication has once been given by the apostles, 

and in like fashion her structure has been instituted by Christ. Again,. 

the explication of the full meaning of this structure was worked out, 

it was thought, by the apostles. The perspective adopted by 

Hippolytus may tuell be expressed in the understanding of 'tradition', 

which Cullmann discovers in the Netti Testament documents themselves. 

Cullmann holds that in such a- passage as I Cor.II.23ff. Paul can 

say that he had received 'from the Lord' what in fact he had received 

through the apostles, i.e. those were 'eye witnesses' of Christ's 

glory, because the understanding is that "transmission by the apostles is 
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not AffRcted by rnen, hut hv Christ the Lord himself, who thereby imparts 

this revelation. 111 

Cullmann holds further that the gifts both of the Snirit and of the 

Tradition 1uere of such a ch-=iracter that thgy must be historically 

understood. This means that it was a mistaken understanrling of the 

nift of the Spirit which allows any branch of the Church to assume 

that the Spirit will make frRsh revelations aftAr thR close of the 

'apostolic age'. It is for thR Spirit to take of thP things of Christ, 

i.e. that relate to the Gospel facts, and to make them real to men. 

"The Holy Spirit interprets Scripture, but is at the same time 

controlled by it."
2 

In similar fashion the institutions of Christ are 

energised by the Holy Spirit, Who has once been given to the Church 

and remains with her. What is siqnificant in this account of New 

Testament thinking, as given by Cullmann, is that he gives an account 

of the developing thinking and functioning of the Church which 

corresponds to her position between the two Advents. It is eschatolo9ically 

oriented throughout, not only so, but it takes seriously the· elements 

of realized nnd inaugurated eschatology. In the Church, which is 

the community of the End-time, the Holy Spirit and the Gospel tradition 

h8VA bRen given once-for-all, Nevertheless, the Church a~ the 

community that presses forward, with the Spirit within her, towards 

the Parousia of Christ, is competent to apply the Gospel and manifest 

her functions in each succeeding time and circumstance. Her. centre 

of gravity is in the Incarnation, her goal is the Parousia. 
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It is one thing, of coutsc, to agree with Cullmann's interpretation 

of the NeuJ Testament understanding of Tradition, in its applic~tion 

both to rloctrine anrl to Church offices; it is quite Another to show 

that Hippolytus' underst8nding is identical, or ~vRn similar. Hotuever, 

it is this kind of unrlerst2nrlinq which Hamel appears to ascribe to 

Hippolytus. Thus he says : 

"Die Kirche ist im Besi b.: des Heilin,...,n G1istes, des apostnlischRn 
Amtes und dadurch der richtigen Lehr1 4 

u 
'> 

Hamel goes on to quote 8n instructi"e p<-Jssage fr11m the RPfUtr1tion of 

81J Heresies in its introductory section in Rook/. 

II 
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(Ref. nrnn.Haer.1, Foreword, rara.G). 

Here Hippolytus' chief concern is uii th doctrine, but it .is instruct.ivP 

to ohs~rve the close relationship posited betu18en the Holy Spirit 

and the arostolic officP. In orinciple, Hippolytus does indeed appear 

to s t~nd 111i th th~t inb~q1reb:ition of the Church which s eRs hRr offices 

~s hPlnn~ing to the structure 13id down by Christ and energised by 

the Spirit but 88 determinP.d in regard tn doctrine, office, and 

function by ~Jhat has been given once-for-all in the Gospel or Apostolic 

Age. The desire to guard the Church anrl to 1t.J2rd off heresy is in line 



It.Ji th the lid.sh that thA Church should be preser.ved intact until 

Christ's Cominq in glory. And this eschatological note is the more 

to the for8 tiihen 111e rememb8r. the qeneral Ecr1y Christian belief 

(expressed at I Tim.4.1ff.; 2 Tim.3.1ff.; 2 Pet.2.1ff; etc. ~re New 

Testament expressions of it)that heresy would incrGase prior to the 

PrJrnusia. 

A similar attitude to the Gift of the Spirit and to the Tradition, 

as laid doti1n once-for-all in thG apostolic age, arpears to undr:irlie 

'The Treatise on the Apostolic Tradition,'one of the most prized 

documents of the Early Church. AJ.though this hook is cr.ist in the form 

of a manual of piety and liturgy, the actual intention of Hipoolytus 

appears to have been toset forth, in opposition to the Roman Church, 

what in his view constituted the true Church. It h~s nlr~ays seGmeci 

strange th~t Hippolytus t11ho bCJ.liGves so strongly in the cathoJ.icity of 

the Church, should establish a 'schismatic' community or sect. The 

fact is, of course, that in protesting against "recent arost2sy or 

1 
error and ignor2nt men" , Hippolytus is asserting the true catholicity 

of his followers. He thereby implies that he has no mechanical 

doctrine of 'apostolic succession' of bishops from the Apostles. 

The linkaQ8 hetwegn apostles and bishops is determined for Hippolytus 

by the conformity of the bishops with Scripture and dominical or 

~postolic institution. This being so, Hippolytus is not afraid to 

reject the authority of bishops 1uhose views do not seem to him too 

be reconcilBble with Scripture and the apostolic tradition. 
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What is imrort~nt for our present purpose is not gny d8t~iled 

investiqation of Hippolytus' view eith8r of Tradition or of the 

Spirit, but the fact thnt both express an understanding of the nature 

of thR Church, which is thoroucihly eschatolog.ic?l in ch8racter. l 1Je 

may now summarize thus. First, the Church sp2ns the two Advents as 

the fifth world empira of Oaniel!s visions. In th~t shP doPs span this 

'gap', she must he s8en as a unity which trc:inscends the historical 

process and yet is imbedded in it. From this it follows that neither 

•' 
the gift of the Spirit nor that of the Tradition can b8 repeated. 

They have been given one-for-all. This is an insight which derives its 

full meaninq at least only from an understanding nf this framework 

derived from s~~vation-history, i.e. that which sees the End-time as 

having ~rrived in Christ but as still pressing on towards its 

consummation at the Parousia. S8cond, in the details of his treatment 

of the functioninq of the Spirit within the Church and the m3nner in 

which doctrine and office have to be expressed in each succeeding 

generation, Hippolytus reveals a grasp of both 'realized' and 

'futurist' elements of Pschatology. The unwillingness to qo beyond or 

to criticize that which has been laid down once-for-811 in the Gospel 

is bound u.p with the realization that in Christ Jesus And the facts 

of the Gospel, the events of Cross, Resurrection~ and Ascension, the 

End-time h~s arrivPd. The realization of ~h8 necessity for the 

consummation of Christ's victory at his Second Advent is everywhere 

assumed, and Hippolytus sees the Church as pressing towards this goal 

through her preaching, teachin9, and worship. There is nothing 

static about Hippolytus' view of the Church. Third, in his concern 

to keep the Church pure in doctrine and true in form to what has been 

laid down by Christ, Hippolytus is tacitly conscious of the increase of 

her8sy within the Church that was anticipated and that, it was thought, 



would match the persecution from thR outside. The Antichrist-motif 

is not absent even here. It is true that not much of this is made 

explicit, but such an interpretation of Hinpolytus' thou~ht makes 

sense, is consistent with what is stated in the 'Refutationt And thA 

'Treatise on Apostolic Tradition', rlnd h::is the merit of fitt.ing in uiith 

his outlook on esch0toloqy set forth 3t length in his 111nrks directly 

dealing ud.th that subject. It cannot be said that a study of such 

1.1iorks as the 'Refutation' or the 'Apostolic Tradition' add to our 

knowledge of Hippolytus' eschatology to any great extent, but it does 

underline his recognition of the fact that in Christ the End-t.ime has 

already begun. Not only so, but we see in these works somPthing more 

of Hippolytus' recognition that this period between the two Advents 

is not merely one in which we await the P~rousia, or even one in which 

certain rredictions (such as the emergence of Antichrist) have to be 

fulfilled. Rather does Hippolytus see thR Chu:rch ?S r,::wqht 11p throuflh 

the Holy Spirit ~nrl hPr lifG, in so far as it is b8sed on the Gospel 

tradition, in the dynamic movement of the Gospel events themselves 

towards their consummation. One might g8i.n the impression from the 

directly eschatolo1ic~l books thRt everything was so predestined 

beforeh2nd that there is nothing anyone can do about it. Here we see 

th~t, thou~h histo~y must needs take R certain predestined and foreseen 

course, this does not alter the fact that the Church, in possession 

of the freedom that Christ gives, has a cooperative part to act in the 

pressing of the Age towards its completion. The only stipulation is 

that th8 Church c3n only truly do this when she allows herself to 

be determined by the Holy Spirit and by the Gospel. 
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HW r:sr:1-unr11_nGY OF HJPP!1LYTW1: rw ASSESSMENT. 

Hirpolytus' thinkino rn;irks :-i sicrni fic?nt point in th8 vir:it:Js notP-rl in 

this thBsis. He rAVP?ls a mRnt~lity which m~y s~em at first str2nQP to 

out rnorl8rn concRpts, but one which is VRry r8V~8ling of mrr8 gen8r~l E~rly 

Church 8t ti tudes ::inrl t1h i ch rles Pf.' vrs t'"'S pc; ct, for its 011'n s ::3ke. 

T h 8 P, s ch at o 1 o 0. ~' o f l-H rip o 1 y tu s i s m =1 r k e rl l y fut t1 r i s t r.i s i s r P. v e r.i led h y 

the De Christo et Antichristo. It could bn ::irr:!t18d th~t this imrression 

is hsightenRd hy the OFlrtic11l~r choice of m~terial from Hi~nolytus' pen 

which WP have marle. It rloes s eern clear, hrn11Rvo,r, th..., t, tuh~ tP vr:i r ot hP.r 

f;:ic2ts Hippo1~1tus 1 thinking m(lv have, this f11turism is' of the essence of 

his thinking. It is, how8VRr, propRr to strPss th~t thgre ~re nlemonts 

of 1 re01izerl' P.scho:toloqy nlso in Hirf.lolytus' ::.ipf)rrn1ch, nnrl thRse h~\IP. 

been brought out more fully in connection tuith his vie1,1s of thP. ChtJrch, 

as snt out on pages 843ff. 

ThP. s igni f i "~ nt fe~turr? is Ui:::it Hi ppolytus aqc=i in sho1JJS thr?. s '.!me 

8ttitude to eschatology th~t we hnve found in most nf thn liter~turq nf 

the pPriorl bP.forP us: it is :reprnsentr:itive of thr:: viP111 that the End-time 

h '1 s be r:> n i n augur ate d i n Ch r i s t hut pr. es s es t o t'./:1 r cl s i ts r:i on l. 

The ri~rticul2r contribution of Hippolytus lies in the stress tiJhich 

he places upon the Biblical-prophetic background to the Christian Hope. 

The Prirousia of Christ. in c_1 lory is to be thnught 01 rt 5.n tr:irms of t.he ~ 

fulfilment of such passages as n~niel, chapters 2 and 7. This implies, 

as we have endeavoured to show, that Hippolytus did not 8nticip2te the--

Coming of Christ 'at any moment'. Neither did th8 [2rly Church gemTnlly, 

but Hippolytus m~kes most explicit the tho· !CJht that Christ tuill only 

return to the 8arth after Antichrist h~s emerged, Rnd Antichrist 1uill 
, ~ 

-4fJf183r on tlw seem~ onlv ,'3fte:- Rome (conceiv8d 88 the fourth tuorld-

~mnir8 of 0anielic prorhecy) h8s heen divirled into ten kingdoms. It 

seems inapriroprint~ to viPw thi~ ~~ ?n Gdjustm~nt on the r~rt of 

Hippolytus tn the fact th8t thR Lord h2s not in f~ct come in glory for 

His Church. There is no hint whatsoever in Hippolytus' writings of 

ernb8rr~ssm2nt ovgr the delay in the P2rousia. 

This Riblical-prorhetic b3ckground stressed by Hippolytus (though, 

indeP.rl, it does not seRm to him to be any nRl1' teaching or outlook) 

helps us to judge ttJh-:it the Early Church in gener3l uni:ierstoori by 

'imminRnce•- i~ re0~rd to the Parousia of Christ. In Hippolytus' terms 

the implication is th~t Christ is imminent in the sense th8t in Hirn the 

fifth iuorld empire of Daniel 7 ( and 2) has arrived in advance: this 

surely suggests that the Coming of the Son of Man in glory, mentioned in 



to Chric::t, c1nr1flt hr fC?r hghinri. ~lcvPrtheless, th8 S8rinusnRss tilith ttJhich 

thR r!Ptails of the D~mi'?.lic pronhecy ~rF~ tokr-rn shriuJs th~t Hi.prolyt.us does 

nnt tJink th~t Chri_r.t'~ f:nrninr; is .i.mrrrndi~te. Rnrne first hns to lose her 

po1t18r and be dissolved into tfrn kingdoms: only thPn 1ili.ll Ant . .i r.hr:i.r:::t, 

846. 

763 concPrn:inri Christ's h~vino come in 5500 yeArs from thn Crr1tion and 

His return bP.inn, pl~n:"lRrl for thP 601JOth ye~r h::is ni \1gn 1.·!~rner o:iriortuni ty, 

as 1!18 h:-ive not.Prl, to SP,e in this .:rn .::icr:ornmod:iti on on ~;·'."':.'OJ.',ttus' f'l'.1rt to 

the rleJ.riy in t.hn P~:r.nusici • Ooubtl!:!SS this is hmr l!lernPr. SPBS the matb~r. 

. a.t thR s~me time ane feels th.-:it thP tre;:itment. mPb?d out to 11iri tRrs such 

as Hi pp o l y tu s is o ft en h '1 r rl 1 y f .::d. r • I f they s n y th c=i t Ch r i s t t1Ji 11 c nm e 

at any time or, at le:=ist, within '.l vPry feu1 years, they r=ire s2id to be 

gripped by apocalyptic fan8ticism. If, on thP oth~r h~nrl, thPV s~y nr 

imply thRt Christ m8y nnt rPturn in Qlory for quite some time, then thAy 

~re held to he ciis3ppointed in the delay in that 8\!~nt. One susrects 

that imbedcied in such ::in ~ppro?ch to thesG tdriters is ~ subtle begging 

af the riuestion. If, hol.118\/Br, t.tJe ::!llow Hippolytus' evidence to he taken 

as it presents itself (ti1ithor1t ~poloqiP.s for the dol::iy in thP Pat'ousi?. 

or 8nything of this kind) then it raises a fresh possibilitv of under

sbrnding the EClrly Church's ;:iprroach to the quP.stion of Christ's 

imminent Return. 

A further significant fe2ture in Hippolytus' writing is thR way in 

\JJhich his attiturle to the Church reflgcts thP. Pscli-~to.lnQi.c;iJ rrP.surrosi

tions alre~rly notArl in ~ur study of the De Christo Rt Antichristo and 

ThP. trentm8nt accorded thR Church, t11hen 

~ x:::rn.i. n~d, r eve ::i ls the ;::i.s ~;urnot i_ on, th,,, t. She lives in an End-time which 

hes ?lrePrly b~en inauQur;::it~d but not consummRteci. Thus, the thought of 

the Church :.JS 'true Jsr.::iP.1 1 , tn b:ike only one ex.::impJ.e, suggests Hippoly

tus' 1 ::itPnt ~ssum:iti on concern inn n s chPrnC'lt i zat.i. on of his tnry whereby 

Tsra0l's rnjection of her Messiah is a part of a predestined scheme 

of hi:-t.ory~ it is t.hr? hinge on ttihich rests the expansion of the People 

. of Gori amonq the GentilP.s. Hippolytus rlevelops this tnought in his 

min t'.J:=ty, but it is pr As Pnt in JtJs tin M'.lrty r, Clement of Alexandria, and 

other E8rly Christian writRrs, ~s we have seen in ou r own investiqation. 

This me~ns th::it the Church occupies 2 particular point in the divine 

historical pl:=rn, and for Hippolytus (Rs for the Early Church qenerally), 

this means th~t She not only follows a period of rRstriction of the People 
of God to those of Israeli ti sh stock hut She anticipates the coming 
Kingdom of God. 

Hi~polytus' esch3tology is, therefore, most significant, and gives no 
goound to the assumption of Dodd and uJerner that the delay in th9 Parousia 
of Christ in glory led to a process of 'de-esch?tolo~izing' in the Early Church. 
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